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PREFACE.

Of all the periods in the history of Muslim rule in 
India, the first century after the Turkish conquest is perhaps 
the least well known. It is probably due more to a lack of 
interest in the period in which a superficial reader does not 
find anything else than mass slaughter, palace intrigue, 
factious rule and, at best, ana4nteresting story of the rule 
of a typical eastern despot, than to a scarcity of materials. 
On the contrary, in some respects, the period is more importar 
than any*succeeding centuries of Muslim rule. For the first

v

time the Indian people were faced with a conquering race who 
firmly maintained their religious and cultural traditions, and
unlike others in the past ̂ refused to be absorbed by the ever$
elastic Hinduism. The centuries-old traditions of 
government and society were for the first time forcibly 
replaced by foreign impositions, which formed the basis of th 
governmental and social structure of the succeeding 
centuries. Alarmed at the attitude of the conquerors in 
maintaining their racial and cultural identity, the Hindu 
princes who had half-heartedly opposed the invasion in this 
fond hope, made, towards the end of the century, great, 
though sporadic and unsuccessful,efforts to dislodge them.
It was in the same century that we can trace the first signs 
of the fusion of the newer elements with the old, that 
have gone, like many others in the past, to the making of th<



people and culture of that unhappy hut picturesque country.
Viewed in this light the XIII century is worth more 

careful study than has hitherto been devoted to it.
The thesis, which covers the period from 1187 to 

1290 approximately,is mainly political, though, but for the 
want of time, the last three chapters could have been furthe: 
elaborated from the materials which a patient investigation 
would further reveal.

It only remains to express my feeling of deep 
gratitude to Dr. G.G.Davies, for his patient and valuable 
guidance and unfailing interest in my work. I am also 
indebted to Sir E. Denison Ross, Director of the School of 
Oriental Studies, for his kindly permitting me to work in 
the library of the Royal Asiatic Society, London.

A.B.M. Habibullah.

School of Oriental Studies.
L O  N D 0 N ? M 

Nay 31, 1936. #
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Part I.

Chapter I.

The Background.

(a) Political Survey of Central Asia in the 
second half of the XII ceiitury.

The century and a half that followed Mahmud’s
accession to the principality of Gazrii witnessed the rise
and fall of two great empires. The Seljuqs, who had fcstablishe

(1)themselves at the expense of the Gaznawids, were, in the period
under review, undergoing a rapid decline which facilitated the
rise of new and independent dynasties. This decline was alread
visible during the long reign of Sanjar (511/1117-552/1157),
the last of the Imperial Seljuqs. Although he had established
his suzerainty over Bahrain of Gaznfr by helping him against

(2)his step brother Arslan early in his reign; had succeeded in
(1) The beginning of the Seljiiqid Empire may be dated from 1040 A.D.

when after having established themselves south of the Oxus, 
they inflicted a crashing defeat on Masud kh I.-Guzida i. p.43!

(2) Ibnul Athlr, X. p.213, gives the date as 510/516. Bahr&m soon threi
off the toke of vassalage and stopped the oayment of the 
stipulated tribute of 30,000 dinars per day. Sanjar, however, 
reduced him in 530/1135.-Guzida i. p.458; Juwaini gives the 
date as 529/1134-1, p. 4.



k (1)
placing his nominee on the throne of Transoxania in 524/1110; 
and also defeated and reduced Alauddln Husain, the ambitious , 
ruler of the orincipality of Ghor in 547/1152|^lhe vast, structur 
soon crumbled to pieces• His first and the most important 
defeat was at the hands of the1 infidelsf of'Eastern Turkefetan, 
called Qara-Khitais, by the Moslem writers, who had estaolished 
a strong empire on the eastern bank of the Jaxartes, and soon 
made themselves felt in Transoxania. They were fast encroaching
upon the Seljuq dominions and in 531/1137, they inflicted a

(3)defeat on the vassal ruler of Samarqand. In 536/1141 they
again invaded Samarqand to aid the rebellious Qarlugh tribes
against the Khan *£ who then summoned his suzerain Sanjar to

(4)his aid. The latter suffered a disastrous defeat and escaped
w ith , 3only a few followers. This battle is said to have resulted in

_  , (5)the loss of the whole of Transoxania to the Qara-Khitais.

(1) Ibnu Athlr xi, p. 281-282; Guzida i, p.458 gives a slightly differen
account.

(2) According to Fasihi, quoted by Raverty-translation Tab.-Nas, jttS
p.358, note 1, even his father was Sanjar*s vassal. Probably 
this fact is referred to by MinhajyTrans. p.149 and also on 
p. 357-58, where Alauddln1s conflict with Sanjar is described.

(3) Bartholfc-Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion, p.323.
(4) Ibnu Athir Xi, p.37-8; Guzida i, p.487 and Rawandi, p.172, place it

in 535/1140, which is accepted in the article on Atsiz in the 
Ency. Isl. but Juwaini ii, p. 5 and Ibnul Atjtiir xi, p*37 as wel! 
as Bartholfl-Turkestan, p.326 place It in 536.

(5) Juwaini ii, p* 88.



It had its repercussions onother parts of the Empire. According
to the Guzida l^ltsiz, the vassal ruler of Khwarizm (Khiva)
now declared his independence and assumed royal titles. To
make matters worse, he captured Merv, the capital of Sanjar,
who, however, succeeded in recovering it. The next disaster

(2)to the Seljuquid Empire was the eruption of the Ghuzz tribe
from Balkh, and Sanjarfs subsequent defeat and captivity in
their hands in 548/1153. After 4 years of captivity, he

/ (3)effected his escape, but died soon after in 552/1157.
He had lived not only to see the fall of his empire, 

but also the rise of the smaller principalities like Ghor,
Khiva and the predominance of the Qara-Khitais over Transoxania 
and Khiva. The western provinces of his Empire, namely Ir&q, 
Azerbaijan and Hamadan, ±x&s were fast growing into independent 
dynasties either under the Atabeks or a collateral branch of tl

(1) Vol. i, pyiwOT p.487; for the history and origin of the dynasty of
Khiva, which began from Nushtigin, a slave of Malik Shah and 
the Governor of Khiva, see Juwaini ii, p. 2; Guzida i, p.486; 
Tab. Nas. (Ravertyfs Trans.), p.234-35, however, gives an 
entirely different account of the rise of the dynasty. For 
the name KhwSrizm and its aapital Gurganj (now Kunya-Urgendj) 
see the article on it in Ency. Isl.

(2) The Ghuz were a sect of the Turks, and had very recently been con
verted to Islam; see the article in Ency. Isl. for a detailed 
account of their origin and history.

(3) For details see Barthold-Turkestan, pp. 329-30.



Selju*j family. They were, at this time, practically cut off
from all connection with Central Asiatic politics by their
quarrels with the Caliph whose amoition for temporal power
soon culminated in a bitter hostility towards the rulers of
Iraq. ̂ T h e  weak successor of Sanjar was aPS6?*i in the hands
of the Ghuz, and obtained release from practical captitrity at
their hands only to die in captivity in 557/1162 in the hands
of Mx? Muayyid, a former slave of Sanjar, and at that time

(2)the ruler of the ruler of the greater part of Khorasan.
Of supreme importance in one history of these states

at this period was the rise of Khwarizm and Ghor, and their
eventual conflict for the mastery of Persia. Atsiz, the real
founder of the greatness of the dynasty of Khwarizm, was
originally a vassal ruler under Sanjar, and soon rose to power
in the court of his suzerain. Until 529/1134 he served his
suzerain loyally, but the jealousy of the latter1s courtiers
drove him into open revolt. He probably threw off his vassalaj
about the year 533/1138, which action forced Sanjar to march
against him. He was defeated and Sanjar appointed his nephew

(3)Sulaiman as governor of Khawarizm. Atsiz, however, drove
(1) The beginning of this conflict may be traced to the early years of

Sanjarfs reign when Mftkxxot Masud I, the Seljuq ruler of Iraq 
(529/1134^547/1152) deposed the ruling Caliph and appointed a 
new one, see Ibnul Athir x, pp,27B-272 for details.

(2) JhwainiEt, p.16,^Guzida i, p. 463. He was, according to Juwaini and
Ibnul Athir, xi, p.101, a former slave of Sanjar, but Bartholc 
Turkestan, p.335, states that he was the leader of the Ghuzz.

(3) Ibnul Athir, xi, p.31; Juwaini ii, 5; Guzida i, p.487.



Sulaiman out of the country and re-established himself.
Mention has been made of his proclamation of independence in
1141 following the defeat of Sanjar by the Qara-Khitais
The latter, however, invaded his territories also and he
was forced to the payment of an annual tribute of 30,000
(thirty thousand) gold dinars, and it is said Irtiat he

(2 )fulfilled his agreement as long as he lived. His march on
Merv, referred to above, brought Sanjar against him in
538/1143. Atsiz submitted and was pardonedJ^ut later he
again revolted, slew Sanjar*s ambassador to his court and
even contemplated assassinating his overlord. Sanjar
marched against him for the third time in 542/1147; Atsiz
was again defeated and his capital besieged, but on his

(4)submission, was once more pardoned. When Sanjar was cap
tured by the Ghuzz, he invaded Khorasan on the pretext of 
helping his sovereign, but had to retire without effecting

(5)effecting his object. During the last few years of his life

(1) Ibnul Athir xi, p.37, states that Atsiz had concluded an alliance wii
HieQara-KhAtais at this time against Sanjar. But Barthold- 

Turkestan, p.327, doubts its accuracy.
(2) Juwaini ii, p.88; Guzida i, p. 489.
(3) Juwaini ii, p.7; Ibnul Atjiir xi, p.43-44.
(4) Juwaini ii, p.10; Guzida i, 489.
(5) Juwaini idem.



(1)
4 he appears, however, to have been a loyal vassal of Sanjar.
I

Before his death in 551/1156 he had added Jand and Mankislagh
to his territories and exercised considerable influence over

' (2)the II-Khans of Transoxonia. In Khorasan, however, the
temporary predominance of the Ghuzz not only impeded his
success, hut favoured the rise of Muayyid, who pretended to
champion the cause of Empire, and succeeded in
establishing himself in Neshapur, Tus, and some other places.

(3)The Ghuzz held Merv, Sarakha and Balkh, while Herat was held 
by one Aetagin, possibly a former governor of Sanjar, and now 
friendly with the Ghuzz.

The policy of Atsiz was steadfastly followed by his 
son and successor Il-Arslan who obtained confirmation in his 
father* s territories from Sanjar and was, ussgiiii after the 
letter’s death, recognised by Ghiyasuddln Muhammud, the ruler 
of Iraq and at that time the head of the Seljuq family. 
Il-Arslan succeeded in establishing his suzerainty over one 
of the Ghuzz leaders who held Gurg&n and DihistSn; the latter 
territory was annexed to S k b k k u h  Khwarizm when the Ghuxz rulei

(1) Ibnul Athir xi, p*94; see also Barthold-Turkestan. p.331.
(2) Juwaini ii, p.10. The rulers of Samarquand were always at conflict

with their rebellious Qarlugh subjects and on almost every 
conflict between them one party sought the help of the Qara- 
Khitais while the opposite party relied upon the support of 
the Khwarizm Shah. Se Barthold-Turkestan p.333-41.

(3) Barthold-Turkestan, p.335; Ibnul kttiiv xi, p.131.



T.

of the place was found making oonwon cause with Muayyld, 
with when Il-Arslan had lately fought an lndeelslwe battle 
In BB8A162. ̂ A n  opportunity was of farad to him of.strength
ening hla lnfluanoa over Transoxonla by Intar waning In tha 
ouarrala whloh had hrokan ant hatwaan tha Khan of Samarkand 
and tha QsrliMfbs In BBSAlW*. lha results, howawar, were not 
happy for hla* for, although on agreement waa arrlwad at 
hatwaan tha Carlughs and tha Khan without any fighting, tha 
policy of Il-Arslan^ incoming to tha aid of tha former, lad 
to an awantuai ruptura with hla Oare-Khltal snaaralna* Ha
provoked than Into an lnwaolon of hla tarrltorlaa In W7Al1®»(8)hy hla rafhaal to pay tha atipulatad tribute, and In tha 
engagement that follewad tha Khwarlsn a m y  waa rout ad.
T1-Arslan returned to hla oapltal only to dla In Bdfl/llTS.

Tf tha Khwsrtlm Shah failed to make nueh headway altk In 
Fhorasan, hla rlwal^the flhurida during all theaa years ware 
steadily advenolng. The principality of Ohnr was an Insignifi
cant state under tha early Oasnewlda* its rulers eane Into 
prominence during tha relen of flahran Shah, who perfidiously 
murdered Malik Quthuddln Hasan, who had cons to taka refuge In

(1) Juwaini 11, p,16.
(84 Ibnul Athir si, p.168 f Juwnlnl 11, p.Id, places it In 5*5/1169, but 

accord inp to Barthold-Turks stan, p, 856, Ibnul Athir la correct



J his court and was married to on« of Bahram9 a daughters. nils
roused the wrath of Saifuddin Suri, brother of the deceased,4wz*'-*F'%r j ■ • * f̂jL . x(.t - -‘i • R» *• +*' 1 •* (\ '*•**? •/ *7' •' > SSBlRjfSTn
who thereupon invaded Oasnl, drove Bahram Shah Into India

« and occupied the throne. Bahram soon afterwards returned
*  ___

and taking advantage of the absence of Saifuddin1s troops
from flasni in the depth of winter, captured the latter with
the help of the citlsens and put him to death, sending the(1)head to Sanjar in 645/1148. The next brother of Saifuddin,
named Alauddln Husain, who had succeeded to the throne of
Ohor, now advanced on Oasnl, occupied and plundered the whole

(8)city, burnt the buildings and massacred the whole population. 
This aotion, combined with his refusal to pay the stipulated 
tribute, enraged Sanjarf according to Ibnul Athir, he had

s ‘ • -• * „ ‘ \\'5 *  • * . - - * .

also captured Herat on the invitation of the eitisens at a 
time when Sanjar was oreoceupied with his Khwarlsml « w « > g

(1) Ousida 1. p.460? Tab.Has. p.115? Hawandi , p.175.
(8) Tab.Has, pp. 55-57. It is not quite certain who was the antagonist 

of Alauddln at Oasnl, for the aoeounts are not agreed as to th< 
date of Bahram1 s death and the accession of his son Khusra*.
The Tab.Has states, (see also pp. 84*25) that Bahram was drlvei 
out of Gasnl by Alauddln and his death is plaoed in 552/1156. 
which was followed by the accession of his son Khusra* (p.25) 
but an anecdote given on p. 115 implies that it was Khuaraw Sha] 
who opposed Alauddln Husain, Ousida 1, p. 406 and Ibnul Athir 
xi, p«B5 place the death of Bahram Shah in 544/1149 and 
548/1155 respectively. Balsffwi^covpleted in 1276 A.D. Add. 167' 
F.51a, state that Bahram died before Alauddln1 s march on Oasnl 
which must have occurred soon after 544Al49,-the year in whiel 
Saifuddin9s head was sent to Sanjar. Ibnul Athir xl,74, place 
Alauddln9s sack of Oasnl after the drfsrt latter9s defeat at 
the hands of Sanjar in 647, which seems improbable. He furthe 
states that Alauddln placed his brother Saifuddin on the throx*



x (1)vassals# He alto advanced upon Balkh which ho captured_ (2)from its governor, All Klnaj* Sanjar advanced to moot hla
(3)and Alauddln waa defeated and taken priaoner in 647/1152*

«• •His refined wit and intelligence won hin Sanjar9a favour who

(1) xi, p. 68* - ■ 5. ^ v, ^ _ •;,//':V': Q (. 'iKI
(2) Ibnul Athir, xi, p . 74| Rawandi, p# 176 and Gusidn i, 460, add

th*t Alauddln waa in alllanoe with All Chatri, Sanjar1 a 
rebellious governor of Herat, who was, however, executed 
by Sanjar, when both of the rebels were defeated* See 
Tab#Was# Train• Raverty, p. 237, for trn ambiguous allusion 
to thia fact,

(5) *Bie date of thia battle ia confirmed by Niaami TJruzi,-Chahar
Maqala Text, p. 29, who waa an eye witness of the event,

T  —
Vote (2), cost, from page 8.

of Oasnl, on whose subsequent murder by Bahram, Alauddln 
marched against him, but the letter died in the meantime, 
and hla son Khusrau Shah fled to the Punjab# Guslda supports 
this but confuses X k n  Khusrau Shah with his son Khusrau 
Malik - the last of the Oasnawlds who was treacherously 
seised and killed by Muhammad b#ft£m in 687/1191# According 
to the Tab.Has# Khusrau Shah left Oasnl pnly on the approach 
of the Ghuxs who then occupied Oasnl for 10 years# The dates 
662/1157 and 555/1160 for the years of accession of Khnsrau 
Shah and his son Khaurau Malik cuoted by Raverty.Trans#Tab# 
Mas.p# 114 Mote, from the suppositious Inscriptions of their 
coins contained in a MS*-I*0#1939 entitled Tafa11-e-Slkka* 
do not prove anything, since the inscriptions given therein 
are fictitious, and the work was written admittedly in 1773 
A#D# F.6a#



10.
who restored hla to his principality. Ttrlqt tho oaptlwlty 
of Riajtv ho extended it mid conquered Banian, TUkharlstan, 
tho district of Jara, Bait, »nd captured tho fortoooo of 
Tulak, near Herat in Khorason, ond reduced Oharjistan, sod 
tho walley of tho Movghob rleerl^'Hio conquests, howeeer, la 
Balkh and Tukharlstan, are soon afterward loot to tho Ghuss. 
Rorot woo aloo possibly lost, for, as wo hawo notlood ahowo,
It woo hold aftor Ban jar* a dooth, by Aetagin, who woo friendly
with tho Ghusatand fchorason ohlofly woo under Muayyld. Aftor

(8)Aland din* a dooth In ANJ/lldi, tho throne of Rhor woo occupied
by saifuddin, who oueeoaafully defended o part of Herat against
Muayyld*a attack In B W A l O l P W  he loot hla life next year
in an attenpt to dislodge tho Rhusa from Balkh!*' It la
probable that they ooouplod oasnl about thia tins, which they(6)are said to hawo hold for 18 years, saifuddin*a successor 
in flhor was hla cousin flhlyoanddia, who Is eald to hays 
Inflicted a defection tho Ohuas and llborotod Oanalr and Mala

(7)Power, The Ohuas predominance was wearing Itself out, and he

(1) Tab.Has, p. 62-63.
(8) Ibnul Athir xi, p. 181, ousida 1, p. 406, end Balsewai-Add. 16708.

F,-68b, howowor, nave 661A 166 and BB8A168 resoeetleely, tan* 
ibnul Athir la supported by Jahan "Are ftp 141, F.117a. Reeerty*
wlew, Trans. Tab.Haa, p.369 note, which holds to BB1A166 as
tho year of his death, la untenable, In wlew of the fast that 
Missal Usual dedicated his weak • Chahar Maqala, finished 
according to Bd« Brown In 1186/7 to Alauddln, who is referred 
as llwing.wWd. Brown, Trans. 97,

(9) ibnul Athir xl, p.186. (4) Ibid P.m. (6) Tab.Has.p.88 sxfx
sf. Ibnul Athir xl, p.76._ If Khuoray Hhah died in *r6/1160, as 
la asserted by ibnul Athir, Ibid, p.117, which is supported by



annexed the territories of Fares, Kallyun, Flwar, Bagahor, 
Garjlstau, Tallcan and JUsarwan, and finally in 868/1179-4, 
recovered Oasnl. The rulers of SiJ1stan (Sleetan) acknowledged

(8) hlA-oX
his suseralnty and finally, in 571/1178, HerXJfc was delivered to

v (%: -him by Its eltlsena, who opposed the Pro-Ghuss policy of its
(8)ruler. The Ohuss rulers of Kirnan also aeoepted his vassalage, 

while parts of Khorasan adjacent to Herat and Balkh wara 
gradually axmaxad to hla growing Empire.

Although his possession of Hertft could not ha permanent, 
as will appaar presently, this saoond advance into Khorasan 
brought him into opan hostility with tha Khwarlsm Shah*"Y* . '
Il-Arslan1a death was followed by a civil war between his
two sons Takaah and Sultan Shah, in whioh tha former succeeded
in occupying tha throne with tha help of Qara-Khitais on con-

(ftdltlon of his paying an annual tributes Sultan Shah took 
refuge with tfuayyld, who, however, was killed in the battleV •v'"'** : •. ' ' **• ' L ' * $ , ‘ .
fought with Takaah to regain the throne frois Sultan. The latte

(4)then fled to Dihlatan and finally to Ohor. A further oomplioa 
tlonwas thus introduoed into the eomplex polities of Khorasan

(1) Tab.Has. pp. 72-79.
(2) Tab. Has. Raverty*s Trans, p.198.

7 > *' . * ‘ ’

(9) Ibid text p. 73 j Ibnul Athir xl, p.77.
(4) Juwaini 11, p.17-19. Tab.Mas. Raverty1 a Trans, 245,978.
Footnotes eontd. from page 10.

Balsiwl, F.51b and Ousida 1, 406, the Ohuss oeoupatlon must has 
occurred earlier. (6) Paaihl quoted by Raverty. Trans.Tab.las. 
p.974, note 9. (7) Tab.Bas. p.71.



by the ambition of Sultan Shah. Taking advantage of
Takaah'a quarrel with hla Qara-Khltal auseraln, Sultan

(1)persuaded the latter to Invade Khwarlsm. The attempt was 
not auoceasful, but with the Qara-Khltal foreea Sultan Shah
suceeeded In dislodging Malik Dinar, the Ohuas chieftain,

(2)from Merv, Sarakh? and Tua. He alao succeeded In annexing 
Mlahapur from Tbgan Shah, the son and successor of Muayyld, 
who was loft with Kessa only, which he held as Takaah9 a 
vassal until hla death in 581/1185* Hiahapur, however,

au <4>eventually passed to Takaah in 685A18?* 588A189
agreement waa entered into between him and Sultan Shah, by
whioh the latter waa left with Merv, Sarakh# and a few other 

(5)towns# Hie ambition, however, gave hla no rest and thia
brought him into open hostility with the Ghurids# He allied
himself with Tughril, who appears to have recovered Herat
from Ghiyasuddln, and * Invested Fushanj and made raids upon

-<6)the territories of Ghor and created tumult and disorder#

(1) Juwaini ii, 19-20> Ibnul Athir xi, p#169#
(2) Juwaini ii, p# 21.22. The date is given as 676A181*
(5) Barthold-Turkestan, p#540| Jhwaini ii, p.22# According to the latte

he vainly sought help from the ohurldg against Suit Ah Shah#
(4) Juwaini ii, po, 24*28,
(6) Idem#
(6) Tab#Vas# Text, pp# 75*4.



Owing, probably, to tha projected expedition into 
India against the Qasnawids and the Rajputs which Ghiyasuddln9s 
able brother Wuissuddin Muhammud h.Snra was about to undertake, 
the Ghurlds appear at this period to he anxious to negotiate 
with Takash regarding matters in Khorasan. ̂  It also apnears 
that Ghiyasuddln was anxious to obtain Takash9 s help against
Sultan Shah, for in a letter of 1189, the former promised

(2) Tabakat-i-Nasiri armed assistance# The frtahitliiimi speaks about a treaty
(3)of alliance between Ghlymsuddln and Takash. We do not know

if the treaty was ever actually concluded, but his hostilities
with the Gasnawlds in India compelled him to refrain from

(4)
precipitating an open rupture with the powerful Takash.
It Is also easy to understand his anxiety to obtain Takash*s 
active assistance against Sultan Shah, who might easily have 
attacked him in the rear, or more possibly have allied himself 
with the Gasnawlds# After the agreement with the two brothers, 
referred to above, noh#lp was probably forthcoming, and a 
single-handed conflict with Sultan shah seemed inevitable#
But when war broke out in 586/U90^he had a freer hand* the

(1) Barthold-Turkestan, p. 340.
(8) Ibid# p.942#
(9) Trans#Raverty, pp. 245,245; it is also referred to on p.582#
(4) The Tab.Was# p.529, however, makes some reference to the oonfllots 

of the Ghurlds with the Qara-Khitais, the ally and suserain 
of Takash on three occasions#
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Gasnawld enemy had been done away with and there waa no
immediate danger from that quarter. Sultan Shah and hie ally,
Tughrtl of Herat, was defeated. Tughrll waa taken prisoner

M land executed, and Herat waa moat probably annexed to Ohor.
Sultan Shah died next year, and his possessions in Khorasan,

(2 )namely Kerr, Sarakhe and Tue passed under Takash.
Thus in spite of his victory over Sultan Shah, 

Ghiyasuddln failed to take any advantage of it in Khorasan, 
which, with the possible exception of Herat, passed under the . 
sway of Takash. The latter had consolidated his possessions 
in Transoxonla by an expedition to Bukhara in 578/1182! Earlier 
in the year he had reduced the turbulent Turkish tribe of 
Qlpchag on the northern boundary of his Bmp ire. On the west 
he successfully intervened in the struggle between the last 
Seljuqid Tughril and his rebellious Atabek Xnanaj, and in

y. P. A
(1) Tab.las. idem; Ibnul Athir xii, Mentions the fact that Takash 

beselged Herat in 594/1197, in which oase it was not within 
his Empire.

(2| Juwaini 11, p.30.
(3) Barthold-Turkestan, p.341.
Hote (5) page 13. Ibnul Athir xii, p. 28; Jhwainl 11, p.28, places 

9ome events which happened subsequently, in 586/1190. The 
Tab. Has. Text, p. 74, places this in 588/1192, but in this 
year Mahummud b.Sam was engaged in his second battle of Taraln 
and could not have been present in this battle, as he is 
reported to have been.
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• *V ' ;• /* •
the battle fought with Tughril the latter was defeated and

(1)his head sent to the Caliph at Baghdad. He thus became the
virtual successor to the SelJu4|Id Empire in Asia, but he also
inherited the enmity of the western Seljuqs toward the Caliph.
This had the most disastrous consequences not only on his
Empire but over the whole of the Muslim States of Central
Asia. It converted the political relations of Central Asia
into a triangular conflict which facilitated the easy conquest
of the Mongols a few years later. Takash1 s advance into Iraq

(2)was welcomed by the Caliph who had expected to profit by the
fate of the Se^iqid Tughril, but his hope of temporal
sovereignty over Iraq was frustrated by the conduct of
Takash, who paid scanty respect to the Caliph(s Wazir and
did not countenance the idea of sharing Iraq with the Caliph

(5)as a rival sovereign. The Caliph henceforth became bitterly 
hostile towards the Khwarizm Shahs and fomented enmity among 
his neighbours. According to the Tab. Kas^he sent two

(1) Juwaini ii. p.42. For the details of Tughrilfs conflict with the
Ataheks see Hawandl, pp. 435*441. Ibnul Athir xii, p.12,44-49-5 
Juwaini 11, p. 29-30; Ousida i, pp.475-6T

(2) The Caliph Masir-le-Dinellah had backed the Ataheks against Tughril
and when InanaJ appealed to Takash to march against Tughril, 
the Caliph also sent him a similar invitation in 590/1194.
Ibnul Athir xtl, p#45; Barthold-Turkestan, pp. 346-7.

J Ibnul Athir, p. 50; Juwaini 11, p. 33; see also Barthold-Turkestan p.347.
(4) Trans, p.245. A similar 1attar from the Caliph urging the Ohurldt to

finish the Khwarism Shah., even with the help of the 'lnfld.1'
Qara-Khitais, was found by Talraah at Oasnl In 612A216;Juwaini 11, p. 86.



Emissaries to Ghor to impress upon Ghiyasuddln the necessity 
of making war on Takash*

The Ghurlds, however, were not strong enough to make 
immediate war on Takash, but on his death in 596/1200, they 
immediately took advantage of a civil war that ensued between 
Alauddln and Hindu Khan, son and grandson of Takash respect
ively. Ghurld troops entered into Khorasan, captured Nishapur 
Merv, Sarakhs and Tus in B97/1201. Territories as far as 
Jurjan and Bistam were brought under their sway; Kuhiatan, 
the stronghold of the Mulsh Idas, was plundered by Muhevmraud 
b.Sam, and the whole of Khorasan was thus brought under the 
away of the Ghurlds for the first time.

Tliis triumph of the Ghurlds was, however,, short-lived 
for Alauddln, who ultimately succeeded to his father’s throne,
soon recovered Hishapur, Merv and Sarakhs, while Herat capitu-

. (3)lated to him in 598A201. The latter, however, appears to 
have been anxious for peace with the Ghurlds In order to deal 
with their hated Qara-Khltal masters, but the Ghurlds fe&ve

For the subsequent attempts of the Caliph to recover territories in 
Iraq, see Ibnul Athir xii, 51-254.

Juwaini 11, p.48-49.
Juwaini 11, p. 49; Ibnul Athir xii, p.81-62; M s  Ida 1, p.410. 
Tab .las, p. 75, mentions an application of Alauddln to Ghiyasuddln 

for an agreement even on condition of the former’s vassalage. 
Ibnal Athir xii, p.82, also refers to similar attempts under 
the year 598/1201.



him no rest. Tho latter renewed their attack on Khorasan,
and after defeating Alauddln near the Merv-ar-rud, laid siege
to Tus and Sarahks; Herat was also recovered. Following
Muhammud b.Sam1s Brief absence in Herat in connection with the
death of his brother Ghiyasuddln In 599/1202, Alauddln defeated
and killed the Ghurld General Kharnak at Merv and then forced

(1)Herat to capitulate. The long standing hostility between the
two dynasties was thus rapidly coming to a head and a decisive
battle was inevitable. Muhammud b.Sam, with a view to striking
a final blow, advanced to besiege Urgendge, the capital of
Aaluddin, who hastily returned and appealed for help to his

(2)Qara-Khitai suzerains. This turned the tables against Muhammud 
b.Sam, who had to make a hasty retreat from in front of Urgendge,

t

on the news of the approach of the Qara-KhAtais and Sultan 
Usman of Samarqand. He was pursued by Alauddln who defeated

v. J'.. • vi/l %W* , *r?vs .vfo ’ '* ' t̂yjfc*if' * * k * ' « ? v ^ V ' 'ft  ̂ ’-H- ' A .
his retreating forces on the banks of the Oxus. The Qara-Khitais 
Usman of Samarqand pursued him and finally surrounded his

(1) Tab.Nas. Text p.77; Juwaini ii, pp.52-53; cf. Ibnul Athir xii,p.86
(2)Juwaini ii, p.55; Guzida i, p.411, adds that he also appealed to his 

ally, the Khan of Samarqand for assistance.
(3) Tab.Has. p.123; Ibnul Athir xii, p.86.

forces at Audhkhud in Through the Intercession of
-



TJsraan of Samarqand, ho obtained a safe retreat to hia capital
Where ha reluctantly concluded a defensive alliance with hie

(1)former enemy, Alauddin. Herat and Balkh were left to the 
Ohuridc while the rest of Khoracan passed under Alauddin#

Alauddin had clearly beaten hie Ghurid rivals in states* 
manship# He had employed the very enemy • the Oara-Khitais - 
against whom he had vainly sought assistance and peace from the 
Ohurids, in not only reconciling his territories, but also in 
bringing about that Peace which was ao badly needed in order 
to deal a final blow on the Oara-Khitais# Neither the fthurlds 
nor the Oara-Khitais realised it# Hia ignominious defeat by 
the latter at Andhkhud hung heavily on the mind of MPhnmmud b.
Ham, and all his arrangements were directed to taking his revenge

(2)on them# "Vainly did the Caliph of Baghdad entreat him to finish 
with the Xhwarlsm Hhah first and even to conclude an alliance 
with the Qara-Khltals for the pu^jUse# Hostilities with them 
were commenoed by the governor of Balkh who captured TirgnixJ4 ) 
But the rising in the Punjayib which stopped all money being

■ • ’t; '*’• r"’\ /;:* ' ’ * tsent to Gasni compelled him to make a hasty expedition thither
in order to *put the affairs of the treasury and armoury in or

(1) JPwaini 11, 58| (hi z id a 1, 418#
(8) Tab#Has# p#12S| JPwaini 11, p. 58.

(S| Barthold-Turkestan, p.552.
(4) Ibnul Athir xii, p#96#
(5) JPwaini ii, p#50.

ft,



On his way back to Oasni he sent, orders to the ruler of 
Barai/an to make preparations for the ensuing campaign in 
Tranaoxonia and for building a bridge over the Oxus# At 
Lahore he gave his troops permission to return to their homes 
for a short period, after which they were to prepare for the 
campaign whioh he proposed to carry on for three years# ̂

His projects, however, ended in his sudden death at 
the hands of the Mulshidas in 602/1206, and with him died his 
TSapire beyond the Ihdus# In a few years Chiyasuddin Mahmud, 
his nephew and successor at Ohor, was compelled to acknowledge 
the suzerainty of Khwarism Shah and after the fotwerfs death, 
the Ghurid nhanaabanl dynasty was praotlcally replaced by 
Khwarizmi officers. 'Iho fate of the ^pire was complete by 
612A215 when jfaldus, the faithful slave of Mahammd b.Sara 
and wler of Oasni, was driven out to the Punjaylb and Oasni 
was attached to the appanage of Jalsfciddln Mangbarni, the 
Crown Prince of Khwarism# Ih his s oho mo of "Tap ire building, 
Muhamoud b# Sara* a hidlan ooncuests appear to have a secondary 
importance and yet they survived the fate of his dynasty# Had 
not the Mongol eruption supplanted his abler rival, the Khwarism 
Shah whose Empire, as we have so an, repidly expanded so as to 
Include practically the whole of Muslim Asia, the infant state 
of Delhi would probably have met with a similar fate#

Tab.Has, p#12J5.



(b) Political survey of Northern India in the 
second half of the XII Century*

After the deoline and fall of the Ourjara-Pratihara 
Empire, *diioh at one time embraced the greater part of Northern 
India, there arose, as usual in the East, numerous petty states, 
every one of whioh aspired to pararaountcy# Horae of the dynasties 
belonged to the Fajput Class, a new fighting order among the 
Hindu sooiety which was partly indegenous and partly foreign 
in origin# The conquests of the Gagnawld Turks had also intro
duced a new political element which left a permanent mark in 
the form of the Muslim State of the Punjaub# From the time of 
the Arab occupation of £<*4K not only a new state was added to 
the number of kingdoms, but also a new religion was introduced, 
whioh firmly held its ground in spite of the rapid revival of 
Hinduism in the X and XI oenturles# For the sake of convenience, 
we shall survey to political situation under the following 
dynastic groupingst

1) ltoe Muslim State of the Punjaub and Sindh#
2) The Rajputs of Auhilwara - (Patan* Ouyrat), Malwa,KfmouJf

KalinJar (Bundelkhand) and Rajputana#
S) The non-Rajput Hindu state of Bengal, Assam and

I# After the destruction of the Hinduahahiya Kingdom of
Kabul and the Punjab, Mahmud presumably annexed the territories
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which henceforth formed on lrrrportant unit of the (to&nawld
Empire# Ae earl^ as 1040 A.P. the Punjn^b had seamed as a
place of refupe for Masud I, when he suffered defeat at the
hands of the Seljuqs. T?e have seen how Pahwei and finally
hia aon Khusrau ^hnh were driven out of Onanl by the Ohurids
and the dhuss. the last of the dynasty, Khusrau Malik,
ascended hia father1* throne at Lahore, but. In the lanfuxape
of the chronicler, '’abandoned himself wholly to pleasure
while the servants of the state and governors of the country

(1)exercised independenfeepowor. * The extont pf his kingdom
cannot be determined with any amount of certainty. It probably
Included Peshawar spates t which Muhnmmud b.Poin, led his first

(2)attack on the Oasnswld possessions in bid la in P76A1T9.
Although Multan was originally Includ ed in the province of the
Punja4b, the Caremitn sect of Thai tea hod ocouirod sovereignty

(3)over it by the year 571A17B. Htelkot appears to have been 
the boundary between the ’Muslim Klnpdora of the iHinjnylb and the 
Hindu ^tate of Jarame (or Kashmore t) which accordter to a late 
Hindu chronicle was at enmity with Khusrau Malik] His kinrdora

Ml) Tab.tfas. p.P6.
(2) Tab,Was. p.116.
(5) Mem.
(4) PaJ Parashinl P. 507. Tt was written in the XVIII century and

supplies some interact inp information about the enmity between 
Khusrau Malik and Chakro Deo, the raja of .Tarams, who is said to 
have Invited and helped MUhnmmud b.Snm,-F.4B. It is accepted 
wholly in the Camb. History iil,p.39 and Poverty emotes exten
sively frnra it. Its authenticity, however, is doubtful.•See 
Appendix C. The hostility between Khusrau Malik and the



Tfote (4) contd. from p.21.
all aped lsilor of «Tafs9U, mirht have some connection with 
tho conflicts of the TCinps of Kashraore on two occasions 
with (a) Mlooohss from the Upoer bidus valley About 1144 
A.n. and (b) I a van a Turushkas between 1160-5B, referred 
to in tho HnJfttarAnpini, 11, p. 217. Intro, p. 128, and 
Dvitiyft-flaJstnrmplni,~HAy. Dynastic History i,pp,172-S.
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was greatly reduced In size and the Rajputs were pushing the
frontiers further back, as appeers from an Inscription of the
ChC^ian Prlthl R^aja I, who conquered Asl (Han$i) and made It
a fortified outpost against the Muslims in 1167 A.D.(V.S.1224).
That this process must have continued is proved from the fact
that Bhatinda (written Tabarhihda) situated further north,
appears, a few years later, in possession of Prlthi raja II,
from whom Muhamraud b.Sain captured it in 587/1191, as will be
seen in the next chapter. The latter directed his attention
towards this last refuge of his enemy and annexed Peshawar in

(2 )575/1179. Two years later he advanced right up to Lahore 
and Khusrau could only send him away by giving him a present 
and handing over his nut son as a hostage. In 581/1185 he led 
anothew expedition towards Lahore, but only succeeded in plun
dering the surrounding country. He repaired and garrisoned 
the ancient fortress of Sialkot which was placed under Husain- 
i-Kharmil. Khusrau Malik, realising the ultimate design of 
Muhammud b.Sam, seems to have exerted himself at last and with

(1) Indian Ant. xli, p.17-18; also see Tod.-Trans. Roy. As. Soc. p,135;
Thomas Chronicles, p.60.

(2) Raverty Trans. .Tab.Has.p.452 note 8, doubts whether the word
Furshor really refers to Peshawar, which jaccording to him, 
was known in those days as Bargram. Tbnul AtKir xi,pp.75-76, 
however, removes the doubt by writing it as "Furshawar, which 
according to Raverty was the same as Peshawar and Minihaji-Sira^ 
also write* it in the same w$y on another occasion.-Tab.Has Text 
p. 9.
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(1)

(8)

(3)

the help of fdwtxhalpxfltft tho Khokars ho besieged fialkoi but 
had to retire without accomplishing anything, Hext. year 
TTuhammud b.Ssim returned and laid siege to Lahore, but, unable 
to take it by force, persuaded Khusrau by assurances of safety 
and poses to visit his camp. He was then treacherously seised, 
imprisoned and kept in confinement in the fortress of Balarwnn

(p)in Oarjiatan, until he was killed in 588/1192.
Tho Province of f indh apoears to have been divided at 

this period between the Osraraitah ruler of Multan and tho sumrai 
of Lower rindh. As early so tho reirm of Masud I. the Qaramitahi 
oeera to have recovered Multan and ruled there ouite independ~ 
entl^?^ The history of ffoh (written Hcchah ) however, is not 
cmitc clear. Later writers like Yahiys Scrhindi, Ffrishta and 
others, probably on tho authority of Tbnul Athir, state that it

l»—M—. II 1 L I . — I - ■ I— ——  » «,.! ,1 1 11. — I— ■■ Ml »■■■ ■   I Mil II '» ■■■ I —  I ■■■■»■" ■ ■■ I..M W —  .'!-«■ III.—  ■
y  q

Tab.Mas, p. 117,jtkm̂ 07, F.45b. states that the Khokars were subjects 
of the ttaja of Jarwnu but were in alliance with Khusrau Malik and 
withheld tho payraont of tarns. TJpon this tho raja invited 
•tahaimmid b.Sam, and it was through his suggestion that the 
fortress was repaired and garrisoned.

Tab.Has. gives no less than three dates for his death: 598A801,p.27 
587, p.UGf 688/1192, p.74.

Adabol Karb X.O. 647, F.76a.



(1)

(2)

was hold by the Bhafcfci tribe of tho PaJputs from whom Muhanmud 
b.Sam captured itl^This account, on tho face of It, looks 
Incredible, since the annals of tho Bhattl tribe do not make

i (2)the slightest/reference to tholr over having hold Uch. On
the othor hand it seems probable that It was also held by tho
Oaramitahs. Both TJch and Multan wore captured by Muhammud b.

(3)Bam. in 571/1175.
Lower Sindh with its capital at Dobal was probably under

the local dynasty of the Sumra tribe. The conquests of Mahmud
in those parts appear anything but complete, and not long after
his death the local Sumra tribe ruled it independently. Pacts
about their origin are uncertain. The statement of the Tuhfate

(4)Kiram and Ibn,Bstuta that they were of Arab de^scent is con
troverted by Ftfrishta^nnd the authors of Tarikhe-Tah^iS^and

 ^  —       , ■ -        --------------

T.M. p.6^ Fftrishta i, p.58j Tab.Akb. p.37. The story of Muhammud1 
b.8arafs intrigue with the faithless oueen, who in the hope of 
his daughterfs being married to him, poisoned her husband and 
then opened the fortress to the invader is first related by 
Ibnul Athir xi, p. 77, but the author himself admits, p. 79, that 
his account regarding India is based on hearsay and unconfirmed 
This admittedly tainted information is unreservedly accepted in 
the Camb. His. Ill, p.38. The Itap. Oaz. XXIV,p.82 gives what 5 
obviously a legendary account of the Early Muslim occupation of 
TJdto. .

See Tod. Annals Ed. Crooke II,pp.ll90-1205, where the progress of th 
Bhatt'i tribe from the Punjab to Jaisalmere in the end of the XII 
century is traced. Jaisal, the founder of Jaisalmere, is said 
to have sought and obtained the assistance of the King of Qhor, 
in occupying the Bhatti capital Lodorva, 10 miles H.W, of 
Jaisalmere. He is also said to have acknowledged the latterfs 
suzerainty, whose troops, after sacking Lodorva, departed for 
Bhakar in Lower Sindh. Jaisalmere was founded immediately afte 
wards in 1156. The story may have some obscurs. reference to actual facts, but does not confirm Ibnul Athir1s story. See
^rskine-HaJputana Gazetteer P. 11.
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(1)Aine-Akbari, who make it clear that they were a local tribe

(2) (5)converted to Islam at an early date. Elliot and Toa regard
them as Rajput In origin, probably a branch of the Pannnara

_ <4)race. Their rise to power, according to Mir Masum , occurred
towards the end of Abdur-Rashid Gaznawid*s reign, whose weak
rule prompted the Sumras to establish their own sovereignty

(5)near the town of Thari. The author of the Tarikhe TahCri,
however, places the beginning of the dynasty in 700/1302, while

(6)
the TuHfatul Kiram states that they rose to power in the reign

(1) Trans. Jarret and Blochmann ii, pp.341-345.
(2) History of India etc. i, pp.488-89.
(3) Hnnals Ed. Crooke iii, pp.1281-83 and 1299.
(4) Tarikhe-Masumi, Add. 24091, P.51a.
(5) Or 1685, P.12a. (6) Add. 21589, P.263b.

4 ‘ ^

Notes contdy from page 24.
(3) Tab.Nas. p.127 mentions the holy war against the Qaramitahs of Mulhan 

and Uch, T.M. p.5-6; Ferishta (Lucknow) i, p. places it in 
5X572/1176.

(4) Add. 21589 P.263b.
'5) (Lucknow) £p.314. CL Pjy
;6) Or 1685, P.14b.
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of Ghiyaguddin Tughlaq. It is certain, however, that they
were supplanted by the Surara tribe about 764/1362 when Firoa
Tughlaq was opposed by the JTam of Thatta - a title borne bv

(1)the Suramas only* Accord in* to the list of the Sumra rulers
(2)given by the author of the Muntalfhabut-twarik, the XI ruler

named Chanisar (Chatisar) appears identical with Malik
(3)Sinanuddin (Chatisar) who according to the Tab. Naa*, submitted 

to ntutraish when the latter annexed Sindh in 625/1228. The 
same person is algo mentioned by Juwainl^as having fled from 
his capital Debal when Jalaluddin Mangbarni passed through 
Lower Sindh in 621/1224 on his way to Iraq. It is therefore 
probable that when Muhammud b.Sam captured Debal and the whole 
of Lower Sindh aa far as the dee in 678/lii^, he only compelled 
the Sumra ruler to acknowledge his suzerainty.

II. The Kajput Kingdoms.
For our present purpose these may be divided into two

groups (1) the Western and (2) the Eastern, to show the varying
and ever-changing political situation of Northern India on the 
eve of the Turkish Conquest.

(1) Afif. p.199.
(2) Quoted by Kaverty Trans. Tab. Nas. p. 6140 note.
(5) P. 173.
(4) 11, p. 147.
(5) Tab. Nas. p. 117.



(a) The Western Kajputs#

Three independent and powerful kingdoms ruled the land
_ {v ̂  t' »from Delhi to Oujrat including Hajputana and part of the

Central Provinces# Of these the Chalukya dynasty of Anhilwara
(Patan) was founded by Mularaja I (9604995 A.D.), and attained
the zenith of its power in the reign of JayasiAgha Siddharaja
(1092-1143), who after prolonged warfare with the Pnramara
dynasty of Malwa annexed a considerable portion of the latter
kinpdonw* He elso conouered the principality of Ohitor. The
Paramaras of Malwa had declined in power after the death of
the famous Bhoja (1010-1054) and after the defeat of Narovarraa
and his successor Jasovarraa (1133-1143), they practically became
the feudatories of the Chalukyas. Not until the weak reign of
Mularaja II (1176-1178) was the Paramara ruler Vindhyavarma able

(3)to reassert his independence. The collateral families of the
(4)Paramaras of Abu and Bagar were also reduced by the Chalukyas.

Both of these families continued as vassals of the Chalukyas
until they were supplanted respectively by the Chnuhans of

(5)Jalor in 1311, and the Cuhelots of Mawar about the year 1179

(1) Ojha-Kajputana I, p. 215.
(2) Ibid I, p.196, 217.
(3) Ibid I, p.199; JA03, VII, p.32-33.
(4) Bhima I is said to have driven out Dhunduka from Abu and appointed

his own governor there; - from an unpublished inscription at
Abu quoted by Ojha - Hajputana I, p. 173; Bagar, according to
Hoy.-Dynastic History II, p. 1182, is the modern state of Dungarpu

(5) Ibid I, p.180.
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(1)A.D. The principality of Nadol, founded by*.collateral 

Chauhan family in the X century also appears as a vassal of

to subjection the ladava dynasty of Girnar in Kathiawar.

however, soon brought thorn into open hostility with other
ambitious dynasties. He fought an indecisive battle with

(4)the Chandellas of Bundelkhan4. But his most important rival 
in Fajputana wad the Chauhan dynasty of AJraere. This dynasty 
was originally founded by one Samanta at Sambhar. At the end 
of tho XI century Ajaipal extended his power, founded Ajmere 
and made it hiB capital. Hostilities with the Chalukyas had 
commenced as early as the reign of Mularaja I, when Vigrahafckl 
II defeated him, and sacked his capital. His descendant 
Arnoraja (c.1153-1164) was however defeated by Siddharaja,
who ultimately restored him to his principality. The Chauhans 
rapidly extended their dominion through collateral branches 
who founded the principality of Nadol, as has been referred 
to above. This Nadol Branch of the Chauhans dispossessed

(1) Ojha-Rajputana If p.208.
(2) Ibid I, p*216.
(3) Ibid I, p.217.
(4) Hay.-Dynastic History II, p.971.
(6) HPP. I, pp. 420-24.
(6) Ojha-Hajputane I, p.217j Ind. Ant. IV, p.268.

the Chalukya dynasty of Jayaslngha also reduced 
.........  _ . (3)

The growing power of the Chalukyas under Jayaslnpha,

(6)
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the Parihars of Mandor of their last stronghold about t the
year V. B.IBOO/IiIb ] Bronchos from this Nadol family founded
the ruling houses of lalor, Sirohi, Kotah, and Bundi towards

(2)the end of the XII century# The two paramount dynasties of
Fajputana acrald therefore could not live In peace. The
successor of Slddharaja, Kumara Pala (1143-73) twice defeated
Arnoraja of Ajmere between 1144 and 1150 A.D., and also he
asserted his supremacy over the refractory Paramara vassal of

(3)Abu. The Chauhans were apparently reduced to vassalage by
Kumara Pala, In whose war with the Silaheraa of Konkan,
Soraeswara, son and successor of Arnoraja, appears to have

(4)fought under Chalukya banners. Kumara Pala’s inscriptions
have been found in the temple of Udaipur and at Balmer in
Western Fajputana] With his death, however, the power of the
Chhlukyas declined. Ajaipal, the next ruler, was defeated by

(6)the Ouhelot chieftsin Saraanta Singha of Mewar, who, from an

(1) From an Inscription of Sahaja Pala, dated V.S. 1202/1145* - Arch.
Bur. Hep#, 1909-10, pp.102-5.

(2) Frskine-Rajputana Gazetteer, pp.236-7? T3pi« Ind. IX, p.72.
(3) ojha-Kajpmtima I, p.219$ Bhavnagar inscriptions, p#172.
(4) NPP. I, p#399.
(5) Kpi. Ind. II, p.421.
(6) Ibid VIII, p.216.



Inscription of Rawal Samara Singha, appears to have reconquered
* Mewar and Chitor even in the life-time of Kumara Pala, 'The
Paramaras of Malwa also reasserted their independence and
invaded Oujrn^* Excepting the Paramaras of Mt# Abu with their
capital at ChandravatI, who continued as faithful vassals of
the Chalukyas even up to 1230 l?̂ >*f the whole of the western
and southern Rajput&na now became either independent or included
within the Paramara kingdom of Malwa* The next two rulers of
Anhilwara, Mularaja II and Bhima II (1178-1241) were weak and
had to rely on their powerful and loyal Paramara vassals of Abu
and on the rising Bhaghela chiefs, Lavana Prasad and his son
VIradhavala, who finally supplanted the dynasty,

'JJhile the power of the Chalukyas waned in Raj put ana,
the Paramars of Malwa and the Chauhans of Ajraero rose to eminence
After some temporary success over the Chalukyas and tho Guhelots
of lora^, tho Paramaras of Malwa appeared to have been forestall*
by the Chauhans, who rapidly swallowed up North-Eastern Rajputane
Visalaraja of Ajmere (1150-63) was a mighty concueror and capture

(5)
Delhi from the Towars about the year V.8*1207/1150, In his

♦
1) Indl.Ant. LI1I> pp.100-102; Ind.Ant. 1887, p.345.
2) JASB. 1836, pp.378-79; Ojha Rajputana I, p.200: .TAOS. VII, p.26.
3) Aal. researches, XVI, pp. 289-301; Ind.Ant. 1877. p.187.
4) Vienna Oriental Journal, XXI, "the Chirwa Inscription." hid.Ant. 1928,

p. 32.
6) NPP. I, p.405.; Ojha Rajputana I, p.2S4; JASB. 1886, pp.41-43;'

Valdyia-Downfali of Hindu India III, p.149; of. Smith-Karly 
History of India, p.401; Ind.Ant. 1891, p.133, No.114.
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inscription at Delhi he boasts of his having conquered and
subjugated the land between the Himalayas and the Vindhy

(1)mountsina including "Bhikuntha and Jabalipura" • He also
(2)captured Hansi from the declining Ouznawids of the Punjab.

After the short and uneventful reign of his son Amaragangoya
and his cousin Brithiraja I, his younger brother Someswara came
to the throne. He ruled from 1170 to 1179, and was succeeded
by his son the famous Prlthiraja II, or Rai Pithora of the
Muslim Chronicies. Much of his alleged prowess and adventure
recounted in the popular Prithiraja-Rasau have been disproved

(3)lately. Th9 only undoubted record of the prince’s victory over 
his rival Rajput kings is his inscription in the Lalitpor 
district in Bundelkhand, dated 1182 A.D., recording his con
quest of M&hoba and the defeat of Paraaardi, the king of

(4)Kalin jar. It is needless to refer to his wars with the

(1) Ind.Ant. 1890, 215-17.
(2) 0jha-Fajputana I, p.239: So© *>upra
(3) Proe. Ask ASB. 1893, pp. 93-94? Cunningham-Co ins of Med4Aval India,

p. 83? Ind.Ant,1930, pt>.6-9? JASB, 1886, p.5? Smith-Rarly 
History of India, p.402 note 2, however, tries to explain the 
obvious impossibilities contained in the narrative of the Rasau.

(4) Cunningham-Reports XXI, p. 173-4? another inscription at Visalpur,
Jaipur State, mentions his name and is dated V.S.1244-1187,-Ibid
VI, p.156? another at Udaipur is dated V.S.1244/1180.-Arch.Sur.
Rop,, V'estern Circle, 1906, p.62.
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AParamaras of Mt* Abu, tin Chalukyas of OuJrat,^the Ghahdavalas
of KanouJ, following his abduction of J£iM^i a t ^ r 1 a daughter,
for which tho only authority Is the legendary and unreliable
(1)Fasmx. Ho was a powerful king undoubtedly, although hie alleged 

claim to Lord-Paramountcy of Northern India requires substantia
tion* His relations with the neighbouring kings were probably 
not cordial, and this explains hia single-handed conflict with 
the Iftissalmnn invader, have no means of ascertaining who
were tho feudatory chiefo who are said to have fought with him

(2)against yuhaxrrsmd b*8am# It is probable that Oovindarai (written 
Khandirai) described as the Pal of Delhi, belonged to the Towar 
dynasty, and was his vassal*

(b) The Astern Kajputs*
Those consisted of three important dynasties, namely,

(1) the nhadavalas of KanauJ and Benares (2) the Chandllfts of 
Kalinjar and (3) the Kalachuris of Chedi* The (Ibhddvalajrf 
dominion in the Doab was originally founded by Chandra Pevn

(1) The Prithlraja-Vijaya-K&bya, believed to hsvo been written during his
life-time, does not make the slightest reference to these events. 
Only a fragment of it has been diecovered\ - JKAS, 1913, p*26f
Ind. Ant* 1879, p*25j 0.1ha-Fo jput.ana I, p*277-8, 231*Bf Kay- 
Dynastic History II, p#10G5-6*

(2) Tab.flaa, p.118*
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(1)towards tho end of the XT contury, Hhile tho ChaudWU prirci- 

polity at KRlin^ar won established at the coat of tho declining 
Our Jara-PretHhara Empire, dnrly In tho IX centur^t. Tho latter 
hold a brief suzerainty over tho Doab and Awndh, hut uroa

(3)supplanted by tho Kalnoburi king, LaMunal K a m o  (1041-l/)70).
Tho last mentioned dynasty had, however, to succumb to tho 
rising Ohhttdavnlas, tho extension of whose kingdom wnn, an 
appears from tho Inscript iona, of Oovindn Chandra (1114-1154), 
wan made nt the coat of the ?nlaa and Sonno of Benral and Behar, 
and also probably of the Towarr? of Delhi* The Chandolla dominioi 
at this time comprised western Bundelkhand, probably with the 
Jumna an the boundary in the north, while the eastern frontier 
must. have been co-terminoua with that of tho Kalachuri kingdom,
whose capital wan at Tripuri, near Jubbalpur# It is probable

(4)that the fortress of Gwalior, hold by the Kachweho Fajputa,

(1) His earliest known date in V.S. 1148/1090 A.D.-Dpi* Ind. IX, p*504.
The origin of his power and conouest is describod In the incerip*
tion Covindfi Chandra* Ind. Ant. 1885, pp. 102-5.

(2) Smith-Early History, p. 405.
(5) Roy. Dynastic Dintoby I, p.504* IT, p*779-80.
(4) Dor the traditional account of the Oalior fort, see 1*0* Mfl. Ho.860, 

F.l-18a, and also Cunni»ghnm-Reporta II, pp#512~16, 375-6* 
ewcordlng to this account the Kachwnhas were supplanted by the 
Farther line about tho year 1129 A,p*, but according to Ojhit- 
Tod*s Annals (Hindi Edition^ p.375, the Xschwahas reigned 
uninterruptedly up to 1155 A.D.



(1)was included, within the Chandolla kingdom. The Oahadavala 
kingdom originally consisted of Kasi (Bonares) Kosala (Awadh)

(ip \Kusik*(J) Xk&jtjbca Nttara KosalJi( North Awadh) and Indrasthana
(Tndraprasthai). The policy of expansion followed by the early
Oahadavalas, however, soon affected the neighbouring states,
and the Kalaohuris of Tripuri wore probably tho first to suffer
from it, as appears from the titles of Chandra l>eva -- which
include those borne earlier by the Kalachuri, .Taseh Kama

(3)himself.
Chandra Deva’s son and successor, Madnna Pala (1104-1114)

was followed by the latter1s son Oovindn Chandra —  tho greatest
ruler of the dynasty. The Chandella kingdon was ruled by Madona
Varnana, another ambitious prince, who is said to have defeated
the Paramaras of Malwa, the Kalaohuris of Chedl, and also as
having come into conflict with the Chalukyas Biddharaja of

(3)fcujrat. The Chancle 11 as and the Gahatiatfalaa thus led their first
(4)attacks on the weak Kalaohuris of Vripuri. A part of the Kalachu

kingdom, comprising part^of the Bagar, Damoh and Jubbalpur distri
(5)appear to have boon brought under the sway of the Chandellas. Or

(1) Bay#-T>ynastic TUstory. II, p.824-5.
(la) Epi.Ind.IX, p.304* Ind.Ant. XVIII, p.ll.
(2) Kplfclad. XVITI, n.193.
(3) Tpi.Tnd. I, p.195-207? JASB. XVII, ft. I, 317-30.
(4) An alliance is said to have existed between them. Spi.Ind. I, p.195.

(5) Ind.Ant.1908, p.143-4.
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the north-west, part of their territories was appropriated by
Govinda Chandra, who, in an inscription, confirms a
grant made by Jasah Karana in 1120-^ol Towards the south,also,
they had to boar attacks from the Gangas of Orissa, who were
then at the height of their power under Ghoda Ganga (1076-1147)*
Beginninp^hoatilities with the latter is referred to in two
inscriptions of the Kalachuri princes of Tnramana, named Jajalla

(2 )Beva II (1160-1168) and Kafcna Doura III (1181-82), which must
(3)have led to prolonged warfare with the Oangas, who ultimately 

succeeded not only in defeating but in reducing to vassalage 
the Kalaohuri ruler Paramardi, who was obliged to fight under

if)the banners of Karasingha II (c. 1378-1306)• Attacked from all 
sides, the Kalachuris were thus reduced to the position of pett/ 
rulers. The gradual dissolution of the kingdom may be seen from 
the fact that the Kalachuri vassals of eastern Bundelkhand
(modern Pewah) ©aHed*Maharanaka5of Kakkaredi, whose inscriptions

(5)hava bean found dated 1175 and 1195 A.D. soon t.ranaferred thair

(1) JASB. XXXI, p.123-4.
(2) Ray,Dynastic History I#p»470j Epi.Ind. 1, p.45-52.
(jf) JASB. 1898, pp«312-17.
(4) Epi.Ind.XIII, p.151-2,
(5) Ind.Ant. 18B8, pp.224-30.
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tholr allegiance to the Chandellas as appears from the letters
(1)grants issued in 1214 and 1241 A.D. The last record of the
(2)family has been found dated 1195 A.D.

In the race for power in Northern India the Chandellas,
however, appear to have beon feifetora bent on by the Ocihadavalaa.
The long reign of Madana Varman (1125-1165) wan followed by that
of bin grandson Paramardi Deva— the last of the line. His power
was already shaken by his defeat at the hands of Prithiraja of
Ajrnero in 1182 A.D,, as has beon referred to above, as t result
of which his western possessions were probably annexed to tho
Chauhan kingdom. His immediate control probably did not extend
beyond tho territories around Mahoba, Khajuraho, Kalin^ar and
Ajaigarh, the first two being the civil and the last two the
military capitals of the Chandellas. An inscription dated
V.S, 1255/1176 recording a gift of villages, however, testifies

(3)to his rule up to .Thansi.
Thus left alone in the field, the Oahadavalas steadily 

pursued a policy of expansion. Prom the numerous grants found

(1) Cunningham Pcports XXI, p.104, 146-48: Cf.Smith-Ind.Ant.1908,p.124,
note 55a, who does not think that the prince Trilokyvarma of the
inscription belonged to tho Chandolln dynasty.

(2) Ind.Ant. XVII, p.228; see Ind.Hist.Quart. 1927, p.175, for some
coins of a prince of the family who Is said to have been ruling
at Kat/napur (in C.P.) from 1250 to 1293 A.D.

(5) Ind.Ant. 1909-10, p.44,
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(1) (2) (3) (4)in Gorakhpur, IdcAllsh abaci, Patna, as well as in the Doao and
(5)Awadh, the gradual extension of his dominions towarde the East

as far as Monghyr in Behar by the year 1145 A.D* can be traced*
This must have been at the cost of the Paisa of Bangal,as we
shall! see later on. His expansion at the cost of tho Kalachuris

(6)has already been noted. His policy wagfnnintainad by big guccessc
Vijaya Chandra (c*1155-1170 A.D.), in whose reign the Shahabad
district (in south Behar) alao appears under the OahadavsirJ.
His son and successor Jayachandfa was the last of the imperial
Gahadavalas, and his grants have been found ranging from 1170-
1189 A*D* Grants issued from Benares and Gaya show that he

(8)maintained his hold on Behar, ”’© shall have occasion to describe 
the hostilities that must have occurred in this region with the 
Palas and Senas of Bengal. Towards the north-west corner of the
kingdom a local Kagttfhrakuta dynasty apre ara to have been ruling

(9)at Budaon -- apparently from the time of Chandra Deva. They were

(1) Hpi.Tnd.V, p*113-15.
(2) JASB. S’* XXVXI, p.241.
(3) TASB. 1922, p.81; Spi.Ind. VII, p.98,
(4) Bpi.Tnd.VTT, p.121.
(5) Ibid, XIIT, p.295: IX, 20-96?
(6) He seems pIso to have been friendly with the Chola kingdom of the

far South, who was also at enmity with the Kalaohuris; Ray,-
rynastlc Kistofcy I, p*530-31.

(7) A feudatory ruler named rc-h&wanaka Pratapa Phnvala of Japila, is
mentioned; ttil JAOS. VI, p.547, 7-49; Keilhorn's List, Kpi. Inc
V, Ho.153. It is dated 1169 A.D.

(0) ®**»Aht. XVIII, p. 129-34, Tt„, -« . „
« ist.Ouart.Marnh 192qy» PP.l4-So.



probably local feudatories under the Gahadetvalas, though their
relation with the latter la not quite clear#

III. The non-Rajput States of Bengal, Orissa and Assam#
After the death of Kampala (c.1120 A.D#) who recovered hia

kingdom from the Xaivarta usurper Pibyn, nnd also carried his
victorious arms into Utkala, Kalinga, and Xamrup, tho Pala
kingdom soon collapsed.before the advnnoing Penas# The Palm
vassal princes soon asserted their Independence lamedlately
after his death. Xefc VnJdya Peva, the Pala viceroy of part
of the ^shnrtbrfce** Brahmaputra valley conquered by Kampala,(threw off his vassalage and declared his independence. The 
Varman dynasty, ruling over Kastern and part of Southern Bengal,
who were originally Pala feudatories, also became practically

(3}independent# The local rulers of Apara-Mandarn (in Western
Benge?.) also became independent, and what is more, entered into

(4)a matrimonial alliance with the Senas, who had lately asserted

(*) Ep.2fcd.il, pp.358-56.
(3) Two records have boon found of this dynasty, and although xhfldbfx&xta 

without any date, can be assigned to the XII centuryt Kpi.Ind. 
XII, 37-43* ± m  Ina.of Bengal, III, p.£8-41.

Bote (9| from n.37#
Tnd.Ant.XVTT, n.6l! the date was wrongly read by Keilhom to be*1uB76/ 

1219—20, which misled H.P.Kastri and others - the sharp! Archi
tecture of Tfwmpur, PP.5&3B& 7£-72 } the mistake was later on 
rectified and the true reading given was V.B.1176/11I9-20* —  
Tnd.Ant# 7iXT7, o#176t also JASB# 1B9B, evtra number, p.58. The 
Budaon inscription of Lakhana Pala - Kpi.Ind. I,pp.61-62 - 
belongs to the same lin* of princes and refers to Madana Pala of
ĥd4-i!revl2U8^i?5criStlon* 011 T^l^o^ftphlc grounds it is ascribedno car,A rvr -ytt _e^  - —Wifcwni.



their independence under Vijayasena (1097-1169 A*B#), who
also ruled over a part of Fndha (Western Denial )• Pala
dominion, under Kumara Pala (1126-30) and toadana Pala
(c.1130-80) waa thus fast dwindling in size, and comprised
small portions of Northern Bengal (Varendri). In Behar also
their power waa circumscribed by the independent principality
of Yakshapala, ruling at Gaya, who also appears to hove asserted

(1)hia Independence after Kamapala’s death. Another Important 
principality in South Behar (Gaya and Hajsaribagh districts) 
was ruled by the Mann princes, who were originally vassals of 
the Palas]

In the general scramble for power that followed the 
dissolution of the Pala kingdom, it was the petty °ona chief
tains who forestalled others. They are generally believed to 
have beon South Indian Brahmins, who came in tho train of the
Chalukyn Yikramaditya, when the latter Invaded North-Past India

(3) , (4)between c. 1044 and 1068 A.D, Vijayasena (1097-1159), the real

(1) Ind,Ant.XVI, pp,63-66,
(2) Epi,Ind*11, p,330-42* it was found jKjfat Covindapur near Gaya, Another

inscription discovered at Vcfcsribagh gives the geneology of the 
lino r Job v~as ruling m  vassal chiefs from the VIJ1 century A.D. 
Ibid II, p. 343-47,

(3) Hay. -Dynastic History I, p,364-57# for n discussion on their origin.
(4) Bee next osge.
Note (4) from P#38.

♦?A2B. 1914, p.97? Hay,-Dynastic History T,pp. 320-21, 342-4.3, 358* 
Bee also Sarkar-Darly History of Bengal, JDL. XVl^, p,14*



Note (4) from P. 39,
Scholars are still disagreed about the chronology of the Senas.

For a fuller discussion see JASB. 1896, p.16-37? 1905, p.47?
1915, pp.271-90? 1916, pn. 406? 1921, pp. 6-16? 1926,
pp. 565-89? Dnd.Ant, 1912, p,167? 1915, p.185? 1919, p.171?
1922, p.146? Ihd.Hist. Ouart. 1927, p.186-89? 1929, p.133-37?
1954, pp. 728-756? Sir Ashutosh Silver Jubilee Volumes III, 
pp. 1-6? JDL. 1927, p.75? Epi.Ihd.XV, p.280? BanerJi-Banglar- 
Itihas (Bengali) I, p.520-36? Memo. A.8.B. V, pp.108-112? 
Smith-Early History of India, p.431-56?

Accepting MirihaJstatement that Pal LakhrarSlya (Lakhsmmu Sena)
was the prince who was dispossessed by the Muslims, the chron
ology of Dr. Pay-Dynastic History I, p.365-54, has been 
adopted? see also ftmKxxxdht Poussin, Dynastifeet Histoire de 
l fInde depuis Kanishka, p. 102-3. I am Indebted to Dr. Davies 
for this last mentioned reference.



founder of the greatness of the family was, as has been noted,
originally feudatory under Ramapala. He soon attacked and
dispossessed the Varman dvnasty, of East Bengal, from where

(1)he issued a grant in the year 1159 A.D. There is evidence to
show that he also succeeded in making himself master of part
of North Bengal, at the cost of the Pala ruler, Madana Pala,
whose last grant, issued in Bengal, is dated in his eighth

(2)regnal year. Vijayas4|ta, in his grants referred to above,
claims not only to have defeated the Goura prince, but also
the rulers of Kamrup, Kalinga, and a few local chiefs of
North and South Bengal. It is not unlikely that the reference
to Kamrup might have an actual relation to his conflicts with
Ryari Deva or Udayakarna, the predecessors of Vallala Deva,
the Chandravamsi rulers of Kamrup, who mush have supplanted
Vaidya Deva, who, as we have seen, asserted his independence

(3)soon after Kampala1 s death. It is also probable that he

(1) Epi.Ihd.XV, p.278-86.
(2) JASB. 1900, pp.66-73? Epi.Ind. I, p.305, M
(3) An Inscription of Vallala Deva bears the date Saka 1107A184-8B?

Epi.Ihd. V, 1890, pp.181-88? Cf. Ray.Dynastic History I, p.260. 
The relation between the dynasty of Vaydya Deva and the Chundra 
Vamsa which succeeded the former is not ouite clear.



successfully fought with Haghnvn (1156-70) who succeeded 
Chodnpanga of Orissa, who is said to have levied tribute from 
the lands bordering on the Onnges, and thus probably incurred 
the hostility of the Henna, who were related to the sura 
rulers of the affected territory* Vijyasena is also said 
to have successfully fought with Benya TVnra of Mithila 
(Horthem Boh at), He is also said to have sent a naval 
expedition up the Oanpoa, which might have some reference 
to the beginning of hostilities with the Oahadavalas. who 
were advancing into Magadh at this time*

The Pala king Madnna Pala was most probably driven out 
of Bengal after his eifdith regnal year, and he succeeded in 
maintaining his precarious rule in the Patna and Monphyr 
districts up to o* 1150 £*̂ >* How rapidly his territories wore 
partitioned by the rising Honas and the Cahadv&las from two 
opposite directions may bo seen from the fact that Oovlndn 
Chundra was in possession of Momghyr in 1145, whil^is con and 
grandson were in posaesnion of shahabad and Oaya districts in 
1169 and 1180 respectively* Ballalasena (1159-1169-70 A*B*) 
w duss and his son Lakhsmana Henn (1170-1906 A*B*) not only

(1) The date of Manynd^va of Mithila haa not yet been settled* He is 
ascribed to the middle of the X1T century A*D*t JA5B*1915, 
pp*40(W9.

|2) An inscription of his 19th year was found near Luckwesaray, Monphyr? 
c^nminfdiam-Poports III, p*125*
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maintained theib hold on Mithilaf but also appear as bavin*? 
advanced further westwards* The Pala dynasty, however, lingered 
somehow near Oaya, whore an inscription of a prince named 
Govinda Pala is dated V,s, 1232/1175 in hla^re*mal y e a r * ^  
Another prince named Pala Pala is also found relpnlnp there 
in whose 56th year an lraape was dedica^olj the latter was 
probably a vassal ruler, possibly under the Muslims* For all 
practical purposes, however, the Palas ceased to exist in 
Behar, the (*r eater part of which was held by the Oahadvalas, 
while the rest was under the s* ay of the Senas* By the time 
of the Muslim Connuest the Pala rule was possibly confined to 
Bihar and the surrou din*? country, within which was situated 
their capital and the monastery town called TJdd&ndn Bihar, 
captured by Ikhtiyaruddin.

(1) Lakhsraana Sean is said to have erected pillars of victory at
Puri, in Orissa, Benares, and Allahabad? JASB* 1914, pp*97-104j 
JASB* 1896, pp*6~16j Ray.rynastic History, I, p*568*

(2) Gunn inyham-H ©ports III, p*125? another of his inscriptions has been
found nearby, dated 1178-a*D*i Ibid XV, p.155. See Memo* A*S*B.
V, pp.108-112, for differont interpretations of the date found 
in the inscriptions and in some Buddhist MSS* See also 29tXx 
JASB* (H*s.) IX, p*278• Also Baner ji-BanjrfLeritihae I# pp*548-51.

(5) Cunnin*ham-Heports 171, PI* XLV, Ho*35. JB0R8, 1918, p.496. For
the traditional account of Xndradumna, the last P^la ruler, who 
fled from the Muslim attack and fortified himself in Jalnapar 
Fbirt against the -!uslim forces, led by a saint named Mnkhdum, 
whose tomb is at Kajol (noar T.uckeesar&l), iee Cunninirham- 
Reports III, p*159, also Buchanan-^ stern India, II, p,23?
Cf* Poussin-rynastiCfet rri*toire etc., p.101.



Chapter II.

The Initial Conouest

In the last chapter we have seen how the Gaznawid 
kingdom of the Punjab was gradually brought under the sway 
of Ghor. We have also described how by the end of 582/1186 
Sind had been annexed to the growing Ghurid Empire. Turco- 
Islamie rule in these countries was not new, and the change 
was little more than a dynastic one. No violent collision 
with the traditional, religious, and social organisation of 
these countries took place, which would have surely reacted 
against the permanence, stability and expansion of their 
kingdom. This conflict, however, was bound to occur in the 
territories that had an unbroken tradition of Hindu rule, and 
there it was that the new conouerors met with real and sustained 
opposition. Not only were the new conquerors of an alien race, 
but they were followers of a religion which,(to all appearances) 
was diametrically opposed to the ancient religion of the Hindus. 
The effect of this contact so suddenly and deeply brought about 
by the conquest between the two, was profound and lasting, and 
we shall have occasion to refer to It later on.

Before we proceed to describe the Ghurid concuests in
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Northern India, it may be worth while to give a  brief
account of tho earlier attempts 6f the Turks to penetrate
into whet wee then Hindu Thd ief after the reign of Mahmud
of Oasnl* It is perhaps needless to refer to the raid of
Ahmad Niyaltlgln, tho Governor of the Punjab under Masud X,
who penetrated an far as Bonaroa] Malud Xfe capture of Hanei

(2)is also perhaps well~known* Ibrahim is also credited with 
having led expeditions against the * infidels* n These were 
probably directed toward the rich plains of Hindus than*
Their cumulative effect at the end of the XI century was 
probably very little but nn indication of their importance 
to the Hindu rulers may be found in the mention of a Tax 
called "Turushka Panda" (probably collected to pay off the 
Turk, like the Panegeld of England) in a grant of tho

(4)Oahadavala, Oovinda Chandra, tshich appears as of long standing* 
*<taslira records do not supply nny ^rrthor Information about these 
expeditions which were carried on throughout the XII century, 
as appears from Hindu evidences* Earliest of these expeditions

Balhaqui* p*497,
(2) Baihacui, p*66Bt the Tab*Has* p*14 mentions his leading of armies in

Hindusthan on several occasions* This probably has reference nc 
only to Hansi to his penetrating further ^nat, near Znfnrnbad ir 
«Taunpur, where Firos Tushlaq witnessed ruins of temple said to 
have been destroyed by Masud I* t uoted by RavortywTrans* Tab. 
Has* p*93« From Mathura (U*P*) two inscriptions hevo bean found 
bearing dates in regnal years of one Hamm Ira Peva, probably 
Masud X: Aroh.Sur.Fep*1918-19, p*2B.

(3) Havorty-Trans* Tab*Has* nxkMj#i p. 105, note 4*
(4) Ind.Ant. XIV, p#113* Cf* Ptut History of the Fethorn, p*116
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is mentioned in an inscription of Lakhana Deva, the Paramara 
ruler of Malwa, dated V.S. 1161/1104, which records the defeat 
of the Turushkas on the Dank of the Vankshu (an arm of the 
Ganges). A grant of the Gahadavala ruler, Madana Pala, dated 
V.S. 1166/1109, refers to his son Govinda Chandra, as having
"completed the Hammira to lav aside his enmity Dy the play of

(2>»his matchless fighting.” This conflict is again referred to
in the inscription of the feudatory Rashtrakuta prince Lakhana
Pala of Budaon, wherein his great grandfather Madana Pala is
mentioned,!in consequence of whose distinguished prowess there
never was any talk of Hammira1 s coming to the bank of the river

(3)v of the Gods.” The danger from the Turks was surely great and the
(4)Queen of Gorinda Chandra extols her husband in her thescript ion, 

as one "who had been commissioned Dy Hara (God) in order to
protect Baranasi from the wicked Turushka warrior as the only
one whe was aDle to protect the Earth.” The reference to 
Baranasi (Benares) is probaoly an indication of the extent to 
which the Turks carried their arms. It has been suggested that

(1) Epi.Ind. II, p.181. (2) Ihd.Ant. 1889, pp.14-19.
(3) Ep.Ind.I, p.62; it is undated but assigned to the end of the XII

century. About the contemporandty Of Madana Pala with Govinda 
Chandra see Ray.Dynastic History I, p.504-5, 554; Cf. Ramkaran. 
Ashutosh Jubilee volumes III, p.260 - History of the Rathors.

(4) Ep.Ind. IX, pp.234-37.



these references have connect ion with the expedition of He Jib 
'^ttphatipin* the Governor of the Punjab under Masud III (1098- 
1115)* who is reported to have penetrated to a place across 
the Oanirea where no one except Mahraud had penetrated before* ̂  
Vijayaehandra (1156-1170) also claimed to hftve^ept away the 
affl ict?on!v£obo by streams of water flowing from the eyes of 
the wives of the Hammira* the abode of wanton destruction to 
the ear4S],f Jayaehandra, the last of the line* is also credited 
In some Sanskrit Mi.. with havinr overcome the "Klnr of Hhorn* 
and this probably hasjeferonce to some preliminary inroad of 
the Phurids before the final onpnyoment. These expeditions*as 
has been suppested before* were apainst the Oahndavalss dominion! 
rouphly correspond in* to tho modern United Provinces* The 
attempt was surely more vigorous in the Chauhnn kinrdora of Delhi 
and Ajmere* which mnrdo<* the route to Hindus than, we have s 
few references to this fact in Chnuhan inscriptions. The Chauhai 
kinp* furl a va II* of sambhar* is said to have been killed in
course of his war with the f'uolims. A Jays Pevn* the founder of_ (4)Ajmere* is credited with havinr defeated the r?iuslim intruders.

(1) Tsb.Has* p. 22. It Is also referred to in some detail in tho Diwan of
Masud b.Pald b. Salman* a court poet of Masud III* who states that KsnouJ was the capital of Indiat Klliot* TV* pp. 626-27,
see also Pay.Dynastic History I* p.514.

(2) Ind.Ant.XV* p.O.
(3) Bidyapatlr^Tuaha Par iksha. ihd.Trans.* Herurkar, pp. 146-47? in afenakrit drama named Parabha Manjari* he is called destroyer of 

all the Javante (Muslima).” Act I* p.5.
(4) Ojhn-Pajputana I, p.268? HPP. V* p. 160.



During the reign of his son ArnoraJ they destroyed Pushkar 
and reached as far a« Anasagar, where Arnoraj defeated them 
signally. In the reign of hia son VIghraharaJa 3(3L 17, they 
reached as far as Balhera (modern Rupnagar in the Kishangarh 
Stal,e). In the famous Delhi pillar inscription, dated V.S. 1220/ 
1163, allusion is made to the letter’s conquest of the land 
between the Vindhya and the Himalaya mount’s Ins, his extermina
tion of the Mlecchas (the Muslims) and to his restoration of

(2)the land of the Aryas. He exhorts his descendants to carry on
the campaign against the new Invaders* A more definite evidence
of the threatening advance of the Turks is contained in an
inscription of Prithiraja I, who records the fortification of
Hansi under his uncle Kilhanaagainst the progress of the
Hammira, who had become "the cause of anxiety to the world."
Traditional accounts of some places in the vicinity of Delhi
and in the Doab also refer to this early Muslim penetration

(4)into the Hindu dominions. Into Rajput ana likewise both from

Ind.Ant* XX, p.202j Sarda-Ajmere, p*79*
Ind*Ant. 1890, pp.215-17.
Ind.Ant. XLI. pp.17-18. It mentions Pachapur, probably the same as Pachapattan (Pakpattan) on the Sutlej, mentioned by Tod-Transac. 

R.A.S. I, p.135, who says that Asidurgh (Hansi) lay on the route of the Muslims, which passed through Bhatner, Patehabad, Hansi,
to Delhi. The inscription records the conquest of Pachapattan, 
which was necessary to guard this route. Thomas-Chronicles, p.59 noticed a coin of one Kilhana with the Arabic legend of 
(light| on the obverse, which was only found on the coins of Masud III. If_this reading Is correct, Kilhana probably was originally Masudfs feudatory, who later on rebelled and fort ifie the route from Sxsk Pakpattan.

E.g. the account of the first Muslim conquest of Jalali, H  miles ea« 
of Aligarh, said to have been captured in 1173 A.d ! Cunnimg£aL



the north and the west, tho Turks carried their arms* In
an Inscription of tho ChentoeiL ruler, Chachiya T'era of Ksdol,
dated 1519/126P A#T)*f reference la wade to the defeat end
destruction of the Turushkas by An^hilla T)erft (Akhana, ft

contemporary of Bhlaa I of Oujril)* His eon Jfelhena, whose
inscriptions ranjre from V#s# 1218 Al^l to 12S6/1179, also
destroyed ft Turushkn 4 !  The more precise information
about the capture of the fortress of (in Murmur State)
by Bahlim, Cowemor of the Punjab under Bahrara shah, is sup-

(3)plied by Muslim writers* After the connuoet of find by 
Muhamraud b#fam, this pressure scorns to have boon intensified 
on western Bajputanft and Oujrat* .hidginy from the seouenee 
of his attempts to reach Hindusthan, it is not improbable that 
he tried to force his way through Oujrat and Fftjputsna, and it. 
was only after the difficulties and the sustained opnosition, 
culminating in his defeat by the Chalukya array of of* Arthllwara, 
that his eyes were opened, thus forcing him to turn toward the 
easily accessible route of the north-west# A mutilated inscrip- 
tlon at Klradfr, near Mt# Abu, refers to tho repair of idol 
broken br a Turushka, in the year V#8* 123f5Al^8 l*L It had

(1) i?p. Itad. IX, pp.62-82f Ojhn Rnjpufcana I, 269.
(2) Sp.Bld.Xi, 46-51.
(3) Tnb.Hfts. p.24. (4) 17p.1tad.Xl, P.72.
Hot® (4) eontd. from P.47.

-Report* XII, p,12t KnrnnulB?on:" **'-» p.X^t Knrnnul, betweenjUaeer and Jaipur, 1* 
n ^ b̂ ' iV,^apt.urad from an* R afchora befor*



probably some connection with the final attack of Muhammud 
b.Sam against Anhilwara the same year# He advanced through 
Multan and Ucch towards Gujrat, and reached as far as Mt# Abu, 
there the forces of the Chalukya king, Mularaja II, met him 
near the village of Kayadra. His troops, fatigued by a long 
and hazardous march through the desert, suffered a signal

from the Turkish invasion for about a century more#
Beib re we proceed to describe his final overthrow of 

the Rajput kingdoms of Northern India, we may notice a few 
facts concerning the early route of Turkish advance into India# 
It appears that the ordinary and frequently used route from 
beyond the Sulaiman mountains into India was not the well-known 
Khalbar Pass, nor the Bolan in the south, but the Gomal, which 
led the invader to Dera Ismail Khan and the Upper Sind Sagar 
Doab# Although the Khaibar, Bolan, and the less accessible 
passes to Kurram and Tochi were used for trading caravans and 
ordinary communications, the great earavan route of the Gomal

(1) Tab.Na8. p#116# It mentions Bhlma Deva as the King of Gujrat, but 
inscriptions and other Hindu records refer this victory to
Mularaja II, in one of whose inscriptions a reference is made 
to this victory - Ind.Anfr. 1877, 186, 198; see Forbes-Rasmala 
(ISd#Rawlinson) I, po# 199-200; Bombay Gazetteer I, pp# 195-7; 
Ojha-Rajputana I, p#220; Cf.Ray-Dynastic History II, p#1004-5.

Muhammud retired to Gazni and Gujrat was thus saved
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won usually used for military purposes# This will explain 
the fact that throughout the XIIT century, the flret point of 
attack for an invading army from beyond the Bulalman range was 
Multan and tJeeh, and not Lahore or Peshawar# Fven after 
iuhamrod b#fnra, the $r*rlugh 'Purka and the Mongols, ae will be 
aeon, directed their advance on Ifni tan and TTceh befbre they 
turned towards Delhi or Lahore# As the route brought him to 
findh, which easily fell befbre him, ^uharamudfe attempt to 
reach Findusthm, throujah what has been ©ailed the wrong door, 
It intelligible# It was only after hie defeat In 574A  1*8 by 
the Chalukayas of An&llwara, that he turned hia attention 
towards the north-western route, and after overthrowing the

(1) From Oasni, the short eat route to the Punjab was through the Kurram, 
Tochi and Oomalj and Khdbar would involve a long detour through 
the north# Politically the Bhalbnr waa not safe, as the tribes 
inhabitfitlng the northern find Sagar Doab were hostile# On one 
or two occasions* when *£iAan*mid b#5nra carae to Peshawar, he might 
have usedlit, but: the more southern routes wore more convenient# 
The troops of Khwirism Shah in 612A21B, with « view to capture 
Taldus, ruler of Oasni, seised the frontier route to Hindusthan 
"leading towards Oardnis and Karsha (?) Pass,” probably lending 
to the Kurram valley, and the latter had to take a more southerX 
route, through the snngi-furakh" mountains, wdiict' according to 
Faverty-Trene# Tnb#Nas# p#505, note 526, is the name of three or 
four mountain passes# Tab#Nas#p#135* Through the province of 
“Karmen and Fnnkuron/ the anc lent name of the tract between the 
felt range and Onrdais, south of the "Bafed Tfohn, passed the 
"lower" route to t?industhan which was usually used by Muhammud 
b#B8m#-Tnb,Nas#p.l3£f Poverty** nore, ^rans.Tab#Nss#, pp#498-99i 
also Poverty** hot.os on Afghanistan, pp#80-84# It was probably 
within this area that the Rangi-Purakh (Perforated Mountain) 

^numbering about, three or four passes, were situated, used by H i  
A yaldu* and Aibak when they hastily retreated from Oasni in 

605A^08 and 61SA215 respectively#-Tab#Has# pp#134-35# Bee 
Pavertyfs ftoto$on Afghanistan, pp#38-39f Trans# Tab#Hfis, p#558 
note |
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Gaznawid dynasty of the Punjab, appeared before the Chauhan

to Hindusthan. In 587/1189, he laid siege on the fortress, 
which was probably not well defended and so easily fell into 
his hands, Ziauddin Tulak, with twelve hundred soldiers, was 
left in charge of the fortress while Muhammud b.Sam prepared

(1) Prasad#)Medieval India, p#117, states that Sirhind,in the Patiala 
State , 100 miles N.W. of Karnal, was the first captured# He
relies on the Printed Text, p.118, which has Sirhindhh )
and In this,la/ter writers like Mirate-Jahannuma Or 1998 •f̂ S'39-# 
F#50a, Zubdatut-Twarikh, Add. 1058, F#7b, agree, while Firishta 
(Lucknow) J,p.5,7, Tab.Amb. I,p.37 have BhatituU> Raverty-Trans. 
Tab.Nas.p.457, note 3, informs us that in all the MSS. collated 
by him it is written TaharhindaX which is found in T.M. p.7 
Budaoni I, p. 49, and Haji Dabir II, p. 677. There is no such 
place on the route of Muhammud b. Sam at the ppesent time. Both 
Sirhind ( ) flnd Bhativa ( ) can be
written by a careless scribe as to confuse the whole and even 
to make it read Tabarhindah ( ). It is just possible
that Raverty read it Tabarhindah, which with a slight change of 
points, might be read Sirhind by another. The last seems to be 
entirely improbable^ for the shortest route from Lahore to 
Hinsuethan lay through Eastern Patiala, in which Bhafcinda is 
situated. Besides, no remains of any strong fort, which as we 
know, withstood the siege of Pirtai raj for 13 months, is found 
in Sirhind.-See Cunnimgham-Reports XXiiijcxpz&xS II,p.205j but 
in Bhatinda,Garrick-Reports XXIII, p. 2-3? not iced a strong raaadae 
fort and also the current legends of the early siege of the plac« 
by Muhammud b.S¥m,-Ibid p.5-6. According to Raverty, p.458 notej 
the Luhbut-Twarlkh-Hind says that "Tabarhinda" is now known by th< 
name of "Bhatinda,* but Mr. Prasad asserts that "Sirhind was 
known as Tabarhindah.*

stronghold which guards the narrow but easy gate
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to return. It appears that, ho did not contemplate any further 
advance into the Hindu territory at thnt time, Aether this 
was due to hie unprep&rednoss for a pitched battle is difficult 
to say, Ziauddin was to hold the fortress dor eight months,
kmaJcI’juhan Yes woul^ return. Put. before he started on his ray bock
Prithi raja come up to recover the fortress] Accordhlng to
Faright* the letter# army wss composed of two hundred
thousand horsemen and thirty thousand elephants. Muhnraraud
turned brck to meet him and In the battle fought at Îara?il was

(4)completely defeated. Although seriously wounded he managed to 
escape alive from captivity, and with the remnants of his ansy 
eventually managed to reach Co sail, Prithi raj immed lately 
afterwards besieged the fortress and after thirteen months 
investment compelled the garrison to capitulate.

According to Feriihta the battle was lost owing to the 
negligence of the Afghan, Khnlji and Khorasani officers of his

(1) Tab.Nas, p*119.
(2) (Lucknow) I, p.5,7. Ibnul Athir XI, p,255,
(5) Tab,Has. p#118j T.H, F,0, Ferishta I, p.5-7, and the Tab. Aub, I,

p.57, suggest that the bsttl© was fought at ̂ araln, near Tarai,
in ”t,he district of Parsuti,* ( Jsy'V**)

(4) He was carried from the battle field b- a Khalji soldier, who found
hip on the point of falling off bio horse. See Ferishta I#
p.57, ouoting from a work called Zainul-Masir, for a different 
vorsion.
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(1)army, whom he subjected to great humiliation at Gazni. Next
year he retufned to India with an army of one hundred and

(S)twenty thousand cavalry and once more met Prithi raid in the
battle field of Taraifu He had reason to be cautious with
his adversary and from Lahore he sent ££$wamul Mulk to 
Prithi (3)
Pxttkixraj requiring-the latter1s submission. The mission 
£fti±Kd, hs maxKhadxcmx
having failed, he marched on. Prithiraja1s army is said to have
ht _been composed of three hundred thousand men "according to the
most authentic accounts.n The Turkish forces, divided into 5
divisions, four of which engaged the enemy on all sides, while
the fifth was kept in reserve - harassed the Hindu forces

(5)throughout the day and finally routed them. Khandi Rai
(Govinda Rai) the vassal ruler of Delhi who had wounded
Muhammud in the previous engagement, was killed in the fight,

(6)
while Prithiraj was captured nea? the limits of Sarsuti.

(1) I, p.57.
(2) Tab.Nas. p.119*
(3) Tajul Maasir.«£3V So© Ferishta I, p.58, who hirnnelf took it from

Ibnul Athir XII, po.43-44; or the accountoof Muhammudfs feigned 
fear of Prithiraja to throw him off his guard, of which he took 
the fullest advantage. Cf.Ray.Dynastic History II, p.1010-10X3 
who quotes extensively from Raverty’s supposed quotation from 
the Tajul Maasir. The latter work does not contain the story at. all. while Ionul Athirfs storv is based admittedly on ques-

1*0.'3089, F.26, how thBxHiJidtaxtoMSMhe nrovlded for the absence of elephants in his army of whose
(4) Ferishta I, p.58. ) presence in the Hindu forces his horses9 were so afraid.
(*' For details of the Tactics followed, see Ferishta I, p.58, TH£.P,9.
(6) Tab.Nas., p.120.
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According to the Tajul Maasir he was taken to Ajmere, 
but was found guilty of being an accomplice in a conspiracy 
and was beheaded.

This victory laid the whole Chauhan kingdom at his feet, 
Hansi, Sarsuti and Kuhram were immediately occupied and garri
soned, and placed in charge o^^tbuddin Aibak, who took up his

(2)residence at Kuhram. The capital of the vanquished king, Ajmere,
was then occupied, but was left under his son on condition of

(3)paying tribute. The same policy of restoring Hindu rule over
conquered territories was followed in Delhi also, where the
Hindu fculer, after an effective siege, was compelled to submit
and acknowledge Muhamradd1s suzerainty, while a contingent of
Turkish forts was stationed at Indernat, near Delhi, under the y

(4)command of Aibak.
After Muhammud b.Sam had returned to Gazni his lieutenant 

and viceroy had to face a serious attack from the recently dis
possessed Chauhans. In the month of Ramzan 588/1192 a Hindu 
chief named ifJatwanrt (corruption of Chauhan?) besieged the 
Muslin garrison of the fortress of Hansi under Malik Nusratuddin

(1) P.44b.; Tab.Nas.states that he was immediately beheaded. Cf. on this
point the absurd story of Chand Bardai regarding the subsequent 
activity of Prithiraj at Gazni where he ultimately met his death 
after ilaying M&hfcmmaLd, given in 1.0. MS. 507, F.49a.

(2) Tab.Nas.p.120; Fakhre-Mudir, p.22.
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Notea cont# from p. 54.
(5f 'UAyul aaeir, J.O. No, F,4r8. A coin with tho Hanakrit 1 arend 

of tho name of tho Prithiraj and aleo of tho Hammira, noticed 
by Thomaa-Chronicle, No. 1% p«l£, if rood correctly, should 
bo aaaipned to thlo period. The TAjul Maaair roforo to the 
aon of Pithora only *e *Fotan or "Oola** (lit. an illegitimate 
aon) and hia name ia not even found in tho Haircnira-Maha-Kabya, 
in which a peneolofftatil accourt of the rdigninsr houae of 
Hhanthembhor la riven. Ind. Ant, 1879, p.55, Vaidya-Downfall of 
Hindu h*lia. ITT, p#S*9, ealle him Ha Inal, while Ojha-Kajnutana 
1, 270, call a him oovinda flaj, which however, according to 
H«nrnira~Kabya, waa tho name of Prithiraja^ gmndeon, who 
founded the collateral houae of Hhanthaabhor. On thia laat 
point Gf. Hay. TJyrmatlc Hiatory, IT, p.1095 note

(4) Tdful Maaalr, If). MS. Ho, F.48. Thia preliminary enrnffomant ia 
not noticed by any other writer except Forlehta I, p.58.



fatari, Aibak lmed lately went to ite relief end the chieftain
was pursued up to 'Bajar” (old name for the Bikaner 
territory) where he faced, gave battle, was defeated and sir in! 
Returning to Kuhram via Hansi, which he re-fortified towards
the end of the same year, Aibnk crossed the JbrajMS, captured

_  (2)Moerut possibly from the Dor Rajputs, established the
(9)first military outpost in the TTpper Doab. The Hindu ruler of 

Delhi was allowed to retain his possessions by **trimramid, but 
tho position of Aibak and his garrison at KUkram was probably 
threatened by the hostile designs of the Hindu chief, and there 
was every reason for seeking security in a central and well- 
fortified place. The tradition of the city as the capital of 
the Chaukan Kingdom probably attracted him, and early in 
589/1193 he appeared before its rotes. It was occupied with 
comparative ease, and was made the first capital of the Muslims

(1) Tajful Haasir jo. Ms. No. F.55n* 60a.
(2) The Dors, *ho originally were vassals of the Oahadvalas, held exten

sive territories in Meerut, Muradabad, Aligarh, Bulandshahr, 
Mathura and Ttnh. The last chief of the line, named Cahndrasenc 
is said to have died in 1194, while defending Baran against the 
Turkish forts.-TAHB, 1879, p.273.

(3) AJul Haasir To. Ro.1486, F.G7a* Tab.Nas. p.139, states it was cap
tured in 587/1191, but he is more correct in assigning it to
588/1192 on P.120.



(1)State in India#
Very goon he had to take the field again# Hariraj, )<

the brother of Prithiraj, collected the remnants of the Rajput
forces and early In 589/1193 besieged Ranthambhir] Although
Harirajfs forces retired from Ranthambhor orAibak*s approach

(3)and the son of Prithiraj wag reinstated at Ajmer? Hariraj could
not be effectively pursued, as Aibak was called back to Delhi
by the news of another Hindu rising, headed by the dispossessed
ruler of Delhi# He immedlately turned back, pursued him, and

(4)ultimately dispersed his army# Next Xdbak was, according to 
the Tajal Maasfr, called to Gazni by his master, and after an 
absence of six months, he returned to Delhi# Immediately 
afterwards, he crossed the Jumna, and captured Kol, and possibly 

<Ao Baran in SGo/ll^.
He was still in the Doab when he heard of the second 

march of his master into India# The capture of Meerut and Kol 
in the Upper Doab, brought the new invaders seriously against 
the powerful CnHadavalas of Benares, whose frontier probably ran 
along the Jhmna. An ultimate conflict with them could not be 
postponed for long, and it was hastened by the action of the new 
invaders. Aibak hastened beck to iffuf>t his master and the combin

(1) Tajul Maasir P# places it towards the end of 588/1192, as Is done 
in Tab.Nas. p.120# TM. p.ll, Tab.Akb.I, p38-39. Ferishta I, p.58 
also suppoij&jitit. The earliest date from the Muslim inscription a 
the ®utb Mlnar was read as 587/1191 by Thomas-Chronicles, p.22. note I. and was supported by Cunningham-Reports I.o.lCO: but the contention of Raverty-Trans.Tab.Nas. p.469, note 9, that it shou
read 589/1193, finds confirmation in Fakhre Mudir, p.22, who pia

(cont. on next page)



array numbering about fifty thousand hors©mexvtarched towards
(1)Benares# A preliminary engagement with Albakfs advance guards 

resulted in the defeat of Jaichand's reconnoitring force after 
which the two armies met in the vicinity of Chandwar, between 
Kanouj end "Stah on the bank of the Jumna, in which the Hindu

(1) Tajul Maasir P. 107b: Tab.Nas. p.120: Alfi-Or 142: P.485 states
that tTaIchandfs army numbering about 100,000 horsemen and 700 
elephants, was marching against the Muslim territorlfcdes.

(2) Tajul Maasir P.112, 117-18: Fakhre Mudir, p.23: Ibnul Athir XII,p#49

Note (1) cont. from p.56.
it towards the end of 588/1192. Cf. however, the date 587 in 
the Persian inscription at Aibak1s mosque at Delhi for the
conquest of the city and the construction of the mosque: Jk£
Fpi. Indo.-Mos. 1911-12, p.13. The date is evidently wrong, 
and was probably put up later on. According to the Tajul 
Maasir, F.102b, the mosque wag comnt«jKed in 592/1190 A.D.
A fragmentary Persian inscription , said to have been found 
In Old Delhi, bears the puzzling date of 587/1191: - Arch.
Sur.1909-10, p.131. It has not been properly edited, and if 
the reading i3 correct, it would throw a flood of light on the
question of early Hindu Muslim relations.

(2) Ranthambhor is said to have been captured in 588/1192; Fakhre Mudir

(3) It is said that the gratified prince offered three blocks of gold as
big as a water melon; Tajul Maasir, F*.72a: Fakhre Mudir, p.2
also refers to it.

(4) Tajul Maasir 72b.
(5) P. 75a: the reason for the sudden recall is a mystery. Cf.Ibn BatuII, p.19-20, who also relates the story; also Raverty Trans. TNas. p.517-18.

army suffered heavy defeat and Jaichand was kili   Thus the

p.22. The Tajul Maasir states that when it was attacked by 
Hariraj, the Muslim agent Qtlwamul Mulk sent information to 
Aibak; P.70a.

(6) Tajul Maasir P.103b; Tab.Nas. p.120, placeg/lt in 589/1193.



great kingdom of Benares, oxtending alonr tho whole of tho
%

present United Provinces, 3 ay at tho font of tho oonoueror*
Benares «nd Asni were occupied and tho treasures of tho kin#
foil Into tho hands of tho But tho kingdom could not
ho immediately reduced, and no in tho Chauhan kingdom, so also
h$re,there remained independent Hlntbi ohlofs, vfoo resolutely
resisted Muslin rule*. T’Jvon tho Onhadnvnla dwnnaty was not
completely ovir^hwn, and n grant discovered at Mnchliahshr
(.Taunpur district) dated 125flAl93 toot If loo to tho
independent rule of Hariftoehandra, son of Tnichnnlra. Another
inner lot ion of on# Banaka vijrvyakama, pos* ibly<tfoudntory of
tho Oahsdnwala dynasty, discovered in tho k ir jsnpur district,
refers to tho kingdom of XnnouJ on still continuing though

(3)tho name of tho roipninr kin# flns boon omitted* Although 
KanouJ Is mentioned as having bo^n captured subsequently, In 
595 It must have boon recovered by tho BIndus to neccsaita
Its recovery subsequently bytltutmiah, who Issued commemorative 
co '•ho **ual3m advance was slow, and severely contested

(1) Tajul Msnsir F,123b.
(2) Fpi,Ihd,X, p.93-98.
(3) .TÂ B# Vtf (KB), r>.T57! B^uerJi-Bsnpiar Itthas (Bonr). I, p.344-45.

Tradition has It that 2Jafnrnbad, near Jaunpur, was the capital 
of the later Pahadavalss* - Ctmninpharo-Boporto XI, p#104*

(4) Fakhre Mudir, p*24.
(5) Ind,?tfua*Cat. II, Pt.l, p.Bl, ho*39: Smith-,TASB, 1881, Pt,l, p.48-49,

however, asserts that Fanoui, after the fall of the (tahadavalas, was ruled for eight generations by the Chandcllns I Bee also 
>rly History of Indio, p,400«



although military strongholds war© established at Asni and
(1)Benares and other important places.

Muhamraud _After the return of Mxhisoutdt b*Sam, Aibak was called back
tĉ Kol (Aligarh) to defend the fortress against tho attack of
the Hindu tribes, possibly the Dor rajputa. They were driven

(2)back cmd the fort was placed under Malik Ughulbak. Immediately
after his return to Delhi, news arrived of the capture of
Ajmere by Hariraj and the advance of his general Jhatrai against
Delhi in 591/11^4. Aibak, leaving a portion of his army to
guard the capital, set out with the rest to meet Jhatrai, who
thereupon turned and took refuge in the fortress of Ajmere.
The city being closely besieged, Hariraj sacrificed himself
with his followers in the funeral pyre, after which the city
was occupied and a Muslim officer placed there for the first

(4)time; while Hanthambhor, where Hariraja had driven his nephew 
to take refuge, became the seat of the new Chauhan dynasty.
Muslim suzerainty was thus established over the north-eastern

(5)Fajpxitana.

(1) Tajul Maasir F.124a.
(2) Ibid F.125br Tfeb.Nss, p.147 states that TJghulbak was placed in charge of Awadh, which probably was also included within the military division of Benares and Asni, near which he assigned fche

Iota* of the villages of Bhagwa£ and Bhiuli (near Chunar) to Ikhtiyaruddin,the future concueror of Bengal.
(3) Tajul Maasir F*131b. In all the copies of the MBS* in the India Office

and one in the British Museum, No.7624, F.173b, the date isincorrectly written as 589/1193, which should really be 591/119^ 
as appears from the seouence of events and Is confirmed by Fakhre Mudir, p*23, and also by Ibnul Athir XII, p. 56-8.*

(4) Tajul Maasir F.136; Ferishta I#p.58, has hopelessly confused the
sequence of events.
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Next year in B92Al9% !tuharamud b.Rnm attain visited 
India and marched against the Jndon Hhntti kingdom, whose 
capital wag at Bayana (in the Bharatpur state)# The ruler 
named Kumar Pal, took refuge in the stronghold of TaJvrir 
(Tahangtoh) and, on being closely besieged, was compelled 
to surrender# uhe fort was occupied along with the neigh
bouring stronghold named Vijaymandir kUh. and was placed

(3)undor Bahauddin Tughril. Hie latter founded the town of 
c?ultankot to carry on operations against the neighbouring 
kingdom of Owalior# The Parthari chieftain of Cwalior, 
named ^aXlakhsana Pal, by Hasan Nî ailii, vtWfcsalao beaxoged 
on thia occasion, hut finding that it was stoutly defended, 
Muhammud b.fnra was glad to raise the siege cm the rajafs 
offering to acknowledge his suaora Infy# It was however, 
decided to reduce and occupy the fort , and for this purpose

(1) It is written Ku Pal in the Tajul Maasir, F#144a, hut It should be
Kumar Pal, whose name appears in the annals of the ruling house 
of Karaulif Crmnlngham-Keports XX, r>#6,7-8.

(2) A Hindi couplet gives tho date of tho capture and the rmrae of the
genorslf Tbid VI, p.55#

(3) Tajul Hanair. F#144b* Tab.Tfaa# p#114, gives the date of its captureas 591A194, hut Fakhre Muair, o,93, confirms Hasan Mbuad n i Kiaoni.
(4) Tajul Mnaslr, F# 146b. The name does not appear in tho annals ofOwalior, but, according to Cunningham-Reports II, p# 379, was 

tJrobably tho sane as Lohangtioo, the fifth king in tho list of * iraman Hunshi— Cwalior Hamah, Add, 16709, F#9ai rce also ift I#C No# 860, F.8b# Could he bo the same fnllMchsana 19inha who is reforrec to in a fragmentarv inscription at Jhnnni as having 
Tin'>r engaged In fighting ,fith tho Jcvanas ? - rvi#lnd. I,p#P14-l(5) Tajul Maasir, F#146o* Tab.Nas. p#14B# ____

Note (5) from p#59# Nagaur (Jodhpur State) mentioned in the Tab.Nas# 
-Trans# p#549, was probably under the Muslim rule since the 
Oesnavid times.
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Tughril was selected, who carried on operations for about a 
year and a half, when the raja finally surrendered the fort to 
Aibak.(1)

Towards the end of the same year (592/1195) the Muslims
had to fpce another and as yet the most serious danger from the
Rajputs. The Mher tribes of Rajputana inhabiting the neigh-

(2)bourhood of Ajmere, in alliance with other Rajput tribes, 
invited the rajah of Anhilwara to send an army to their assist
ance, in order to recover the city of Ajmere. The Turkish garr: 
son of the city was not strong enough, but Aibak foretslled thei 
by attacking the Mhter forces Aptxfaxsas in front of the city 
before the Chaluyka forces had arrived. The battle was long 
and severe, during which the Chalukys contingents arrived and 
Aibak was compelled to shut himself up in the ci?y. The situat: 
was extremely critical, but it was8!:*?!! by the timft̂ i***e rein
forcements sent from Gazni. If the Rajputs could unite and act 
quickly, they could have recaptured Delhi and other important 
military cities during this time. On the arrival of the rein
forcements, they raised the siege, whereupon Aibak issued from 
the city, and early in 593/1196, marched against Anhilwara to 

. punish the king for bis treacherous attack. He massed through
(1) Tab.Nas.p. 145. Hasan jcR&xklaxXxngr Nizami does not record his finalcapture, nor do the amivMsbi of Owalior. Fakhre Mudir places its capture in 597/1200.
(2) In all the copies of tho T®j^l Maasir, the name of the tribe Is

writtenoyf* TunIran or Natiran, and Ferishta I,p.62. also writes the same. Elliot II. p.228, wrotes It as Mhers. which may be correct, and r>osslbly he refers to the tribe of Mhers-the origi 
inhabitants of Ajmere: Cunningham-Reports VI, p.8.

(3) Tajul Maasir. F.156a. Cf • 0 Jha-Ra jputana I. p.271. who appears to havconfuses the sequence of events leading up to the battle of 119



south-west Rnjputann met, the the Chalukya a m y  led by
ttmrnversha of Mt* Abu end Kelhana of Nadol* both feudatories
of Bhtaa II of Oujra^* at the foot of Wt* Abu.Th^Ir position
wee invulnerable end Aibak hesitated to attack them* e« in tho
9ame place hia master hed suffered hie firat defeat in 1178*
The enemy* taking thia to be a sign of fear* came out in the

(2)open* where Aibak inflicted a crushing defeat on them. The
(anway now lay open to the capital f**ora where Hhiraa II fled* end 

the city was sacked and plundered* The expodition was* however, 
only a nunitivo one and was not calculated to lead to a permanei 
occupation of the country! Anhilwara was soon recovered end 
not only Rhima II ruled in independence down to 1240 A*D*f but 
his dominions always included Mt* Abu* as appears from Inscrip
tions discovered at the It is probable* however* that
a remnant of Aibakfs army remained in the territory of Oujrat
and was later on defeated and expelled* as recorded in a few(6)Chalukya Inscriptions* But as no serious attempt was made in

(1) Hasan Hlsaml writes the name of Kolhana as Karwan Rai* The account
is confirmed In the inscriptions of the lattwr*«»Ep*Ihd* p*46-81

(2) Tajul Maasir* 2*0* MB* No*lM6 F*168a* Tab*Nan* p.140.
(5) V*i'd#a • Downfall of Hindu India ITT* p*207.

• \

(4) Cf* Ferishta I* p*B2* who states that an officer was appointed to
govern the country*

(5) Art. Researches* o*289f !hd*Ant* 1877* p*107.
(0) Ep*lfcd* I* p*22* 3S8-9f II* p*439* Cf* Ibnul Athir XII* p*79* who 

dates the expedition in B97A200 • and states that finding It 
difficult to retain such a vast country from a distant place
like Oasni and Delhi* tho countrv was rostored by Aibak to the rulers*



our period to conquer and annex the territory permanently.
For the next six years the Tabakati-Nasiri and the 

Tajul Maasir are silent, but ttw Fakhre-Mudir supplies us with 
some hitherto unknown facts about Aibak1s military activities
during this period. Budaon is said to have been captured in

, (!)594/1197 and a second occupation of Benares followed. In
595/1197 Chantarwul (?Chandwar?) and Kanouj were occupied and 
the kingdom of Siroh (?Sirohi?) was captured. Malwah and the 
neighbourhood was conquered next yia^. Further particulars 
about this reported conquest of M&lwah and Southern Rajputana 
would have been highly interesting, as no other authority men
tions these facts. It is probable that Aibak attempted to 
extend his dominions further into Rajputana and in this process 
came into conflict with the Chauhan kingdom of Nadol which led
to their emigration further southwards and to the foundation of

(3)the ruling houses of Bundi, Sirohi and Kota3v In any cases the 
. acquisitions could not have been permanent as we shall see in 

the next chapter.
In 598/1201, Aibak is said to have visited his master 

with a view to assist him in his campaigns in Khorasan, but his

(1) Fahkre-Mudir p.24. Tajul Maasir F.176b, mentions Aibakfs Suay in
Budaon in 599/1202, when 11Ikhtiyaruddin" visited him. The city 
was probably captured from the Rashtrakutas, who, as we have see: 
held the territory.

(2) Fahkre-Mudir, p.24; Tab.Nas. makes an ooscure reference to this when
Aibak is said to have subdued territories as far as Ujjain,p.l40

(3) Rajputana Gazetteer, p.237.



master sent him back was without his presence the affairs of

The inevitable conflict with the Chandella kingdom,
whose northern frontiers touched the borders of the new Turkish
dominion of Hindusthan, could no longer be postponed. The fate
of the Gahadavalas and the occupation of Benares and Asni must
have affected the security of the Chandel frontiers, and It may
not be wrong to presume that predatory raids were carried on
during these years. Thejepreliminary operations resulted in
the final attack on the fort of Kalinjar, the military capital
of Paramardi Deva, in 599/1203. The latter offered strong
resistance on the field, but was ultimately defeated and took
refuge in the fort. On being besieged he opened negotiations
and offered to acknowledge Turkish suzerainty and pay tribute.
But before he could execute his agreements he suddenly died

(2 )and his chief minister Ajaya Deva, relying on the supply of 
water from a spring inside the fortress, renewed hostilities. 
The spring, however, suddenly dried up and the garrison was 
compelled to capitulate. The Chandellas evacuated it and 
retired to the neighbouring fort of Ajaygarh, from which, in

Hindustan would go to ruins. *
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(2) He is called Meht
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a very short time, they recovered their former possessions.
Kalinjar, Mahoba and Khajuraho were all occupied, constituted

(1)into a military division, and placed under Hasan Arnal.
Such military divisions always served as bases of operations 

for a subsequent advance into adjacent territories. The 
division of Benares, which possibly included Awadh also, was 
placed, as we have seen, under Malik Ughul Bak, under whom Malik 
Ikhtyia$xiddin Muhammud b. Baktiyar had taken service. A bold 
Khalji cavalry-leader, who was refused service in Gazni and Delhi
for his ungainly figure, he soon collected a band of adventurers.

(2 )He was assigned the Iqta of Bhagwat and Bhiuli, from which he 
led his followers to raid the adjoining district of Maner, which 
after the collapse of the Gahadavala kingdom, was possibly under 
petty feudatory princes. He also raided Bihar, knowui as 
TJddandapur Bihar in which the monastery town of Uddandapur 
served as the capital of the last Pala ruler.
(1) Ibid P.185b; Fakhre-Mudir p.24; Cf.Cunningham-Reports II,p.45 

who erroneously states that Kalinjar was twice attacked - one 
in 1196 and again in 1202 A.D.

(2) Tab.Has. p.147, has Sahlat and Sahli, but Raverty1s reading- 
Trans.p.549-50 note, appears more correct. Later writers like 
the Mirati Jahan Huma Or.1998 P.52a, Perishta II, p.292, and 
Tab.Has.I, p.47, write these names as Kampilah and Patiali ne 
Eudaon. The mistake is due to the similarity of the names wit 
Patitah and Kuntilah which, along -with Bhagwat and Bhiuli, ar 
situated closely in the neighbourhood of Chunar, in Mirzapur 
Dist.- Cunningham-Reports XI, p.128.

(3) Tab.Has. p.147. For the ancient name of Bihar see Cunningham- 
Reports III, 118; VIII, p.75; XI, p.185. One of these early 
raids is probably referred to by Taranath, the Tibetan monk w 
wrote the history of Buddhism in the XV century, who refers t 
a defeat of the Turushkas in their attack on Uddandapur-Samad 
Glories of Magadh 131-32.
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Emboldened by his success in this region, with the sanction
(1)of Aibak he led an attack on the city of TJddandapur Bihar. It

is uncertain as to who held TJddandapur at this time, and it is
equally uncertain if any effective resistance was offered to

(2)the invaders. The inhabitants of the monastery town, chiefly
Buddhist monks ("shaven-headed Brahmins'*) probably united with

(3)what remained of the military of the Pala ruler,
(4but Ikhtiyaruddin, with only two hundred men, captured the town, 

According to Taranath, the Turks also captured the two monastery 
towns of Vikramsila and Nalanda, and erected a fortress on the 
site of TJddandapur Bihar]

(1) Tab.Nas. p.147; Riyazus-Salatin, p.61; Perishta II, p.298; Tab.Nas.14*
(2) Baner Je.e-Banglbj* Ithias I, p. 252-3, who clings to the theory that

Oovinda Pala was the last prince who was then ruling in terri
tories round Behar, Bikramsila and Nai*landa, and was killed by 
the Muslims in 1198-99 - also JASB. 1̂ 914, p.232; Memo. A.S.B. X  
p.108-12; Samaddar - Glories of Magadh, p.26,132J. Cf. with the 
above JASB. 1921, p.14, Ray.-Dynastic History I, p.369.

(3) Taranath supports this supposition - Samaddur - Glories of Magadha,
p.26; and this will probably explain their massacre by the Turki 
described in Tab.Nas.p.148. On this last point see also Samaddi 
Ibid p. 148. There is no evidence to support Banerji’s assumptio] 
- Baugl&r Ithias I,p.322, that the Library was destroyed and 
burnt wholesale.

(4) Tab.Nas^ p.148.^
(5) • Ind.Ant. IV, p.366-7.

* A
V



The date of this event, important as it is for fixing
the date of the subsequent conquest of Bengal, is unfortunately

(1)not given in the chronicles, and scholars are still in disagree
ment. A year after this, Ikht iy arudd in, having visited Aibak
who nominated him for the Muotiship of Behar and also for

(2)further conauests, advanced further east along the Ganges, and
in the words of the Chronicler, he marched rtso swiftly that no

(3)more than eighteen horsemen could keen pace with hlm.M

(1) Fakhre-Mudir, p.25, mentions the conquest of Bidur (?Behar ?), in
500/1203; the Tajul Maasir, F.176b, however, mentions that in
599/1203, after the conquest of Kalinjar by Aibak, the latter, 
while he was at Budaon, received Ikhitiyaruddin, who is said to 
have come from the direction of Udanda Behar. This might refer
to his earlier visit Defore the conquest of Behar, which is als<
alluded to in Tao.Nas. p.147 and 150; see on the point of this 
date of 599/1203 in Tajul Maasir - Raverty's Trans.Tab.Nas., 
Appendix D, P.xxiii.

(2) Rl^azus-Salatin, p.6a; Ferishta II, p.293.
(3) Tab.Nas. p.150.
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Lnkhsamana’s defence of his kingdom was apparently not strong, 
and the general panic which had seised h&e capital Nadiya* 
following the phenomenal conquests of the Turks* facilitated 
the easy and unopposed march of the invaders up to the very 
fate of the palace* It 1c said that Jhktiyaruridin and his 
followers were disguised as horse dealers and thus escaped 
notioe* There is no reason for disbelieving the authenticity 
of the stoxy) and it is Just possible that a "sudden cavalry

(1) Cf* Vaidya - tod.His* CU*.X* p.l?6-29t and Banerji-Bauglar Ithias (Bon* 
I- pp« S 2 W 5 |
who altogether reject the account on the ground that* to the 
first place* Kadiyah was not known to be one of the f iv» oapita] 
to the second ̂ e c e 9 the route followed by Ikhtiyaruddin necessl 
ated h*s capture of Lekhnauti first* and- in the third place* 

Lakshmana Sena - the iKiSH^chraanidft of Misha J-i-SirHJ* was deS4 
before 117*) A*D* -ith regard to^tne first point- mention is mat 

a l Vijaym Pure - the capital of the Suhaa Bess (South-westerh
1 Bengal) to the Poem - Havana Bute by fhoyi - a oontein&x>rAry of 

Lakshmana fern* which V^s" been located no or lavadwip (Nadiya). < 
at any rate* must be placed on the banks of the rhegirathi riVo! 
JASB* 1904* p*44f .T.D*L*XV1 - serkar - Harly History of Bengal* 
p#22f Bay*-Dynastic History I*p*37B* A local tradition in
Nadidn ascribes the name of M m  Bakhtiyerto a ghat (steps) on tl
Bafhirathi near fantipur (Nadije Dist.\ where the Turkish army

JASB. 1914, is supposed to have crossed the river.’** - a to the second point*
p. 140. it is not improbable that the panic - fully illustrated to th

btory of the astrologers of Nadija riven in the Tab.Nas* p*150* 
which had seised the n m n  kingdom^had led Lakshmana Bena to lea 
his capital of LakfcMAiti which was nearer to the Turkish head- 
quarters and thus attract the invaders to Nadijfa. which* as the 
king resided there* must have bo*n the Oovommont headquarters* 
As Lakhmsuti was later on made his capital* it is probable that 
on his way* he had already captured it* As to the third potKto 
the arguments on which Danerji^ supposition is based have been 
fully refuted in JAHB* 1921* pp* 7-14f .TDL* XVI - Baifcnr - 
Farly History of Bengal* p* lfW19* 20-21* XHfiu 1927* p*576f 
19)4* p*728—Bl* For the application of the so-called Lakhama

Sena ere on the interpretation of whioh ^  
BanerJirs entire chronology is based - . 
Hoe Ashutosh Sll-rer/volumes p*l* Ind* 
Ant.LXI, 167-f»9, Jubllee
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attack by a do Id leader in such a demoralised city on the
palace of the king” might have oroduced the same effect as was
the case when Colonel Popham boldly led his troops into the
fort of Gwalior in the 18th century. It is to be noted that
the city was captured only when the entire army had arrived.
The aged Sena monarch secretly fled down the river to his
capital at Vikranipur (Eastern Bengal ).Ikhtiy arudd in destroyed
the city and then returned to Lakhnauti (on the Ganges, near
the present site of Gaur in the Maldah Dist.) and made it his 

(2>headquarters.
The sack of Nadiya, however, appears to have been only

a raid and possibly did not lead to permanent annexation of
the country included in the ancient geographical term of Suhma
Desa (modern Districts of Berdwan, Nudiya and part of 24
Par^anas). No evidence of an early Muslim occupation of the
country is found, and the first conquest and Muslim rule in
Southern Bengal apoears to have taken place in 1298 A.D., when
Zafarkhan, the conqueror and governor of Saptagram (Satdaon in

(3
Hooghly District) erected a mosque at Tribeni (on the Bhagirath 
The country appears to have continued under independent Hindu 
rule ^though it is difficult to say which dynasty

(1) Tab.Nas. p. 151, states that he fled to "Sariknat and Bang. HSankanatM
has been understood by some to mean Jagannath in Orissa, but as his descendants were found ruling at Vikrampur it is reasonable 
to hold that he also fled thither. Cf. Ferishta II, p.293.

(2) Imp.G.I. XII, p.186. See also JASB. 15^(New Series) p.282.
(3) JASB. 1870, p.287 (New Series) V, p.248.



(1)
held it. Towards the northward, the Muslim outpost was
established at Diwkot (Damdaraa, Gigarampur, Dinajpur Dist.)
while the Kafcataija river remained the boundary between the
Turkish state of Lakhnauti and the kingdomSof Bang and Kamrup,
while Lakhanor was possibly the South-western outpost toward(2)
the Orissa kingdom.

As has been remarked above, the date of this important
ev«*dl is unfortunately still a matter offilspute among the scholars.

(3)Of these, Ravertyfs dates 589/1193 for the conquest of Bihar

(1) Mention may be the discovery of a copper plate found in the
Sunderban OTmr, (24 Parganas ) which was issued by an Apparently 
independent, though petty ruler, calling h i s m a n i a  Madommana 
Pala, dated Saka 1118/1196 - I.H.Q. X, p. 321. The kingdom cff 
Orissa also appears to have included a considerable portion of 
this territory since the conquests of Chodaganga. - R&y.Dynastic 
History, p.469a. Nadia is not mentioned again until 653/1255, 
when its name appears in a coin of Yuzbaki-Tughril Khan. - Ind. 
Mus. Cat. II, p.146, No. 6. See also JA&B. 1875, p.284, V,
(New Series), pp. 214-16.

(2) Tab.Nas.-Havertv1s Trans, p.573. The Printed List has rtLakhnautiH
p.157. For its location see further on.

(3) Trans.Tab.Nas• Apoendix D. He rejects Hasan Nizamifs date of 599/120;
for the conquest of Kalin jar, after which Ikht iyaruddin is .said
to have met,Aibak jcn the ground that the Persian script * ir*****

%  can also be read in the absence of
points,"* as 577, 579, 597 and 599, but the last reading is con
firmed by Fakhre-Mudir, p.24, who also dates the conquest of 
Kalinjar in 599/1203.
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and 590/1194 for that of HAdiyah , resting, as they do, 
on the evidence of some later historiei^Thieh assert that 
Ikhtiyaruddin reigned in Bengal for twelve yoara before he
wea assassinated in 602A206, can be eafely rejected# 'Edward

(9) -Thomas, relying on the date supplied by Hasan Misnmi, placed
the conquest of hidiyah !n 1909 AD#, vhile Bloch^^r) waa Inclined
to place it in *95/5/1198/9 A#D#, while Stewart places in in

(5) (6)
1203 a #D# Secant migrations are in favour of 1109A^00f 1201-2, 
and 12^4«in, m  a *®l# copy of a collection of Sanskrit Poems

(8)composed • in 1906 A#D#, Lakhmana Sena is referred to aa living# 
^his fact, coupled with the atatemont of MirthsJ^-l-slrnJ that he 
died abortly after tho conquest of Nudiya, makes it probable that 
it happened not long before 1206 A#D#, possibly in 1204-5 A#D#

(1) One of thestjft&ts FiySwsus- Composed in the 18th century A#D#-
p#4# Kaverty places great reliance on a similar history of geur 
byshiampercii'rd. written also in the 18th century - I#0# ins# 
Ho# 2899, inwnich - F#13a, Bchtiyaruddin is also said to have
ruled for 12 years# This is not found in any of the earlier
works#

(2) Chronicles, p#110#
(3) JASB# 1875, p#134.
(4) History of Bengal# p#43# Cf# also Cam#Riat. III, p# 43. in which theconquest of Behar is placed in 1193, while that or badly* is in

1202 a#D# - whereas the actual internal between the two events m
not longer than a year and a half# Cf# Banerji-Bauglar ItvHas
(Beng#) Ii|, p#17, who places in In 1200 A#D#

(5) JABB# xŷ  (Hew Beries), p#152f also Pmith#-Eerly History, p#434#
(6) Ind#Ant# 1923# pp.316-20. The Parganati Era, current in Eastern Bengal

dating from the &8*t*Sept# 1802 A#D# is supposed to have been started to oomnomorate the fall of the Bona kingdom#
(7) Ind#Hist#cuert, Iecombor 1934, p#733-4# A verse in a work Xr Halayudhi

^erka^-P̂ . ^ i ^ p ^ 9 ^ afavS?#r fJoS1) ? to oonflrm thl*
(8) ttly# Dynastic History, I,p#374# <9 > Tab.Nas# p#151.
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The ambitious mind of Ikhtiyarnddin allowed him no
rest#and shortly afterwards he raede preparations for what has
been called a "filibustering expedition, in the North-Rast, to
conquer “Tibet and China. It really looks like a mad project,

(2)but it has bem suggested thfct a brisk trade in horses, (locally 
called Tanga - a mixed breed) was carried on botweon the coun
tries of Northern Bengll and what is now Bhutan and Southern 
Tibet, and this expedition might have as its object the control 
of these trading routes ^dnich numbered about 35, according to

(5)
the Tabakat-i-Naslr. After despatching his lieutenants to 
watch the south-western frontier at ’Lakhane? against the 
kingdom of Orissa, he secured the services of a Koch convert 
to Islam who was familiar with the hill route, to guide him 
through Assam and the southern foothills of the Himalayas 
inhabited by the tribes of "Koch, * "Meoh,M and "Tihsru.
The route he followed with his ten thousand horsemen has long 
been e subject of controversy. Minhaj-i-Siraj informs us that 
he started from Lakhnauti and arrived at e town called "Bnrdhan 
Kuti, whence he followed the river (called Bagmeti) whidi flowe< 
in front of the town and then arrived at a place where there wai 
a stone bridge of twenty apans. TRere his guide left him and

(1) Gail - History of Assam, p.36,
(2) Hoy,Dynastic History I, p.263, Bee also JASB. 1875, p.282.
(3) Tab.Nas# p.154.
(4) Idem, p#152.



Ikhtiymfttti*. left two officers with a detachment of troope
to pucrd the bridre, which he crooned over with the main body

led the forces of Tkhtiyeruddin through Sikkim to Tterfteeling. 
Colonel Honnay had identified the bridpe with the nncient 
bridre of filhnko, on a tributary of the Brahma Putra, north
of the fauhati townf and h eld the opinion that M t f a m ititi
followed the Brahma Putra river and had entered the Himalayas
north of Oauhati. Fooent researches have that hia
conclusions were eorricL

Ikhtlyaruddln had entered the territory of the klnp of
Karaup, but tbs latter waited for hia opportunity, nlthouoh ho
sent a mssaape reouast.lnp him to wait until next yoar whon ho
also would Join hii In tho oxpod It Von. TJnhoedlnp, Ikhtiyaruddta
pushod on throuph Bhutan, until on tho 16th day ho arrived at

(7)tho "open oountry of Tlbbot,” Tho haanrdoua march, oouplod with

(1) Tab.Nas, p.152.
(2) Trans.Tab.Has, p.B61-GB note.
(3) JASB. 18TB, p,S8S.
(4) JASB. 18B1 (Vol.XX) 20-94.
(B) Tho latest contribution to the subject whloh conclusively settle# tho

Question la by Bhatte sali-Hara Prasad Saatrij Commemorative 
volume, p.49j aoe also uuma.-Barly nlatory of Kaawup, pp.211-15 
Cf. Bhattaoharlya-Mophul Worth Test frontier policy, p.BS-B4| 
Cali - History of Sea an does not touch tho question.

(6) Tab.Nas. p.IBS.
(7) It is hardly possible that Tibet could bo reached In 2B days from

of hie forces. ̂ Poverty^identified the river with the 
Teeetah, while with the Karet©JAf both of them

(4) tkht iynrudd in

(contd. on p#74)
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the alarming news of the approach of "50,000 well-armed Turks" 
from tho nearest fort named "Khaambattan", as well as an 
indecisive bsttle with the garrison of the place, damped the 
spirit of his troops and it was decided to return# The Journey 
was marked by terrible hardship, for the inhabitants had 
destroyed all material for provisions and forage along the 
route# On reaching the head of the bridge he found it broken 
by the raja of Kamrup • his officers having ouarrelled among 
themselves and neglected their duty, were driven out. Temporary 
shelter was sought in a great te#ple near by, while steps were 
taken for the construction of rafts. The raja now found his 
opportunity and tried to entrap the ktusllm forces within a 
bamboo stockade. Ikhtiyaruddin could with difficulty break 
through it, and on being oressed to the river bank, the whole 
force threw itself into the river in the hope of finding it 
fordable# The river was deep, with strong currents, which 
drowned the whole army, and Ikhtiyaruddin could manage to 
reach the opposite bAdk with only a hundred of his followers#
An inscription in Sanskrit at the snot opposite the town of 
Oauhati records the destruction of this Turkish force on the 
15th Ch&.ra, 1127 Salta - 7t*’ March 1206 A?t>. With tha help 
of his Mech allies, Ikht iyarudd in reached Diwkot , but the
disaster had laid him low. He sank rapidly under a fatal

(1) Tab.Has, p.156. (2) Hhattacharya-Kamrup-Sasanabali (BenIntr. p. 27.

also noted for a fair of Tangan horses according to Bh*ttesali-Hara- 
Prasad, Commoner at ive volume p.6*-62 note, it appears that he onlv 
cached Bhutan# 9
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disease until All-i-Marcfcan Hhaljlf one of his lieutenants
In charge of Narangoi (?) assassinated him In his sick bed
shortly after a similar disaster, resulting in the death
of Muhammad b*3am, had befallen the Turiclsh Sfcat)$ on the

(1)north-western border*
In the "revioua chapter, we have described in detail 

the campaigns of wuhammud b*3am In Central Asia, and his 
preparations to retrieve his fallen fortune after the defeat 
at Andhkhed. This defeat soon spread the rumour In Ihdla 
that he was dhed, which was the signal for a general rising 
among the turbulent tribes in his loosely^knit Ti'mpira* Accord it 
to the Tajul iir, one of his lieutenants named Aibak Bak, 
deserted him on the battle field df Andhkhad, came to Multan, 
treacherously killed the officer in charge of the city and 
asserted his own rule* The news of this treacherv soon 
spread, and that this coulcsAhappen was taken as a sufficient 
proof of the death of ^tihammud b*Sam* The ruler of the Balt

(1) Tab*Has. p.157.
(2) F*178bf Cf* Cuyida I, p*411-12, from whom Perlshta I, p*59, possibly

took his account, who refers to another slave of Mahammud, 
named Hadgls, who occupied Oasni, shut its gate to his 
master when he came back fromAndhkhud, on which the latter 
wer.t to ?<ult^an, recovered the city, and then succeeded in 
ougftlng Tladris* ’f'he account is unconfirmed, though Prasad - 
Medieval Ihdla, p#130, unreservedly accepts it* An Allusion 
to Aibak Bakfs rebellion is probably contained in Mlrihaj's 
story of Mass* *tasain-e-Kharmilf a desertion at An^hkhud, \ 1
Tab*Has, p*122*

r
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range, named Paleal, allied with tho Ktek^P^ and other hill
tribes Inhabiting tho north-western districts of the Punjab
on the route from Lahore to Oaani, and plundered tho territory
between tho Ohimfc and the ,7telum and even contemplated the

<«)capture of Lahore* The Iqtod*rs of the vrovlnco of Multan 
were put to flirh* and the rovonura of Latere ate Multan could 
not be sent to Caasnl owing to all comunloatione having been 
stopped by the rifling*

(1) Ibnul Athir XIIf p.96, says he was previously converted to Islam
but had apostatised* Tajul ?taasir F.IOO, states that the tribes 
were under the leadership of the two sons of Khokar “Bakan and 
Snrica, possibly the name of two sub-tribes of the Khokars.

(2) Cf. Briggs - Trans. Forishta I, p.185-4? and JAGB. 1871, p. 67, for
their Identification with the Cakkars - who do not appear 
until the roippt of Babar. The error has been corrected in Ind. 
Antt 1907, p.1-7, and also Glossary of the Punjab tribes
and castes, Vol. II, p.54? also Havorty, notes on Afghanistan, 
p.365-4, 3671 Fermshta»a account, I, p.59-60, regarding polynndr 
female infanticide, practised by the nKtekars,* end thoiar story 
of their conversion by Muhoarmid b.fam, is supposed to sp ly to 
the "essentially Punjab tribe, the ^hotere.* - Ind.Ant. 1907,p.lf 
but it appears that Forishta confused the Khoknrs under die cuss io 
with another tribe, balled the Tirahiahs, irthsbitlng the district 
of Sarikusim and MaHran" ♦ west of the Ihdus, who wore a source 
of constant trouble to the Mussulmans of Foarmwar since the days 
of Sfebtiktlgliif They also rose in rebellion in GOBA^OB-G, but we 
ouelled by Tsidus. Governor of the Province, and it is to these 
that Ferlshta*s story, in all its details, applies. Gee Tbnul 
Athir XTT, p.08, from whom Ferishta evidently borrowed. He men
tions the Tirehlaa, p.60, but not realising his mistake, asserts 
that both the "Khobara," ate the Tirahlao were converted to Islaa 
during the cnmpciims of 602A^05-6, and up to 1018/1609 A.I), they 
were still Muslims. This conversion apnlied only to the Tirahlae 
according to Ibnul Athir, while the Khokars are repeatedly ref err 
to both by Hasan Klrftal - Tajul Maasir, F.186b, and MinhlJ - Tab. 
Has. p.209 as infidels and Hindus even up to a late period. 
Fnvsrty^Trans.Tsb.Has.p.484 note, without, however, knowing 
Forishta1 s source of information, rightly questions the story of 
the conversion of the Khokars. Cf.Caoto.His. III,p.47, Where the 
story has been unreservedly accepted.



The local officers having failed to quell the rising, 
Muhammud directed Aibak to join him on the Jhelum and hastily 
marched out from Gazni. The rebels gave him battle near a ford 
on the Jhelum, and after an obstinate resistance, were ulti
mately defeated. Large numbers of them were either killed or 
captured, while the rest took refuge In the fort on the hill 
rear by, which however was reduced the next day. Some fled to 
the nearest forest, only to perish miserably when the whole of 
it was set on fire.^"^

Muhammud then accompanied Aibak to Lahore to settle its 
affairs before his proposed three years* campaign in Transoxonia. 
Multan was possibl:r recovered from the rebel^ Aibak Bak, after 
the destruction of the rebels of the Salt range. Prom Lahore
Aibak took leave for Delhi,whyfile his master set out for Gazni.

(2)On the way, he halted at a place called Damyak, on the Indus,

(1) Tajul Maasir F.194a; Tab.Nas. p.124; Ionul Athir XII, p.97 states
that so many prisoners were taken that five slaves could oe 
bought for one Rukni Dinar.

(2) Juwaini I, p.59.

Notes (3) and (4) contd. from p. 76.
13) Fakhre-Mudir, p.27 gives the names of a few more trlDes who joined 

with the Khokars and the people of the Salt range; &M*xyxra»i 
HSiahan (Sehi ? - a glossary of the Punjab tribes, III, p.394); 
Jamufis (Jamuns ? , Ibid II, 325); Harhars (Haras ? Ibid 11,327) 
Nahuns (Nuns ? , Ibid III, p.173; Andhars (Andrs ? Ibid II, p.l 
and Rambals ( ? )!!.

(I) Ibnul Athir XII, p.97.
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whor# ho was assassinated while onpspod In his ©veninp prayers*(1)on Mflrh 15th l£06/3rd Shaban 608* Tho actual perpetrator* of
<2)tho crime wera supposed by some writers to bo tho Khokars* while 

a majority of the contemporary efcrsnlclia^ ascribed the murder 
to tho Mulahidoa, that la the sect of Xsmaills* whose secret 
assassination wa» a terror to the orthodox **ualim world* and 
whose stronghold had lately been attacked and plundered by/Kk)vA>n» 

a few years before*
There could be no two opinions as to the place yihnnnud 

to.Sma occupies In history* A rmn of accomplishments, a friend 
and patron of learning, ho was one of those few Kmpiro builders 
who havo successfully and durably implanted a foreign rule In a 
country which was by no moans backward in civilisation or weak 
in fiphtlnfr qualities* Unlike lahaud of Ofusnl* ho was essential 
a practical statesman who clearly saw the rotten political ntruc

(1) Tejul Maasir F.198ajr Tab.Fae. p#124*
(2) Puzida I*p*412f ,Tuwaini I*p*59t Or 1998* F.IOaj Tab* Alcb. I*p*40f

Forishta I*o,60f Than* Athir TIT* p*99*
(3) Tajul Maasir, F.197b* Tftb.K*e.p.l£4 TM* p.XS? Hsji Tabir II* p.802*

Jhntxl Athir states that amrmp the assassins were found two men 
who wore circumcised Utisllms)* which probably \m&nn that the 
Ismail Is and the Fhoksrs were noth partners of the crime, and 
this fact has led to differences In the account* Feo also^ 
lamiut-Twarikfc nuoted by Favortv - Trans.Tab*Fas* j u t f M I  
p.458 note 3.

(4) Tab.Fns*Trans* p.381 not# 5*



-ture of Hindu India and took tn© fullest advantage. It is 
true that he was probauly mediocre in statesmanship in wnich 
he was beaten by his more gifted rival the Khwarizm Sliali, and 
that he failed in his attempt to revive the Gaznavid Empire of 
Central Asia. Yet, like Babar in the Xlkhx XVIth century, his 
greatness is apparent from his steadfast and consistent policy 
of conauest in India, which, though possibly meant to have a 
secondary importance in his imperial scheme, survived the 
destruction or his own principality. Although not a military 
genius like Mahmud, his campaigns from the Jaxartes to the 
confluence of the Ganges and the Jumna, which he undertook 
almost every year, display a military talent of no mean order. 
We do not know if he had the same aesthetic taste which led 
Madmud of Gazni to beautify his capital with the finest archi- 
techtural examples of the period. PossiDle his military pre
occupations prevented him. But he was not indifferent to arts 
and sciences, and three of the most renowned savants of the 
period Adorned the Shansabani coArIL His talent for leadership

(1) Cf. Barthold*s estimate of his statesmanship-Turkestan down to tne
Mongol invasion, p.339, 352.

» (2) Imam Fakhruddin RSzi, the celebrated philosopher was a great friend
of Mehamfeyufand accompanied him in most of his expeditions. He 
resided in #his court and dedicated one of his works (Lataiful- 
Ghiyasi) to Ghiyasuqjdin, MehanuMte elder Drother. See Or 1998, 
Fi51a; Ibn Khallil^n, p.60, Huart-Arabic literature, p.320.
Maulana Fakhruddin Mubarak Shah, the author of the geneology 
of the Prophet and his companions, as well as a few ocher works, 
including a history of the Ghurids in verse, was anothex* of the 
luminaries of his court. His father was alsv a learned man and 
attended the court of Flrozkoh; E.G.Browne, presentation volume, 
p.393-4, 409; see also Tab.Nas. p.27. Nizami Uruzi, the celebrate 
author of Chahar Maqala was a courtier of Alauddin Husain



la perhaps bout illustrated in his choice of men to "hose 
loyalty and ability he owed most of hi® success, So far aa 
hio Indian concueats were concerned, he was singularly fortunat 
in hia choice of Aibak ~  a military leader of high order ~  
to whoa© unremitting effort® the expansion and pormr.nence of 
hia eoncueata wore largely due. If hia d<->ath severed India*a 
connection with Gaanl and Central Asia, hia viceroy Aibak 
continued his policy and aAved hia concussts from imminent 
destruction to which his sudden death exposed them.

Note (fcs) cent, from p. 79,
\Tahan Soa1 and alao possibly of Ghiyasuddin and Muhammud b,s£ra 
tee ChShar Maqala, text Sd, Miraa C&awlnyfi, intr.





CHAPTER III.

The Kingdom of Delhi: Consolidation (1206-1235) and expansion.

The death of Muhammad b. Sam at the moment when his
troops had carried all before them in Northern India would have

not been averted by bold action on the part of his successors
The Muslims were far from being well-established in India and t 
Rajput kingdoms, which had only been stunned by the rapidity of 
the Muslim conquest would surely have taken advantage of any 
weakness or disunion. In fact the Chandella Kingdom of 
Bundelkhand did succeed in recovering Kalinjar^1 ' and parts 
around, thus checking any further advance of the Muslims toward 
the South. Further East a terrible disaster had befallen the 
Muslim army at Assam. The conquest of the Gangetic plain was

f anything but complete and numerous Hindu Chiefs still defied ti
(P )foreign invaderv '. The family of the Gahadavalas of Kanouj he 

only been partially dispossessed and the son of Jaichandtihad

(1) inscription of Trailokyavarma, the successor of Parami
reference is made to his expulsion of the Turks from the li 
Ep.Ind.l. P.327. His earliest inscription dated 1206 A.D. 
found in Chatarpur district (Central Provinces) refers to ] 
as the Lord of Kalinjar and records the gift of some villa* 
to an officer whose father had lost his life in a battle w: 
the Turushkas; Ep.Ind.XVI P.273. The fort of Kalinjar is 
mentioned again by Minhaj-i-Silfc and^a few years we find 
expeditions undertaken against nthe Rai of Kalinjar”.

(2) One of these was the. Maharanaka Pratapa - originally of a 
feudatory line under the Gahadanalas - whose inscription d 
V.S. 1279/1223 discovered at Rhotasgarh (Mirzapur district 
refers to his ’’destruction of the Javanas”. Ep.Ind.IV Pp.3' 
12.



established himself in the Trans-Gangetic districts of Budoon 
and FurruKlebad^ . The fortress of Gwalior also appears to 
have been recovered by the parihar for sometime^ until its 
recapture by Iltutmish in 629/1232 A.D. Thus although they hi 
overrun the whole of Northern India, the death of the Shansabj 
conqueror found the Muslims only in possession of Sind, and o: 
a part of the Gangetic Doab in the neighbourhood of Delhi whi' 
their hold on part of Bengal was rendered precarious by its 
distance from the capital and also by the centrifugal activit 
of the Khalji Maliks. To the Nort-west communication with Ga 
and other Muslim States which formed the chief recruiting gro 
for the armies of the invaders, was threatened by the ever- 
turbulent Hindu tribes inhabiting the valleys of the Jhelum a 
the Indus.

In the face of these difficulties the military lead 
and high officials at Lahore did well to invite Qutbuddin Aib 
to assume chief power in the Muslim state. Muhammad b. Sam h 
left no male issue. Aibak had already been placed in chief 
command in India and had been associated with his master ever 
since the conquest of Bhatinda. As early as 589/1193 he had 
appointed formally to the Government of the Indian Conquests 
his master^3 ), though originally he was no more than a

(1) Ashutosh Silver Jubilee Volumes III p. 265.
(2) For his earlier life see Tab.Nas.P.138-9;
(3) Tajul Maasir F.83: Fakhre Mudir P.28 states that he was

formally appointed Viceroy of India with the title of Ma] 
in 602/1205 see also Tab.Akb. P.47:



troop-leader or Sipah Salar^*^, as were other officers placed,
for examplep7 in charge of Kalinjar or Lahore. Very soon he ros

(2)to eminence and himself appointed the Muqti of Kolv ' (Aligarh’
and also authorised Ikhtiyaruddin to make and administer furth<

(3 )conquests in Behar and Bengalv" . The exact relationship betw< 
him and Qubacha, the Viceroy of Sindh is however, not clear, bi 
the fact that two of his daughters were married to the latter^ 
suggests a friendly relation, if not one^actual subordination. 
His claim was upheld by the chief men of Lahore who invited hi 
from Delhi to assume the crown^^. His formal accession took 
place on the 17th Zil Ka»d, 602^ June 24th 1206 A.D. a date 
important as marking the formal establishment of Muslim 
sovereignty in India. Technically, however, he was still a si 
and although GhiijfSsuddin Mahmud, nephew of Muhammad b. Sam an<3 
claimant to the throne of Garni^sent him the royal insignia ai 
standard, and conferred on him the title of Sultan^7 \ his fc 
manumission was not obtained until 605/1208. Although no coii 
of Aibak has yet been discovered, the chroniclers record that 
coins were struck and the Khutba was read in his name through*

' • i • ' t'-: • V' '

(1) Fakhre Mudir P.22.
(2) Tajul Maasir F.*26 b.
(3) Tajul Maasir F.177#a. Ferishta II. P.293.
(4; Tab.Nas. P.142; see also Ferishta 11.314.
(5) Fakhre - Mudir F.30j Lahore - it is said,Yras the favour it 

town of Muhammud b. Sam and it became the first Muslim ca 
in India. The choice was partly due to the fact that it w 
the seat of the last Gaanawids; see Tajul Iviaasir F.202 •£.

(6) Fakhre-Mudir P.32 Tab.Nas. P.l4o.
(7) Tab.Nas. P.90 and P.140 T.M.P.14. cf.Tab.Akb.1.6*42.



Hindustan^).
This accession marked a definite breach with central 

Asian politics and his reign, short though it was, was wholly 
occupied in ensuring that the Kingdom of Delhi should not be 
entangled with Garni and consequently with the rising Khwarizm 
Empire. Tajuddin Yalduz:, another favourite slave of Muhammud 
b. Sam, had possessed himself of Gazni after the latter1s deat 
and was carrying on a diplomatic game with both the Khwarizn^ 
Shah and Gh^luidin Mahmud of Gazni at the same t i m e ^ .  Almost 
the whole of Central Asia had been swallowed up by the Khwarizm 
Empire which was slowly and steadily advancing towards Gazni 
and thus ultimately towards India. Yalduut, probably by virtue 
of his possessing Gazni, laid claim to the whole of his master* 
dominions including India which greatly annoyed Aibak. It is 
said that the latter entertained great apprehension from Yaldu 
and never moved from Lahore^3 ). In 605/1208 probably hard 
pressed by the Khwarizmi faction at his court^came'to the
(1) Tajul Maasir F.202a. Tab.Nas.P.141. Rodgers ascribed four 

billion pieces with the legend Al-Qutbi to Aibak, but it 
is evidently improbable that he would call himself Al-Q,utt 
JRAS 1894, Nos. 37-40; see Alfi Or/142 F.529 b. _wh«#e Aibs 
when receiving his deed of Manumission from Ghiifasuddin 
Mahmud, is said to have thankfully refused the insignia of 
royalty, which, he said, was not meant for slaves like hir

(2) For details of the events which followed Muhammud b.Sam*s 
death, which "are hopelessly confused by the chroniclers sc 
Tab.Nas.Pp.89-96, 131-135; Raozatus - Safa - IV.Pp.116-17j 
and Pp.182-183.

(3) Ferishta I. P.63;



Punjab but was driven out of the country by Aibak. YalduZ.
retired towards "Karman and SankurauL’ - his previous possessions
while Aibak moved up to Gazni and occupied it^1 .̂ Shortly after
however, Yaldu*, secretly invited by his former partizans
advanced unexpectedly on Gazni and Aibak was obliged to beat a
hurried retreat towards Lahore, whicbjhe never left until his
death which occurred in 607/1210 as a result of a fall from his

#'' (2 )horse while playing a game of "Chaugan" (a kind of Polo). f
A great military leader of a high order, he combined 

in him the ruthlessness of a Central Asian Turk with the refine 
taste and generosity of a Persian. His loyalty and devotion to 
his master, even in that age, was remarkable. His appreciation 
of cultural pursuits is proved by the dedication of the Tajul 
Maasir and the Book of Geneologi«3by two of the great literary 
men of the period.' His extreme generosity earned him the 
epithet of "Lakh Baksh" (giver of Lacs) whibfercharacteristicall 
enoughjhis killing is also said to have been by Lakhs/4  ̂ On tw 
occasions at least he interceded with his master for mercy and

(1) Tab.Has.P. 140; also see P.90; Tajul Maasir P.202a, cf.Perish
I.P.63 who places it in 603/1207*

(2) Tab.Nas. P.141; T.M.P.15. cf. Mirati-Jahan Numa or 1998 F.5
which places it in 609/1212. His last inscription and the
only one referring to him as an independent Malik, is at 
Pulwal, near Delhi and is dated Ramzan 607/1210 - Ep.Ind. 
Moslemica 1911-12.P.2.

(3) Polio b; Fakhre Mudir P.72. He had acquired proficien 
in literature, theology and other Civil pursuits, as well a 
in Military arts - Tab.Nas.P.138.

(4) Tab.Nas.P.138; cf. Smith*s estimate of the "typically 
ferocious Central Asian Warrior" - Oxford History of India 
P.223.



( 1 )pardon to the Hindu enemies. ' If his master supplied the 
initiative and motive power for the conquest and establishmenl 
of Muslim rule in India, he undoubtedly was responsible for i1 
execution. And yet his reign also witnessed the beginning of 
its disruption. If the contemporary authorities are to be 
believed.the expansion of the Turkish State ceased after the 
conquest of Kalinjar in 599/1202. The Khokar rebellion in 
6Cl/j£^^AtH-. was perhaps the first sign of a long period of 
reaction which lasted throughout his reign and was checked 
only by the energetic Iltutmish. Towards the East, the Turkisl 
forces, after the recent reverse in Assam, were practically 
inactive and the assassination of Ikhtiyaruddin not only 
retarded any further progress, but very soon divided the 
province into independent units. The Khalj Amirs led by Shirl 
seized the murderer, Ali-i-Mardan, imprisoned him and then 
assumed chief authority in Bengali3'1 It does not appear that 
Shiran issued coins in his own name - the essential prerogatrv

' ' ‘ - ’4 { \ ;,w ’ V t •

of sovereignty - but his opposition to the Imperial agent sen1 
by Aibak on the request of the escaped assassin, Ali-i-Mardan, 
to reorganise the military divisions and Iqta*s of the provinc 
seems to show that he refused to recognise Aibak*s authority.

(1) Tajul Maasir P. 143 b. 194 b.
(*} 1204-5 A.D.
(3) Tab.Has. P.158; cf. Tab. Akb. 1. P.51.



Kaimax Ru^n®., the Muqti of Aw^dh and Aibak* s agent, proceeded 
into Bengal and placed Husammudin Iwaz Khalji in charge of the 
province and left him at Diwkot. The latter was, however, 
immediately afterwards turned out of Diwkot by Shiran, but was 
again reinstated by Kaimar who defeated the party of ShiranJ-^ 
Towards the end of Aibak1s reign, Ali-i-Mardan, who had accompan 
him to Gasni in 605/1208, persuaded Aibak to appoint him Muqti7c 
Lakhnauti, evidently in supersession of kllaak. He, however, 
made himself hated by his rule and, soon after Aibak1s death, h€ 
assumed royal state and the title of Sultan Alauddin.^2  ̂ His 
tyranny over his nobles and the people soon alienated them and 
he was murdered after a reign of a little more than two years.

The death of Aibak thus found the central government i 
Delhi in possession practically of a restricted area in the 
Ganges Jumna Duale with a part of the Punjab, while Bengal, 
including Southern Behar was almost independent. Sind, includi:
Multan and a considerable part of the Sind Sagar Doab was under
■J X (4) iNasiruddin Qubachaf v ' vi^ w
(1) Tab.Nas.P.158; see also Riyazys - satatin P.69; Shiran wa 

soon after killed in a quarrel among the Amirs and was buri 
near "Maksada and Santus" near "Mahigunj" on the bank of th 
Atrai river - JASB. 1875. P.284; cf. Alfi or 142 F.6l6a; 
which states that he was killed in a conflict with the loca 
"Hindu rajas".

(2) Tab.Nas.P.159; he is also said to have struck coins in his 
name - Tab.Akb. 1,53, none of which has, however, been yet 
discovered;

(3)Tab.Nas. P.160 cf. Riyazus-Salatin P.69.
(4) Ra^ty-‘Tr4**%Tab.Nas.P,531 note 8, argues at / great length

the name being really KalbLajah as he writes it, but from a
Hindi transliteration of the name found in his coins - JASI
1887 P.171, the above seems to be correct.



early in 60l/l204^ and was practically independent.
After AibakTs death, the officers of Lahore raised hie 

son A r a m ^  Shah to the throne. This step was taken by the Mui2 
Amirs and the party of Aibak's household slaves, and was aimed 
at neutralising the effect of the latter1s sudden death. But 
their action was not supported at Delhi where the local officia] 
headed by the Amir-i-Dad (Chief Magistrate)pinvited Shamsuddin 
Iltutmish^the muqti; of Budaon and son-in-law of the late monarc) 
to accept the throne^^. Backed by the Lahore faction, Aram Sh*
marched against Delhi but was defeated and possibly slain after

(4)a reign of 8 months . This schism, in the kingdom, had its
immediate effect on the outlying provinces. Q,ubacha immediatel,
seized Lahore and advanced as far as Sirsa (Sarsuti) and Bhatin

(5)issuing coins in his own name.v ' Reference has already been 
made to the assumption of independence hy Ali-i-Mardan in Benga 
The numerous Rajput chiefs also withheld their allegiance and 
stipulated tribute, and it was possibly at this period that

(1) TabfNas.P.142;
(2) ibid P.141. T.M.P. 16; Tab.Akb. I.P.55; Ra^rty-trans. 

Tab.Nas. P.529 note 4 argues that he was Aibak's adopted so 
The Tajul Maasir does not mention Aram Shah at all.

(3) Eab. Nas.P.170; for his early career see ibid. Pp. 166-170 
Tajul Maasir P.209b. (4) Tab.Nas.P.141; Haji Dabir II P.6
Ferishta I.P.64 Tajul Maasir also refers to Iltutmish’s fig 
with Aram Shales forces under the heading - revolt of the 
Turkish Amirs - P.212a,which is also referred to in the Tab 
Has. P. 170; cf. Raierty-Trans. Tab.Las.P.529 note 4., who 
thinks?on the evidence of some legends on the supposed coir 
of Iltutmish given in aM^.-I.O.1939 P.8, that Aram Shah rul 
up to 612/1215; but the filter* s earliest coin is dated 6C 
1211 - <Ŝ t.Ind(M*II. Intr. P. 6; Thomas - Chronicles P.78; hi 
earliest inscription is dated Jamadi 1.608/1211 Bp.Ind.MosI 
1911-12 P.3. (5) Tab.Nas. P.142.



Gwalior was recovered by the Pariharas. The Chauhan 
principality of Jal^crwhich was possibly reduced to submission 
by Aibak, also took the opportunity to withdrav/ its allegiance, 
while the dependent Chaohan principality of Rathambhor which, 
as we have seen, was placed under the son of Prithiraja of 
Ajmere, also asserted its independence at this period.

Iltutmish's position, however, was too insecure to 
enable him to reconquer these territories at once. That he die 
not feel safe enough to declare himself as an absolute sovereig 
may be learnt from the fact that he had to accept the bestowal 
of a royal canopy and a mace - the symbol of his appointment -
from Yalduz, the ruler of Gazni, who by virtue of his position,

’ <laid claim to the suzerainty of all his late masterfs dominions
His insecurity may further be estimated from the rebellion of 
the Turkish guards of Delhi in alliance with some Qutbi Amirs 
who were dissatisfied at his usurpation of power. Only after i 
sanguinary conflict were they dispersed.^2 ) It, therefore, took 
him sometime to bring under his control the different district* 
in the Doab and in the neighbourhood of Delhi which were in 
charge of officers equal in rank to his own. For some time his 
authority does not appear to have extended beyond Benares in 
the East and the Siwalikh hills in the north-west(3 ). His

(1) Tab.Has.P.170; Ferishta 1. P . 65; see also Haj.Dabir II.
P. 688, who says that Iltutmish also entered into an allian 
with Yaldur which seems improbable. It might, however, red 
to an agreement concerning their boundaries in the Punjab 
around Lahore.(2) Tajul Maasir F.215-16; Tab.Nas.P.170; Ferishta I. P.65.

(3) Tab.Nas. P.171.



His position was further threatened by the advance of ̂ aldvifs 
troops, who ;after successive expeditions in the Punjab,succeeded 
in expelling Qubacha from Lahore, some time before 612/l215^ly. 
Although this must have slackened the latter*s hold on the 
territories of Kuhram Bhatinda and Sirsa, it was a menace of a 
serious nature to Iltutmish. It has already been stated that
Yaldur laid claim to the suzerainty of the whole of his late
master’s dominions. Although for supremacy between him and
Khwarizerti Shah who had conquered Ghfcr^2' was already in progress
It was clear to Iltutmish that the establishment of Yaldur in th
Punjab would surely attract the Khwariz*j* Shah to India which
would further threaten his position in Delhi. Therefore when»
Yaldux: retired into the Punjab after Gazni was captured by the 
Khwarizm Shah in 612/1215^^, and according to a contemporary 
writer^, not only occupied Lahore but also claimed to be 
Iltutmish* s suzerain, the latter met him on the battlefield of 
Tarain7defeated and c aptured him^^.

It is not clear whether Lahore was immediately annexed
(1) The occupation of Lahore is said to have been effected by 

the Wazir of ^alduX who was assassinated at Gazni just befor 
the Khwarizmi occupation in 612/1215 - Tab.Nas.P.135; see 
also P.143 and 171.

(2) Tab.Nas.Raierty’s Trans. P.267, 410 .lift'. 134-35; see also Alfi 
or 142 F. 543a.

(3) Tab.Nas. P.135.
(4) Tajul Maasir P.230 b. Ferishta I. P.65 states that he brough 

the whole of the Punjab under him and then marched towards 
tThane swar.

(5) Tab.has.P.135, 171; Tajul Maasir F.232a states the battle 
was fought near Samana; Yaldux was wounded by Junaidij wazi 
of Iltutmish .and was later on imprisoned at Budaon vhere he 
died. 1



his dominions. It was probably placed under Qubacha. There must 
have been some sort of agreement with the latter respecting the 
possession of Lahore, the alleged breach of which in 614/1217 
furnished Iltutmish with a casus belli and enabled him to march 
against Q,ubacha(D . It is certain, however, that Lahore was in 
the possession of Qubacha in that year and it is possible that h 
had occupied it soon after Yalduz* s defeat. Iltutmish marched
out from Delhi, but on his crossing the Beas, Q,ubacha fled with

(2 )his troops to UCh, without any fighting, ' Iltutmish easily
moved up to Lahore which he reorganised as a province and placed

— - (3 )under his eldest son Prince Nasiruddin Mahmedv ..
This victory, though it extended his frontiers up to th

river Beas, did^not^by any means^secure him the whole of the
Punjab. Although Qubacha was confined to Sind, it was sometime
before Iltutmish was able to annex his territories in the valley
of the Chinab and the Jhelum. As we have seen the Upper Sind
Sagar Doab around the salt range had been practically under Hind

/ (4)Buluu, ~Khokax* t-rirbee, Awans and Janjuhas,-since 601/2. Very soon the
*  • -

(1) Tajul Maasir I?.241 b. It is said that Qubacha had viola 
l*cterms of agreement; had not settled his accounts and had

failed to pay his troops regularly. Cf.Ferishta I.P.315, who 
states that Qubacha advanced towards Lahorei«614/1217,and the 
advanced on Sirhind which brought Iltutmish against him.

(2) Tab.Nas.P.171; Tajul Maasir F.245; cf.Ferishta II.P.315 and 
I.P.65-66, Tab.Akb. I.P.5&9 who hopelessly mix up the events 
leading up to the battle.

(3) Tajul Maasir F.248a.
(4) 1204-5 A.D.



whole of the Western Punjab became the scene of the first of a
series of foreign invasions resulting from the Mongol eruption,
which considerably affected the advance of Delhi on these
territories. The fugitive prince Jalaluddin Mangbarni of
Khwarizia\ who fled across the Indus after his defeat by Changi*
Khan in 618/1221, came to the Punjab, and establishing himself
in the Jhelum and Indus valleys, contracted a matrimonial

(1)alliance with the Chief of the Salt range, and thus found
excuses for his hostility with ^ubacha who was at emnity with
the Hill Chief, The latter was practically driven out of the
lower Sind Sagar Doab. Jalaluddin1s three years1 sojourn in
the western Punjab also affected the hold of Delhi on the
valleys of the Ravi and Chenab, Lahore appears to have been
abandoned by Iltutmish at this time for Jalaluddin is said to

)
have oome as far as that city and from there solicited aid from

(3)
Iltutmish which, however, was refused. If the identification

(1) JertAkini II P.145; For details of his activities in the 
Punjab see Chapter VI.

(2) Kallurkob in the Mi^ianwali Dist. was under him,while Sehwan 
on the west of Indus was under one of his officers; 
En-Nessawi P.88; Kalinjar - a fortress in the Multan 
province - was also under one of his officers;Ferishta II 
P.317; see also Ency. of Islam Vol,IV P,208.

(3) Prince Nasiruddin appears to have been transferred to Hansi 
from Lahore - Tab, Nas, P,180 and no muqti' was appointed to 
the latter until 625/1228, The Mongol General Turtai who 
pursued Jalaluddin in 62l/l224 in the Punjab, is said to 
have plundered the province of L a h o r e J a w a i n i  II P.112,



of Busrar - the fort captured by Jalaluddin during the last
year of^his stay - with the modern Pasrur (Sialkot Dist) is
correct most of the tract# between the Raview* and Chenab
was lost to Delhi. Nor did Iltutmish feel strong enough to
take the offensive against Jalaluddin and recover the lost 

(2)
territories, although we might well suppose that he kept
himself prepared for defence against any further aggression.

While reserving the discussion of the results of
the foreign invasions in the Punjab which followed with rapi
succession on the Kingdom of Delhi for a separate Chapter,
it may be noted that Iltutmish1s prospect of ultimate
success against his rival^ Q.ubachâ  improved. The latter had
to bear the brunt of the foreign attacks, and although he
successfully resisted them and maintained his hold on the

(3)Lower Sind, his power of resistance was considerably 
weakened. Close on the heels of*Jalaluddin came the

(1) Gunningham Reports XIY P.46-7.
(2) It does not appear that Iltutmish fought with Jalaluddir 

The Tab. Nas.-Râ terfr1 s Trans. P.293 states that he once 
sent an army to Lahore against Jalaluddin,but contradicts 
^fitoself on Page 171, where he is said to have gone 
himself, which latter statement is copied by Haji Ddfoif
II P.691. Juwaini does not make any mention of Iltutmist 
active hostility to Jalaluddin and En-Nessawifs 
statement - Text P.88, that the former helped ^ubacha 
with troops against Jalaluddin, is very improbable.

(3) Part of it was under the Sumra dynasty, with its cep it a] 
at Debal. The Tuhfatul Kiram B.M. 21589 P. 262b. gives 
the names of the following local ranas tributary to 
Qubacha who, from their names were evidently Hindus
1. Rana Babner Sata Rathor of Dabra, in the district of 
Durbela; 2. Rana Sanir of the tribe of Kureja Samma 
of the district of Rupali; 3. Rana Jaisar Solanki of 
Maniketra; 4. Wakia of the valley of Siwi; 5 Rana 
Channum of Bhagnai; 6. Rana Jiga of Hemakot. 7.Jasadh* 
Akra;Dist of Bhambarwah.
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Mongols as far as Multan, and then the Khalj army of the 
Khwarizm Shah. While these invasions meant no inconsiderable 
anxiety to Iltutmish,he had the satisfaction to see Qubacha 
nearly crushed by these invasions, while he took the opportunl 
to/recover the territories of Bhatinda Sirsa„ and Kuhram, along
7 (i) ’the Hakra river. With the departure of ChangiZ Khan from

Afghanistan in 622/1225^116 immediate danger of Mongol
invasion passedLand Iltutmish occupied Lahore and placed an 

(2)officer there. Soon after he made his final attack on the
■ (3)Qubacha in 625/1228. Directing his muqti of Lahore to

(4)
attack Multan, he himself marched to the siege of Uch. Qpbaoha, 
without risking any battle, fortified the city of Uch and
fled with all his followers to the island fortress of Bhakar

(5)(in lower Sind). TJch was besieged by Iltutmish while the
wazir with two other generals was sent in pursuit of(6)
^ubaoha. Uch capitulated after a: three months1 siege.

(1) A governor of Bhatinda was appointed long before 625/1227 
Tab. Nas P.232: He was encroaching on Q,ubacha*s territor
and possessed himself of Wanjrut (Vijttot/in Bhawalpur stat 
in the Multan province. Tab. Nas. Rattens Trans. P.723. 
The Text has Gujrat for Viinot} see also Ind. Ant .1882. P.]

(2) Tab. Nas. P.236.
(3) The Tab. Nas gives conflicting dates for this attack - 

e.g. ?.624/1227>P.144i 625/1228; P.172 and P.236;
Aufi - Jam!ul, Hikayat. Add 16862-,who was a contemporar 
of the events at Bhakar,- confirms the last date - F.3CL. 
see also Haji Dabir II. 696; of. Ferishta I. 65, II P.31 
cf. also TarikhLMasumi Add 2409, F.31a.

(4) Tab. Nas. P.236.
(5) ibid P.144.

(6) Tab. Nas. P.173; see also Tab. Akb I. P.57.
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Qubacha, was closely besieged and when hard pressed, he sent
(1)his son to Iltutmish to negotiate for peace. But on

being asked to present himself to Iltutmish and surrender
unconditionally, he took refuge in the citadel of Bhakar, and

(2)
on being closely besieged, drowned himself in the Indus.

The conquests of Muhammud b. Sam on the were
again brought under the sway of Delhi and reorganised into tw<
provinces of Multan and Uch, placed under Gafclak Khan and

(3)
Kabir Khan respectively. The Sumra ruler? named
Sinanuddin Chatisor of Debal transferred his allegiance to th
new ruler and presented himself most probably to the wazir

(4)
and was confirmed in his possessions. According to Hasan
Nizami twelve celebrated fortresses were captured and
"Siwistan (Sehwan)and L«k (?) as far as the shores of the
sea came under his authority, coins were struck and the

(5)
Khutha was read in his name as for asKusdar and Makran".
It is, however, extremely doubtful if the upper provinces in 
the Sind Sagar Doab were also effectively brought under his 
sway at this time. Not only were the People of the Salt 
range turbulent and almost perpetually at war, but the

(1) Tajul Maasir ,£Uu>t;LI.P.242; Tab . Nas P. 144.
(2) Tab. Nas P.173; Aufi.-Add 16862 P. 4a; this occurred or

the 19th Jamadi II 625/May 26th 1228;
(3) Tab. Nas P. 233 and 234; cf. Masumi - Add 24091 P.31 b.

who states that the wazir Nizamal Malk was left in charge
of the new conquests up to 630/1232, when he was replaced 
by Naruddin Muhammud:

(4)Tab. Nas. P.173; Histories of Sind do not mention this 
fact, see Raalfirty's note.Trans.Tab.Nas.P.615; see also 
Elliot I. P.485.

(5) Tajul Maasir Elliot II. P.242.



96.(1)western part of the area ̂ called Baniyan by the contemporary 
writer?formed part of the Q,arb6gh dominion at this time. 
Saifuddin Hasan, a Q,arbagh ohief in the services of 
Jalaluddin Mangharni of Khwariz«*|, was left in charge of the 
Indian and Trans-Indus dominions of the latter, when he left

i (2iIndia in 621/1224. The exact boundary of his
principality is not known, but judging from the close
alliance his master Jalaluddin had with the Chief of the
Salt range, his influence must have been considerable
in that tract as well. Iltutmish, however, was not blind
to the danger he ran by exposing his provinces of Multan
and Lahore to the incursion of these foreigners and it is
more than probable that his muqtis of Lahore and Multan were
instructed to reduce the tract on the Jhelum and the Indus
gradually. As -a— rooult /the occupation of the fortress of

(3)Nandanah in the Salt range must have been the result of
such operations, details of which have not been recorded.
Malik Aetigin was placed in charge of the frontier

(4)
fortresses of Kujalt and Nandanah. The last expedition

(1) Tab. Nas. P.238, 392. The tract is almost always
mentioned in connection with Garni, and Kelhan and the 
^country of the Indus” see Rawty-Trans. Tab.Nas. P.536 
note,P.541, note 7,and 623 note 8.

(2) En-Nessawi P.92.
(3) Tab. Nas. P.179, includes it in the conquests of 

Iltutmish^ see Ra^tarty-uTrans. Tab. Nas. P.534 note l,for 
its location. It is first mentioned ta Dtbi-Kitabi 
Xamini - P.260 - as Nardin. See also Imp. Gar.Ind.
XVIII P.349.

(4) Tab. Nas. P.253.
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of Iltutmish in 633/1235 was projected towards Baniyan -
possibly to oust the Ciarbugh chief, which was, however, nevei

(1)carried out. The process of reconquest in this tract,
though slow^was finally stopped by his death in 633/1235 fron
the fatal disease which compelled him to abandon his last 

(2 )expedition.
In other directions, however, he was more successful

and the whole of the Muslim dominion in India was recovered
for Delhi and consolidated on a more or less permanent basis.
As long as the danger from Changiz Khan lasted, his mind was
engaged on his western frontier. But after 622/1225 he

• Ame-rsturned his attention towards the east. The Khalji ouooess od
Lakhnanti, after the death of Ali-i-Mardan had raised

(3) 'Husamuddin Iwaz to the central authority. There is no
evidence to show that his accession to power was sanctioned
by Delhi, which under Iltutmish was too weak to assert its
authority. Iwaa, immediately on his accession, took the
title of Sultan Ghiyasuddin, issued coins, and assumed

(4)full sovereign rights. The exact date of his accession

(1) Tab. Nas. P.176; cf. Haji Dabir II P.699-700 who states 
that the expedition was undertaken for the conquest of 
Khorasan.

(2) Tab. Nas. P.176; it occurred in Shaban 20, 633/29 April 
1236 A.D.

(3) Tab. Nas. P.160; For his previous career see ibid P.160-
(4) Tab.Nas P.161. His earliest coin as yet discovered is 

dated 616/l219. JKAS VI (New aeries) P.352 No.4.
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is not known, but it is reasonable to hold that it

/ (1)happened not long after 608/1211. He was a generous and
able ruler and is said to have constructed a causeway from

(2)Deokot to Lakhanor joining LaktmaOti. The preoccupations
of Iltutmish left him unmolested in the possession of his

(3)territories ^during which he not only ruled over Behar but
is also said to have exacted tribute from the neighbouring
Hindu states of Jajnagar (Orissa) Tirhut (North Behar) Bang

(4)
(Eastern Bengal) and Kamrup. This was evidently the
result of plundering raids which alv/ays formed the 
preliminary operation before an eventual advance. There is 
no reason to suppose that this Enaction of tribute meant any

(1) of. JASB (New series) IV P.154 where doubts have been 
expressed. Ali-i-Mardan who ruled for two years, was 
appointed by Aibak. His reign should therefore be 
counted from before 607, which would bring us to a little 
after 608 or 609/1211 or 1212. A story of a saint from 
Ghar who came into India in 608/1211 and was richly 
rewarded by Iwaz, also confirms the above conclusionJAt.W,

(2) idem. fU
(3) cf. Thomas - JRAS (New Series) VI P.348 - who ascribes 

two silver issues of Iltutmish dated 614 and 616/1217 and 
1219, to the Gour (Bengal) mint and concludes that Iwaz, 
during these years must have accepted Iltutmish1s 
suzerainty; see also JASB (New Series ) IV P.154 where 
this view is upheld. But the reading on the coin appears 
doubtful for the word jf* in the issue of 616 - JRAS 
(New Series) VI. P.350, can also read Nagaor, as is founc 
in another of his issues dated 608/1211 - Thomas

Chronicles P.78 No.59; see Ind.Mus Cat. II Intr. P.6; 
also RattrtySnote, P.77E. The common word for Bengal in 
those days was not Gour but Laktyi&oti,under which name 
the Chronicle always refers to it and Gour is hardly 
ever used. The first undoubted rojml coin from Bengal^
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appreciable advance of Muslim dominion. On the east the
river Karatoya remained the Muslim frontier beyond which
occasional raids were carried on with the Sena Kingdom of

(1)Eastern Bengal and Assam. On the north^part of the
Bhagalpur division, north of the Ganges,appears under

(2 )Muslim sway, while the valley of the Gandak river was
included in the independent Kingdom of Tirhut, under its
Brahman Kings, whose traditional history does not notice any

(3)
of these raids. On the south-west frontier Lakhanor 
was still the frontier outpost which had to be carefully 
guarded against the aggressive and powerful Ganga Kings of

(1) Most of these raids were made in order to capture 
elephants - considered a great curiosity by the Turks* 
Two oopjiqplate grants of Kesava Sena and Viswarup Sena, 
successors of Lakhsmana Sena in Eastern Bengal refer to 
their successful fight with the Javanas - JASB. 1896 Pt.! 
Pp. 9-15; ibid. New Series J ?P.99-104; on the point of 
Iwaz’s raid in Kamrup cf. Baroa, Early history of 
Kamrup P.2247who asserts that Iwaz, who is said to have 
led an expedition in "Bang^nd Kamrup11 in 624/1227—Tab. Ni 
P.163 - advanced along the Brahmaputra up to Ganhati 
from where he was repulsed with heavy losses. One of hi, 
coins, issued in 621/1224 was found at GaDhati. See alsi 
Gait - History of Assam P.37.<!£ Bhatta^-fiharya-Mogul 
North-East Frontier policy P.55, note.

(2) The highway from Delhi to Lakhnanti,appears to have been 
along the northern bank of the Ganges. Ali-i-Mardan 
when he came from Delhi was met at the Kosi river by 
Iwa^.-Sab. Nas. P.159.

(3) See JASB (New Series) XI P.406-8. Cunningham - Reports 
XYI P.l.

*mint is a silver piece of Raxti^at where the name of 
I»aklU*aJBfti appears - Thomas-Chronicles - P. 107 No.90.
(4) Tab. Nas. P.163.
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Orissa, whose dominions included a considerable portion of
western Bengal. Border warfare on this direction was
inevitable and two inscriptions of Anangabhima III (12H-1238),
contemporary of Iwaz, refer to his successful conflicts with 

(1)the javanas.
Iltutmish appears to have started operations to

assert his authority in the Eastern province, immediately
after the Mongol menace had passed. As a result of this,
Behar, the district south of the Ganges was wrested from

(2 )Lakhnanti and placed under governors appointed from Delhi.
Soon after in 622/1225 he advanced along the Ganges against 
Iwaz who brought his forces up the river to oppose him. An 
agreement was eventually arrived at^under the terms of which 
Iwaz agreed to acknowledge Iltutmish1s suzerainty and paid

(3)
a tribute of eight hundred thousand jitals and a few elephants
Behar was not, however, restored to Iwaz and Malik Jani was

(4)
placed in charge of it. The arrangement did not last long^
and soon after Iltutmish1s return,Iwaz recaptured Behar and

(5)
possibly reasserted his independence. We do not know when
(1) JASB 1898 P.317 - 27; 1903 P. 109;" Ep.Ind.XIII P. 150.

JRAS 1915 P.505-6; cf. BanerjfcaT. History of Orissa I.P.2<
(2) Tab. Nas. P.163. Tajul Maasir - Elliot II. P.241, also 

refers to this;
(3) Tab. Nas. P.163, 171; see also Alfi or 142 F.615/which 

states that after a severe engagement the agreement was 
concluded, cf. also Riyazus - Salatin P.72.

(4) Tab. Nas. P.163, 180.
(5) ibid. P.180. This invasion was made with the approval 

of Iltutmish and at the instigation of Malik Jani1, the 
dispossessed Muqti' of Lakhnanti.
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this took place but in 624/1226 Prince Nasiruddin, the Muqti/
of Awadh, taking advantage of Iwazfs absence from his capital
in an expedition in Eastern Bengal, suddenly seized his
capital. Iwaz hurriedly returned and gave battle but was

(1)defeated and slain with most of his officers, and Lakhnanti 
finally passed under the sway of Delhi. Prince Nasiruddin
ruled in Lakhnanti as his father’s viceroy until his death

/ (2) in 626/1229, which appears to have happened at Lakhnanti.
The circumstances of his death have not been detailed, but th
appear to have some connection with the subsequent rebellion
of DaDlat Shah Balka Khalji. No governor is said to have bee
appointed between 626/1229 and 629/1231, during which
period the Khal,jis had possibly reasserted themselves under
the leadership of Balka/ and it is not improbable that

r (3)Nasiruddin1s death might have been due to this conflict.
The history of this period is not quite clear. In the
only coin of Balka which has been discovered, he calls
himself ShahatL Shah, and includes the name of the reigning

(1) Tab. Nas. P.164 
2 )(2) ibid. P.181; Ferishta I. P.66. cf. Beutarty’s note. Trans 

Tab. Nas. P. 617. 630;
Riyazus - Salhtin P.72,states,Mafter the death of 
Nasiruddin;Hus3muddin Khalji - a noble of Muhammud B. 
BakhtiyCLr, succeeded to the rule of Bengal.

(3)



Caliph, while on the obverse the Imperial titles of Iltutmish 
have also been i n s c r i b e d . T h o m a s  read the date as 627/1229, 
but it may also read 629/1231. If Thomas1 reading of the 

legend is correct, we must suppose that by the year 1229 he had
accepted Iltutmish^ suzerainty without abandoning his own roya

(2 )titles. It was probably the subsequent repudiation of this
allegiance which once again brought Iltutmish to Bengal in 627/ 
1229 when Balka was defeated and slain, ̂  and Malik J a n i ^  an 
Malik Jugantat^) were placed over Lakhnanti and Behar 
respectively. After a rule of about three years, Malik Jani 
was recalled for some unspecified reasons and Malik Yugantat 
was transferred to Lakhnanti where he ruled until 631/1233 when 
after his death, Malik Inghril-i-Tughan Khan was transferred 
thither from Behar.

Hitherto no reference has been made to Iltutmish1s 
attempts to reconquer the territories which had been recovered

it has many peculiarities, which make the reading doubtful. 
Iltutmish1s title of AbulFatah, for example, appears unique 
for he always called himself Abul Ma^affar. Again, the tit] 
of Shahan Shah for Danlat Shah is unfamiliar for Muslim 
Royal titles of India at this time. The only reason for 
ascribing the issue to Balka is the appearance of the word 
Daolat Shah which was part of his name OU given by Minhaj 
who, however, calls him son of Husamuddin Iwaa - Tab.Nas. 
Raurty!s Trans.P.626 - while in the coin he calls himself 
son of MaiJdud.(2) See on this point JASB IY (New Series) P.154.

(3) Tab.Nas.P.174. The date is also,as in thecoin, doubtful, 
for in some of the early it is 628/1230, fif* Raiterty1 s
Trans.P.618:Ha ji Dabir II P.698 and Riyazus - Salatin P.73 
627/1229. (4) Tab.Nas.P.174. (5) ibid P.231. (6}ibidP.2
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by the Hindus. Only his energetic policy succeeded in checking
the Hindu power which had speedily revived during the period of
reaction which followed the death of Muhammud b. Sam. Indeed,so
powerful was the Hindu resistance that throughout the period,
i.e. which followed Iltutmish*s death, they were able to put a
stop to the expansion of the Muslim Kingdom. It required a new
dynasty and fresh zeal to curb their power.

We have already referred to the recovery of the Chandell
Kingdom of Bendelkhand. Although we have no inscriptions of the
later Chandella Kings at the fort of Kalinjar itself, the
continuous occupation of the territory is proved by numerous
inscriptions in the fort of Ajaygarh (twenty miles from Kalinjar

(1)hanging from 1151 to 1315 A.i). Although Gwalior had
surrendered to Aibak who had appointed Iltutmish as its

(2)commandant , the Pariharas appear to have recovered it very
soon. The Chronicles of the Port describe a continuous rule by

(3)the Pariharas up to 1231. Coins and inscriptions of a prince 
called Malaya Varma Deva belonging to the Parihara line, have 
been found in Narwar, Gwalior and Jhansi, which show that these 
territories were under Parihara rule at least from V.3.1277/1220

(1) Cunningham - Reports Vol. 2X1. P.49-52.
(2) Tab. Nas. JP.159.
(3) Gwalior Namah B.M. 16709 P.10; see also Cunningham - Report

II. P.378-81.



to V.S.1290/1233. Although the early penetration of
Rajputana by the Muslims appears to have been extensive, the
numerous petty principalities, mostly of the Chautoan tribe, who
had been allowed to survive the destruction of the main imperial
family, on payment of tribute, recovered most of the lost
territories, and in some cases, reasserted their independence.
One of these was the Chauhan principality of RanthambhGr which,
as we have seen, was made into a vassal state under the son of

(2)Prithiraj. The principality appears to have recovered
extensive tracts in Northern Rajputana, and in an inscription
discovered at Mangana (Jodhpur State) dated 1215 A.m., a local
prince named Jaitra Singh acknowledges Vallana Deva of

(3)Ranthambtor as his over lord. It is probable that during the
early years of Iltutmish’s rule, the suzerainty of Delhi was 
recognised by RanthambNar, for^in the inscription noticed above, 
the reigning Sultan Iltutmish of Joginipura (Delhi) is mentioned 
If Thomas is correct in reading the legend in the coins of what

(1) Cunningham - Coins of Medieval India P.89-90; Ojha- 
Rajputana I. P.166. Reports II P *315. Ind.Ant.1918 P.241.

(2) In the Hammira-maha-Kabya - Ind.Ant* 1879 P.62 - the founder 
of Ranthambhor principality is named Govinda Raja - a 
grandson of Prithiraja, who is said to have established 
himself by force of his own arms. No notice is taken of 
the early Muslim occupation or suzerainty.

(3) Ind. Ant. XVI P.86. Vallana Deva is probably identical 
with Vallana Deva of the Hammira Mabakabya, son of Govinda 
raja.
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he reads as Chaliara Deva^1 ' one of whose fragmentary grarte has
(p\been discoveredv ' lately7in which the donor boasts of his 

Chaohan descent and appear ruling at Ranthambhar, the inclusion 
of the name of Iltutmish (Sama sorala Deva-Shamsuddin) also 
supports the above statement although the name of Chahara Deva 
does not occur in the genology of the Chanbans of Ranthambhdr ^ 
as given in the Hammira-maha-Kabya. Towards the end of 
Iltutmish1s reign, the Chatt&an ruler of Ranthambhar must have 
repudiated his allegiance to Delhi which necessitated the 
former's expedition in 623/1226. A collateral branch of the 
ChaWpms ruled at Jalor and Nadol^, founded by Kirti Pal^^.In 
an inscription of his grandson, Udai Singh^f (Udisah of the 
Tajul M a a s i r ) o f  Jalor is said to have held Nadol, Jalor 
(Jabalipura) Mandor, Baharmar?Ratnapura, Satvchor, Sarachand, 
Radha|Qi«ra7J(h.er ?Ramsin and Bhinmal^' and is also said to have 
"curbed the pride of the Turushkas".^^ As has been noted befoi 
the Chalukjas of Anfcilwara had recovered their possessions as 
far as Mt. Abu which they retained throughout the
(1) Chronicles P.70; also Cunningham Coins of Medieval India 

P.92; both of them, however, ascribe the coin to another 
Chatlara Deva of Narwar who was not a Chapban and appears in 
history later. The peculiar Chafcfcian device of the*'Bull and 
horsemen* and the wordsAswari Sri Chahara Deva point it to 
the Chaul\an Chatlara Deva whose grant also bears the word 
Aswari-see also Ind.Ant.1918 P.241-43.

(2) £p. IricL'.XlI P.223-24; on paleographic grounds the grant is 
ascribed to the period of Chah^ra Deva of the coins mention
j ab o ve.

(3) Erskine - Rajputana Gazetteer P.236-37.
(4) Ep.Ind. IX P.72-73.
{&) Ep.Ind.IX P.73.



century^). In the North Eastern Rajputana the Jaddn 
Bhattis, recently dispossessed by Muhammad b. Sam and 
Aibak by the capture of their strongholds of Thanger 
(Tahangarh) and Bayana^also appear to have recovered part 
of their territories. They established themselves at Kamahj 
Tijara, Sarluita in the northern portion of the Alwar State/ 
Delhi fs hold qxi Rajputana was thus practically at an end 
through isolated garrison cities like Bayana. Ajmere^ 
and Nagore might have maintained a precarious existence 
against the Hindu onslaughts.

In 623/1226 Iltutmish decided to recover his 
territories in Rajputana and appeared before the fortress , 
of Rartfchambhov: It was captured with comparative ease and 
most probably a garrison was left there, while the ruling

(1) Inscriptions of the Chakulya King Bhima II have been 
found at Mt. Abu with dates ranging from 1208-9 to 
1230-31; Ind. Ant. 1877 P.187, 1882 P.22, 241.

(2) Cunningham Reports XX P.10-11.
(3) It is not improbable that Ajmere was also recaptured 

by the Hindu for it is included in the conquests of 
Iltutmish ̂ Tab.Nas. Ra#fcrtyTs trans. P. 627.



prince evacuated the fortress Next year in 624/1226 
Iltutmish marched against the Paramara capital of Mandor 
(in the Jodhpur State) which was captured and in all 
probability annexed to Delhi^^. After the fall of Qubachatf, 
Iltutmish appears to have launched a policy of advance agains 
the Hindus and recovered a great part of Rajputana. To this 
period, perhaps, should be assigned the conquest of Jalor, 
recorded by Hasan Hiazmi, to, however, places it immediately 
after his accession^3' • The CheAten prince Udai Singh (Udisah

(1) It is written Ratanpur - Tab.Has. P.172; see Raiterty*s 
trans. P.610. The Hammira-Maha-Kabya does not make any 
mention of this fact. It records, however, that the your 
Prince Virjiarayana of Ranthambhor, while on his way to 
v/ed the Kachwaha Princess of Jaipur, was attacked by 
Jalaluddin (ruler of Joginipur)*but in the battle which 
took.place near the fort of Ranthambhor neither side 
gained any advantage. Jalaluddin thereupon^invited 
Yiranarayana to Delhi and with promises of honour and 
reward?persuaded him to visit the court where he was 
perfidiously murdered. The Minister of the young prince 
named Bhagavata, who had disuaded the prince from visitir 
Delhi, had returned to Malwah and the fortress easily fe] 
into Jalaluddin*s hands. .It is not improbable that the 
capture of the fort by Iltutmish is here referred to, bu1 
sufficiently coloured to flatter the vanities of Hammira, 
a descendant of Bhagavata, for whom the account was 
admittedly written. Ind.AUt.1879 P.63#Jalaluddin7the tit] 
of Ra£iyafc in whose reign the fortress was recaptured by 
the Chatoten̂ , might have been meant for Shamsuddin.

(2) Tab.Has.P.172; Tajul Maasir^Elliot II P.241 also mentioi 
the conquest of Mandor.

(3) P.220a. Ferishta 1.65, alone mentions it. cf.Ra^fe-ty’s note 
Trans.Tab.Has.P.606; Tab.Has.P.179 also includes Jalor 
in the conquests of Iltutmish.
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of Hasan Nizami) is said to have thrown off the yoke of 
vassalage and to have been preparing for a war of revenge. 
After a close investment Udai Singh was compelled to surrende] 
He was, however, left in possession of his principality on 
payment of tribute^1). Iltutmish is also said to have attackec 
Nagda^the capital of the Guftelots of Mewar but was repulsed 
by the reigning prince Jaittfa Singha^ who was also gradual: 
rising to power in South-East Rajputana. A similar attack is 
also said to have been made against the Chalukya Kingdom of 
Gujrat which was however, unsuccessful^. He was, however, 
more successful in Eastern and Northern Rajputana*Bayana 
and TlKangir wMtjreconquered;^^ while towards the end of his 
reign, the country around Ajinwrtnfc including Lawalt, Kasili 
and Sambhar, appears under one of his muqtia^5' Malik Aetamui 
the muqti* of the above-mentioned countries, was engaged in 
fighting with the Hindus around the territory and led an 
expedition against Bundi during which he lost his l i f e . ^

(1) Tajul Maasir F.224b. In his inscriptions, Udai Singh makei 
no mention of the conflict with the Turks. Ep.Ind.XI P.55 
His earliest inscription is dated V.S. 1262/1205. A.D.

(2)OJha«Rajjputana I.P.272, 46J, Ind.Ant.1928 P.32 of. Ep.Ind. 
XI P.73;

(3)OJha - Rajputana fXteP.467* also Ind.Ant• 1929 P.47 cf. Rdy^. 
Dynastic history II. P.l'020-21.

(4) They are included in the conquests of Iltutmish. Tab.Nas. 
P.179. The mosque at Kaman, near Thangir, named Chausafc, 
tfftmba, was built by him out of Hindu materials as is 
recorded in the inscriptions; Cunningham. Reports XX P.l! 
and 56.

(5) Tab.Nas. P.236.
(6) Ibid P.237.



Nagar, which reappears under Muslim authority only in the 
reign of M a s u d ^  was also possibly recovered at this period. 
In 629/1231 he besieged the Parihara* ruler of Gwalior, 
called Mangal Deo by the Muslim chronicler(Z) and after a 
protracted siege lasting a whole year, the prince secretly 
left the fort at night with his followers, and Iltutmish
occupied it the next morning and a garrison was placed under

- — ( 2 'the command of the Sipah-Salar Rashiduddinv 1. Mention
should also be made in connection with his advance into 
Rajputana of the expedition into Malwah and the plunder of 
Bhilsa and lljjain in 6 3 2 / 1 2 3 4 - 5 ^ It was, however, nothing 
more than a predatory raid, possibly made with a view to 
obtaining plunder and also to terrorise the Hindu princes.
The Paramara dynasty of Malwah under Deva Pala was not 
dispossessed, but continued to rule until the end of the 
century.^' The cumulative effect of these operations in 
Rajputana was, however, not inconsiderable and towards the 
end of his reign, the whole of Northern Rajputana, correspondi

(1) Tab.Nas.P. 174 has Milak Deo, but Ra^lrty^ trans.P.619 has 
Mangal Deo. The Gwalior Nama Bltitys. 167109 P.9a names 
him Parma! Deo. See also Cunningham. Reports II P.378; 
cf. Camb. Hist.Ill P.55, cf. also Iiaji Dabir II.P.699. 
Tab.Akb.I. P.60-1. It is not unlikely that Mangal Deo 
really refers to Malaya Vartna deva, of the coins.

(2) Tab.Nas.P.175/ cf. the highly imaginative account of its 
capture by Iltutmish by means of strategem. IM.167109
P.10-12. I.0. ms. No.860, P.15 arstates that*Bahadur 
Khan/was left in charge of the fortress.

(3) Tab.Nas.P.176.
(4)0Jha^. Rajputana 1.P. 201-2.
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to " S y C w a l i k h " o f  the Muslim chronicle, was recovered and 
the authority of Delhi restored over the greater part of 
Raj putanej2)

It was in accordance with this policy of advance
against Hindu recovery that a subsequent inroad against the

(3 ) —Chandella Kingdom was made in 631/1233-4. Malik "Jayas^i,
rthe muqti of Bayana and the Commandant of Gwalior,was instruct* 

to proceed with the contingent forts c£ Kanotfj, into Kalinjar. 
The Rai of Kalinjar, who must have been Trailok^avarma, fled 
on the approach of Muslim forces and a large number of towns 
in his territory was plundered and a vast amount of booty 
obtained/4̂  This expedition probably resulted in the recovery 
of the territory around Mahoba and Kalpi which henceforward wei

t r )annexed to Delhi'1 Mention is also made of a place called
^ a m 0 Hin this connection, which^according to Cunningham, was 
probably meant for Bandhegarh in Baghlekhand where the Baghti*, 
dynasty of Rewa had lately established itself and was gathering

(1) SL-watiktl,.evidently the persianised form of the ancient 
Sanskrit ’name of Sapadaj^sha, which took its name from the 
number of hills within it, (One hundred and twentyfive 
thousand) and extended from the Sutlej to the Ganges on th< 
east and included northern Rajputana..In Hindu inscription* 
the name is also applied to the territory lying at the fooi 
of the Himalayas. Ind.Ant.X. P.346; see also Re*fcrty^tran* 
Tab.Has.P.468 note.

(2) See Mirati Jahan Numa Or. 1998 P.53b.
(3) Tab.Nas.P.240•on page 296 it is dated 632/1234-5.
(41 Tab.Has.P.240f(5) cf. a traditional account of Mahoba and Kalpi - JASB* 1881 

P.30-31.
(6; Tab.Nas.P.296.
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(1)power. The resistance of the Hindus may be estimated from
the fact that while on his way back to Gwalior, Malik Tayasai 
was attacked by one Chafcara Deva (called Chahir Ajari by Ivlinĥ , 
who was doubtless identical with Chafcara Deva of the Jajapella 
dymasty, who later on supplanted the Pariharasof Narwa'fJ ̂
Malik 'Jayasai was hard-pressed in the defiles and hills of
Central India and he could only fight his way back through the

£ (3)opposing forces.
Similar expeditions were undertaken in the Gangetic 

Doab, to the north of which powerful Hindu*tribes defied the 
central authority down to the end of the century. The conquesl 
of the Gatedavala Kingdom - corresponding to the modern United 
Provinces of Agra and Awadh, was not complete. We have referrec 
to the survival•of petty Gabadavala Chiefs in the trans- 
gangetic t r a c t . T h e  inclusion of not only Budaon but also oi 
Kanooj and Benares among the conquests of Iltutmish^5) points

(1) RaVbrty JTrans.Tab.has.P. 824 note, identified it with Damo’K 
in the central provinces, but the place seems too far off 
towards the south. See Cunningham - Reports XXI P.104.

(2) See in^ra P   cf.Cunningham coins of medieval India P.9]
and Dyaram Saluu*Ep.Ind.VII P.223-24 who confuse this
1 Chahir Ajari * with Uahaiu-Deva of Ranthambhot^and state that 
this expedition of Malik Tyasai was directed against 
Ranthambher and Mewat. ‘Chahir Ajari1 is never mentioned ir 
connection with Ranthambhar whereflCRana is named Uahar Deo^ 

£«>;-Tab.Nas.P.292, Ra*ertyts Trans.P.818 and note 6 cf.also Ind. 
Ant.1918 P.242-3.

(3) Tab,Has.P.240.
(4) See supra P.S"#..
(5} Tab.Mas.P.179. Iltutmish issued a commemorative coin on his 

capture of Kanopj - Ind.Ml/S. Cat.II Pt.I. P.21.



to the probability of their having b een recovered by some
Hindu Chief in the meantime. An inscription of a prince
called Lakhana Pala of the Rasthra Kuta dynasty of Budaon
testifies to the existence of Hindu rule in the district in
the early years of the XIII c e n t u r y , a n d  it was probably
from him that Budaon was recovered. Prince Hasiruddin Mahmud,
on his appointment in Awodh in 623/1226 is said to have "wage
holy wars" against numerous refractory Hindu tribes and to
have overthrown a chief named "Bartu" or "Britu" beneath whos
sword about a hundred and twenty thousand mussalmans had
attained martyrdom". Even in the Doab the existence of
Hindu Chiefs is alluded to in a passage in the Tabakat-i-Nasi

«in which "the son of the Rai of Chandwar was said to have be 
captured by Malik 'Jamar Khan, during an expedition against 
C h a n d w a r . I n  Eastern Rohilkhand, the Katehriya rajputs 
retained their stronghold at Afcichatra, not far from Budaon
(1) Ep.Ind.I,61-66; On paleographic grounds it has been 

ascribed to the end of the XII or the beginning of the XI 
centwry.

(2) Tab .Has.P . 170; cf. Baroa - Early history of Kamrup P. 224 
and Haig - Camb.Hist. Ill P.54; who try to identify him 
with a legendary King of Assam, named Prithi, who, it is 
attempted to prove, was an antagonist of Mahammud b. 
Bakhtiyar in 602/1205-6 as well as of Iwaz in 626/1228-9; 
but Bartu is mentioned in connection with Awqdh; cf. Rdfer. 
Dynastic history I.P.547 note,who suggests that Bartu mig 
have been connected with the Gahadavala family.

(3) Tab*Has.P.247. Notice may also be taken in this connectio 
of an inscription on a brick found near Jauarpur, in which 
certain bankers record the mortgage of some land. It is 
dated V.3.1273/1217, but does not contain name of the 
rulers. The bankers appear Hindus and the current coin i 
named Sabdoddika Jfcrama (Dirham of Shahabuddin?); JASB XIX 
454-6.
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and the mention of the conquest of Katehar^^ is probably an 
indication of Iltutinish’s conflict with them. It also seems 
probable that the conquest and subjugation of Bahraich and th< 
territories north of the Ghogra river were also affected in 
his r e i g n . I t  is doubtful, however, if any advance was 
made towards Tirhut where the Hindu dynasty continued to rule( 
‘though occasional raids might have been carried on by 
enterprising officers, which probably accounts for the 
inclusion of Tirhut in the list of his victories.

Before his death the conquests of Mahammud b. Sam
had been reannexed to the Kingdom of Delhi, whitfe advances
were made into Rajputana and in the Trans-Gangetic tract of
the United Provinces. An appreciable advance was also made
towards the Indus Valley with a view to reorganise the fronti<
defences. Although circumstances had favoured him, it was no
less to his credit that by his adroit diplomacy and bold
military policy he not only united the Turkish dominions unde
one single rule, but succeeded in/keeping off the invincible
conqueror Changix Khan, before whose onslaughts no kingdom
could seemingly survive. A calculating and skilful organiser
he was also responsible for the first outline of the
(1) Tab.Has.179. It is written Latebar ( <$1)
(S) Bahraich and Jullunder appear undertttsway of Delhi early 

in Mahmud1 s reign. In the list of Iltutmishfs oonquests 
mention is made of Sialkot, Janjer (?Hqjner) and Mandudah 
or MudabC?) Tab.Has.idem.

(3) idem.



administrative system which was improved upon by his more 
able successor Balkan. He was essentially a secular monarch 
as we re others of the period. He laid the foundations of the 
absolute sovereignty, which in its sanctity and power was 
raised to a superhuman autocracy by his successors.^' It is 
needless to say that this theory was hardly conformable to the 
orthodox political theory of Islam. But it was due to the 
tact and diplomacy of Iltutmish that he disarmed the powerful 
opposition of the orthodox jurists and Ulemas, firstly,by a 
show of his devotion to the injunctions of Islam in his 
personal l i f e ^ ,  and secondly^by his pretensions to be the 
champion of Islam as against the idolators and heretics. 
Perceiving that the people were more influenced by the saints 
like huismddin Chisti, Qutubuddin Kakf- and others, who had no 
common cause with the orthodox Ulemassteeped in worldliness 
he joined the rank of their disciples and thus won popular

yt CO* "acclamation'1 ' without openly alienating the orthodox Ulemas. 
The latter was also won over by their appointment in high

(1) For detailed discussion see Chapter IX.
(£) See Ferishta P.66-67) how he was scrupulous about the 

performance of his religious duties.
(3) See for his great reverence to the saints,Tab.has.

P.166-^jBarani P.103rl37*flr, 1756 F.201a; see also 
Fawadul-Fawaid70r, 1806 f'.65 how this policy actually 
helped him in his scheme of annexation as well.



sinecure offices which, however, carried no weight in 
political matters. Thus this remarkable man left his 
impress on all departments of the State and even long after 
he was gone and his dynasty had been replaced by a new one, 
people fondly looked back to his%'long, prosperous and 
glorious reign".^ It is perhaps needless to describe
his buildings which^represented chiefly by the Qhtb Minar

(2)at Delhi and his mosque at Ajmere, are perhaps the finest 
testimony to the greatness and many-sided interest of this 
man*

(1) Ba-tani P.63-64;
(2) For a description of the architecture of the period see 

Appendix B #' • e





Disorder and Decay.
(1235 - 1264).

# >** ... v;. ' * '*  ̂1" v •* i j* •* - A*-‘ * 1 # £ V?\
(a) Politioal changes and confusion in the Capital#

On the unexpected death of his eldest son and heir-
apparent in 626/1228-9 Iltutmish was faced with a dilemma. To
continue his policy and the Kingdom which he had so laboriously
built up, an able and strong successor was needed and his
surviving sons were utterly incapable. His own experience had
taught him to regard the experiment of 'Survival of the fittest1
irrespective of dynastic considerations - as costly and highly
risky for the Kingdom. A permanent dynasty at the head of the
State was essentially necessary if all his life's work was not tc
be undone. He had already formulated his plan and appointed

1
his eldest son his heir-apparent, on whose ability he could 
reasonably count. But his death reopened the question again and 
reminded him of the fate of Aibak's dynasty and his own 
usurpation. His eldest surviving son, Raknuddin Firoz was 
mediocre and irresponsible, the others too young. His only 
hope was his eldest daughter, Eaziyat whose uncommon ability in 
politioal affairs had been tested and proved to him. But a

-îJr cf*'- ‘H*- • v . t,%>: ' iTs* ̂  * «£« * •; aft I- c .'* ■ £woman on the throne as a full fledged sovereign was as yet •



1
unprecedented in the history of Muslim States. The oppositions 
of the orthodox Jurists had to he reckoned; his powerful 
slaves whom he had raised to power and position to be the main 
pillars of his state would not brook the idea of being ruled by a
woman; while the general populace of the city, we are told,2
had their eyes on Firoz. A woman regent for one of his younger 
sons,would perhaps, have been more acceptable to his officers 
and the people and for which there was more than one precedent. 
But where was the guarantee that she would not succumb to the 
ever-active palace intrigues and to the active opposition led 
by her eldest brother Piroz? The^thoughts must have agitated 
his mind during the three years from 626/1228-29 to 629-30/1231- 
32. He was gradually inclining towards her and he tested public

l.The onl,y other case of a woman sovereign occurred a few years 
later when Shajarat-uddur, a slave girl of Sultan Ayufcp of 
Egypt (died 647/1249) was accepted by the nobles as the 
sovereign, after the death of Ayufce's son in 648/1250. She 
issued coins, edicts and assumed tne title of Malikatul-Muslemin, 
but her actual reign lasted duly eighty days and her nobles had 
to obey the Caliph of Bagdad's order who refused to recognise hei 
and ultimately she had to share her throne with another noble 
named Ai^eM who,married her. - See article in Ency. Islam. The 
Talw has. Rave*ty's trans. p. 232-36, mentions a woman sovereign 
of Khwapiian who was appointed by her father, with the 
unanimous approval of his nobles to the sovereignty while 
her husband bore the inferior title 'Of Viceroy. But the account 
is not confirmed in any other contemporary history of Khwarizen. 
The non^Moslim ̂ ara-Khitai state of Eastern Turkestan was for a 
few years ruled by the widow of the Gur Khan, named Koyomk, in 
the III century, but clearly she was not a formal sovereign - 
See Juwaini II p.88-9; see also Tab. Nas. p. 328.
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opinion on the question by leaving her in charge of the Central

Government during his expeditions* It was possibly to give a
wider circulation to his proposal and to notice the reaction of
public opinion that he issued a ooin bearing the name of his

1 ,Y:; ;
daughter as well* We do not know if he found the circumstances
favourable, but in 630/1232-33 he took the radical step of2
proclaiming Raziyat as his successor. He apparently silenced
his courtiers by the assurance of her ability, but their sulky
acquiescence made his anxieties more profound. If Minhaji-Siraj
is to be believed, during the last few years of his reign, he
appears to have changed his mind. Probably hoping that Piroz had
improved in his capacities after having been put in charge of

3
Budaoriand Lahore, he brought him back to Delhi in 633/1235-6 -i
with a view to proclaim his succession. The proclamation is C
not actually recorded in the chroniclesbut a unique silver
Tanka was issued in 633/1235-6 in the joint name of Iltutmish 

4
and Piroz. Raziyat1s claim was thus apparently superseded
when Peroz was raised to the throne on 21st Shaban 633/April 30,

5
1236.

1. J.A.S.B. 1896 p.218, No.30. The coin is unique.
2. Tab. Has p. 185-6. 3. Tab. Has p. 181-82.
4. J.A.S.B. 1894 p. 66 Ko.tf.
5. Tab. Has. p. 182. note 3.



It was almost an unanimous affair conducted by the
provincial muqtis and officers, who had joined the late King

cl)
on his last expedition, with the consent of all the parties in

bi/'tthe state^with the significant exclusion of the general public
of the city, who do not appear to have taken the customary
oath of allegiance. The misgivings of his father were
demonstrated by Piroz immediately on his accession. He commenced
a life of indulgence and pleasure while power in the state was
appropriated by his mother, Shah Turkan - a former slave girl
of his father. She was a jealous woman and relentlessly
persecuted the former wives of her master and put to death one
of his infant sons. The treasury was emptied to oater for the(2;
pleasure of the Sultan. This vicious petticoat rule was
highly hateful to the proud Turks and even the Wasir Junaidi
and some of Pirozfs own followers fled to Kol (Aligarh) and
joined the rebellious muqtis who were already conspiring to
march against the capital. Prince Ghiya$uddin, the muqti of
Awddh seized the treasure which was being sent from Lakhnanti to
Delhi and asBerted his opposition to the existing regime by

£*>nsacking and plundering severul towns in Hindustan11 • The muqtis
■■  — — .. ■■ ■■■■■ ■ ■ — ■ ■ - --- ■" ■■■-     -——— ■ ■
1. Tab. Nas p.l82, note 3; and also Haji Dabir II p. 760.
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of liultan, Lahore, Hanoi, and Budaon all plotted together and
arrived with their troops at Mansurpur with the object of 

1
capturing Delhi. Firoz marched out to meet the rebels but
the offioers of his army and a few of his courtiers deserted

2
him, murdered his private officers and returned to Delhi. Firo
was compelled to return, but found his mother imprisoned. The
populace had risen, on the appeal of Raziyat to save her
from the designs of the ^ueen-Mother. The military officers
returned to the city and raised her to the throne. Firoz was
subsequently captured and put to death after an inglorious

4
reign of about 7 months.

Her elevation was clearly the action of the army 
officers of the royal force supported by the populace of the 
city. It seems that they had usurped the right of electing 
the sovereign from the courtiers and Provincial muqtis. 
Apparently the nomination of Raziyat was revived and upheld. 
But although part of the earlier objections to her rule had bee 
removed by the fact that she was the eldest surviving issue of 
Iltutmish, the rebel muqtis, joined by the wazir, continued 
in their opposition. It is, however, noteworthy that their 
contention was not the right of Raziyat to rule, but the

1. Tab. N5s p. 183.
2. idem, see also Haji Dabir II p.70£; cf.T.M. p.22-3 

and
Ibn Batuta II p.25-26 - Raziyat, clad in the garment of an 
aggrieved person.appealed to the populace assembled for 
the Friday praters, in the name of her father whereupon tin 
People seized Shah Turkan.
Tab. Has p.184.

3.

4.
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refusal to recognise this coup d ’etat, in which their right 
to elect the sovereign was ignored. Hostilities with them 
were continued in front of the city for a long time, during 
which Malik Tayasai, the muqti of Awadh, who had been 
summoned by Raziyat to her aid was captured by the insurgents 
and died in prison. Raziyat now came out of the city and 
tried to sow dissension among the leaders of the insurgents.
She at last succeeded in breaking up the party by secretly 
persuading Malik Salari and Malik Kabir Khan to join her oamp 
on the understanding that the Wazir, Malik Kochi, and Malik
Jani were to be closely imprisoned. The news was allowed to be

2
spread among the latter who took fear and fled. They were

' *' ' - -* - V . • v *•-*-; • .. .. -  ̂* • * -

pursued and Malik Kochi and Jani were seized and slain, while
3

the Wazir fled towards the Sirmar Hills where he afterwards died
KhwSja Muhazzabuddin was appointed Wazir in place of

Junaidi while Malik Saifuddin Aibak was placed in charge of the
royal forces and on his sudden death shortly afterwards, was

4
replaced by Malik Hasan Ghori. Malik Kabir Khan was placed

1. Tab. Has p. 186.
2. Tab. Nas p. 186. cf. Rajterty^ trans. p.640-41 and his note

on the passage which he incorrectly translates:-
j>J"0 u> -V* ? If y)? I

- M  j£/ o Ju/
3. Tab. K!i s p, 187. /
4. idem.



in charge of Lahore, while Malik Tughril-i-TaghSn Khan, muqti
of Latfhnanti, after paying homage to the new ruler, was raised

1
to the dignity of a Viceroy, Malik Hindu Khan was appointed2
muqti1 of Uoh while Budaon was placed under Malik Aetigin.
In the words of the chronicler "from Debal to Lakhnawti all

i ^the Maliks and Amirs manifested their obedience and submitted 
It was most probably at this period of general promotions and 
appointments that the Abyssinian "Master of the Horse" was 
either promoted or favoured.

This tranquility of the Kingdom was,however, 
superficial. The Military officers who had lately rebelled 
against Firoz after the strong rule of Iltutmish were hardly 
prepared to submit tamely to a Princess who was, after all, 
their own creation. Her strong charaoter was manifest when 
she overthrew the formidable party of the rebels in front of 
the city. She was herself aware of the danger from the power 
of his fatherfs slaves - known as the Fortj, who had 
monopolised all power in the State - and it seems reasonable 
to hold that her favour and promotion of the Abyssinian was

N
a part pf the policy to counteract the dangerous superiority 
of the Forty# jrot to show that her reign was to be marked by 
weakness and effeminacy - characteristic of a woman towards 
the end of her reign, she discarded the traditional female
 _____  1----------i----------------------------------

1. Tab. Has p.
2. ibid p.249 and 253.
3. ibid p.187.



1
drees, donned male attaire and appeared on elephants in public.
When Malik Kabir Khan, the muqti7 of Lahore, rebelled in 637/

2
1239-40 he was relentlessly pursued to the fihenab and was
forced to submit. He was however pardoned and transferred to 

3
Multan.

Thett*e appears to have been a secret compact among all
the members of the Forty stationed at the court and the
provinces near Delhi, at the head of which stood her Arnir-i-

4
Hffjifce (Grand Chamberlain) Malik Aetigin. It is probable
that the revolt of Kabir Khan was also part of the general plan
The failure of the attempt was followed by that of Malik
Iltmni&K, the Superintendent of Bhatinda, in the same year. I
has been suggested that Baziyat's intrigue with her Abyssinian

5
officer was the direct cause of her downfall. An effort has 
also been made to establish a connection between the fact of he 
discarding female attire and that of her favouring the 
Abyssinian officer which naturally aggravated the feelings of

1. *ab. Has p.188.
2. idem; on page 235 the date is 636/1238-9.
3. idem; also p.235.
4.!1Malik Aetigin, the Amir-i-HajiJ* was Sound in a firm compact 

of friendship with Malik Iltuaiah whom he kept informed of 
everything *in the court” Tab. Has p.251; see also p.188.

5. Thomas - Chronicles of the Fathan Kings p.106; of.Elphinston 
History of India, p.368 and Baiferty - Trans. Tab.NSs p.642 
Note 3.



hatred the proud Turks felt towards the latter. Such
notions once created, die hard, but it should be pointed

1
out that none of the early chroniclers make the slightest
hint that such a supposition was correct. In fact, it was 2
Ibn Batuta, writing more than a century later, whose bazaar

3gossip was obviously elaborated and commented upon by Budaoni 4
and Ferishta. The letter’s only ground of supposition - the 
fact of ̂ akut’s supporting her on his arms when Baziyat 
mounted on the elephant - is purely imaginary. As has been 
noted above, the "favour" to yakut must have happened earlier

The Phrase is also used in describing the relation
of Aibak with..his Master p. 139; T.M.P ...fogies the exact 
phrase of Minhaj; Haji Dabir - a careful^and conscientioi 
compiler - pimply states ̂  II P 703 j s *

- j j 'J f t
2. II p.26. He records about Baziyat tnat she rulecf four

years, and was in the habit of riding out like men without 
her veil. Then she was imputed of having connection with 
one of her Abyssinian slaves. So the people agreed on 
marrying her to a near relative of hers and the Kingdom 
passed on to her brother Nasiruddin."

3. J.P.84. mf. Bankings Trans*, p. 12*0.
kf. . V>-4. I. p.69. He tries to be clever!

* >*■ !/ ( ' S ^  ■>>',.L ST >
| J  * y

K b 0 J»-> (£<) ̂ If-ri*
ftoa. - xx~ ' ffti ol? o,̂ r



in her reign. As to her discarding the conventional female
dress, Minhhj-i-Siraj states the fact as a simple coincidence.
It is difficult to say if her above-mentioned action alienated
the support of the Orthodox Ulemas as a body, but, Minhaj,

1
who was also the principal of the College of Delhi, does not
appear to have unfavourably commented on her conduct.

The fact seems to be that her energetic and strong ru]
was hateful to the Forty who were further alienated by her
policy of promoting people from outside their corporation and 2
even race. It was not difficult for the Forty to gain the 
support of the Ulemas whose selfish and disreputable alliance 
with the stronger party disgusted all righteous men of the 
time. As the Queen had the support of the populace of the 
city it was decided to decoy her from the capital by raising 
a rebellion in Bhatinda and then to shut the gate of the city 
against her. Accordingly Malik Iltuniah declared his rebelli* 
as arranged and Haziyat,immediately on her return from the

1. Tab. Nas p.188.
2. The very fact that she ruled for four years is sufficient 

to show that her downfall was not due tp her sex although 
Minhaj laments over the latter fact. It is not known
if she obtained the sanction of the Caliph of Bagdad to 
her sovereignty, but she continued the latter name in her 
coins - Jttd.Mus. Cat. II p.2if. ho.93.

3. See or 1806 F.102 b. for the estimation of the Ulema by 
the Saint; see also Barani - p.94, for Baltina's remark 
about them; also Amir Khusran - Matlai'l - Anwar (Lucknow) 
p.69.
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pursuit of Kabir Khan, set out against him. On her arrival
at Bhatinda, her followers deserted her, murdered J^akut, joined
Iltufe|iatx and imprisoned and placed her in charge of the latter
They then wrote to their partisans at the capital to raise
Muizzuddln Bahram Shah, another son of Iltutmish, to the thron

1
according to the plan. Iltuniah was soon disillusioned abou 
his promised share in the spoils when Malik Aetigin secured 
all the powers in the state. He waited for his oppor unity to 
take revenge and on the assassination of Aetigin after two 
months, he married his capteiA^ assumed royal insignia and
having collected a mercenary force, marched with his wife to

2
recover the throne. He was, however, defeated by the troops 
of Bahram and while flying back to Bhatinda, the mercenary
troops deserted him and he and the unfortunate princess were

• ' - •

murdered by the Hindus near Kaithal on 25th Babi I 638/ Oct.13 
3

1240 .
The over throw of Baziyat was, in effect, once more th 

victory of the military officers among the Forty* oiitj the 
central!®#* government* and the victors immediately proceeded 
to secure it. Malik Aetigin the leader of this conspiracy,

It. Tab. Nas p. 188-97190^.
2. Tab. HSs p. 190 and 252; see also Haji Babir II p.704.
3. Tab Nas p. 190; of T.M. p.29 which states that they 

were sent to Delhi and put to death by Bahrain's orders, 
of. Mizati Jahan Numa or 1998 F 53 and Tab* Akb%I 9.68 
and Ferishta I p.59.



'" *•made himself into a virtual dictator by his appointment as the
Naib-i-Mamlikat (Deputy of the Kingdom) and the Wazir was

1
relegated into a secondary position. To add to the 
nullification of the Kingfs power and prestige he assumed the 
rpyal privilege of keeping an elephant and playing the naubet 
at his gate and also married a sister of the King. The latter 
a daring and unscrupulous man, unable to swallow this
effrontery, had him murdered after 3 months. The Wazir was

2
also wounded but escaped with his life. Apparently it was a
victory for the Sultan, but although no new Naib-i-Mamlikat
was appointed, the new Amir-i-Hajiibp Badruddin Sunquar, assume
dictatorial power and even incurred the displeasure of the

3
Wazir by superseding him in authority. The latter - a vile a
intriguing man - poisoned the Sultan1 s mind against him, who,

apprehensive of his own safety, conspired with some afcriL and
ecclesiastical officers to depose the Sultan. In the meeting
convened for the purpose he foolishly invited the Wazir who
immediately in^dted the Sultan who was thus able to disperse
the conspirators. Badruddin was dismissed and sent to Budaor

4
and on his return to Delhi shortly after, was put to death. 
Others were similarly dismissed and banished from the capital.

1. Tab Das. p.253
8. ibid p.854.
3. Tab Das p.193 and 855.
4. ibid p.855.
5. ibid p.194.
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The successive deaths of two prominant members of the Forty 
further alienated them and the Wazir had now his opportunity 
to settle his own accounts with the Sultan. The orthodox

1
Ulema were also alienated by the murder of the Qaxi of Mihir.
The Wazir thus assiduously tried to widen the breach and in
639/1241 an opportunity for the fulfilment of the plan presente
itself. The royal foroes that were sent out from Delhi to
relieve the city of Lahore #hioh was besieged by a mongol army
in 639/1241, was accompanied by the VTazir who spread the news
amoii;; the army officers that the Sultan had ordered their
siezure and death, which the former had persuaded him to make ]

2
on a false representation. Confirmed in Lheir fears, the armj 
at once marched back from the bank of the Beas, determined to 
depose the tyrant. The Sheikhttl Islam, who was sent from Delhi 
to allay the sedition further fanned the flame and Delhi was 
immediately besieged. The civil population defended the city 
for three months and in the end, the Wazir*s partisans in the 
city succeeded in raising an insurrection of hooligans in whici 
even Minhaj, the chief Qazi and probably a prominent supporter 
of the Sultan, was attacked. The city fell the next day and
Bahram was taken prisoner add murdered on the 13th Zi-KsfcLJf

3
£39/25th May 1242 A.D.

1. Tab Nas p. 195.
2. Tab Nhs p. 196.
3. ibid p.197.
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The next Sultan, AlauddIn Masud, son of Ruknuddin Fi¥
was raised to the throne precisely on the same conditions as
those of Bahram. In the government that was formed, a
compromise with the different parties ishowever visible, in as
much as Malik Q,utbuddin Hasan Ghori, who was not a member of t

1
Forty was appointed the Naib-i-Mamlikat. Malik ®arafcash Khan2
a supporter of Bahrain , was given the office of Amir-i-Hajita,
while Malik Kashlu Khan, one of the ringleaders of the conspir
was placed in charge of the extensive Iqta' of Nagor, Mandor an

3
Ajmere in Northern Raj put ana. The office of the Chief
* v  ' • - % - ■ ‘ • 4QjSxi, resigned by Minh£j, was given to Imaduddin Sh&furqani.

The effeot of this victory for the Forty, was, however,
neutralised by the Wassir, who retained all real power under hi]

5
and acuumed almost regal pretensions. IIu began his work by
excluding the Turks from all offices of state and became
the supreme ruler. This was hardly to be tolerated and he was

6
murdered soon after. Apparently a more submissive TTazir was
appointed in the person of Najmuddin Abu Bakr; Malik Karakash

' -  ’ . " ,  •: :f: '■ 6was also transferred to the muqtiship of Bayana, while
Malik Balkan the future Ghiyasuddin, who had distinguished

, 7himself in the services of Bahram Shah as the muqti of Biwari 
was appointed Amir‘-i-Hajibp.

1. Tab. Nas p. 198; 2. See Tab. Nffs p.250 and 261;
3. Tab Nas#p.l98| 4 idem; 5. He took an elephant and

used the naubat - the special prerogative of the Sultan -
Tab Nac p.198.

6. ibid p.250. 7. Tab Nas p.285.



... • . I, . T*v The last mentioned appointment was destined to change 
the whole situation. Although he was one of the party, he soon 
appropriated all power to himself and diverted the energy of the 
Maliks by military expeditions against the Hindus and the Mongo!! 
This policy served a double purpose. While it kept the 
potential leaders of insurrection engaged,it also removed some c 
them through death in course of their campaigns. The absence o 
any bold military policy was largely responsible for the 
confusion in the preceding period. It was this fact which is 
responsible for the comparative tranquility of Masud* s reign and 
its continuation for four years. The circumstances of his

* :n i

deposition are not clearly stated, and it is difficult to say if
the same forces were in action on this occasion as on the previot

1The explanation of the chronicle is hardly convincing. His 
sudden removal in the hour of triumph for Delhi and the quiet 
accession of his uncle, Naslnvrddln Mahniud, seems suspicious. Thi 
power of the Forty as King-makers had been greatly disorganised 
by the year 644/1246 and we do not hear of a conditional electior 
of Mahmud. Balban apparently continued in the office of Amir- 
i-Hajiljp with undiminished power in the next reign. These facts

1 After Masud returned from Uech on 12th Zll-Haj 643/ 30th

p?201 and 889^ K a s  deposed only a It
Is difficult to believe that the change in his cg*ra° °  
occurred so suddenly within a month only. He was 
death on 21st Muharrain 64V8th June 1246 A.D. - ibid P. 201.



I
point to the probability that Masudfs deposition was pre-arrahg
before his march to U^ch and that Balban, as well as NaBiruddln
Mahmud, had a hand in this obviously palace intrigue - a fact
which probably explains the Chronicler fs reluctance to give mor<
details* V

The new reign - which commenced on 23rd Muharram 644/'
1

10th J\me 1246 A.D. - did not affect the policy of the state iv 
which remained under the firm grasp of Balban, who further

t)strengthened his position by marrying his daughter to the Sul tail
3

in 647/1249 A.D.-fte Naib-i-Mamlikdt, Hasan Ghori, does not 
appear to have survived the change on the throne, and in 647/
1249 A.D. , Balban was formally appointed to the last mentioned3
office* His younger brother, Kashli Khan, became the Amir-i-4
Hajite, while his cousin, Sher Khan, ruled the important Iqta' of5
Bhatinda and Lahore* His position was thus secure in the 
Government while the office of the Wazir was held by the 
submissive Abu Bakr who was most probably one of Balban1 s 
partisans* To these favourable circumstances was also to be 
added the timid and retiring temperament of the young King, 
easily led by persuasions. This last mentioned fact was chiefly

1. Tab Nas P. 208.
2. Ibid P*213; cf. Ibjbn Batuta II 28 who asserts that Balban was

Iltutmish*s Bon-in-law.
3* Tab Nas P. 294.
4. Ibid P.280*
5. Ibid P.277.
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responsible for the temporary banishment of Balban in 651/1253
when,under the influence of a party of Anti-Balbani Turks allie
with the Hindustani rnuslims in the court under the leadership o
Imaduddin Rayhan, Mahmud suddenly dismissed Balban and his
brother from office and ordered them to proceed to their

1
respective Iqta's. A new Government was formed with Rayhan as 
the Wakili-Dar (Master of the Ceremonies) at the head, while the
Wazir Abu Bakr was replaced by a man of the new faction, named

2 ; •
Junaidi. A systematic exclusion of Balban1 s supporters from
office followed and the Iqta^of Bhatinda and Meltan was occupie

3
and placed under Malik ArslSn Khan. It would, however, be
wrong to describe this brief interlude of one year as the
victory of the forty, which, as has been remarked,
had already been disorganised. In fact it was an assertion,, by
means of intrigue, of the right of the non-Turkish rmislims to a
share in the Government. Rayhan filled all the important4
offices with his people, and it was the hateful non-Turkish rul<

5
of thewupstart Hindi Eunuch” that brought all the Turkish 
officers together under the lead of Balban who then marched on

1. Tab Nas P.217,280 and 298.
2. ibid P.217.

w s £3. ibid P. 218; Minhaj ave also dismissed from the office of thi 
Chi#- Qari which was filled by Shamsuddin - a nominee of 
Rayhan. ibid P. 217 and 298.

4. ibid P.299.
5. Tab Nas P. 300; Minhaj himself had suffered at the ascendency 

of the Rayhani Party in the city and speaks with great 
indignation about the latterfs low origin and disgraceful conduct*



1
Delhi in Ramzan 652/1254. The Sultan also marched out to
meet them near Santana. It is to be remembered that the struggle 
was Aiot a repetition of the conflict between the monafcoh and 
the Forty as on previous occasions, but between the Turkish and 
non-Turkish element in the state. After a futile attempt on the
s? t'e'i*- ' ^  ***&]& — * . ! "Jr. fTVfr** * { ? ' • > * • ?*ir JS 'itr • nit &  ' : if ' r-^i } ' f ' . • £ *  l ̂  *part of Rayhan to bring about an engagement, negotiations were 
opened and the opposing Party tendered their submission on the
condition of Rayban1s removal from office and the reinstatement
of Balban and other Turkish officers. Accordingly Rayhan wae
di ami used, transferred to the Itjta of Budaon and thence finally 

2
to BaKruich, and Balban was restored to his office of the Naib.
The letter’s supporters were also restored to favour including

3
Minhaj who was reappointed to the Caziahip , while the former

4
wazir Abu Bakr resumed his office.

This brief interruption, however, did not seriously 
affect the continuation of Balban1s policy of strengthening the 
central government and breaking up the disruptive forces of the 
forty. A new emphasis was laid on the authority of the central 
goverijnent which emerged more 3ecure and powerful from the 
struggle in which all the Turks had united against the new 
danger coming from the non-Turks. The crown apparently sided

1. Tab. Rfis p.319, 300-301.
2. ibid p.219-20, 203-4.
3. ibid p.218-19.
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with the former and thus it could reckon on the support of 
all the Turkish population. The opportunity was utilised by 
Balban in further strengthening the monarchy and reorganising 
the Kingdom.

(b ) Rebellions and disorders in the Provinces.
The frequent changes in tne oapiual resulting in 

considerable confusion in the state naturally influenced the 
course of events in the outlying provinces where any weakness 
in the central authority offered a tempting opportunity to the 
muqti's to declare their independence or at least to ignore the 
authority of Delhi.

This is best illustrated in the history of the Easter 
province of Lakhnanti whoso geographical situation and climatic 
conditions enabled the muqtis to load a comparatively isolated 
and almost independent existence. This was accentuated by the 
weak hold of the Sultan on the Doab and the intervening 
provinces. Iltutznish had to load his forces twice into 
Lakhnanti within a period of eight yeare. He had, however, 
effected a complete hold over the province before his death 
and it was probably.to curtail the power of tho muqti' of 
Lakhnanti that he separated Bohar from the latter. Malik 
Tttghan Khan, immediately on the death of I It ut mi p.h , quarrelled



with the muqti/ of 11 Lakhnanti-Lakhanor" - probably a separate
frontier military division - and having killed him, annexed

2
the territory# While he had maintained the show of allegiance

3
to Raziyat, and Bahrfim , he felt independent enough to reannex

4
the province of Behar and early inthe reign of Masud, led an
expedition towards the provinces of Karah, Manikpur, Awadh and

5
the territories further north. It was evidently a challenge 
to the royal authority in as much as he attacked its 
representative, Malik Tamar Khan, the muqti'of AwdtUijt. The 
central government was, however, much too weak to enforce 
obedience, and although no details of his expedition have been

1. Tab. NBs p. 242-43; The muqti' wa3 named Aor Khan. The term 
Lakhnanti-Lakhanor is evidently used to distinguish the part 
of the province south of the Ganges, in which Lakhanor was 
situated, from that on the north#^# Lakhanor, has been identifi 
with Nagor in the Birbhu/m diet, by Stewart - History of Bengal 
p.62; which is accepted in the Bengal Gazetteer I p.278# But 
Cunningham reasonably doubts its identification. Reports IV 
p,44, No Muslim remains have been found in Nagor - Reports VII3 
146; M. Chakravarti. - J.A.S.B.V (New Series) p.214-15 is 
inclined to place it somewhere in modern Murahidabad Diet.
It doubtless lay towards the South East, on the frontier of 
the Orissa Kingdom against which Ikhtiyaruddln posted two of 
his generals at Lakhanor - Tab. Nas Ratioty's trans. p.573;
Text p.157 is corrupt.

2.This f̂ t'a was not mentioned again and was probably permanently 
united henceforward.

3.Tab. Nas p.243.
4.-An inscription having his name as the Governor was found at 

Behar, dated 640/l242 A.D. - J.A.S.B. Vol. XLII Pt.I, 1873,
P.M5; Cunningham - Report XV p.45#

5.Tab. Nas p.243; See also Ra^trty^ note - Trans. Tab. Nas p.73 
note 9.
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recorded, it was possibly only through the persuasion of
Minhaj himself that he retired from the frontiers of Awadh. H<
was, however, not a rebel, for, when he appealed to Delhi for
help against the King of Orissa with whom he had been carrying

1
on hostilities and had lately suffered a defeat, the

*  • >. * h * \  . '* y. . t •.*'»- ^  , v  sjtt ' f  t* ’ »* ' : I v  v r r  - > '  .'tr-. t *

Government of Delhi, then under Balban, directed Tamar Khan,
/the muqti of Awadn, to proceed with his forces to Tughan

Khan’s assistance. The latter was also confirmed in his
2

vicoroyalty at the same time. But the weakness of the Centra 
government can be estimated from the fact that when Tamar Khan 
arrived in Lakhnanti, he immediately quarrelled with Tughan 
Khan, possibly on the ground of his invasion of Awadh,
defeated him in an engagement and compelled him to leave the

3
province immediately. Tamar Khan thus acted in supercession 
of the royal mandates, but the weak government could only
compensate Tughan IChanfs loss by axjpointing him over whs

4
vacant Icjta' of Awadh. Tamar Khan continued in rebellion
in Lakhnanti for two years until his death in 644/1246, on thi

5
3ame date in which Tughan Khan also died.

1. For details see Section C - P.
2. Tab KSs p.244.
3. Tab. N&s p.245, 248.
4. ibid p.246.
5. idem.
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The history of the next few years is not quite clear.
Tamar Khan’s immediate successor is not mem,ioned in the 

1
Tabakat-i-Na3ir. The muqti who is nart mentioned as having
been appointed over Lakhnanti,named Malik yexbaki-Tugftril Khalv
previously held the fqta£ of Kanauj, possibly in place of
Prince Jalaluddin, who was transferred to the Iotas of Sambhal

Z
and Budaop,in 645/1248. He subsequently held Awadh from which 
he was transferred to Lakhnanti: An inscription in the Distric
of Maldah dated 647/1249 testifies to the rule of Malik

r*o
Jalaluddin Masud Shah, who must have succeeded Tamar Khan in

4.
644/1246. The date of the termination of his Office is not 
known, but a coin minted at Lekhnanti, with the name of Mahmad

i-Tuqhril Khan) bears a date which could

1.cf. Piiyazus-Salatin p. 73, which states that Tamar Khan ruled
for ten years up to 655/1 .57.

2 .Tub. M M  p .212 and 262.
3.Cunningham - Reports XT 45, 171. lip. Ind. Mas. 1913-14 p.19-22 
He was evidently the same as Kulich Khan Masudi-Jaci, son of 
Alauddin Jani, mentioned in the lisl of Mahmuds officers. Tab 
Has Eatsrty’s Trans, p.673 - Text p.206. He iŝ  described as 
the Malik of Lakhnanti and Karah -» the last lqta/ he held 
subsequently. Biy&zus-Salatin p.74 probably refers to him 
under the name of Jalaluudin Khan.

4.An invasion of the S^late and other hill tribes from the 
Chotanagpur District, upon Nagor, the chief town in the Bribhuu 
District is said to nave taken place in .1244 A.I). - Banerje^ -
Banglar Itihas II p.57.

and Tugbril (jjuzbak-



1
not be anterior to 65l/l253. yuzhak-i-Tughril Khan seems to 
have followed the footsteps of Tughan Khan and after a 
successful war with the King of Orissa, he led his troops to 
Awadh, possibly under the rebel Qutlugh Khan, occupied the
city for two weeks during which he had the Khutba read in

2
his name. A reported approach of the Royal troops, however,
compelled him to effect a hurried retreat. Taking advantage
of the preoccupation of Delhi with the rebellion of Qutluglj&chan
and Rayhjan, in the Provinces of Awadh, Bahraich and Karra, he
declared his independence, assumed the name of Sultan MacjhissudB
and struck coins in his name. The earliest date found in his

4
coins yet discovered, with his royal titles is 653/1255.
He does not appear to have reigned long. He died a captive in
the hands of the King of Assam against whom he had led an

5
apparently unsuccessful expedition. The date of his death 
is not known, but it must have been shortly before 655/1257, in

Ind. Mus. Cat. II P.23 No.138; Thomas - Chronicles No.llO, 
noticed a coin of MahniOd with a legend on the obverse which may 
read 1 Yurhak"and "Lakhnanti". Its date is not clear, but it 
could not be anything else than 650.
Tab. Nas p.263.
idem. cf. Riyazus-Salatin p.74; who omits Yuzfcak's rule 
altogether.
J.A.S.B.1881 p.61 Nos 11 and 12. Ind.Mus. Cat.II p.146 No.6.
For details see next Section P./
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which year the royal authority of Delhi seems to have been
reasserted as a coin minted at Lakhnanti in that year was

1
issued in the name of Mahmud. The name of the new rauqti* 
does not appear on the coin. Malik Masud-i-Jani is mentioned
as having been appointed to the Iqta' of Lakhnanti towards

2
the end of 656/1258, but it does not appear that he ever
actually assumed office on this occasion, for early next year a
certain Malik Yuzbaki - possibly a retainer of Yuzbaki^Tugbril
Khan - is stated to have been confirmed in the Iqta' of Lakhnant;

3
on the latterfs despatch of elephants and treasure to Delhi.
It is possible that on the submission of Yuzbaki, the
appointment of Masud-i-Jani was oancelled while Yuzbaki was
confirmed. He did not, however, rule long,for towards the end
of 657/1259 or beginning of 658/1260, Malik Arslan Khan, the
muqti of Karr^JT, suddenly advanced into Bengal and taking
advantage of Yuzbakifs absence in Eastern Bengal seized the 

4
capital. On the return of Yuzbaki, he was defeated and killed-

1. Ind. Mus. Cat. II P Part I p.32 No.138.
2. Tab. Nas p.225-6.
3. Tab. Nas p.226 and 313.
4. ibid p.267 of. RiySzus-Salatin p.74.
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It was a clear act of rebellion similar to that of
Tamar Khan, but the central government does not appear to have
taken steps to bring him to submission. His subsequent
activities have not been recorded and it is not known how long
he ruled. From the absence of any coins in his name, it may
be inferred that he did not assume sovereignty although he Ji

1
never recognised the authority of Delhi. An inscription at
Behar fixes the earliest known date of his son Tatar Khan’s rul

.V, 2 \ " 3
in 663/1264, who, according to Barani, never acknowledged

- ' ->r', 4 ' — ;: " ' 'V.’Mahmud’s authority.
Unlike Bengal, rebellions in the province of Awadh un<

the Doab were less frequent. This was due to their proximity
to the capital from which forces could march out in a
comparatively short time without any physical difficulties to
impede their progress. For the same reason, however, any
disturbance or weakness in Ihe capital was bound to influence
the situation in these provinces. We have already described
the rebellions that took place in these provinces in the
reigns of Firoz and Bahram. It may be remarked here that
these were not really disruptive in their effect, for the

1. Riyazue-Salatin, idem, evidently mistaking Yuzbaki for 
Arslan Khan, states that the latter sent elephants and

presents to Delhi in 657/1259.
2. J.A.S.B.XLII, 1874 p.247.
3. p. 66. See also Hiyazus-Salatin p.74.
4. Riyazus-Salat in p.74; states that he also assumed 

sovereignty and struck coins before he submitted to Balbe 
in 664/1265, but no coin of his has been found yet.



object in view was to enforce the will of the rebels on the
central government, and did not result in the latter’a
weakening. The almost annual expeditions undertaken by Balban
in these provinoes prevented the organisation of any
formidable rebellion. But in 653/1255, when the central
government was anxiously watching the increasingly menacing
advance of the mongols on the provinces of the Punjab and
Sindh. Malik QutlUgh Khan, the step father of the Sultan,

1
and the muqti of Awadh, found an opportunity to defy the
central government. He allied himself with Rayban - lately
placed in charge of Bahraich, and opposed and imprisoned Malik
Sanjar-e-Sihwyastani, who had been sent by the Delhi Court
to supersede Rayban in Bahraich. Malik Sihwashani, however,
managed to escape from his prison at Awadh, collected a small
force and crossing the Saraju river gave battle to Rayban’s

2
troops,defeated and killed him. Shortly afterwards Qutlugh
Khan was ordered to take charge of Bahraich and leave Awadh.
On his refusal to comply, a force under Malik Bak-Tamur Rukni
and Malik Tez Khan was sant against him. Qntlugh, however
succeeded in defeating the force and slaying one of the 

3
generds. Balban now personally marched against him and
Qutlugh Khan sought safety in flight. He took refuge with

1. Tab. Has p.220.
2. ibid p.304.
3. ibid p.220-21.
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the independent Hindu trihes of the sub-mountain tracts of the
Himalayas. Balban was despatched in pursuit,but could not trao<

1him and returned after plundering some "Hindu tribes and Haisn. 
As soon as the royal forces had left Awadh, early in 654/1256, 
Qutlugh emerged from his retreat and not only occupied Awadh 
but began to encroach upon the province of Karra and Manikpur2 -  .

as well. Malik Arslan Khan, the new muqti' of Awadh, Karra an<
Manikpur, however, succeeded in overthrowing Qutlugh who
thereupon retired through the foothills of the Himalayas to
the Punjab. He took refuge with the Hindu chief of Santurgarh
in the Sirmar hills. The Rana, named Ra*i Pal, granted him
asylum and refused to give him up to the Royal Forces. Balban
consequently led an expedition against Santurgarh in 655/1257,
plundered the territory of the Rana and penetrated as far as
the town of Sirmar,the capital of the Rana. Qutlugh hov/ever
succeeded in eluding the royal forces, who returned

4
unsuccessful in their mission. Balban had once more to take 
the field against Qutlagh Khan shortly after as we shall 
presently see.

In the western provinces of the Punjab and Sindh, the 
influence of Delhi was at a disadvantage not only because of

1. Tab. Nas p.306. He is said to have penetrated as far as 
the limits of Bishanpur and Tirhut.

2. ibid. p.221.
3. ibid p.266, 306.
4. ibid p.307.• :< V *-£*?* ' . * i-  ̂ <
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their distance as in the case of Bengal, but also because of tin
continued pressure of the Mongols from the West. As it was
impossible for the muqti'e of Lahore or Multan or Uch to resist
the invaders single-handed,any weakness in the government
at the centre left them no other choice than either to leave th<
province and seek safety in flight to the capital or to submit
to the mongol masters. We have already referred to the invasio:
of Lahore by the Mongols in 639/l24l. Malik BaraJJash,
disappointed in his hopes of an early reinforcement from Delhi,
secretly left the City at night with his followers which was1
captured by the invaders next morning. Although the 
province was reorganised after the Mongols had left it shortly 
after,it henceforth became the "frontier province".
Immediately on the accession of Masud,Malik Kabir Khan, the 
muqti' of Multan, rebelled and not only assumed sovereignty,
but also took possession of Uch, from the deputy of Malik Hindu

2
Khan. He did no,, however, long survive the disaffection,
but his position must have been strong enough to enable his sor

3
Abu Bakr to succeed him in 639/1241 A.D. His premature

... >4-. • ■ ’ ;o . #
death shortly afterwards did not improve the position of Delhi
in its hold o&n the province, for soon after Multan was

4
occupied by Hasan Qarlugh. On the advance of the Mongols

1. Tab. N&s p. 194. For details see Chapter VI P
2. ibid p.235.
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in Sind in 643/1245, however, ah opportunity was found for
Delhi to reassert its authority* Hasan Qarlugh, on the approach
of the Mongols, evacuated Multan and fled down the Indus to 

1
Lower Sindh, while Uch, probably held by the House of Kabir

2
Khan, sent an urgent appeal to Delhi for relief against the
Mongol invasion. Balban immediately responded and marched with

3
a large army to its aid. The Mongols,however, retired on the
approach of the royal forces. The province was thus recovered

4
for Delhi and Multan was placed under Kashlu Khan while Uch
was probably left to Kabir Khanfe family on their acknowledging
the royal authority. Shortly afterwards Uch was also placed
under Kashlu Khan on the understanding that he should
relinquish his previous Iqta' of Nagor. The condition, however,

5
had to be enforoed by the royal army. In 647/1249, Hasan
(arlugh once more appeared before Multan and forced Kashlu

6
Khan to surrender the city. It was, however, recovered
soon after by Sher Khan, the muqti of Bhatin&a, who annexed
the province to his Iqta'. Probably under instructions from Del]
he not only refused to restore it to Kashlu Khan, but in 649/121

7
dispossessed him of Uch as well.
1. Tab. Nas. p S W S i n  2l ibid, p.287. cf,p .399. 5 ."ibid

p.200, 287 and 399. 4. ibid p.269.
5. Tab• Has. p.270. 6. ibid. p.270. The date is inferentl

Sher Khanfs recapture of Multan is dated 648/1250 - Tab.Nas
p. 214. It must have happened after Nagor was taken from hi 
and placed under Kashli Khan who was at the same time
appointed Amir-i-Hajib in 647/1249 ibid p.295.

7. Tab. Bas. p.27© and 271; His deputy at Multan, Malik 
KuTbz sent a few mongol captiies to Delhi in 648/1250.
See also - Haji Dabir II p.715.
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Kashlu Khan now allied himself with the anti-Balbani
faction in the court* Allied with Kayban and Qutlugh Khan he
persuaded the Sultan to dispossess Sher Khan - as the first
step towards Balban's dismissal* This appears to have been
the motire behind the expedition towards nUch and Multan”

1
in 650/1252, in which the ohief conspirators were specially
instructed to be present with their forces. Balban was
formally dismissed from the camp at the bank of the Beas early
in 65l/l253. Sher Khan finding his enemies in power, left
Sindh and retired to Turkistan;and the Xqta's of Uch, Multan
and Bhatinda were recovered from his retainers arid placed

2
undsr nrslan Khan. The duration of Arslan1s rule is not
slated but Kashlu Khan appears in possession of both Uch and

3
Multan before 655/1257 A.D. It is possible that after BayhEn
dismissal from the court and transfer to Budaon which was

4
placed in charge of Kashlu Khan after 649/1251 , the latter
was reinstated in his former province, possibly to avoid a
seditious alliance between the two. This would placethe
transfer shortly after 653/1255* Soon after he threw off his
allegiance to Delhi and transferred it to H*laku from whom

5
he received a Mongol agent. The whole of Sind was thus 
lost to Delhi and the government was hardly in a position to 
attempt its recovery which would have involved direct hostilit

1. Tab. Nas p. 216, 266, 271, cf. also Haji Dabir II p.723.
2. Tab. has p. 218, 266. 3. ibid p.272. * ibid p.271.5. idem.
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with the dreaded Mongols.
Kashlu Khan, thus secure under Mongol tutelage, did

not forget his ernnity to Balban and early in 655/1257, he
marched his troops along the Beas river in order to effect a
junction with Malik Qutlugh Khan, his old friend and ally, who
had,as we have seen, successfully eluded the royal forces the
same year. They joined their forces and marched towards 

1
Delhi. Balban equipped the royal forces and marched out to mee
them near Kuhram and Samana. While preparations were being
made for an engagement between the two armies,a party of
Ecclesiastics in the Oity sent a secret letter to Kashlu Khan
promising him the deliverance of the City. This fact was,
however, communicated to Balban who instructed the Sultan to
banish them from the Capital. Accordingly when Kashlu Khan’s
troops arrived in front of the City, his partizans had been
expelled and the City was defended by the civil population
which compelled him to retire after a stay of one day. It is
not known what happened to Qutlugh Khan, but Kashlu Khan

2
returned to Uch. Shortly afterwards he paid a visit to
his suzerain, Halaku, in Iraq. The object is not known,
unless it was to induce Halaku to aid him in attacking Delhi.
A mongol army was sent to take up quarters in Sindh under4
Sali Bahadur towards the end of 655/1259. The mongol 
troops, however, did not invade the territory of Delhi, and 
the military preparations undertaken early in 656/1258 A.D. 
was confined to a military parade in front of the City.
1. Tab Nas p.272. 2. ibid pp.307-310.3. Tab Nas 273. 4. ibid p.225,310.5. ibid p.225 and p.310-11.



The abrupt termination of Minhajfs account leaves many
points unsettled. The continuation of Kashlu Khan1a rule, for
example, can never be Known. The proceedings of the Mongol arm;
in Sindh, are likewise left to conjecture. When the curtain
is lifted again by Barani, a gap of six years is left, which, as1
Ra>fcrty has remarked, perhaps can never be filled up. Balban 
conferred the Viceroyalty of Sindh on his eldest son, and no 
mention of Kashlu Khan is made. We can only suppose that Khshlu 
kbaiv had either died or defeated by the government/* of Delhi 
and Sind recovered from the Mongols in the meantime.

(c) The Hindu Reaction.
The most important fact in this period is, however, 

the revival of Hindu power and its aggression against the Musli 
rule. The Rajput princes were not finally crushed by the 
conquests of Muhammad b. Sam. They took the earliest opportunil 
to recover their loot territories at the first signs of 
weakness among the conquerors. We have already described how 
Iltutmish had to fight on all sides against them. The 
political stagnation which followed his death in Delhi coupled 
with the increasing preoccupation of the central government 
against the Mongols and rebellions govere®(J>,afforded a 
valuable opportunity to the Rajput princes not only to recover 
their lost dominions to a considerable extent, but also to make 
a bold attempt to drive out the conquerors. If they failed* 
which was due to a lack of concentrated action, they certainly

1. Trans. Tab. Nas p.716 note



put a stop to any further expansion of the Muslim Kingdom 
until the end of the century.

It will he convenient to discuss this on a territorial
■ *i; .-1 ' * *

arrangement, begiruiing from the East.
Reference has already been made to the beginnings

of hostilities with the Ganga Kingdom of Orissa. The successo;
of Anangabhima III, Nara Singha I ,(1238-1264)Tfthe second great

1
King of the dynasty" took advantage of the weakness of the
central government at Delhi and launched a forward policy
against the Muslim possessions in Bengal. Reference has also
been made to the fact that the Muslim frontier towards the
south-west was at Lakhanor, and that the King of Orissa held
considerable territory including the Districts of Midnapur,
Howrah, Hooghly and part of Burdwan and Birbhum in Western 2
Bengal. Taking advantage of the failure of Tughan Khan in

3
his expedition against Awadh in 640/1242, Narasingha

4
immediately attacked the frontiers of Lakhnanti in 64l/l243.

l.Banerjee - History of Orissa I p.263.
2.See note, see also Midnapur Gazetteer p.21, Howrah Diet. Gazett 

er p.17-18.
3. See sapra-P. Il«|.
4.Tab. Has p.243. Minfcaj always refers to the King of Orissa 

as the "Rai of Jaknagar". Jajgnagar has been accepted as the 
ancient neme of tne Orissa country - taking its name from its 
capital, probably identical with the present Jaipur on the 
Mahanadi river - J.A.S.B. 1875 p.285; also RaWty Trans. Tab. 
Nas p.587. note5 of. Banerje* - History of Orissa I p.249 who 
thinks "Jamnagar" refers to modern Jagatl&nagar in Chattisgarh 
(Central Provinces). Jagnagar is probably the persian form 
of JagatVi nagar" - on the Mahanadif from where a grant of a 
Somavansi King was issued between 1000-1100 A.D. Ep. Ind.Ill 
p.365. The same Jagatinagar is also mentioned in the Pavana 
Duta of Dho^i as the last stage before the wind messenger reach
the Sufeema country (Southern Bengal) - J.A.S.B. 1905 p.44.
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The extent of his aggression ia not known, hut Tughan Khan,
possibly after repulsing the attaok,. invaded the Hindu
dominion in turn and advanced as far as "Katasin", the

1
frontier outpost of the Kingdom of Orissa. After a brief
success, Tughan Khan’s t oops were routed by a sudden and
une;xpeated attack of the Hindu forces and the former retired
to Lakhnanti. From there he sent an urgent appeal to Delhi
for reinforcements, but before Tamar Khan could arrive with
his contingents., Narasinglia I sent an army under his general ̂
named Samanta Rai to invade Tughan1s territories. Samanta Rai
crossed the frontier, defeated t.ie commandant of Lakhanor name*
Fekfcruddin Laghri, and captured the town. Tughan Khan
apparently seems to have been helpless against the advancing
Hindu army which proceeded unopposed to the capital*
Lakhnanti,and after defeating Tughan Khan, closely besieged
the city. News of the approach of the royal army from Delhi,
however, compelled Samanta Rai to raise the siege and return , 

not 2
but/before thoroughly plundering the country on his way back.

1. Tab. Nas. p.244. I.aifcrty’s identification - Trans. Tab. Nas 
p.288 note - of Katasin with Katasingh on the Muhanadi would 
place the eastern frontier of Orissa about 200 miles south 
west of the present frontiers of Bengal^ portion of which was 
included within Orissa, cf. also Banerje^f # History of Orissa 
p.264; Mr.N.Vasu/^ identification with the present 
Baibaniagarh in the Midnapur Dist. seems more probable. - 
Baugiya Sahitya Parishad Patrika (Bengal) Vol. XVI.p.132. Note

2. Tab. Nas. p.244-5.
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It was the first occasion on which a Hindu army
invested a Muslim capital and returned unmolested, and
thoroughly demonstrated the weakness of the conquerors. The
moral effect was almost magical and in a few years the whole o
Northern India was in a state of ferment. The subsequent 5
history of this conflict with Orissa is not known for the
rule of Tamar Khan and Musud-i-Jani has not been recorded
in detai}.. It, however, seems unreasonable to believe that
the Hindus assumed a pacific attitude after such a triumph.
Narasingha I probably annexed a portion of Lakhnanti in 

1
the south which led to renewed hostilities with Yuzbak-i-

2
Tughril Khan immediately on his appointment in 651-2/1253-54.
After two successive victories Yuzbak suffered a defeat after
which he appealed to Delhi for reinforcements. With these he
invaded Orissa for the fourth time. He pushed as far as
Umurdan - said to have been the capital of the Rai - and

3
captured his treasure, family and dependents. It is, howove]
doubtful if this "victory" led to any decisive advantage to
the Muslims, for Narasingha I also claims to have not only

4
defeat d the ffJavanas" but also to have reached the Ganges

5
after despatching "the Javanas of Radha and Yarendra./

1 . The Southern Muslim frontier town of Lakhanor is not 
mentioned again.

2. For the date see supra p.
3. Tab Nas p.262-263.4. In the Sanskrit work named Ekavali Narasingha I is called 

"the Master of the Kingdom of the Javanas" - Banerjee - 
History of Orissa I p.267.

5. J.A.S.B. Vol.65 p.229-7;
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CVi.t b^€ivBesides, Umurdan is not known to have entered the capital
1

of Narasingha I* It is, however, possible that Yuzbak gained
this victory against some feudatory prince on the Orissa
frontier and succeeded in recovering part of the lost territori*
in the South. Probably to commemorate this annexation he --
issued a silver coin in 653/1255, with the inscription "stiuck

2
from the Kharaj of Arzbadan (? Umurdan) and Kodia? The fact
that v/ithin a period of two years (651-653) not less than four
engagements were fought with the King of Orissa shows the
determined hostility of the latter. No further conflict is
known to have taken place after Tuzbakfs death and it is
possible that w;th the accession of Balban the policy of
•span^Sion was finally abandoned by the Muslim Kingdom. It
may be mentioned here that a copper plate grant oi Narasingha
II (12  ) dated 1296 A.D. mentions the river Subarna-
rekha (in the Midnapur District) and states that the grant
was made when the King was encamped on the Ganges in the course

3
of a "conquering expedition" Apparently the Ganga dynasty

1. Banerje^ - History of Orissa I p.266; Banglar Itihas lipSi
2. Ind. Mus. Cat. II p.146 No.61. M.Chakravarti - J.A.S.B. T 

(New Series) p.216-217 suggests that Arzfcadan may refer to 
Mandaran or Mandar (in Hooghly District) and that Umurdan 
the readin-; of which is uncertain - see RaVnrty's variant 
readings of Axmardan or Amardan - Trans. Tab. Nas p.763. n 
4 - might also refer to the same place.

3.Uhe ICendu Patna Plates. J.A.S.B. Sol.LXV. p.229; also Vise 
Ko3ha (Bengali Encyclo^eadia)? article on Gangeya; of.
the remarks of Banerje^ - History of Orissa I p.273.
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had retained its possessions in South Western Bengal and the
Expedition might refer to another invasion towards the end of
our period, which has not been recorded by the Muslim chronicl€

Although the conflicts with the Sena Kings of Eastern
Bengal and Assam have notoecn sufficiently detailed, Muslim
advance in this direction appears at a standstill. We have
referred to the claims of Kesava Sena and Yiswarup Sena to

1
have defeated and repulsed the javanas . Except Malik Yuzbaki|
no other muqti of Lakhnanti is known to have made raids into
Eastern Bengal after the death of Saifuddin Aibak in 631/ 1233«
The Kings of Eastern Bengal and Assam thus not only put a stop
to e frequent raids, but may have also advanced into the
Muslim territory when the muqti's were preoccupied with Orissa
on the V/est-Iwaz1 s expedition into Assam (Kamrup) and his
ultimate destruction has already been alluded to. The name of
the King who ruled Kamrup is not known for certain, but the
Kingdom had undoubtedly improved in strength to inflict a hear;
defeat on Yuzbak-i-Tugbril Khan. Towards the end of his rule
Yuzbak, with a large army crossed the Brahmaputra river and2
marched unopposed to Gaubati, the capital of Kamrup. The 
King, it appears, relied on the same tactics as were applied t< 
destx~oy Ikhtiyaruddin1 s army at the beginning of the century, 
and offered no resistance to Yuzbak who captured

1. Supra p.2. Tab. Nas p.263. The river is named Bagmati, but evident! 
Brahmaputra must be meant. See Bhattasali - Kara Prasad 
Commemorative volume p.55, 56, on the name "Bagmati’1.
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Gaitaati.j where "the reading of the Khutha and friday religious 
service was instituted and the signs of the people of Islam

!v?  - f x f : .'--'4 . ; O  ' T^r-’ .ril vv f. ‘ ' w v h  ' V  • - V ~  * £ ’*. -* •" • 'it *:'l - .. : * •’<  .'.>v r ;-
Ca ^ .

appeared" The King of Assam then offered his submission in 
return for his restoration to the throne as a tributary prince
and is even said to have agreed to continue the coin and the

)Khutha in his name. Yuzbak refused the request and evidently
meant to stay in Assam. Belying on the flourishing crops of th
country, he was foolish enough to be persuacied to sell all the
grains he had obtained for his troops, to the agent of the King
of Kamrup who meant to starve his forces. In the time of the
spring harvest he accordingly flooded the wnole country by
opening the dams and thus destroyed all the crops available
for Yuabak. Faced with want ox provisions the latter then
resolved to return to Bengal,and the plain country having
been flooded, he had to take the route along the foothills
of the Khaei and G-aro mountains to Kymensingh, with the help oi
a local guide. But the King of K&mrup now came up with his
idrees at the rear and literolly annihilated the. entire force
in the mountain defiles. Yuzbak was wounded, captured and3
later on died a prisoner in the hands of the Hindu Raja.

1. of. RaVerty Trans. Tab. Nas. p.764 note, who scutes that
the capital of Kamrup at this time was as Kamatapur on the 
Darlah river, west of Gauhati. But it was only after this 
invasion of Yuzbak that the capital was transferred from 
Gauhati to Kamta*pur - See Barton - History of Kamrup p. 199 
Two coins of Yuzbak dated 653/1255 were found at Gauhati.
J .A.S .13.1910, p. 261.

3. Tab. Nas pp.264-5.
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It was a disaster similar in extent and magnitude to that of
Ikktiyaruddin in 1206 and further encouraged the Hindu
aggression in the whole of Northern India. No further conflict
with Assam seems to hare taken place and the Muslim frontier
in the East was not extended until the next century.

Along the Southern frontier of Delhi, the recovery
and extension of Hindu power is also visible. We have seen
how the Chandfcllas had recovered rapidly after the death
of Muhammad !>«. SSajhnd how Iltutmish had to send repeated
expeditions against the Rai of Kalinjjar. Two grants found at
Rewah of the Maharanakas of Kakkaredi dated 1240 and 1241 A.D.
acknowledge Trailonyavarmana, successor of Paramardi of
Xalin^ar as the overlord, thus showing how the ChattdeHa
power had increased in the Bast. An extension of their
territory also in the west is indicated by the discovery at2
Jhansi of an inscription dated 1262 A.D. The Dahi Copperplate
of Yiravartna dated S.l ,37/1280 A.D. records the grant of
some villages to a man who had concpiered TTthe "l?urushkas, the
Rajas of Nalpur (Narwar) Gopal Madhuban (Malteurah) • and

3
Gopagiri (Gwalior} . Viravarma^n another of hi3 grants dated 
125£ A.D.^ in that of. KammiWfe Varma in his grant of V.S.1346/ 
1289 7 call themselves "lord of Kalinjar". Prom the 
traditional account of the districts around Mahoba and Hanilepu

1. Ind. Ant. 1888 p.230. Cunningham - Reports Yol.XXI 
146-7. See also Ray - Dynastic history II p.728.

2. Ep. Ind. Y p.33 No.227, Ind. Ant. XIX p.179 No.128.
3. Cunningham - Reports XXI p.75. The grant is now lost.
4. Ep.Ind. XX P.132.
5. ibid. p.135.



in the north west of Bundejkhand it appears that this territory
was recovered by the Hindus and was ruled by the Bhar Chieftainj

1
from about 1252-1280 A.D. According to the chronicles of the 
Baghela dynasty of Rewah, their rise to power occurred at this 
time. It is said that Baghra, the founder of the dynasty made
himself master of most of the country between K41p«, and Chunar,

2
while his son Karna Deva added the valley of the Tons river.
Thus most of the country south of the Jumna had passed under
Hindu possessions. There is evidence to show that even the
territory east of Mirzapur and including the districts of
Siiahabad;Gaya and part of MongJ^ and Hazaribagh Districts in
South Behar were also recovered by Hindu chiefs. A considerable
number of inscriptions recording the erection or repair of
temples at Bodh-Gaya, testify to a continuous Hindu occupation
of the district. An inscription at Bodh Gaya mentions one
Buddhe.sma - ruler of Southern Magadh (Pithi Pati) who makes
some donations to a furohit- (Priest) of Asokacella, King of

9
Kama (Kuwuailft and Garhwal). Another inscription of
Jayasewa, son of the above-mentioned Buddhasma, dated in the

1. J.A.S.B. 1881 pp.32-37.
2. cf.J.A.S.B. 1902 p.99 where a 17th century history of the 

Bundellas ascribes the letter’s rise to power under Bir 
Bundela towards the first half of the XIII century and 
the Bundella rule from Kalpd. to Kalinfrar and also over 
Awadh and the Doab. The Bundellas reail^o not come
to importance until the XY century.

2. Cunningham - Reports Yol.XXI p. 104; see also Memo. Arch. 
Sur. Ind. Ho.21 p.12.3. Ind. A**. 1919 p.44-5; J.A.S.B. 1 9 U  p.272. Bangiya 
Sahitya Parishad Patrika (Bengali,) B.S. 1317, p.217.
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year 83 of the Lakhsmana SeWa Era - has been found at Janibigha
■iles east of Bodh-Gaya, recording the donation of a village

1
to a Ceylonese monk. A fact which seems to have escaped the
notice of the scholars, and which is important for the history
of South Behar at this period, is that in both the inscriptions
Asoka Calla is referred to as a contemporary, although
according to Kidlvorn's calculations, the year 83 of the

2
second inscription should correspond to 1202-1203 A.D. Asoka
oalla himself records the erection of an image of Bodh-gaya in

3
the year 51 of the Lakhsmana Seva Era = 1170-71 A.D. /while
an officer in the services of his younger brother records a

4
donation at Bodh-gaya in the year 74 of the Era h 1193-94 A.D. 
But both Asokcalla and his Purohit mentioned in the inscriptioi 
of Budhaseva mentioned above, is also mentioned a3 a 
contemporary in another inscription of one Purushothama, a
feudatory chief of Kama (Kumaon) at Bodhgaya,and is dated in

5
the year 1813 of the Nirvana era, which Fitst has conclusively

6
proved to correspond to 1270 A.D. Asokcalla is thus found

1. J.B.O.R.S. IV. p.266. Ind.Ant. 1919 p.44.
2. Ind Ant. 1890 p. 1-7.
3. Ep.Ind.XII. p.27.
4. J .A.S.B.V.p.658; Kfelhorn’s fcist • -Ep.Ind.V No.577; also I 

Aiyjb.X p.346; .
5. Ind.Aut.1881 p.341; J.A.S.B.1913 p.72-73; The only 

mention of Asoka calla in Garhwal is found in a brief 
record at a temple without date. - Ind.Ant. 1881 p.346.

6. J.H.A.S.1909 p.48-9 ; 323; cf. . Indn$j A* s calculation who 
makes it correspond to 1182 A.D. - Ind.Ant. 1897 p.341. Se 
also Mazuamdar - J.A.S.B. (New Series)Yol.XVII.p.13
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living co tinuou.cily froo 1170 (year 51 of tho 1-Jkhsmna ~.ru
accord ini to Kilhora) to 1270 A*D. (1814 of the Kirvana ra
according to ~leet) which evidently secrno tiprobable. Aether the
dates for Aeokacalla are irreconcilable is* however* beside our
point* The fact which we are trying to prove is the continuous
occupation of tee territory round Badhg&yn oy Hindu rulsra* The
last-:aentioned inscription of the year 1313 nirvana era records
tec fact that iodh-Gt ya v.s under the r*;le of the Thin— *, dyna* ty -
evidently the fa : ily of Juddha Gena and JuyaseOe another of whose
inscriptions at the eere p l r . e e refers to n  continuous occupation

1 2 
of tee territory known an Udd^nd&pur Gcca* for ton generations
oeforo Jaya 3ena* The Bardic chronicles of tewar refer to the
repeated attempts to recover Gayrt and other holy places fro?2 the

%
Turks throughout the century* Hone of the pla ces in Gaya*
Shabahad or Kiraa-pur is mentioned in the curoniclos. Sven Be bar
:w s r to h •, v i fallen before tee Hinduc^fcr no early 4s the reign
of ^ahsaud* 2alik Kuret Khan tfc© xsu<ftl of Avmdh is said to have

4 «

lost his life in what wa» evidently a aiege of 3o ar« It ia*howeve
provable teat tease Hindu rulers of 3odh-Caya were under t c
not Jj&ul auserainty of Delhi* as the Tibetan historian ?r~ra Hath 

5 . £.
asm arts* and which imy account for the presence of tee aanse of
1* 3ee Cuaiiiikgharfi - Ssport;T III p*12B VIII p*74-?5 for tee

uae of tee xuusie Uddnndapur w'hich included the Gaya Bist*
2* Ind* Ant* 1381 p*345*
3* Gaya Gazetteer p*2d*
4* Tab* Has* p*25J| It mist l;ave been recovered by tee muqti' of

Bcn^l before 565/1233* tee year in ^hieh an inscription of 
K&lik Tatar Khan at ichar is dated - p* Ind. "os, 1313-1# p*2

5* H«y - Dynaatic Itfatory of northern India I p*&33* Indian Ant*
137b* p* 355 ; 1313 p*47*



1
Balban (written Birbuna) in a Sanskrit inscription of a resident o
Gaya named Vana Raja Deva, dated V.S.1325/1268 A.D. noticed by2
Cunningham. In the inscriptions noticed abow^ not the slightest
mention, however, is made of the Sultans of Delhi or the Turkish
conquest and thus lends support to the fact that the hold of Delhi
over these territories had been completely lost soon after they
were over-run early in the century.

It was evidently against this rising Hindu power on the
South that expeditions were undertaken by the Government of
Delhi after Balban*s accession to power. Malik Tamar Khan, the
muqti of Awadh is said to have plundered the territory of 

3 4
"Bhatighor" on several occasions. Malik Kikluk, muqti of Budao n
was also contemplating an expedition into Kalinjar and Mahoba

5
when he was poisoned to death. In 645/1247, Balban himself led
a big expedition against a Hindu chief named "Dalaki wa-MalakiM
who had established himself between Kalinjar and Karra and is
said to have been quite windependent of the Rais of Kalinjar 

6 7
and Malwah " . The name of the Hindu prince is doubtful, but
1. Evidently the Hindi form of Balban.
2. Cunningham - Reports III p.27. Also Kielhorn’s List. Epp.Ind.

V. No.23.
3. The old name of the valley of the Tons river - Cunningham - 

Reports XXI p.154.
4. Tab. Nas. p.247.
5. ibid p.257.
6. Tab. Nas and 291.
7. Cunningham - Reports XXI p. 106 identified this Dalaki wa

Malaki with Dalakeswar and Malakaswar of the Baghela chronicle 
cf.Smith J.A.S.B.1881 p.34 who identified him with the Bhar 
chieftain. Supposed to have been ruling in Etah Cawnpur, 
Fatehpur etd. named Tiloki and Biloki. Also, Ray - Dynasty 
history II p. 729-30, who attempts to identify him with 
Trailovyavarma, the Chandella ruler of Kalinjar.
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he is said to have been immensely strong. Balban, however,
plundered his territories, and eventually succeeded in
capturing his stronghold, including his family, after a
considerable resistance from the Rana, who appears to have 

1
escaped.

In the present territory of Gwalior, south of the
Jumna, a similar Hindu power had been established by Cha^pxa
Deva of the Jajca Pella dynasty, who probably supplanted the
Pariharas at Narwar, after 1847 A.D. We have had occasion to
refer to his rising power when he attacked Malik Tayasai
towards the end of Iltutmishfs reign. His ealiest of coins
found in Gwalior, Jhansi and Nawwar, contains a date which

2
cannot be earlier lhan 1233 A.D. His power must have grown 
rapidly so that, soon after his establishment at Narwar, the
Musaalman Chronicler refers to him as"the greatest of all the

^ f ' 3 v- •
Hais of Hindusthan*and commanded a great army. Earlier in
his reign, he carried on campaigns against the Mislims at
Gwalior and it was probably to relieve the Celeagund garrison
of the fortress that Raziyat, early in her reign, sent an
expedition towards ^Gwaliarand the Malwahw under Malik Tamar 

4
Khan. The result of this expedition appears to have been 
unfavourable to Delhi and not long afterwards Ra*iyat sent 
another army to Gwalior to relieve the garrison and evacuate 
the fortress. The garrison appears to have been withdrawn

1. Tab.Nas. p.211 and 292. 2. Cunningham - Coins of Medievi
India p.93; Thomas - Cinronicle p.70. 3. Tab.Nas p.215-
4. Tab.Nas p.247
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finally from the fortress and the officers, including the Hotwa
1

andojthe Qazi returned to Delhi, This is also proved by the
fact that in 635/1237 the mongol messengers of Barka Khan who h
been detained by Iltutmish in the fort of Gwalior were also

2
removed at this time to Kaneuj. Gwalior was thus lost and
possibly ChaJtara Deva occupied it. It was evidently to put a
stop to his encroachments and to recover the lost territory tha
Balban organised the expedition againsu "the Eana Chahar Ajari"
in 649/1251 A.D. The extension of the letter's territory is
probably indicated by the mention of Gwalior. Chanderi, Narwar

3
and Malwah towards which Balban led his troops. Balban
succeeded in defeating his forces and captured his strongholdjoi
Narwar and also possibly Gwalior. The success, however, does
not appear permanent for, from the evidence of his coins,
Chafcara Deva ruled apparently in independence at least up to 

5
1259 A.D. Coins and inscriptions of his successors have also
been found in Gwalior and Narwar. The last date in the coin od

6
AsaUa^t Deva, the successor of Chakara Devajis probably 1283 A.I
while the last two princes, named Gopala and Ganapati are

0
mentioned in coins and inscriptions dated Y.S.l340/l283 A.D.

1. Tab. Nhs p. 187.I. Ibid p.448.
3. ibid p.215; cf. Cunningham - Coins of Medieval India p.91 

and Ep.Ind.VII p.223-24 who mix up this Chakara Deva of 
Narwar with Nahara Deva.the Chauhan ruler of Ranthambhar.

4. Tab Nas p. 216, paapa;297. Narwar is incorrectly written
Bazar.

5. Cunningham - Coins of Medeival India p.93.
6. Cunningham - do.



V.S.1337/128^,T.s.1348/1291, and Y. S.1355/1298 A.D. V&ile the
Fortress of Gwalior appears to have been recovered and placed

2
under Malik Sher Khan in 657/1258,. the Jajjapellas must have
retained their extensive possessions*

Muslim hold in Rajputana was also seriously handicapped
by the rise of the Chaufcan dynasty of Rauthambhor. Iltutmish's
recapture of the Fort was sooh followed by the continued attaok
of the Chautmn dynasty, possibly under Bhagavata, uncle of the
last prince of Rauthambhor. Early in the reign of Raziyat the
Hindu pressure compelled her to send a force under Malik Hasan
Ghori to relieve the garrison and he, after dismantling the
fortifications, evacuated the fortress, which was immediately

3
occupied by the Chaulxans. This is also confirmed by the4
Hammi^a-Maha Kabya who refers to Raziyat under the name of

5Jalaluddin, the official name of the queen used in her coins. 
Bhagavata is said to have made an allianoe with the "Kharpuras", 
already in hostility with the Muslimsfwho might be identical wit] 
the "Kharparakas" mentioned as a Hindu army in Central India 
under the Governor of "the Chedi country" under "Mahmud" ruler 
of "Joginipura" (Delhi) found in an inscription dated V.S.1385/

1. Ind.Attfe. 1918. p.241.
2. Tab Nas p.278.
3. Tab.Nas p.187.
4. Ind.A**t. 1879 p. 63. * , , , *5. Ind.Mus.Cat.il p.26r«*»3 No.93. See also/^Sanskrit inscriptior 

at Palanir,dated 1280-1 A.D. where Raziyat is referred to as 
Jalaladin. Ep.Ind. of. Ra^. Dynastic history
II p.1095.
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1
1328 A.D. near Damoh in the Central Provinces. The extent of 
the Chauhan dominion is not known, but as the territory, known as 
"Mewaifc" to the Muslim Chroniclers,is constantly mentioned 
together with Rauthambhor;it is not improbable that Chauhan 
sway was acknowledged there. It is also possible that the 
Chauhans of Rauthambhor exercised suzerainty over the collateral
ruling house of Bundi, which according to Colonel Tod, was

2
founded during this period. In an inscription found in Kotah
state, Jaitra Singh;son and successor of Bha^avata is said to
have repeatedly defeated the Paramaras of Malwah and at the end

3
imprisoned him at Rauthambhor. jaitra Singh, the Guhelot
ruler of Mewar, was also rising in power and in his inscriptions
which range from V.S.1270/1213 to V.S.1309/1252 A.D. claims to
have defeated the rulers of Malwah, Gujrat, Marwar and also the4
TSxrushkas (Turks) We do not hear of the Muslim Iqta's of
Lawah7Kasitd and Sambhar^which must have been absorbed in the
Rajput Kingdoms. It was against this threatening advance of the

5
Rajputs that Balban led an expedition against NahAr Deva, the

6
Rana of Raitthambhor and fBewat in 646/1248 A.D. But although 
the chronicler records the destruction of a great number of 
towns, the Muslims were evidently repulsed from the attack on

1. Ep. Ind.XIII p.44; Pandit Kirtane identifies them with 
the KhaMfcras" - Khokars. Ind. Ant.1879 p.64.

2. Annals - II p.459; Erskine Hajputana Hazetteer p.236-37.
3. Quoted by Ojha - Rajputana I p.POS/from an unpublished 

inscription.
4. Vienna Oriental Journal XXI - The Chirwa inscription. Ind. 

Aixt.1928 p.32; See also Bhavnagar Inscriptions p.93.
5. habar Deva was possibly intended for either Bhagavata 

or hi8 son Jaitru Singh of Rauthambhor.
6. Tab.Ras p.213.
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the fortress where a leading general of the Delhi forces 
1

was killed. Balban was alive to the necessity of curbing the 
Rajput power and during the period when he was banished from 
Delhi he is said to have led ’'successful" expeditions against 
the territories of Rauthambhor, Bundi and Ghitrur (Chitor) 
from his Iqtaf of Nagor. Nahar Deva of Ranthambhor again
opposed him with a large force but Balban eventually succeeded

2
in returning with "immense" booty and spoils. These campaigns 
against the Rajputs were most probably continued subsequently 
until the accession of Balban, and in 657/1258 we are told of3
a similar expedition sent against the "infidels of Ranthambhor’
They were, however, ineffective in checking the Rajputs who
continued to gather power. We have referred in an earlier
chapter to the recovery and establishment of part of the Jadon
Bhatti rajputs of Bayana (the Kohi-Payah of Mewat of the Muslir
writers) in Northern Alwar. These northern Jadon Bhattis were
the progenitors of the Khanzadahs who came into prominence in
the reign of Babar, and also of a part of the Mews - the bulk
of the population in the Mewat. Cunningham has reason to thin]
that the conversion to Islam of the Khanzadahs and the Mewatis4
was effected in the reigh of Firoz Tughlaq in the XIV Century.

1. Tab Nas p.293-4.
2. ibid. p.299. See Ind.Ant.1928 P. 32 for a reference to this 

in an inscription of Jaitra Singh of Chitor.
3. ibid p.266. The Hammira-Maha-Kabya, however, makes no 

mention of these conflicts.
4. Cunningham - Reports XX p. 11. Minhaj always refers to the 

Mewatis as "infidels" and probably the "Nikumbhas" of Alwar 
were also included - See Ojha - Rajputana I p.238.
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Throughout the XIII century, therefore, the whole of Mewat 
was held by the Hindu Jadon Bhattis, while the Muslim stronghol< 
of Bayana was probably reduced into an isolated garrison city. 
The Jadon-Bhattis allied with the Chaulaans of Rauthambhor and 
other ruling Rouses in Eastern Rajputana^commenced guerilla war
fare with the Muslims as early as the reign of Bahram Shah, in 
whose reign, Balban, the muqti of Rewari (in the Gurgoon Distri<
near Mewat) carried on operations against the Hindu rebels of 

1
the Koh-Payah. The mention of Rauthambhor in connection with

2
operations against Mewat, connects the "rebellion” of the 
Mewatis with the Chaubans and makes it exceedingly probable 
that the alleged Mewati turbulence was but an organised Rajput 
offensive against Delhi. The whole of North-Eastern Rajputana, 
under the Chauhans of Ranthambhor^ Bundi and Kotah, and the Jadi 
Bhattis of Kerouli and Northern Alwar7was thus under the 
control of the revived Hindu power who succeeded in driving out 
the Muslimspractioally out of Rajputana and even in taking the 
offensive against the capital itself. In 655/1256, when Delhi 
was engaged in the rebellion of Qutlugh Khan on the one hand, a;
the Mongols on the other, the "Mewatis" under one of their 

leaders, named Malka, were bold enough to make a raid into 
Hansi and carry away cattle and distributed them among the

1. Tab. Nas p.285.
2. e.g. Tab. Nas p.213; 292.



1
Hindus in Mewat as far as Rauthambhor. They also raided the

2
Muslim property of Harianah^Siwalikh and Bayana. Towards 
the end of Mahmadfs reign they grew bolder and committed

3
robbery and loot in the very city of Delhi in broad day-light.
Balban led two apparently ineffective expeditions against the
Hindus of North Bast Rajputana in 658/1258 A.D. He plundered
the dwellings of the Mewatis, slew a large number of them and
carried away 250 leaders including Malka. They were brought

3
to Delhi and slain in an exemplary manner. But the movement

4
was not crushed and Baranifs opening remarks of .his history
sufficiently proves the extent and power of this Hindu assault
If the Mewatis appear to have been crushed by Balban on his
accession, the power of Rauthambhor under the valorous Jaitra.
Singh and his more famous son Hammi^n increased. Jaitru Singh
in an inscription of his son, is said to have defeated the
Kings of Malwa, the Kachwaha ruler of Ambar and also of 

4
"Kerkalagiri," while his son Hammifca asserted his supremacy ove;
" Malwah, Chit or, Mewar, Mt. Abu, Ajieee^jjSambhar, and the
whole of Northern Rajputana. In an inscription of Rawal
Samara Singha of Mewar he is said to have nlifted the deeply6
sunk Gujara land high out of the Turushka sea.n In the

1. Tab. Nas. p.313.
2. idem.
3. ibid pp.314-316.
4. Ep. Ind. XIX p.45-7.
5. Ind.Aut. 1879 p.64-5.
6. ibid 1887 p.347.
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south west of Rajputana, the Chauhans of Jalor also threw off
the yoke placed by Iltutmish and Chachiga Deva, the successor
of Udaisingh was not only independent of control from Delhi,
but also recaptured Maudor, as appears from one of his 1
inscriptions dated 1262 A.D. The Paramaras of Mt. Abu were
fast losing ground before. the Chauhans until., towards the end
of U.e century, their capital Chaiidrabati was captured by the2
Chauhans of Jalor. On the extreme west of Rajputana the
Bhattis of Jaiselmere were established firmly and the troops *
of Delhi do not appear to have succeeded in getting a foothold

3
in the territory.

The power and prestige oi Delhi was thus negatived 
almost everywhere. Even in the Doab and Awadh - the heart 
of the Kingdom - the Hindus assumed an aggressive attitude.

4
In 642/1244 the independent Hindu tribes of "Jarali and Datolin
in the Doab, infested the highways and forest of Hindusthan
and Balban had to undertake two expeditions, in 642/1244 and
647/1244 and after a sanguinary conflict was only able to

5
check their turbulance. The fort of Talsaiadah in the 
District of Kanouj was captured by a Hindu Chief who evidently

1. Udai Singh also appears to have reasserted his independence 
soon after his defeat by Iltutmish, as appears from his 
inscriptions - Bombay Gazetteer I Part I p.474-76;
Bp.Ind.XI. p.55f73.

2. Bp.Ind.IX.p.81; Ojha-Rajputana I 180.
3. cf.Tod - Annals p.247 who asserts that a certain Muzaffar

Khan, Governor of Nagatffwas defeated by Kurram Deo (1251- 
71 A.D.) of.also Camb.Hist.Ind.Ill p.531 which 
unreservedly accepts the statement.

4. The names are doubtful - they are also written Jalali and
Diwalij See Ragfcrtŷ s note - Trans .Tab .Has.p. 809 note 7

—5., Tab Nas n.287 and gig__________
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ruled the whole District in independence and in 645/1247 an
1

expedition had to he undertaken to recover the fortress.
In the trans-gattgetic tract of Rohilkhand the KatCfcriya
rajputs, who had maintained their strongold in Abichatra near 

2
Aolna, also took advantage of the weakness of the government
to raid the districts of Budaon and Sambhal. An expedition
undertaken by the muqti of Budaon In 640/1242, in which a
number of Katebriyas are said to have been overthrown , was
evidently ineffective to curb their power wuich necessitated
another expedition on a larger scale. In 652/1254, the royal
forces crossed the Ganges and advanced up to Bfcrdar and
BijnoWV'as far as the Ramganga. The distance was sustained4
and one of the Sultan1s generals was killed. Although the
Ka-tehriyas are said to have been "punished in an exemplary

5
manner'' they were far from being finally crushed and appear 
;ven stronger early in the reign of Balban. The successes of 
Malik Kashli Khan, the muqti' of Meerut, who is said to have 
reduced a portion of Rohilkhand across the Ganges near 
Bijnour and overthrown Ranahs and other independent Hindu

1. Tab. Nas p.210. Cunningham - Reports XI p.21-22 
identified Talsandah with the village of Bilsar, ten 
miles north of E%ah.

2. p. cit. p.
3. Tab.Has p.256.
4. ibid p.218. cf.Cunninghamiidentification of Bardar with 

Panjer in Patiala State - Reports XTV p.70.
5. Tab. Nas p.218.
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1
tribes as far as Rurki and Miapur, were evidently temporary.
Probably the only tangible result of these operations was the
establishment of a military outpost in Amroba - for the first

2 /time mentioned as an Iqta early in the reign of Balban.

1. Tab Nas p.280.
2. Banani p.36.
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Chapter V.

Reorganisation and Internal Security.

(1265 - 1290 A.D.)

(a) Balkan and his work.

The period under review stands in clear contrast to 
the preceding one. It is marked not by foreign wars or 
rebellions or political changes in the capital, but by compara
tive peace and security Doth in the capital as well as in the 
outlying provinces. And the chronicler is less engaged in des
cribing battles, expeditions and governmental changes, than in 
observations emphasising the peace and security of life and 
property of the people. This is perhaps in the order of things. 
The initial period of conquest, consolidation and political 
experiment, had passed, and a time was bound to come when, 
after the outline of the state had Deen well marked and stabllise< 
the work of constructive organisation had to be taken up.

Before we proceed to trace the process of this reorganis
ation, a few words may De said aDout the man who was responsiole 
not only for inaugurating this phase, Dut also for speedily
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closing the preceding period of experimentation. We have
(!)seen the rise of Balban to the position of the Naib-i-Mamlikat.

We have also noticed the policy by which he curbed the power 
the Forty*and his unceasing activity against the menacing 

Hindu aggression. Actively associated with the kingdom for 
more than twenty years, he had clearly grasped the problems 
confronting the Sultanate and his succession to the throne

mafter Mahmud1s death in 664/1265, was .in the nature of things,
and wtg perhaps unopposed. He thus came with clear ideas for
the improvement of the State, which, in the words of the chron-

(4)
icier "had deteriorated and los^ all prestige and power"- The * 
frequent changes on .the throne, coupled with the fact that Mahmud

(1) For an account of his early life see Tab.Nas.p.281-82; Cf. 
Ibn.Batuta II, p.17-18, how the young and ungainly slave Balban,fersuaded the reluctant Iltutmish to purchase him.2) Barani, p.25, and all the MSS. of the text gives the date of 
Balban1 s succession as 662/1263. Cf. Ilaji Dabi^t II, p.725, who 
admittedly quotes from a different account. The above date is 
found in 1M. p.39, and is confirmed by the coins of Mahmud, the 
latest date in which is 664/1265; - Cat. Ind. Coin, Br.Mus. - 
Sultans of Delhi, p. 26, No. 93, According to Alfi Or. 162 F.61^ 
his accession is placed on the 13th Jamadi X, 664/Feb.20th 1266,^ 
3 days after the death of Mahmud.
(3) Cf. Ibn/£ Batuta II, p. 29 and Wassaf-Add. 23517, F.254b,
who state that Balban murdered Mahmud, which seems hardly probabl< 
He was connected with the royal house by marriage —  two of his 
daughters having been married to Mahmtld and Masud-Tab.Nas., p. 23, 
Haji Dabi£ II, p.728 —  while the only daughter of Mahinud was 
married to Balban1 s second son, Q,S. p. 18. The house of Iltutmish 
was thus merged in his person and there could be no objection 
to his elevation to the tnrone^ on the grounds of Heredity.
Hven in the life-time of Mahmud he used to arrogate to 
himself all the insignia of royalty, - Barani, p.26. Thus the 
change was only in name and not in form or fact.
(4) Barani, p. 26; see also Budaoni I, p. 89-90. ; . -



lived a life of excessive modesty, and refused to live up
(1)to the standard befitting a monarch, had lowered the prestrge 

of the crown and allrespect for its sanctity and power
(2 )essential for a state based on military force -- was gone.

This, along with the fact that Isfc did not possess an aosolute
hereditary right to the throne of Iltutmish, led him not only
to claim descent from the mythical Turkish hero Afrasi
and thus increase his personal prestige among his Turkish

(4)compatriots, Out also to lay an unprecedented emphasis on
the person of the king and on the splendour and awe which
such a king should inspire in the hearts of his people.
"Kingship is the embodiment of absolutism and despotism", he
said to his son Bughra K^an. He never wearied of impressing
on his sons the prestige and dignity of the crown. As in his

(6)theory the monarch was the state, he, as the preliminary to his

Ibn.Batuta II, p.26; Haji Dabi* II, p.726; Ferishta I,§.74.
The incident of Kashlu Khan seating himself on the throne after

Bahrain* s deposition shows that anyone could aspire to it; Tab. 
Nas. p.197. Cf. Barani* s observations on the decline of the 
monarchy, p.27-28.

For an account of the Afrasiyabi Turks to which Iltutmish and Balban 
belonged, see IRAS. 1898, pp.467-502; Browne^Chahar Maqala,Trans, 
notes p.22. Also Raverty-Trans.Tab.Nas.pp*900-910 note.

Barani, p.102.
Ibid p.37; See also p.41,70-71.
A detailed discussion of his sovereignty will be found in Ch. IX.
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other works of consolidation reorganised the court and its
etiquette so as to make ir, a manifestation of the splendour
and order of his kingdom. He had started this work earlier
and in 658/1259-60, on the arrival of the Mongol envoys from
Baghdad, the splendid display of the court, the military
parade, and the stately ceremonies of reception, profoundly

(1)impressed them. He copied the splendour of the Seljuq and 
Khwarizm courts; appointed oersonal guards with high salaries: 
reintroduced the "paibos system” (kissing the feet of the 
monarch) and created a long paraphernalia of the court manners

his manners, both private and public, an embodiment of kingly
awe. Numerous fugitive princes and other celebrities of Central

(3)Asia enhanced the dignity of his court. He resolutely refused 
to mix with, or even talk to, the common people, and never

(1) Tab.Nas. pp.317-319.
(2) Barani, p.30.
(3) Idem; for a detailed description see pp.30-31. See the observations

of Barani on the glory of his court, p.112; Ferishta I,p.75, 
auoting from the supplement of Tab.Nas. by Ainuddin Bijapuri, 
states that for each of the fifteen fugitive princes from Centra] 
Asia, a separate quarter of the city, named after his country 
or race, was assigned.

”such as was never done by any other made



Barani 

i Barani

I Idem. 
Ibid,

7
(i)showed light-heartedness even to his immediate courtiers.

To enhance the orestige and respect for the crown, he dispensed
justice with extreme impartiality, and the slightest disregard
of the royal authority was attended with a punishment which
verged on cruelty. Two of his important officers -- the muqtih
of Budaon and Awadh —  were given exemplary punishment for

(4)their reported cruelty to oersonal slaves; and the genex-al who
was defeated by the rebel Tughril of Bengal was hanged for his

(51failure to carry out the royal command. To ensure justice and 
obedience amongst his governors and other officers, including 
his children and slaves, he reorganised the system of espionage 
in every department of the government, and took great pains in 
enquiring aDout the character and loyalty of the news writer 
(barid) which was one of the most potent instruments of his 
new despotismP

Thus was his newly.developed conception of monarchy
Tf*~expressed in his actions. it was a despotism of, extreme kind, 

in which the right of the Turkish nobility to a share in the 
administration found no place. While reserving a detailed 
examination of the result of this rigid centralisation and 
personal absolutism for a separate chapter, it may be noted
, p.33-34, p.36. He refused to employ a man of alleged low 
(native) origin to a clerical post in Amroha, and subjected his 
courtiers who had recommended him to a bitter admonition.
, p.40. (3) A news writer ofBudaon] who had failed toreport the offence of the mnqtl^f committed in his house, was publicly hanged; Ibid p.40.

(5) Ibid, p.74.
P.44-45.
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here that such an emphasis on the power and authority of the 
king was necessary for the time. The undisputedlSrkish ascendancy 
in the State was beginning to be questioned, and this, along with 
the recent revival of the Hindu oower, oo nstituted a danger of no 
inconsiderable magnitude to the kingdom. He saw clearly enough 
that the Turks had forfeited tneir right to rule by their centri
fugal activities, and unless a vigorous reassertion of the Turkish 
superiority, symbolised by the absolute authority of the king, 
was made, the kingdom would soon break into pieces. This absolut
ism was worked out with singular success in his reign and was 
further developed and utilised by the Khaljis. It is true, 
however, that this new type of sovereignty was unfamiliar to 
the Turks, and differed from their conception, out as we have 
observed in the earlier chapter, the chief leaders - the Forty - 
had either oeen removed by death or reduced to impotence by Balban 
after his rise to power. And it also explains partly why he did 
not go out on distant expeditions of conquest, after his accession 
With the death of Shr Klian the influence of the Forty practically 
died out and left balban unopposed in the exefcution of his policy.

These remarks are worth rememoering, as this policy of 
strengthening the absolutism of the Sultan is the central fact of

L) According to Barani - Q.65, he was poisoned by Balban1 s orders. He 
is said to have died 4 or 5 years after Balbanfs accession.



a a a aJLof his reign and appears as ar, once the cause, of all his 
activities which resulted in security in tne kingdom. Although 
our chronicler is markedly sparing in giving details of his 
fairly long reign of twenty years, his achievements, so fas as 
are recorded, can be descrioed under the single heading of 
"Reorganization.!t This included not only provisions for internal 
security, and centralisation of the government, but also security 
of the frontiers against foreign enemies, which,however, we 
propose to deal with fully in the next chapter.

At the first step to this material security, and restora
tion of the royal authority, he turned his attention to the 
army, which he regarded as the main support of the state. The 
army was entirely reorganised, its numoer increased oy the 
addition of a few thousand of infantry and cavalry, and officers 
of estaulished auility andjloyalty were appointed. The pay of 
the soldiers was increased and some of them were assigned Iqtas
of villages, in lieu of cash paymei . Soon, however, he found 
out the disadvantages of such assignments, and although he 
prohaoly retained his own arrangements, he proposed a thorough 
readjustment of the older arrangements made by Iltutmish. In 
the second or tnird year of his accession, during tne expedition 
to the Salt range, and subsequently to Lahirl, he found that the

1) Berani, p.29.
2) Ibid p.60; 61-2; TH. and Hajai Dabir make no mention of this important

fact. Ferishta I, p. 78, copies Barani.



military assignees or Iltutmish, numbering about two thousand, 
who held villages in the Doab in lieu of either personal 
service in the royal forces or providing one to three fully 
equipped horsemen, had been failing in thexr duties or joining 
the colours. Most of the original assignees had either died 
or grown unfit for military service, while the remainder had 
either stayed at home and enjoyed the assignments by bribing 
the officials of the War Office (Diwan-i-Atez) or performed 
their duties by sending one ill-equipped horseman. The heirs 
of the original Iatafdars, who were employed only for their 
lives - had inherited the assignments as a matter of ©ourse 
and with the connivance if the Army department,had been enjoying 
the income without performing the duties. Some of them claimed 
to have received the assignments as reward for their past 
services and therefore involved no liabilities. After a 
thorougn enauiry of the records, Balban proposed a partial 
resumption of all the villages and a compensation to the 
assignees whom he divided into three clas SU. i) Those who were 
old and unable to perform military duty were to be fixed a 
pension or forty to fifty Tankas each, and their villages to 
be resumed; 2) Those who were young and fit fur active service 
were to receive a fixed pay according to their efficiency out 
of the income of tneir respective villages, wnile the surplus 
was to go to the Central Exchenuer; and 3) the infant and

1) Barani p.62-63.



no
widows - heirs of the original grantees, who were to receive 
a gratuity out of the income of the village, to oe collected 
by the Finance Department (Diwan-i-Wazarat). The order, how
ever, evoked considerable agitation amongst the old men and 
leaders of the original Iqtafdars - belonging to the first 
category - who approached the Katwal of Delhi and a great 
friend of Balban,and begged him tv, intercede on their 
The aged Katwal played on tne feelings of the monarcn and had 
the orders concerning the old men rescinded while the regulations 
regarding the remaining two appear to have been enforced.

Barani gives a graphic description of the unsettled 
conditions of life and property wnich prevailed during the latter 
part of Mahmud’s reign. Not to speak of the outlying provinces,
in the heart of the kingdom, roads were infested with robbers

(2)who stopped all trading intercourse with Hindufethan," while
13)the Hindu peasants of the Doab were virtually in rebellion.

A detailed reference has been made earlier to the plundering
raids of the Hindu Rajputs of North-East Rajpitana - called

(4)Meos by the chroniclers. Extensive forests in the neignoourhood

1) Barani, p.64;^the passage runs thus: ^ ̂  p
The context refers only to the - *** b
aged leaders of the IqtafDars and not to the whole of the assignees. Cf. Prasad - Medieval India p.162. Cf.Also Camb.Hist. Ill, p.77.

2) Ferishta, p.77, explains the term as signifying the privinces of
Jaunpur, Behar and Bengal.

3) Barani, p.56.
4) See Supra p. 157-
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of the capital furnished them with safe retreats and they
carried their depredations into the very city itself in broad
daylight. The Rajputs of Rohilkhand had also increased their
aggression on the Muslim districts of Amroha and Budao^Balban
had already turned his attention to this menace toward the end
of Mahmudfs reign and immediately on his accession the activities
to extirpate the turbulence were intensified. For a whole year
he was engaged in hunting down the highway robbers and clearing
the forests around the city. The refuge of the Meos was thus
destroyed and a fortress was built at Gopal^ir guardfeiijthe
approach to the capital from the south-west, and was^under a
strong Afghan garrison. Similar military outposts were erected
in the neighbourhood of the city and olaced in charge of Afghan 

(2)garrisons. The Meos were thus held in check and Delhi was
made secure against their depredations, but the Doab was also 
in a similar ferment. Next year Balban turned his attention to 
it, and in order to deal effectively with the rebellious Hindu 
peasants he distributed the important towns and villages in this 
region among powerful hobles as military assignments (Iatafs) 
in order to chastise them severely, .clear the jungle, and restore 
order and tranquility. The province was thus brought under 
complete control in a short time. Brigands were seized and 
slain, while the peasants returned to normal obedience. Balbah

(1) Barani, p.57. ^  ^
18) Barani, p.57; TH* P*40, writes the name of the fort as 

See also Ferishta I, p.77.
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remained in the neighbourhood of Kampil and Patiala to clear 
the highways from robbers. Forests were cut down, roads were 
built through them, and to provide for security of the trading 
routes he erected fortresses at Bhejpur, Kampil and Patial* - 
the previous strongholds of the highwaymen - and garrisoned 
them with Afghan troops] He also repaired the fortress of 
Ja tali- situated on the route to Hindusthan - and similarly 
garrisoned it. While he was still engaged in these measures, 
news arrived that the Rajputs of Katahar wfitfeplundering the 
districts of Budaon and Amroha and the Muqtifs‘ were powerless 
against their number. Balban immediately returned to Delhi, 
assembled his forces, and on the pretence of starting on a 
hunting expedition, suddenly appeared before Katohar. A body 
of five thousand archers were directed to plunder and b u m  the 
whole of bhe Katohar fro^tae** and to slay all the males even 
down to the age of nine. The punishment was meant to be severe,

.) Barani, p.57-58; Cf. TM, which state that operations were carried on
Koh-payah (foothills) of Santur. where a fortress was erected 
in the village of f,Mukar-Khajer1 (?)J p.40; Kampil and Patiali
are both situated in the Furrukahad  - district;- the last
refuge of the Gahadavalas - see Supra p. As the Trans-
Gangetic country was yet only partially conquered and as most 
of the Rajput ruling families had returned thither, it is 
probable that the rebellion and the disaffection in the Doab 
were engineered by the dispossed Rajputs and were of a political 
nature.

2) It is probably the same place of the same name noticed by Carlyle -
Reports XII, p.12 - 11 miles east of Aligarh, which was reporte
to have been built by the Htthans on the ruins of the old Hindu
town, named Nilaati. No ruin of any fort has, however, been
noticed by him. See also Juji.GaS. Ind. XIV, p. 14-15. If the mosqi
of Balban, whose epitaph is recorded on it, was erected in connec
tion with tnis re-settlement of the town, this Expedition must be
placed in 665-6/1266-7 A.D. See Arell.Sur.Reports 1914-15 p.151-52.
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and Barani records how at every village and jungle heaps of 
dead bodies were found, the stencn of which poisoned the air 
as far as the Ganges. The region v/as plundered and almost • 
depopulated, but it served its purpose. The people of the 
adjacent districts were also thoroughly (cowed, the area was 
cleared of jungle, roads were made,and order and estaolisned 
government wet£introduced in the newly annexed provxnce. The 
Katehriyas were finally crushed and probably their stronghold 
at Aolna was also captured. Barani states that from that day 
the Iqta!s of Budaon, Amroha Sambhal and Kanuri (?) were renderei 
safe and the Katehriyas never again raised their heads}^

Except for the rebellion of Tughril of Lakhnauti towards 
the end of his reign, no other defiance or the royal authority 
occurred, and peace and order reigned throughout the kingdom.
It will perhaps be convenient to describe the rebellion and 
its suppression in this connection, which once more shows the 
unswerving determination of the monarch to re-estaolish the 
prestige and power of the throne at any cost.

In the year of Balban*s accession, Tatar Khan, the rebel 
Muqti1 of Lakhnauti, recognising the strength of the new regime,

L) Barani, p.59.
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sent sixty-three elephants and other presents to Delhi as a
,  ̂ (1) mark of his allegiance. Subsequentxy, however, he appears to

have either died or been remove!) for the next muqtiT is named
Tughril who was a personal slave of Balban. He was a bold and
ambitious man and true to the name of Balghakpur - the province

(3)had earned for rebellion-after having successfully made an 
expedition into the Hindu state of Tipperah in the south-west 
corner of Bengal, called Hajanagar by the chronicler) declared
his rebellion by wirhholdxng the ruyal l/5 of the spoils and the 
treasure, ana finally assuming tne regal insignia and the title

.) Barani, p.53; Riyazus-Salatin p#75.
5) Cf.Riyazus-Salatin p.75, which states that Tatar was recalled to Delhi

and Tughril appointed in his place, Haja, Dabir II, p.733, places 
his appointment in 553/1264, but contradicts himself on III, p.965 
where Tughril is said to have been appointed in 657/1258-9 A.D.
Cf. alsb|*(p.40, which states that Khan was appointed to„
succeed She^Khan (possibly a misreading for Tamurkhan )

U&A Tughril,however, ’usurped the authority, and
finally defeated him? Steward, p.69, states that Tatar Khan was
confirmed Dy Balban and he ruled until his death in 676/1277 A.D.

(3) Ferishta I,p.79, places it in 670/1271 A.D. and Haji Dabir III, p.965,
agrees. Stewart - History of Bengal, p.70, however, correctly 
dates it in 678/1279 A.D.'

(4) Scholars are not agreed as to the exact location of Hajinagar, which
is also written Jajinagar in both the Printed Text and the India 
Office MS, No. 177, F.53b*i57b. The TM. p.41, has Narkilah^?) 
while Ferishta I, p.79-80 has Jajinagar. The Rijazus-Salatin, 
pp. 75-78, writes it as Jajnagar. Elliot III, pp. 112 and 120, 
wrote it as Jajnagar, according to his MSS., but rightly stated
that it was not Orissa but musi, have been on the east of
Brahmaputra corresponding to Tipperah. Stewart - History of Bengal 
p.70, writes it as Jagnagar-Tipperan. Ravertyfs identification - 
Trans.Tab.Nas. p.590 note,-with Jagnagar-Orissa, although sup
ported by R.D. Banerj i-Batiglar Ithias II, p.70-71 - is, however, 
difficult to reconcile with the knwwn facts. How could Tughril

vcont. on next page)
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(1)of Sultan Mughisuddin. By his profuse liberality he soon 
persuaded the neople of Lakhnauti to support him. Balban, 
thorough enraged at this new defiance of his authority, despatched

) Cf. Ri^azus-Salatin p.75; Barani p.82-83; T!5\ p.41, from which
Ferdshta copies - I,j>?79, states that balban fell sick at this 
time and that news of his death spread to Lakhnauti and Tughril 
thought it opportune to declare independence. No coin of 
Tughril has yet been found.

cont. from previous page.
fly to Orissa (if it was Ha j inagarpf or Jaj inagar) which he had 
attacked a few years earliefc? Orissa is on the south-west of 
Lakhnauti and we are told by Barani that Balban made an agree
ment with the Hindu ruler of ) that he
should prevent Tughril!s flight by the river. No river route 
exists between Brissa and Lakhnauti, while on the other hand 
/uvUĉ o»y$<»KAwUiiHCOuld prevent Tughrilfs flight by the river Padma, 
Meghna and Others. Bedides, if it was Orissa where Tughril was 
flying, Balban could have asked the king of Orissa to secure 
Tughril1 s capture, which he would have gladly done in view of 
Tughril*s alleged expedition into Orissa (Jajnagar). Ravertyfs 
argument, which Banerji also puts forward; that Barani does not 

' mention the crossing of any great river on Balban1s march 
towards Hajinagar (Tif>f>£-**<*-K) is without any weight. It Is 
inconceivable that Balban would have committed such a folly of 
marching so far east to Sonargdon in the rainy season and making 
the fruitless agreement with the ruler of Sonargoon knowing fully 
that Tughril was marching westward into Jajanagar (Orissa).
There could be no doubt as to the place-(whatever its name might 
have been ) being situated towards the south-east of Bengal. A 
few facts support Elliot1s view, though the name should be read 
Hajinagar - possibly a corruption of Jahajnagar S a popular 
name of the tract. A chronicle of the ruling house of 
makes an actual reference to Tughril Khan, the Governor of 
Lakhnauti, who helped one of the rival claimants to the throne 
with troops in 1298 A.D. The ruler named , was also
given the title of Manikya, which is still borne by the 
family. Tughril was presented by the grateful prince with 
elephants and treasure - "Rajmala11 (Beng. ) Ed.K.C.Singha, 
pp.29-31. txxy abridged trans. of the chronicle is also published 
in JASB.1850, p.533. Barani prooabi^ refers to Tughrilfs 
successfully helping the ruler pH and^Jhis receiving of presents, 
when he speaks or his expedition to Hajinagar. We can also

(Cont. on next page)



(1)A Twin Khan, the rauqti1 of Awadh, with a large army against the 
rebel. In the battle that followed near the river Saraju 
(Ghacjra), Tughril defeated the royal army and a large number 
of the troops deserted to him. The remnant was further destroyed 
by the Hindu tribes of Awadh and the Doab. The news of this 
defeat upset Balban* s eqiinimity and he ordered the defeated
general to be hanged on the gates of Awa A similar fate met
the royal army despatched next year under Tirmi.?l. According

(4)to the TarikhA-Mubarak Shahi, a third army, sent under Malik 
Shihabuddin of Awadh, was also defeated bv Tughril, after which 
Balban himself made preparations to march against him. Taking 
with him his second son, Bughra Khan, the muqti* of Samana and 
Sunam and his personal troops, and having appointed his friend, 
the Kotwal of Delhi to act as the Regent during his absence,

1) Riyazus-Salatin , p.76, states that AtWin. Khan-was appointed muqti*
of Lakhnauti. Ferishta I,p.79 accepts this; Cf. also Blochmann - 
JASB. 1874, p.287, who only reproduces Budaoni*s account, I, 
p.127 - which is a mixture of tnar of the TM and the Riyazus- 
Salatin.

[2) Barani, p.84; TM. p.41, states that the said generals were defeated 
and imprisoned by Tughril at Narkila (or ITarkil) - ?).

understand Tughril*s flight towards Hajinagar, where he c^uld 
expect a hearty welcome by the grateful ruler, from whom he 
intended to return and regain Lakhnauti after the departure 
of Balban - See Barani p.87, Cf. Haji Dabir III, p.966, who 
dates this in 671/1272.

[3)
(4) f1**;

tfote (4) cont. from previous page.



he crossed the Jumna. He requisitioned the contingents of 
the adjoining provinces, and at Awadh held a general levee 
in whicn about two hundred thousand men were entered for all

regardless of the approaching rainy season. The progress of 
the royal army was, however, delayed by the heavy rains, and 
Tughril, unable to face the Sultan with such a huge army, 
collected his followers and treasure, left the city of Lakhnauti

Lakhnauti with utmost haste, and on reaching the city, he left 
Malik Husatnuddin, the maternal grandfather of Barani, in charge 
of it, with instructions to keep the Sultan informed of all the 
news from Delhi, and set out in pursuit of Tughril. He certainly 
marched toward the East, as he arrived at Sunargaon (Dacca

ruler of Eastern Bengal, where the Sena dynasty was succeeded by 
a prince named Danuj Madhava, a fragmentary copperplate grant

., p.85-86; PS. p.78; Ferishta I, p.80; Haji Dabir III, p*967, 
writes it Jaianagar, though he does not mention the earlier 
expedition to it by Tughril. TM. p.42, states that Tughril fled 
towards Narkila, and that Malik IkhtiyaruddIn Bektars was sent 
with a big army in his pursuit.

kinds of service in the army, and then set out for Lakhnauti

and in al]Jhaste made towards Balban pusned on tu

probably tne headquarters of the Hindu

2) See Rennell - Memoirs p.57. for bhe location and description of 
Sunargaon.
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of whom hasrecently Deen discovered at Vikrampore, in Dacca
District. It is probable that he was yet independent, wnich
explAns the fact that the latter should prevefct Tughril1s flight

(2)by way of the rivers within the kingdom of tne Hindu prince.
The agreement having been made, Balban pushed westwards and

1) It has not been properly edited; A tfe*iajtwe reading was published
in the Bengali Monthly Journal Bharat Varsha for 1332 Bfc pt.II, 
pp.78-81, from which an account of it is given in inscriptions 
of Bengal, III, p.181; both the scholars agree that this 
Danuja ari raj Dasaratha, was the same as Danuj Rai of Barani, 
p. 87, and'Naija oT~Abul ^Tazal - Afcm-i-Akbari, Trans. II,jbx*±£ 
p.146, who, however, makes him a scion of the Sena dynasty - 
Hcjy.Dynast ic History I,p. 383.

2) TM. relates a curious in connection with the meeting of
Daniij Rai with Balban. The Rai expresses his desire bo present 
himself to the Sultan only if the Sultan rises from his seat 
when he arrives. Balban was chary to honour an infidel in this 
way, but Malik Be*C Tnrs suggested a clever way to save the 
situation. The Sultan should keep a falcon on his hand when 
the Rai arrives - should rise up and let it loose after some 
bird, so that the significance of the movement should not be 
clear to the people. B.42-43. The story suggests that Balban 
regarded the Rai as independent and did not want to alienate 
him.



arrived within 140 miles from the frontiers of Haji Nagar?
No trace of Tughril having been found, he detached a part of 
his army under Malik Bektars and sent him in advance, while 
the Sultan followed in rear. A party of scouts from the 
advance army succeeded in locating the rebel and his army on 
the frontier of Haji Nagar,and so suddenly fell upon his unsus
pecting army that his troops all fled and Tughril was killed 
on the banks of a stream near by. His treasure, followers and 
dependents were captured; Malik Bektars returned with the 
possessions and the head df the rebel to Balban, who had halted 
on the receipt of the news, and the royal party then returned 
to Lakhnauti. After rewards and promotions were distributed 
among the vistorious troops, an exemplary punishment was meted 
out to the followers of the ill-fated rebel and every single 
male who had even the slightest connection with him was hanged 
on gibbets erected on both sides of the bazar of Lakhnauti.

In the Fateh-nam^, composed by Amir Kh«£rau, who had accompanied
bughra Khan to Bengal (f$irza - Life and Works of Khusrau, p.42), 
in which Balban recounts the conquests of his general Malik 
IkhtiySruddin bektars, in Lakhnauti, no mention is made of the 
rebellion of Tughril and his suppression. On the contrary, it 
is said that Bektars was sent out with efficient troops for the 
restoration and re-conquest of Jajagfuia^atft?Hajinagar) and Awadh 
(?) which were situated very far from Delhi and almost near the 
ocean. Bektars went with his troops and when arrived in the 
neighbourhood of Jajanagar, Maldeo Rana, the general on behalf 
of the Rai of Jajanagar, came up with 20 elephants, 5000 cavalry 
and 10,000 footmen to give him battle, the ”army of Islam" routed 
them and captured 16 elephants. Bektars then pushed on to 
Jahan sar (? Add. 16842, folio 513b, has Maharbenares) which was 
the residence of the Rai and succeeded in capturing the strong

(Cont. on next page)



The deserters from the royal army who had joined him were 
reserved for a similar punishment at Delhi!"^Bughra Khan was 
appointed to the pparovince, and was repeatedly warned of the 
consequence of any disloyalty or disobedience to the Sultan 
of Delhi. After advising him about his kingly duties, Balban 
set out for Delhi and made a triumphal entrance into his capital 
after an absence of three years. The prisoners were, however,

1) Barani, pp.91-92.

1) cont. from previous page.
fortress of Hargaon (Add. 16842 - folio 513b and 16841 F.415b 
have*!6aonj-Sonar Goan ?), whoch was bravely defended by Wawats. 
After it was partly c*ptured, Rai Beerajit Mai, who was distin
guished among theHindus for statesmanship and intelligence, on 
finding himself doomed to destruction, sent a few of his men 
with offerings and presents to Malik Bektars asking for pardon, 
and assuring his acknowledgment of the Muslim suzerainty and 
payment of tribute - ( e *) ) and service. The application
was granted, his emmissaries were sent back with amnesty and 
protection. On the news of this happy event tne Rai Beerajit 
Mai sent 50 elephants and other offerings of wealth to the 
general and the next; day he himself presented himself at the 
Sultan*s court and was enrolled as a vassal of the Muslim State, 
and he accepted the condition of Zimmi and gladly agreed to obey 
al}. the conditions. This being done, the army returned to Delhi 
on the 5th Shawwal 680/1281 A.D. I*jaz-i-Khusravi (Lucknow,1876)
V, pp.5-14. 1 have not been able to find any confirmation of the
facts mentioned, and it is doubtful if the proper names have been 
correct ly written. Jahan Bar o^ Mahabenares is difficult to 
locate, and then the mention of Awadh along with Jajanagar makes 
it all the more confusing. xf it really refers to the conquest 
of ’’Jajanagar" it could not be Orissa, whose king at that time 
was Narsingh II, who himself is said to have conquered a portion 
of Western Bengal soon after in 1296, as mentioned in the Kendu 

Plates - JASB. Vol. 65, pp.229-37; Banerji - History of 
Orissa I, p.273; Bengali Viswaktogit (Encyclopedia). Vol. V,p.321, 
article on Gangeya, As to the possibility of the conquest" 
mentioned above, having reference to that of Haji Nagar,i.e. 
Tipperah, it does not seem probable. The chronicle of the dynasty

(contd. on next page)



[1)

(2 )

Slote

released, after a temporary imprisonment, on the supplication
of the Qauri of the army, who was orevailed upon by the relatives
of the prisoners to intercede on their Dehalf• Governors and
faudatory princes all flocked to Delhi to pay their homage to
the Sultan. Prince Muhammud, the Viceroy of Multan, Lahore
and Dipalpore, also paid a visit to his father and Drought
the trioute and spoils that he had collected during those three
years in course of his expeditions in Lower Sindh as far as

U)Debal and Damrila. He was already appointed as the Crown 
Princi^and was now sent Dack with further honour and rewards.

Barani remarks that lifter the suppression of Tughril 
the authority and prestige of the Sultan rested rested firmly

Amhh KhuBrau' - Dibacha of the Gurratul-Kamal, quoted by budaoni, 
Hanking I, p.216.

Barani, p.69.

(1) cont. from pevious page.
does not mention it; the first Muslim invasion of the ĉ tfctidry 
occurred in the reign of Sultan Sil(andar Shah in the III decade 
of the XIV century - Tipperah Gazetteer, p*13. The only other 
alternative - unless we reject the whole account as forgery - 
is to refer t>6 this reported conquest ir0 the kingdom of Sonargaor 
and I have suggested that Asirgoion might De a corruption for 
Sonargaon, which we know soon after appears under Muslim rule.
It is not improcable that Danuj Rai was reduced to subjection toy 
bektars before Tughril could De pursued any further, and that the 
agreement recorded in barani followed this, beirajit Mai, in thal 
case, was prooaoiy a general of the Rai. Barani, although he 
falls to mention this event, protoaoly alludes to it when he 
records Balban*s warning to Baghra Khan Ip.93) that whoever amon^ 
the muqtifs of Hind, Sind, Malwah, Gujrat, Lakhnawati and Sonarg* 
rebels against Delhi would meet with a similar fate. The duratic 
of Danuj Raifs reign in Eastern Bengal is not known, but Mr.
Bhattashatl thinks it terminates in about 1280 A,D. - See Bharatvarsha (Sengali) 1332 B.S. Pt. II, pp•78-81.
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in the hearts df the people, and peace and order was manifest
(1)throughout the kingdom.

The kingdom was a-c the height of its power and prestige,
and the country witnessed for the first time a strong, stable
and powerful government, with peace within and security from
external dangers. It may be mentioned here that Ba±ban devoted
the best of his energy and resources tu guarding his fruntiers
against the Mongols. Early in his reign, he led expeditions
against the ever-turbul^ni^tribes of the Salt range. Details

(2)of his operations in tnis region are lacking, but we can reasonably 
presume that he effectively checked the turbulence of those tribes 
who were not only a nuisance to the settled districts of the 
kingdom, but sometimes acted as guides to the Mongol invaders. 
Lahore was recovered from tne Mongols, and after having been 
rebuilt, was added to tne frontier province of of Multan, and 
Dipalpore, placed under his eldest son, Prince Muhammud, Art er 

)Cka.w'.s deathj strong army of about seventeen or
eighteen thousand horsemen was set opart for dealing with the

(3^Mongo 16, who were effectively held at bay on the line of the Boas. 
He himsef never moved from his capital except once, and was always

1) Barani, p.199.
\2) Barani, pp. 59-61.
3) Ibid p.81.



prepared for fighting the invaders, and for this purpose kept 
his force ready and fit by constant exercise even during the 
years of his regency. Security of the frontiers was his first 
care, and even the subjection of rebellious and Hindu chiefs 
wltnin the kingdom was regarded as secondary, and the latter 
was only undertaken when there was no immediate danger from 
the invaders, and was utilised as a means of replenishing the

(2*treasure with which to provide money and men t~ fignt the Mongols.
He lived long enough to see the reai Its of his life-long

activity. His virtual rule of the kingdom for more than 40 years
marked with such achievements of peace and security - made

such a profound impression on tne mind of the people that the
prosperous and long reign of Iltutmish was almost forgotten,
and it appeared that Balban1s dynasty had come to stay. He
himself entertained no doubts about it, and looked upon his
eldest, son as his successor, whom he never tired of advising

(3)
as to his regal duties. Barani, Amir Khusrau and Amir Hasan 
bestow lavish praises on the generosity, accomplishments, and

1) His hunting expeditions were really military exercises which Hulaku
is said to have xgt&agKlttdk realised Barani pp.54-55. For his preparedness to meet the Mongols, whicn prevented him from settini 
out: on distant expeditions and conquests, see his answer to his courtiers - Barani p.52.

2) The Tab.Nas, p.2»1, states that in the year 645/1247 no Mongol armyha<t arrived in Sindh and therefore*Ulugh Knan represented to the 
Sultan that the year should be spent in chastising and ravaging
the territory of the.* and Ranas of Hindusthan, who have not been / punished recently, and thereby acquire booty and means ’‘to repel 
the infidel Mongols11. A detailed discussion of Balban*s frontier 
policy will be found in tne next chapter.

3) Text, pp.67-69.



martial qualities of the prince, and there can be no doubt 
nbout the fact that had he lived he would have been a capable 
successor to his father, and the fate of the dynasty would, 
probably, have been deferred, if not entirely avoided. fWit 
fate had deemed otherwise, end in a fierce battle witb the 
Mongols led by Tamar Khnn, fought between Lahore and Dipalpore 
on the bank of the Kftvi, the prince was slain, on the 30th 
Zil-H4^a*!k4684/26tb February 1286 A.D. - after a temporary 
success over the enemy forces] This disaster at Multan and
the death of bis heir came as a terrible shock to the aged

^  »

monarch, who never recovered from the blow. His hopes for the
^ r, »Y * ‘ 4 j . .* •' '• i/x M  'y . *rr 'F. >, *" «’<▼'*.' t. , • * t V'-.̂ ‘-t 1 '* b- , . r.-, y- Ztf' * h*\ 1 •. rf - » ^ f ■continuation of his policy and dynasty were shaken, for his 

second son,BQghra Khan, was ease-loving and mediocre in ability, 
and besides, shirked responsibilities. Barani gives a touching 
description of the grief of the Sultan, who boro it seemingly

(1) Barani, n.109: TM. pp.44-51, ouotes in full the account of the
Prince*a fight and death composed by Amir Hasan. Budaoni, pt.I. 
p.138, quotes from the ode of Amir Khusrau; end Ferishta I,p.86, 
gives the substance of it.

The Teb.Afcbsri, p.88, relates a story of how the Prince met his fate owing to his incurring the displeasure of the saint 
Sndruddin of Multan. It is said that the Prince in a fit of 
drunkenness divorced his wife - a daughter of jtha Shamsuddin 
Jltutmish (Ferlehta II, pp.410-11, says a daughter of Rukamuddin son of Tltutmish), but later on wanted her back. This could 
only be done by having her married to another man and re-divorced by him. Accordingly she was married to the saint on the under
standing that he should divorce her again. But the Princess did 
not want to go back to him and requested the saint to let her 
remain with him. On the saintjs refusing to divorce her, the 
Prince flew into a rage. A«^*swore to kiil the saint before he 
ate or drank anything, ftu£ the of the Mongol invasion
arrived before he could execute his plan; he started in 
haste, proclaiming his intention of killing the saint after
his return, which he never did. The story seems unreal and 
improbable, and was probably invented by some zealous discipl* 
of the saint.



unaffected while in puDlic, out wept oiiterly at night. But 
still he carried on the works of state, and appointed Kai 
Khusrau, Lhe eldest son of the fmartyred Prince1, to his 
fatherls place in Multan]

His health now rapidly declined and the anxiety for the 
continuance of his dynasty disturbed his mind. He summoned 
Bughra Khan to his side, and entreated him not to leave him now 
that he was nearing his death. He had no other son to succeed 
him, and if Kai Khusrau and Kai $©b«d, his grandsons, who were 
still in their 'teens, should De placed on the throne, the 
kingdom would go to ruinsf. But Bughra Khan loved the easy and 
the care-free life of Lakhnauti, and after staying with his 
father for tnree months, during which balban partially recovered, 
quietly left Delhi for his Province. While he was still on his 
way, rsalban was on his death oed. The incompetence of his sole 
surviving son left him no choice, and he instructed his friend 
the Kotwal, the Wazir Khwaja Hasan Bas'fci, and a few counsellors, 
to raise Kai Khusrau to the throne. He was young and inexperienced 
out had no other choice. It would seem that his sole care was 
to av<Jid a dynastic change, and In so doing he, unconsciously 
perhaps, put the success and continuation of his policy of 
strengthening the kingdom, at stake. He was fully aware of the

) Barani, p.110.
) Barani, pp.121-22.
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youth and incapacity of Kai Khusrau to rule, although he
had brought him up under his personal care and attention,
out it was a cnoice oetween two evils, and he relied $tpon
the Kotwal and other favourite and trusxed officials for the
protection of his dynasty and also of his policy. It was
clearly a makeshift, and perhaps he could foresee the impending
doom of his dynasty, hut he could hardly help it. He died

(1)shortly after, and with him ended also the first phase of 
Muslim rule in India,- Marked oy exclusive domination by the 
Turks. The impending change was apparent to every ones 
"Every upstart,11 said tne Kotwal, when Balban* s coffin was 
being lowered into the grave "will now aspire to the tnrone 
and the ancient families and old aristocracies will be ruined." 
This change, rapidly tnough it was coming, was hastened by the 
new reign which we shall survey in the next few pages.

1) No more accurate date fur his death than only the year 685/1286 A.D.
is found anywhere,

2) Barani, p.123: see also Barani*s observations on the passing of
Balban*s reign.



(b) The Kaiqabad and the fall of the Dynasty.

It Is useless to speculate aDout tne possible uatxaots
of Kai Khusrau*s reign, for he was immediately alter Balban*s 
death, sent off to Multan to which he was appointed by his

cherished some private grudge against his father, and so were
(1)apprehensive of danger if Kai Khusrau was raised to the throne.

Malik Beksariq, the Wazir Hasan Basri and the Dabir Ala, who
opposed the elevation of Kaiqubad, were Imprisoned by the

(2)Kotwal*s party and exiled. Kalquhad wasgiven the title of

the gaty and licentious life under the reign of Kaiqobad.
£x±mritx The prince, who was only seventeen or eighteen years 
of age, was brought under the strict care and vigilance or his 
grandfather. He was gifted with charming manners and accom
plishments, and possessed a refined taste for poetr^ and music. 
During all his life, the s^ricu and almost puritanical discipline 
of his grandfather’s court allowed him no opportunity for tasting

grandfather. It is said that the Kotwal and his people

Sultan Muizuddib, and was raised to the throne
Barani seems t^ forget his old age when he writes about

Barani, p.122 
TM. p.52.
Barani, p.127; Haji Dabir II, p.738r Amir Khusrau, in QS. p.27, places 

his accession in 686/1287, from whom TM. p. 52, copies it; see 
also Elliot III, Appendix, p.525.



the pleasures of life. "He could not glance at a fairface
or drain a goblet of wine." Now suddenly, and unexpectedly,
he found himself absolute master not only of his own actions,
but of a rich and prosperous kingdom. The usual result
followed, and his pent-up desires and preferences found
expression in his unbridled indulgence in gaiety, dancing,
wine and women. His court became full of buffoons, pleasure
hunters, dancers and musicians, and he led an unrelieved
life of sensual enjoyment. His courtiers and the citizens
of the capital followed suit, and the city became a good
market for traders in wine, music, and dancing girls fcho came
from all corners of the kingdom. It was an age similar in
gaiety and merriment to the reign of Charles II of England,
after the austere and gloomy rule ofBalban. Wine merchants
plied a lucrative trade, and men of letters and learning had
nothing to do but to pay their quota of wit and humour to
the gatherings of merriment. The young Sultan gave up residence
in the old city and built a new palace at Kildkhari, on the

(2)Jumna, His retinue and officers shifted there with the court 
and soon the place was teeming with new buildings and people 
of all kinds of occupation. B8ran?^notes that during the three

Barani, p.128.
Barani, p.130. The place was already growing into a suburb of Delhi, 

and was known as Shahr-i-Nau (the New City) as early as the 
reign of NSsiruddin Mahmud.-Tab.Nas.-Raverty, p.634.

Amir Khusrau gives a fine description of the beautiful palace,-in
p.24-44.
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years of Kaiqob&d^s reign, the people had no other work but 
tu indulge in pleasure and lead an extremely lazy life. The 
personal popularity of the Sultan largely contributed to 
mitigate the dangers which he had neglected to provide 
against, and the government was left to the old servants of 
the State and to the successful intriguer.

Apart from the account of the indulgence of the 
Sultan and his court, whicn occupies most of Barani*s history 
of the reign, the history of the period is that of the ambition 
and designs or Nizamuddin, the son-in-law of the Kotwal of 
Delhi. At the beginning of the new reign the customary 
procedure of confirming old officers was followed by the 
Sultan. He promoted KhwFja Khatir to the office of cnief 
minister, and conferred on him the title or Khwaja Jahan.
Among the new appointments were Malik Turki* the Khas-Hajib, 
Malik Jawarji, Sari Jandar (the leader of the guAsfl^and 
Nizamuddin, who Decame tne Dad-bak (chief justiciary 
Malik Qiwamuddin, the secretary, was also

1) TM. p.53; the account differs slightly from that given in Barani, 
who does not supply the details and the names of the officers.
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* (1 )appointed r.o„ the Naib-i-Wakildar. Among these Malik Nizamuddin
wormed himself into the confidence of the Sultan, and though
he held a judicial post, Barani states that he soon made himself
into m  a real Naib-i-Mamlikat ^deputy of the kingdom; and
assumed control over all the functions of the State. He was

(21a shrewd and able administrator, andBarani gives him all the 
credit for the maintenance of peace and the continuance of the 
worthless rule of Kaiqob&d. As a virtual dictator, he directed 
the functions of the kingdom and all the influential men of the 
court, when they saw his undisputed authority, attached them
selves to him. He sent his wife to reside in the palace, and 
assume# control of the Harem of the Sultan, who called her his 
mother. Due to his family connection with the Kotwal, the most 
influential and respected man in the capital, he wielded almost
royal authority.

V 31Barani regrets that such an able administrator like 
Nizamuddin should have yielded to the temptation of usurping 
the throne from the incapable and debauched Sultan, but to 
every thinking man a dynastic change was perhaps only a matter 
of time. The descendants of balban had proved themselves 
incapable of ruling the country, which needed strong rulers and 
not effeminate and timid men like Kaiqobad or his father Bughra

) Barani, p.131.
) Ibid p.168.
) Ibid p.169.



Khan. The Mongols had renewed their incursions with increased 
success, and the western frontiers of the kingdom had Deen 
pushed Dack as far as the Sutle#ge. A warrior king was necessary, 
and sentimental and dynastic considerations were of no value. We 
do not know if Nizamuddin was a soldier, Dut the arguments of 
the Kotwal, who wamted to stop ftim from his designs^on the ground 
thar, Kt did no^Delong to the "race of kings," were hardly any 

i jufcfdfication for perpetuating on the throne at any cost the
fast declining house of Balban. Subsequent events show-that a 
bolder man than Nizamuddinf-whose only method was intrigue/-was 
required to do away with the fiction of the rule of Balban1s 
dynasty.

Nizamuddin, however, pursued his game, and proceeded 
to remove his possible enemies systematically. To remove the 
rightful claimant to the throne after Kaiqobad, he had Kai Khusrau 
Viceroy of Multan, recalled and murdered at Rhotak, with the royal 
orders given in a fit of intoxication. He inspir ed terror into 
the heart of every other monarch of note, who, for their safety, 
supported him in his designs. The Wazir Khwaja Khatir, who had 
probably, already been bereft of his authority of the chief
executive offiver of the kingdom, was disgraced. An influential

, \ ' ^.Y r ■party of Mongol converts, who had settled in Delhi in Balban1s
reign, and held important orf^ces in the court, and were related 

j (3)
to some of the influential slaves of Balban, were likewise seized

1) Barani, pp.135-38.
2) Barani, p.133
3) Ibid, p.132; TM> p.53 states^ the Sultan, six months tffter his

(cont.on next page)
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imprisoned and killed, and their property confiscated, on
the plea that they were seditious and were contemplating
revolution. HS pursued the same policy against Malik Shahak,
the newly appointed Amifc-i-Haj^, and Governor of Multan.
Malik 'liizaki, the Muqti of Baran and the master-mas ter of

1 2)the kingdom, was also similarly disgraced and removed.
These proceedings made his designs abundantly clear, and all
the influential officers, including the provincial governor,

(3 )allied themselves to him for their own safety. The Sultan, 
placed under the care of Mizamuddin*s wife, refused to listen 
to anything against him, and so the dynastic change began to 
he talked of in puDlic, and the removal of the worthless king 
became only a question of time. .

1) TM. p.55. it places the disgrace of Malik Shahak (who was appointed
Amir-i-HajfiD^after the execution of the Mongol convertsj with 
whom Malik Ss|ahuddin and other Maliks had conspired, and fled 
to the Koh-PaJaH after the return of KaiqSbad from his meeting 
with his father in Awadh. It is stated that Malik Shahak return 
ed to the court wnd was seized by the Kotwal and imprisoned with 
his family until he died.

2) Barani, p.134.
3) Idem.

Jote (3) continued from previous page.
accession, wanted to seize some of the newly converted Amirs, 
and so, when a F«ttK sent oy the Amir of Multan
announcing victory over the Mongols, was Delng read in a 
Public Durbar in the palace, all the nooles v/ere required to 
come to the presence of the Sultan to congratulate him. 
Nizamuddin was ready wltn his retainers, and as soon as 
Malik bej Sarak, the Amir- 1-Hajio, Gazi the Wahiti^Dar, Karimuddir
the Naib-i-Barhak, Bahram,IKAkour-Bak> Jawarji, the Sar-i-JancUlr, 
and Mugtsli, came up, tney were all seized. The last two were exiled while the rest were all slain.



But, as Barani remarks, each new move of Nizarauddin
only helped the Khaljis, all of whose potential enemies in
the way of their sovereignty, were thus removed by him, while

(1)yPate laughed at his ambition and congratulated the Khaljis.
A meeting between Kaiqobad and his father, resulted in the
ultimate destruction of Nizamuddin. Bughra Khan, as we have
seen, was apoointedfeLakhnauti not only as a provincial
governor ( ), but evidently as a dependent king. He
had refused the throne of Delhi, and was content with his
assumption of the royal title of Sultan Nasiruddin and striking

(2)coin and\%^ding the Kh®t#fra in his name. That this was not a
virtual repudiation of his allegiance to the Delhi throne is
proved by his formally paying homage to his son, as King of
Delhi, when they met on the banks of the Sang^M river. Barani
notes that a constant correspondence was kept up between the
father and son, and Bughra Khan was well aware of the imminent
destruction to which his son was heading. His advice, admonitions
and warnings proved of no avail, and at last Bughra Khan decided
to see his son. He wsked for an interview, which was granted,

(3)and a meeting was arranged on the bank of Saraju river in Awadh.

1) Text, p.138-39.
2) Barani, p. 139; TM* p.54. Ho coin has, however, been^jt^covered

bearing Bughra Khan’s royal titles.
3) Barani, p.140.



it is difficult to say if Bughra Khan1 s original motive was 
entirely disinterested, and was only prompted by a filial 
affection. Like all others, he clearly saw the impending 
doom of the dynasty of Balban at Delhi, and it is not improbable 
that he wanted to/reclaim the throne which belonged to him by 
hereditfyryright, and then hoped to prop up the falling structure 
of his father^ line - a view which is supported by Amir- 
Khusrau and a few later writers! Whatever his motive may have 
been, Bughra Khan marched with a numerous army and encamped on

of the province or Lahore, which was however, repelled by a
force of 30,000 men under the Khan-i-Jahan Shahak, the
Barbaltf, who made many of them captives and Drought them to 

(2 )Delhi. The Sultan then started with all his forces, and aft ex1
a leisurely march encamped on the opposite side of the river at
Awadh. It is said that hostility was only prevented between

(3)the two armies by the endeavour of some of Balban1 s Maliks.
After an exchange of messages from both sides containing threats,

) Qiranus-Sa'dain, p.34-35; Ibn Batuta II, p.29, also repeats the story, 
and TM. p*54, copies it; a substance of Qiranus-Sadain is given 
by in JASB, 1860, p.225-38; see also Tab.Akb. p. 107.

) TM. p.54; OS, p.48-50; see also Ferishta, Pt. I, p.84.
) TM. p.55.

the eastern bank of the Saraju in Awadh. The departure
of Kaiqobad was however delayed by the news of a Mongol invasion
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(l)arguments, and advice, an interview was arranged on the condition
that Bughra Khan should cross over to the royal army and pay
the homage and respect due to the king of Delhi. Nizamuddin
had endeavoured by every means to bring about an open rupture,
but his efforts were unsuccessful*,B0ghra Khan crosstfcLr the river

(2)to his son’s camp, and a happy reconciliation took place. They 
remained there for a few days, during which Bughra Khan advised 
his son to mend his ways, tu live up t^ the tradition of his 
family,and to save himself from the destruction which his 
negxigence was bringing upon him. In the last meeting he gave 
him advice as to how he should conduct his administration, and, 
while parting, whispered into his son’s ears to get rid of the
evil counsellors like Nizamuddin, who was trying to bring aoout

(3) (4)his fall. After a mutual exchange of presents, the two parted
and Kaioobad marched towards Delhi, determined to carry out his
father’s advice. For some stages he never touched wine or paid
any attention to the numerous courtesans and dancing girls who
accompanied tne royal party, but at the end his half-hearted
resolution gave way. Before he reached Kilujjhari, he was again
a drunken deoaucnee, and worse than evei. Nizamuddin pursued

L) See Cowell (in the article quoted above) pp*232-34, for a substance
of tne messages. Bughra sent his younger son KelHaus to Kaiqobad 
who sent his infant son Kaiumat-s to his father.

2) Barani, p.142-3.
) Ibid, pp.145-156; QS. p.154 and 160, also contains some hint whichBughra Khan is said to have thrown to Kaiqobad regarding Nizamuddj

I) Ibn Batuta II, p.29, erroneously states that bughra Khan accompanied
his son to Delhi, where he was seated on the throne.

Note (5) see next page).



his aim* Malik ShahaX, the Barbak, afraid of the designs of
Nizamuddin, fled to the hills of the Koh-Payah, and a few of
the Maliks, similarly apprehensive, joined him. He however,
returned to Kaiqobad, but was immediately imprisoned with all
his party and family and later on killed! A similar treatment
was meted out to Malik Tuzaki, the master-master and Muqti1 of 

(2)Baran. But before he could accomplish his object, Kaiqobad
remembered his father’s watning about Nizamuddin, and ordered
him to proceed to Multan to take up the duties of the Muqti*.
The latter, aware of the Sultan*s intentions, delayed his departure
on which a few of Nizamuddin*s enemies, perceiving the Sultan’s

(3)motives, poisoned him.  ̂ The State thus lost whatever order it
had, and *&very one of the Maliks wanted to be the controller of 

(4 )mPublic affairs. The Sultan was now laid low by the effects of
his licentious habits and was practically bed-ridden.

The machinery of the Government was dislocated by the
removal of Nizamuddin, and Malik Aitamar Kachchan and Aitamur
Surkha, the newly appointed Barba^ and WaXiki-Dar respectively,
by virtue of their position in the palace, divided all control

.) TM. p.55.
t) Idem; Barani, p.134.
5) Barani, p.170. 
ij p.171.

)te (5) from previous page.
Bttrani, p.164; he gives a good account of how the young Sultan 
was tempted on his way back by courtesans, musicians, and the wime merchants of Kol and Meerut, who presented themselves to 
him ab every stage.-pp.156-159.
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<i>
of r,he arfairs of the state. Jelaluddin Firop Kha|ji, the
former Sar-i-Jenifer and Deputy-Governor of Samann, who had been
appointed over the Iqta' of Baran and the master-master of the

(2)kingdom, after the execution of Malik Tuzaki, now became the 
most important man in the kingdom, not only for his having the 
army under his control.but also for the fact that he was the 
head of a very numerous and influential clan in the kingdom, 
which had given great officers and concmerors to the Muslim 
St at e.

Although the Khalgis were originally Turls, due to theiv 
long association with India and the Afghan countries, they 
were not regarded as Turks by the people of Delhi, who affected 
to despise their tribe. The advancement of a *non-Turki shaman 
to such an important post naturally created great dissatisfaction 
among the Turkish nooles, who, under the leadership of Surkha 
and Kachchan, proceeded to draw up a list of non-Turkish officers 
in the state with a tfi€W to ek€w*niinate thenu It was a logical 
result of Balban1s emphasis upon the exclusive Turkish character 
of the state, but what made all the difference was the fact that 
the Turks themselves were dis^thaaktted, and there was no strong

TM. p*56, writes the name as Firoz Jfaghrash Khalji.
TM. p.56; Barani, p.170; he also held the title of Siasafc Khan - 

TM writes it as Shaist^Khan.
B»rani, p. 172; Thai; there must have been many important non-Turkish officers in the State even in the reign of Balban, can be inferred 

from the fact that balban1 s A y i z - i - w a s  himself
of an Indian descent, as the term Rawatf implies. Amir Kh««a-r»on grandson, also admits it in one of his poems.-Mirza Life anr * Works of Khusrau, p.29, note 5. 9



leader like Balban. So prominently had Balban identified 
himself with the exclusive policy of Turkisg predominance, 
that the continuation of his line was considered absolutely

(1)necessary for the preservation of the Turkish superiority.
Unfortunately for the house or Balban, this spirit was

shown when the re igning - prt^flce was a paralytic and absolutely
bed-ridden. The Turkish Maliks, in order t^ give their policy
royal sanction, brought out Kaiumars, the 3-year-old son of
Kaiqobad, and raised him to the throne with the title of Sultan

(2)Shamsuddin Kaiumars, in supercession of his father. A regent 
of the kingdom was appointed from among the Turks and a new 
re-arrangement of the State Departments on the basis of the

Jalaluddinfs name appeared on the top. He was not consulted 
about the new reign, and he had reason to be suspicious of the 
new officers of state, between whom and himself no love was lost. 
£erkha proposed to slay Jalaluddin and thus to break his party, 
but one of the latter1 s relatives named Ahmad Chap, was in the 
service of Kachan and he secretly sent the news to Jalal* The 
latter sent his uncle Husain to Baran to bring his relatives

new policy was The proposed list was drawn up and

tfaji Dabir, II, p.750; Barani, p.181. 
Perishta I, p.88.
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and family to Ghiyaspur, in the vicinity of Delhi, on the plea 
that the Mongols were threatening Samana and hence Baran was 
not safe. He really wanted to move away from the capital with 
his dependents. On the next day he was holding a review of the 
Provincial forces of Kanouj, with the muqti* at his side, when 
a message from the court or Kaiumars reached him and required 
his immedxate presence in Delhi. He could see through the 

. game, and delayed his departure, until Kachchan himself rode 
to him to demand his immediate presence. Jalaluddin excused 
himself Dy pointing to tne review of tne army he taas holding, 
and asked him to wait for a few minutes, wnen he would accompany 
him. While Kachchan was thus off his guard, he was beheaded and 
his body thrown into the Jumni. .A number of the non-Turkish

(3)officers had previously joined Jalaluddin for the same reason, 
and the latter now sent a psthty of men under his sons to Delhi 
to secure tne infant king and bring hxm to his camp. They accom
plished their object, defeated a force sent in pursuit of them, 
slaying Surkha and capturing the sons of the Kotwal. The citizens 
of Delhi who hated the Khafli rule and who streamed our of the city

1) Barani, p.182, writes the name of the place as Baharpur, but TM. p.57,
gives it as Bhukal-Pahari.

2) Barani, p.172; TM. 57.
3) Haji Dabir, II, p.751: the Muati* of Kanouj, named Malik Darbi,

also joined Jalaluddin.
4) Barani, p.172; TM. p.57-58, states tnat after Kachchan was slain, /

Jalal with his party rode to the Palace of Kildkhari, secured the 
sons of the Kotwal as hostages, and brought out his forces to
capture the Palace. The opposing party, headed by Malik

(contd. on followingpage)
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gates to recover their infant king, were persuaded by the
aged Kotwal to disperse7for he feared the safety of his sons.
Jalaluddin was now master of the situation, and most of the
Turkish officers now joined him in his camp.

Barani does not record the subsequent events of the
reign of the unfortunate infant king Kaiumars, a few coins of
whose reign have come to light.^ ^According to a later work,N/|
he reigned for three months and a few days. Jalaluddin, after
he had thus dispersed the leaders of his opponents, brought the
king to the palace of KilOhari and proceeded to arrange the
administration on his oehalf. He offered the Regency (Naib-i-
Mulk) to Malik Chiljju, the nephew of Balban, and asked for the
Iqta* of Multan, Bhatinda, including Dipalpore, for himself.
The latter refused and asked for the Iqta' of Karra
and Manikpore , whither he immediately repaired with his

(3)dependents and other memDers of the family of Balban.

(1) Rodgers - Intro. Cal.Lah.Mus. P.VIII. Brown - Coins of India, P.71.
(2) Tarikh-Mubarabshahi, p.61.
(3) TM. p.59; Barani, p.173.
(4) Ha^LDabir xl, p,75e.

Note (4) cont. from previous page.
Nascruddin and Malik Chajju, brought out their forces to oppose. Kaiqobad, though still paralytic, was brought out byihdm and seated on the terrace in front of the P&lace under the royal pavilion. Chajju made it clear that he only wanted to send Kaiqobad to his father’ in 
Bengal and to raise Kaiumars to the tnrone. On this the royal forces 
were dispersed and Jalal easily secured tne Palace, brought out Kaiumars and seated him on the royal terrace, and sent his uncle Husain to guard Kaiqobad, who, however, on the following day died of hunger and thirst. Barani, p.173, states that Kaiqobad was slain by 
an agent of Jalal, who rolled him in his bed and kicked him off into
the Jumna.. He dates the event on the 19th Muharsam 689/1290, p.59.
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(1)A similar offer to the Kotwal of Delhi was also refused, and
the latter was forced to take up the office of the Regent* The
process by which Kaiumars was supplanted on the throne by

(2 )Jalaluddin has not oeen described by any writer, but perhaps it 
was unavoidable. The young prince was no bettej? substitute for 
his incapable father, and Jalaluddin Khalji, like his great; 
predecessor Balban, only confirmed the accomplished fact of the 
extinction of the Balbani rule by formally ascending the tnrone

( rt \at KiltAkhari in 689/la^o . It is said that for some time
he did not come to Delhi, where the attachment to the house of 
Balban was very strong, and so he remained at Kildhari, where 
most of his opponents came to terms with him. He distributed 
the offices of the state among them, and this strengthened his 
position. It was some time before the people of Delhi went out 
to Kildkhari to tender their allegiance, after wnich, on the 
invitation of tne Kotwal, Jalaluddin entered Delhi and was pro
claimed from tne Palace of his illustriduB master and Predecessor,

.) Ha j i Dabir II, p. 752.
') TM. pp. 60-61, however, state that after 3 months the Turkish nobles,

headed by Surkha, again plotted to get rid of the Khalji Regent
and bring the king out of his control. The Regent was informed
of this, who sent his army to seize and bring the king to him. 
They defeated the Turkish party who pursued them, killing Surkha, 
after which Jalaluddin rode into the Kildhari Palace, imprisoned 
the young prince, where he died, and himself ascended the throne 
in tfabi I 689/|£c*o .

5) Barani, p.175, gives it as 688/1289, from which Haji Dabir II, p.753, 
and Tab. Akh. p,117fyy ? buo TM. p.61, nnd Perishta I, p.88, 
rightly places it in 689/l3><f«-
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(1) c^Balkan. ^
Barani regrets that from that day the sovereignty passed

from tne Turks for evir) but this was partly true. The Turks
still ruled, but the racial domination was bruken finally.
Perhaps Ha,ji Dabir is more correct in his evaluation of the
epoch, when he remarks that with Kaiumars ended the line of

!3)kings which was begun by Muhammud b.Sam, and the Muslim State 
entered into a new and, perhaps, a more glorious phase of its 
career in India.

(1) Barani, p.173, 176-77.
(2) P.173.
(3) II, p.752.
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Chapter VI.

Foreign Invasions and tne Frontier.

As is well known, tne enormity of the problem of the 
frontier defences of Northern India is minimised considerably 
by its natural boundaries,*the impenetrable Himalayan range 
s z yetching from the Brahmaputra to Peshawar in the north. It 
is only in the northwisi, where the configuration of the mountain 
ranges affords a* number of easily accessible passes, that Northern 
India is really vulnerable, if we exclude the coast lines in the 
Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal. From time immemorial people 
have entered India from Central Asia through this north-western 
passage, whose situation is favourable for an eventual conquest 
of the fertile plains of Northern India. Owing to the peculiar 
mountain formations in this region, a really effective defence

.) The valley of the Brahmaputra and the few trading routes from Tibet 
to Assam and Bengal are difficult for any invading army and do 
not command the key positions necessary for the conauest of the 
whole of Northern India.-Imp.Gaz. Ind. I, p. 18; Holdicli - Gates 
of India, p.517. Tibeto-Mongoldi^d races have, undoubtedly, 
come to Assam through the Bastern route, but it'̂ &'&re a case of 
tribal emigration than an invasion at a given time. It is need
less to refer to the exploded myth of a Mongol invasion of Bengal 
in 1246 A.D. through the Eastern routes recorded by Ferishta I,
P. 7* , which, as has been pointed out long ago by Raverty,
asWfeLfê £4$. Stewart - History of Bengal, p.62; and Thomas - 
Chronicles, p. 121 note, arose^out of a misreading of the 
word p,l> for Changti^khan See Tfrans.Tab.Nas, p.665,note 8,
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of the gates Is possible only by a complete military control 
of the line stretching from Kaitoul to Kandahar via Gazni, the

... (i)so-called scientific frontier of India, which commands the 
fertile valleys of the Punjao rivers, while the more southern 
routes, namely the Bolan fend the La£ Bela lead to the Indian

Kabul - Gazni - Kandakar line - flanked by the almost insur
mountable Hindu K*l£li, was not only essential from a strategic 
point of view, but, in the days when the alien conquerors of 
India had to depend for recruitment of their armiesfopoeo on 
Central Asia, for political considerations as well* Another 
part ofthis north-west frontier problem - which has always 
been a source of great difficulty, is the control of the ever- 
turbulent hill-tribes, inhabiting the wide belt of land composed 
of the mountainous region extending from the north of Kashmere 
to the sea coast, through which all the principal passes run.
With the British Government, this control is necessary only for 
the security of the administered districts of the Punjab and 
Sindh; but in the XIII century, It also affected the line of 
communication of the rulers of Delhi with their chief recruiting 
ground in Central Asia. A strong and aggressive cower, like the 
Mongols, established on the immediate ‘frontier, not only constitute

desert - "India’s second The control of the

1) Camb.Hist.Ind. Vol.VI, p.457.
2) HoJ.dichrftP es of India, p.143.



a danger of supreme Importance, but also threatened the alien 
conouerors of Delhi, even if they were not attacked, with a 
far greater danger of being overwhelmed by the vast number 
of the|5dian population.

As the securitv of the north-west frontier was vital&
of the existence of the Moghuls in later times, it was more so
to the'flBrks of Delhi in the XIII century• It is, however,
difficult to trace any consistent policy towards the realisation
of thew8cientif ic frontier*1 like the Moghuls.^^So long as the
kingdom of Ghor was strong enough to hold its ground in
Afghanistan, Delhi was safe. 'JSt with the death ofMMhammud b.
Sam, that security was gone when the Khwarizm Empire swallowed

(2)up Gazni and made the Indus its Eastern frontier. Shortly 
afterwards, Changiz Khan changed the whole map of Asia. Mongol 
outposts were established at^&zni, in the PefehHwar valley, and 
other places inAfghanistan; the Indus as a political boundary 
was abolished; and the administrative frontiers of Delhi were 
pushed back far into the Interior of what is the modern Punjab. 
Hencefurth Delhi was always on the defensive, and if it appears 
as pursuing a forward no1icy in this direction in the reign of 
Iltutmish and even later, it aimed only at extending the adminis 
trative boundary rather than realising the strategic frontier,

1) See Indian Historical Quarterly, 1931, pp.481-98.
2) Tab.Nas. RavertyTs Trans, p.267. Peshawar was the Eastern frontier

outpost of the Khwarizm Shah before Changiz Khan routed 
Jalaluddin in 618/1221; - En-rNe$$awi TQ#t p.79.
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which was almost impossible. It is to De noted that the tract, 
called the Salt range, in the northern part of the Sind Sagar 
Doab, was, in so far as the security of the frontier was con
cerned, part of the "unregulated" belt of land, whose control, 
as we have remarked above, was essential for the security of
the administrative districts. It was inhabited by the hill

(1)tribe, known as the Khokars, Awands, and Janjuhas, who were, 
in those days, as lawless and turbulent as the present frontier 
tribes. The river Indus was the geographical boundary of the 
territory known by the term "Hind and Sind" - and it was 
against the tract east of the river - which may be called 
Delhi’s sphere of influence - that the foreign invasions 
were directed.

We have noted that the districts of Lahore and Multan 
were the westernmost provinces of Delhi during the early years 
of .conquest. Probably the river Chinab roughly marked off 
theAr line, which included the town and fortress of SialKofr, 
repaired and garrisoned by Muhammud b.Sam. The expedition 
against the hill tribes of the Salt range probably marks the 
earliest attempt of the Delhi kingdom at reducing the unregulated 
tract, whicKwas soon after overrun by the invasions of Yalduz, 
first in 605/ta*£ and again in 612/la 15̂  > a^hientioned before. 
The available data is, unfortunately, very scanty, and hardly

(1) Shahpu«r Settlement Report, 1886, p.27-28; Jhelum Dist. Settlement 
Report, 1874-8, p. 29-56.
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enable^ us to trace the change which the invasions must have 
caused in the administrative boundary. Yalduz is said to have 
claimed the Punjab as belonging to him, and it is recorded that 
during the period of the years that he ruled at Gazni, he sent

, U)troops into the Province who occupied Lahore on several occasions. 
Lahore appears as aĵ bone of contention not only between Yalduz 
and Kubacha, the ruler of SiA§) but also ntutmish, the ruler 
of Delhi. The dispute with Yalduz in 612 which resulted in his

tdefeat and death in the battle-field of Taraftfi* is said to have
(§)originated from the uncertainty about their respective boundaries. 

Lahore, from its position on the ^avl, could cut off the flanks 
of an invading army proceeding southwards to Multan; its 
possession was also necessary for an eventual advance into the 
’unregulated tract.’ It is difficult however, to mark the steps 
towards this direction that Iltutmish must have taken after the 
conquest and organisation of the Lahore province in 614/1217 A.Dj 
but indications are not absent to show that Iltutmish contem
plated an eventual advance up to the Indus river. It was probably

4** ' ■ ' I#*,,soon after the acquisition of Lahore that Malik AetJ^in was placed 
in charge of Kujah and Nandanah - two important strongholds in

1) Tau.has. p.143. 
S) Idem.
5) Ibid p.171.



the Salt range, whicn Minhaj-i-Siraj refers to as"the frontier."
The racr. that r.nese two places are mentioned in the list or

(2 )Iltutmish1s victories, along with SialKot, makes it probable 
that he acquired these as a result of repeated and systematic 
operations, the details of which have, unfortunately, not been 
recorded. They were doubtless garrisoned and were meant to oe 
the basds of operations against the hill tribes. The success 
achieved by the operations must have been considerable, though 
a clear estimation of it is impossible in view of the repeated 
foreign invasions wnich soon occured in the region. The last
expedition of Iltutmishfs reign in 633, projected towards

(3) (4)Baniyan, probably to dislodge the Qarlugh chief Saifuddin Hasan
and also to carry on operations against the tribes of the Salt

1) Tau.Nas. p.253; for an account of the antiquity - and the location
of Nandanah, first mentioned among the conquests of Mahmud of 
Gazni, by TJtfci&s Nardin ( t h e - K % 4 s e e  Ravertyfs 
notes, p.536. See also Imp. Gazettet)fvIII, p.349. Kujah Is 
difficult to identify, out it is always mentioned with Nandanah 
and seems to have been situated not very far from it.

2) Ibid. p.179.
3) See Supra p. <̂ n ; Cf. Ferishta I, and Tao.Akb. I, p.#i who write

It Multan, but it undouutedly lay on the west of the Salt range, 
on the high road between Gazni and the Punjab through Karman and 
djardd*. See Raverty - Trans.TaD.Nas. p.536 note, 541 note, 623 
note; also Notes on Afghanistan, p.281-82.

4) op. cit p.^7
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(1)range, - points to the policy which he consistently practised.

This process was however Interrupted by the political 
ferment produced by the conauest of Chang Ip Khan, who by the 
year 617/1220 swallowed up the vast Khwarizmi Empire stretching 
from the Jaxartes to the Caspian Sea on the north, and Gazni to 
Iraq on the south, and hotly pursued the gallant but unfortunate 
prince Jalaluddin Mangharni, the heir apparent of Khwarizm, from 
Nizapore to Gazni. The success of his forces against the Mongold

(3)in the battle at Rarwan was, however, temporary, and he had soon 
after to leave Gazni when Changip Khan himself was reported to 
have been marching from Talkan to meet Jalaluddin. The latter, 
instead of contest ing the Mongol advance through the Hindu Kush 
passes, returned towards the Indian frontier, but the Mongols 
overtook him just when he was arranging to cross the river. A 
decisive cattle was fought In which, in spite of Jalaluddinfs 
gallantry, the Mongols overpowered the Muslim forces, and the 
Prince, to avoid capture, flung his horse into the waters of

Alfi - Or 142, F.617a, states that in 633/1235 A.D. a Mongol force
was despatched towards Kashmere and Hindusthan. ---
according to Haverty, also refers to this, and Iltutmish1s 
expedition might have some connection with it.

Alauddin, the last Khwarizm Emperor, was literally hmated down oy
Changip Khan and died in an island on the Caspian Sea in 617/l22o 
A.D. Tab.Nas.-Raverty1s Trans, p.217; see also Juwaint II, p...t. 
•for an account of the rise and progress of Changip Khan, See 
Barthold-Turkestan, pp.403-26.

Tab.Nas. p.347; Juwaini II, p.136; for the position of Barwan see
Raverty, p.288, 1021, and also Barthold-Turkestan, p.441, note 6.
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the Indus end safely crossed over!"^
The exact spot where this first wave of Mongol conquest

crossed the Indus into India is, unfortunately, a matter of
(2)speculation. It is certain, however, that the spot lay not 

very far from the north of the Salt raA^, through which, 
according to most of our early authors, Jalaluddin made his 
way into the Sind Sagur Doab. Changifc Khan, fortunately for 
Iltutmish, did not consider it necessary to cross the river, 
but engaged himself in reducing the Ighraki^^ the Khaljis,
former allies of Jalaluddin, who inhabited the northern region

(4) ^of the Kabul river, tehile his sons, "Toll and Chagatai, and
(5)

Uktal, were sent to reduce Khorasan, K£han and Gazni respectively.
He himself remained on the banks of the Indus for three months,
probably near Peshawar, before he returned hAml. It is said
that he contemplated marching back to his home through India
by way of "Lakhnauti and Kamrud" through the ,tQara-Chaln

(7)(Himalaya) Mountains. He is also said to have sent envoys to

(1) For details of this famous battle see Juwaini II, 140-143;
En«tNaisawl 83-84; also Howorth - Mongols I, p.90. The date 
of tne battle was Nov. 24th, 1221 / 8th Shanwal 618 A.D. %

(2) See Raverty1s Notes p.292-93 on the point; also Barthold-
Turkestan, p.445-6; see also Raverty1s Notes on Afghanistan, 
pp.338 and 448.

(3)Tab.Nas.-Raverty, p.291-2, states that Jalaluddin, when he was flying 
from CtB'zjxl, was heading towards "Burshor11, which may refer to 
Peshawar, out it is doubtful.

(4) Tab.Nas. p.355; See Raverty1s Notes on the Ighrakis and their habitatp. 1043 Note 1.
(5) Euwaini I, p.108; Howorth - Mongols I, p.90..
(6) Juwaini I, p.llo, says he started back from Furshawar (Peshawar)-Tab.Nas.p.375.
(7) Tab.Nas.pp. 355, 375; Juwaini I, p.109.



Iltutmish with a view to ask for his permission to march 
through his territories. The permission not having Deen 
obtained, he was forced to return oy the way he had come and 
in the winter of 1222 he marched Dack to Kabul and thence to 
Ramian, across the Hindu Kush , to the Oxus. The chronicle 
does not give any detail of this reported request of Changi* 
to Delhi, which would have thrown considerable light on the 
frontier and its defence of the Delhi kingdom at the time.

Changiq? Khan spa«ed India, but his prey Jalaluddin 
entered It and began the series of foreign invasions from the 
Trans-rlndus regions -hich not only upset the gradual process 
of extension up to the geographical frontier of the Indus, but 
also had far-reaching consequences on other regions of the 
Kingdom. Soon after his arrival he collected the remnant of 
his forces who had succeeded in crossing the river, obtained 
arms by a night attack on a party of Hindu robbers nearby, and 
then despatched a force of five thousand Hindu troops, probably 
sent by the chief of the Salt range! The news of this success 
reached Changi^ Khan, who sent a general from Gazni in his

(1) The Hindu forces are said to have c^me from the hills of ’’Balala
and Makala” - the last being, according toRaverty - Trans.Tab. 
Nas, p.537 Note - identical with Makhialh, the local name of 
the Salt range; see also Juwaini II, p.14^-4; Cf. En-nassawi, 
p.86, who gives the name of the Hindu chief of the Jud Hills as 
Chatar Sal (Trans, 'french, p. 142) who himself advanced with a 
great force end fell upon Jalaluddin when he was, on this infor
mation, planning tu re-cross the Indus in order to avoid the 
more rtcruel Hindus’1. The chief is said to have died in the 
fight. Cf. Alfi Or 142, F.559b.; and Ferishta II, p.315, for 
a slightly different account.
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pursuit. On the letter’s crossing the Indus,Jaraluddin turned
towards Lahore with a view to seeK refuge in the court of

(i)Iltutmish.
It anpears tnat Changiz Khan sent his forces in pursuit

of Jalaluddin on two different occasions. The first was in the
year 618/1221 A.D., when Jalaluddin turned towards Delhi. The
Mongol forces did not proceed far into the Punjab, but returned

(2)after plundering the vicinity of the Salt range called 'Maiikpur"

.) Juwaini II, p.144.
!) Malikpur, according to Raverty - Trans.Tab.Nas. p.537 note, was the 

name of the town in the Rawalpindi Dist. Cf. Raverty - Trans. 
Tab.Nas. p.536 note, who describes the siege of Multan on this 
occasion and contradicts his own previous statement, p.293 note - 
that the Mongol leader ̂ furtai retired after !lplundering the xsgl 
neighDOurhood of Malikpur,” Howarth - Mongols I, p.90j and also 
Barthold-Turkestan, p.446 make the same mistake, but none of 
them cnsider the seouence of events following Jalaluddin1s 
crossing the Indus up to his final exit. If the Mongols reached 
so far as Multan in 618/1221 A.D., it is strange that they failed 
to find the fugitive who was not very far from the Salt range - 
the lnhaoitants of which had reason to Detray his hiding place.
All the authorities agree that FalKluddin when he left India, 
did so to elude another Mongol army, sent in his pursuit. This 
was In 621/1224 A.D., and if we accept the view that Multan was 
Invested In 618/1221, we do not know anything auout the pro
ceedings of this second Mongol army. The definite date of the 
investment of uch supplied by Minhaj-i-Siraj - Tab.Nas. p.143 - 
as well as the date for Jal^luddin’s departure for India - 
En^Nfcssawi p.94? Juwaini II, p.147 - supports our suggestion 
that the first invasion by the Mongols in 618/1221 A.D. did not 
come far into the Punjab, ana that the second,commanded oy Turtai 
- as we shall presently see - happened three years later and 
reahhed as far as Multan, and it was on the news of the approach 
of this army thar, Jalaluddin left India. Juwaini is not cons 1sten 
in his account of the Mongol forces sent by ChangIz - EJg. see I, 
pp. 108, 110, 112, and II, p.144.
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Jalaluddin advanced three stages towards Delhi, and possibly 
from the administrative frontier sent his envoy Ainul Mulk to 
Iltutmish, asking for refuge. How the latter perfidiously 
killed the envoy and evaded the request oy saying that the 
climate of the country was not suitable for the Sultan, is
well known. Jalaluddin, therefore, turned towards his former

Khalji witn the forces which he had gathered round him, tp 
plunder the territories of the Khokar chief. The expedition 
was successful, and not only did the Khokar chief named Sankin 
suDmit and give his daughter In mar: " " ^  ~ — *

This alliance strengthened his position and he now turned
to estaollshing himself more securely in the-western provinces

(1) See Juwaini II, p.145. for details: Cf. Tab.Nas. p.171, which states 
that Iltutmish led an army against Jalaluddin, when the latter had reached as far as Lahore, but contradicts itself at anotherplace - Trans, p.293; MIrj£h£j evidently tries to conceal the facts and gives an evasxve account. See Raverty1 s Note - Trans. 
Tab.Nas.p.294, 609, note 5.

(2) Cf. Alfi Or 142, F.560a, which states that Jalaluddin then reached
Lahore.

(3) Juwaini II, p.145; See also Ind.Ant.1907, p.3, for the traditional
account of this marriage current among the Khokars. En-Nessawi 
makes no mention either of this alliance with the Khokar chief 
nor of Jalaluddin*s embassy to Iltutmish.

(1)

refuge In thelilkhilah hills, and sent his general Tajuddin

sent his son wir,n an army to assist



of the Delhi kingdom at tne expense of Quhacha, whose authority, 
as mentioned before, reached as far north as the Miditwall 
district] Thia proximity t>£ Quh&cha to the Khokax chief, whose 
position must have been endangered by the process of assimila
tion of the ̂ unregulated tract1 by the Muslim State, now gave 
Jalaluddin nnd his ally an excuse for commencing hostilities 
which are said to have been of long standing. There were other 
reasons also, It is said that Qubacha had killed a former Wazir 
of Jalaluddin who had taken refuge at his court; a young son 
of Amin Malik, the father-in-law of Jalaluddin, was brutally

(2)killed by some subjects of Qubacha at the town of Kalur (Kallurkol
Jalaluddin now, witu the help of the troops sent by his Khokar
ally, laid siege to Kallurkot, captured it, and destroyed another

(3) *fortress near by. Qubachâ ft prepared for battle, bur, before he
could take tne offensive, Jalaluddin* s general Uzbak Pai, with
seven thousand horses, fell at night upon his camp at Uch, and

(4)put his army to flight. Qubacha fled to Multan, and when 
Jalaluddin arrxved at Uch, and demanded money and the return of 
his wife, the daughter of Amin Malik, who had taken refuge at 
Qubacha*s court after the battle on the Indus, the latter promptly

1) His northernmost outmost was at Nandanh (written Dabdabh
nossibly a misreading fur ), in the heart of the
Salt range, held by Qamaruddin Kirmani, who after Jalaluddin1s
victory against Rana Ghatra of the Salt range, promptly submitted 
- En-Kessawi, p#86.

2) Ibid p.88.
Idem. The name of the fortress is doubtful; it is written f

Juwaini II, p. 146; En-Nessawi, p.88 states that Iltutmish hel^Hfi^ubach a
on this occasion with troops, out this is improoable in vi«w r,c the former's hostile policy towards him. 0f



complied. Jalaluddin1 s stay in the Punjab, however, was
(1)

coming to an end, and when he turned towards the Salt range 
for the summer, the news of the approach of another Mongol
army compelled him to turn southwar Passing oy Multan,
he demanded money from Qubacha, out the latter refused and
prepared for Dattle. He could hardly afford to risk a battle
now that the Mongols were on his trait,, and passed on to Uch,
where a similar reception was accorded to him. Setting fire
to the city, he departed towards Sehwftn, whose governor
Fakhruddin Selari , was defeated,and delivered the city to him.
He confirmed the latter in his position, and after a month1s
stay, left for Debal, who-ae Sumra ruler named Chat is ar, fled

13)from his capital on his approach. Am expedition was sent to
Anhilwara, under Khas Khan, who returned with camels*other

xxii the Mongols were again on his pursuit, and he was cut off
from his Khokhar ally uy the hostile attitude of Qubacha. News
reached him that his mother Ghiyasuddin had made himself
unpopular at Iraq and that the army and the people wanted him 

(5)to rule them. He called a council of his followers, and although

1) Juwaini II, p.147; En-Nessawi, p.90-91 states that Jalaluddin, after
Qubacha! s defeat, m'ent to Nuhaoor ( Lahore possibly),held by a rebellious son or Qubacha, who submitted and offered money.

2) Juwaini Idem. On his \vay towards the Salt range he captured a fortress
named Busraor, which Cunningham - Reports XIV, p*46-7*, identifies with the present Pusarur, 20 miles south-east of Sialkot; but the present town is not situated on the way from Uch to the Salt range
as is mentioned. Ferishta II, p.315, adds that an army from DelhJ was also reported to be coming against him.

booty. (4) He could not, however, stay long In the territory



his generals like Uabak Pai advised him to stay in India and 
try to organise an alliance against the Mongols with the help 
of the ruler of India, "the temptation to rule his paternal

ouests in India and Hasan Qarlugli over tnose portions or his 
appanage of Gazni which had escaped the Mongol devastation,

Western Punjab and Sindh were cons ideraDie. It not only left 
Q u b a c h a  weakened and an easy prey of Iltutmish, but heavy 
pressure was felt on the administratuve boundary of Delhi, 
which, as we shall/see, gradually receded. The geographical 
boundary of the Indus was abolished and the Cis-Indus tracts 
became a pare of the Gazni territories in so far as Mongol 
operations ivere concerned. Closely following Jalaluddin1 s 
departure from Lower Sindh, came the Mongol array under Turtai, 
who, after crossing the Indus, captured the stronghold of

(1) En-Nessawi, p.92.
(2) Juwaini II, p.49; En-Nessawi, p.92; Ferishta II, p.315, gives the

date wrongly as 620/1223.

Notes cont. from previous page.
(3) Juwaini II, p.147; En-Nessawi, though substantially in agreement

with the other writers, pives an entirely different sequence of events, and presents a picture in which his hero, set against so many odds, appears all the more brilliant; pp.90-91.

kingdom seized He appointed Uzbak Pai over his con-

and left Lower Sindh by way of Mekran
The effects of his tnree years occupation of the

(4) Juwaini II, p.148.
(5) Ibid II, p.149.



Nandanah, held by one of tne officers of Jalaluddin. Turtai
then marched on to Multan, where Qubacha had so recently taken
refuge from Jalaluddin1s forces. The city was closely besieged,
but when it was on the point of falling, the excessive heat; of

(2 )the locality compelled the Mongols to raise the siege. They 
plundered tne territories or Lahore and Multan, crossed the 
Indus, and rejoined ChangiE. Khan. It does not appear that 
the fortress of Nandanah was garrisoned by the Mongol troops, 
or that they pccupied the tract, permanently, and the last 
Expedition of Iltutmish referred to above probably had its 
recovery as one of Its purposes. Soon after the departure of 
the Mongol troops, the remnant of Jalaluddin1s forces, com
posed cniefly of the Khaljis, driven from r.heir home in 
Garmsir by the Mongols, invaded the district of Sehwan, on v
the Indus, in 623/1^2^. Qubacha however, succeeded in defeating 
themand recovering tne territory.

The frontier tract was, as a result of these repeated
."t ’• L'C-a . , ■

invasions, thus in a state or utmost political confusion. In 
the north, the hill trioes of the Salt range were practically

,1)Juwaini I, p. 112, writes it as , but states that it was a wilayat;
Tab.Nas. 143, however, wrotes it as Nandanah clearly enough.
Cf. Elliot II, p.392, note 1, who identifies it tentatively 
with Bhera, on the west bank of the Jhelum; see also Cunningham 
- Reports XIV, p.37-8.

[2) Juwaini I, p.112, Tab.Nas. p.143, states that it happened in 621/1224.
See Or. 1806, P.59a, which records how this unexpected deliverance of the city from the Mongols was due to the miracles of the 
saint Qutbtfddin Kaki.

Note X M  on following page.
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independent, and after the recent invasions, were able to 
take advantage of the defeat and discomfiture df their adver
saries, The Khokars, Awans, and Janjuhas not only occupied 
the nothern portion of the Sindh Sagar DoaO, out the first 
named trioe had also spread further east, even oeyond the 
Beks, as we find them forming part of Haziyat!s army. They 
were a constant menace to the Province of Lahore, which they 
took the earliest opportunity to sack and plunder. West of 
the Salt range, r,he territory known bo tne contemporary 
writers oy the name of Baniyan, formed part of the principality 
of fiasan Qarlugh, the deputy of Jalaluddin, left over parts of
Gazni, Kerman, Baniyan. He was however, reduced to subjection

(1)by the Mongols about the year 628/1230. South or this was the
territory of Qubacha, with fastly declining hold on the outlying
provinces like Behwan and Debal. Betwenn all these was the

(1)general and viceroy of Jalaluddin, whMKxBakxPxl Uzbak Pai, who, 
as we have seen, was left over the former1 s conquests in India. 
He apparently remained independent until 627/1229, when he was 
probably driven out by the troops of iltutmish.

1) Tab.Has. p.388; for his coins found in Baniyan and other places in 
the Sind Sagar Doab, see Thomas - Chronicles, p.99.(^)IfiUmh^Ls 
correct in assigning the billion piece Ho. 85, he must have 
held Multan also for some time, out the reading of tne mint 
name is doubtful.

ote (3) from previous page.
3) Tab.Has.p.143. The old town of Mansurah, of which Sehwan was the chief town, was situated 50 miles oast of the Indus.



So far as the western frontier was concerned, Iltutmish fs 
death did not leave it in a better position of security. The 
annexation of the dominions of Qubacha brought the kingdom of 
Delhi directly in touch with the Mongol forces operating in 
what is now modern Afghanistan, west of the Indus. By the year 
633/1235, the principality of Siestin was compelled to acknowledge 
the Mongol swly; Malik Qntbuddin -"us a in, the Khwarizmi officer 
in charge of the country of Ghor, was compelled to seek refuge 
in ±ndia as early as 62o/il^3; and Hasan flfcarlugn could only
hold his nrecarious position Dy nAe timely suumission in 6
The accession of Uktai Khan in 1229 was marked by fresh re-

(4) /conquest of Khorasan and Persia, and thisi*re suited in a series
of fresh assaults on the territories contiguous to the Indian
frontier. To escape this pressure, Hasan tried to carve out a

(5)principality east of the Indus. If the statement of En-Nessawi 
is true, tha., Uzbak Pai was driven out b~ the combined forces 
of Hasan Qarlugh and Iltutmish in 627/1229, the last two rulers 
must have entered into an alliance and the boundaries of tneir 
respective territorities must have been delimited. It is
impossible to determine the boundary ar the present time, but

over Uch. .Iltutmish appointed governors, and Multan in 625/322ri
) Tarikh-i-Siestan, p.397.
) Tab.Nas.p.370.

Ibid p.377.
Howorth - Mongols I, p.126-27. 
P.90 and 217.



Whatever the case might have oeen, Hasan Qarlugh was determined 
in his policy, and taking advantage of the confusion in the 
kingdom in the reicm of Firoz, in 634/1236, he made his first 
attempt on Lower Sindh, and attacked Uch. The governor, how
ever, succeeded in repelling him, and the Qarlugh forces retired 
across the Inĉ uiL Very soon Hasan was again forced to cross the 
Indus, for in 636/1238, the Mongol forces seixed his territories
of Karman, Gazni, and Baniyaii, and forced him to take refuge in X

(2)the PunjaD. His proceddings in the Punjab are not, however, 
recorded; the Dare fact that his son visited the court or 
Haziyat, who received him kindly, and assigned the revenues 
of the Iqta1 of Baran for his maintenance, is only mentioned.
The latter however, left Delhi without the permission of the 
sovereign, and rejoined his father. The relations of the 
Qarlughs with Delhi is shrouded in ooscurity. The repeated 
attackson Sindh do not seem to have drawn the notice of Delhi, 
and the governors were apparently unassisted in tnelr struggle.
It is not improbable that Hasan Qarlugh wanted the active help 
or Delhi in his struggle with the Mongols, and it was perhaps 
with the purpose of renewing the previous alliance that his son 
visited Raziyat!s court. Judging from subsequent events, notning 
seems to have been done in this direction; and Hasan, unable to 
hold on any longer, renewed his attacks on Multan until he 
succeeded in capturing it a few years later.



But owing to the rapid decline of the kingdom at
this period, hardly any active help to Qarlugh was possible.
Nevertheless, the river Chinab still remained the administrative
boundary. Malik Kabir Khan, when he was pursued oy Raziyat, in
637/1239, was obliged to yd turn from the Sodharh (Chinab) and
submit to the Queen, for he could not go beyond. But that line
soon receded further eastwards. In 639/1241, a general advance
against the territory of Delhi was decided upon by the Mongols,
and Bahdur Tair, the commander of the troops of Herat, Ghor,
Gazni, and Tukharistan, crossed the Indus, and as it lay on

(2)the route to Delhi, aopeared before Lahore. The city, under 
Malik QarSoash Khan, was not well fortified, and unable to 
stand' a siige: the Inhabitants were found to be indifferent
to the duties of defending the city* and finally, In spite 
of an urgent appeal to Delhi for succour, the machinations of 
the Wazir delayed the despatch of the troops. Qaraqash, 
finding it impossible to ho&d on any longer with his insuffi
cient soldiery, secretly left the citry with his retinues for 
Delhi. The following morning the Mongols captured the city,

(3)after desperate street fighting with the citizens. All the 

L) Tab.Nas. p.235.
2) Tab.Nas. pp.392-93. It is said that they first directed their atten

tion to attacking Multan, but as the governor was prepared to 
meet them, they proceeded to Lahore.

3) Tair Bahadur himself is said to have been killed, but this is improba
ble, as he is found mentioned again in 651/1253.



inhabitants were slain, and the city was so completely
destroyed that it had to be rebuilt and repopulated by Balban
after his accession. The Mongols however, did not occupy the
city, and it was probably their policy to open the way to
Delhi by destroying any possible place of resistance^ as they
did later on in Multan, On their leaving it, the Khokars
and other hill tribes from the 'unregulated tract' J)tundered
the city, and although Qaraqash succeeded in driving them out,
no attempt was made to recover the city. The province was,
however, reorganised in the r&ign of Masud, and placed under

(1)Malik Yuzbak-i-Tughril Khan, but henceforward it was the frontier 
province, and the inner line corresponding roughly with the Ravi.
The army that at last set out from Delhi was despatched towards

.» (2) „Lahore "to guard the frontiers. Not only the boundary of Delhi
thus receded from the Chinab to the Ravi, but, as has been
already described, the boundary was pushed back in Sindh also.
Malik Kabir Khan, the Muqti*of Multan, asserted his independence
immediately After the departure of the Mongols and sdized Lower
Sindh. During these years Hasan Qarlugh was not inactive, and
seized the opoortunity of renewing his attacks on Multan.
Although repulsed on several occasions by Kabir Khan and his

1) Tab.Nas. p.262.
2) Ibid p.195.
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(1)son, he succeeded in wresting Upoer Sindh some time before
643/1245, in which year he appears in possession of 'tfuatan. Uch

(3)was held by the retainers of the house of Kabir Khan, when another
Mongol invasion, following the accession of Kayuk Khan took place.
In that year Mangutah, the Mongol general, stationed in Talikan,
(in Badakhshan), crossed the Ihdus^once more appeared in Sindh.
Hasan Qarlugh, afraid of his insecure position inMiiltan, evacuated
the city with all his dependents, and fled down the Panjnad to

(4)Sehwan and Lower Sindh. The Mongols invested Uch, whose citizens,
unable to stand the siege, sent an urgent apoeal to_P@lhi for
succour. The royal forces, under the command of Balban, speedily
marched to its assistance, and, by a flank movement along the
northern, bank of the river Beas, threatened to cut off the Mongol

(5)line of. retreat through the Upper Sindh Sagar Doab. The Mongols, 
aware of this danger, were informed of the vast number of the 
troops advancing from Delhi, and conseauently, after suffering 
some reverses during their attempt to force an entrance into 
the city, retired hastily across the Indus, leaving a large 
number of Hindu and Muslim captives behind.

1) Tab.Nas. p.399.
2) Ibid. p.235.
3) . Ibid. p.287.
4) The Panjnad flowed east of Multan in those days; Imp.Gaz.Ind. Vol.XVIII

p.35: JASB. L892, p.157 Note: Tab.Nas.Trans.p.1155 note 6.
5) For details of this maneouvre see Tab.Nas.pp.288-89 and p.400. Seealso a detailed discussion of it on pt>. 162-166 of the article 

referred to above.



We have already made reference to the lawlessness of 
the hill tribes of the Salt range, and to the menace which 
their position on the route from Afghanistan to the Punjab 
constituted for the kingdom. They not only plundered the 
province of Lahore and overran the territories as far as 
the Ravi, but were also in close alliance with the Mongol 
invaders. Their ruler, named Jaspal Sihra, conducted the 
Mongol forces which besieged Uch in 643/1245 mentioned Just 
before, and it is also orobable that their strongholds were 
garrisoned by the Mongol troops. In f°ct, during the expedi
tion in these parts next year, a party of Mongols were said 
to have witnessed the gallant deeds of Ulugh Khan foom the 
banks of the Jhelum. To chastise these tribes and break 
their oower, the army proceeded as far as the river Chinab, 
but the revolution in the camp which resulted in the deoosi- 
tion of Masud, however, prevented any further operations, and 
the army returned to Delhi. The following year witnessed
another Mongol armv which, under the Nuin Sali, first pro-

(2)
ceeded to Multan, recently placed under Malik Ksashlu Khan.
The city appears to have been held by his Naib, named Changiz 
Khfm, who, on the city being beseiged, sent the saint Bahauddin 
Zakariva to negotiate with Shamsuddin Kuret, the ruler of Herat 
under the Mongols, and who was obliged to accompany the invading

(1) Tab.Has. p.290. (2) Ibid p.269.



army. The saint succeeded in his mission, and Kuret persuaded
Ssli to raise the siege on Changiz Khanfs offering 100,000

(1 )dinars. The Mongol srmy then marched on toL&hore, which also 
had to purchase its immunity by offering 30,000 dinars and other 
presenti?^ The subseauent proceedings of the Mongols are not 
recorded, and it is probable that they retired to their head- 
ouarters in Northern Afghanistan. However that might be, the 
expedition ofEBlban in the same year must have had some connec
tion with this invasion, although the ostensible purpose was to 
punish the Rana of the Salt ra m .  The royal for r es reached the 
Chinab river, and from there Balban pushed on into the Salt 
range adjacent to the Jhelum river. The territory of the Rana 
was plundered and the hill tribes were thoroughly punished. 
Although the Muslim forces are said to have pushed as far as 
the liEdus river in course of this expedition, their operations 
must have been chiefly confined to the terltory east of the 
Jhelum, beyond which the Mongols were stationed, and who "from
thdferries of the Jhelum, beheld the Mussalman troops serving

(4)under Ulugh Khan, and fear fell upon their hearts'1.

Rauzatul-Jinnat, 1.0. No.195, F.192b. It is not mentioned in the ‘frKfry 
texx Tabakit-i-Nasiri. Raverty - Trans.p.677, note.6, refers to it without acknowledging his source, but again sontradicts himself on page 1201 note, where he repeats the story and states 
that it happened in 654/1256.
Idem. The Governor of Lahore is named Ktfret Khan, which is not 
.mentioned in the Tab.Nas. He has possibly the same as Kurez, 
wh was plced in charge of Multan a few Years later $ry Sher Khan, who was placed in charge of Lahore and Bhatinda after 643/1245;
Tab.Nas. p.277.

Tab.Nas.p.209, however, states that the expedition was sent to relieve 
Multan and destroy the infidels of Chin.

(Note (4) on follonhlpg page).



An attempt was probably made to recover the stronghold 
of Nandanah in the Salt range, the neighbourhood of which was 
plundered by Slban during this expedition. But it was evidently 
unsuccessful, the tract beyond the Ravi was lost to Delhi for 
all practical purposes, and formed the Mongol sohere of influ
ence. Ruknuddin, I£ur*t, the founder of the dynasty of Herat, 
who held territories v/hioh includ^^Jand^Siestandard Ghor, as 
far as the Indus river, under the Mongol suzerainty, is said
to have exercised partial control over territorities as far as

(2 )"the frontiers of Delhi" and insured the safety of the highways.
The governor of Lahore, when besieged by Sali, as mentioned

/

just before, not only offered money, but also acknowledged 
Mbngol suzerainty and the payment of tribute. Lahore is not 
mentioned again in thepages of the TabakAti Nasiri until 
652/1254, when as we shall see, it appears under Mongol sway.
In the south-western province of Sindh also, the recent exten- 
sinnof the royal authority was short lived. Shortly after 
647/1249, Hasan Qarlugh, who appears to have recovered his 
possessions in Baniyan after 643/1245, again appeared before V 
the walls of Multan. Malik Kashlu Khan, who hastened from 
Uch to his defence, was hard pressed, and although the Qarlugh 
chief himself died in the battle in front of the city, Kashlu

1) Tab.Nas. p.209.
2) Razatul-Jinnat, F.lOOb.__________________________________________________
ote (4) from previous page.

Tab.Nas. p.290.
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(1)Khan was compelled to evacuate the city. He hopver, made an

unsuccessful attempt to recover the province, after which
Sher Khan, the Muqti1 of Bhatinda, possibly acting under

(2)instructions from Delhi, recovered the city, and placed it
under his deputy, Malik Ku^eI. Following a third unsuccessful
attempt at its recovery on the Part of Kaghlu Khan, the latter
wag besieged bv Sher Khan and compelled to surrender Uch shortlv 

/ (4)after 648/1250. Once more Sindh came under the aiTthority of
Delhi, and Sher Khanfs deputy at Multan, as a mark of his loyalty
sent a number ofllbngol captives which he had made in the course

(6 )of his fight, to Delhi, Sher Khan however, did not remain long
in possession of this south-western frontier province, but in
651/1253, he fell a victim to the intrigues of the Re^hani
faction in the court, and all his possessions were taken away

(6)from his officers and placed under Arslan Khan. It is said that
Tab.Mas. p.270.
Ferishta I, p.125.
Tab.Nas. p.277.
Tab.Nas. p.214, 271.
Ibid p.215; see also Haji Dabir II, p.715. 
Tab.Nas. pp.217-218.



Sher Khan had previously suffered a defeat at the hands of
the 1 infidels’ of the Indus1 -- possibly the Mongols -- and
retired to Turkestan and presented himself at the c'ourt of the
Mongol sovereign Mangu Khanf^

The reason of Sher Khan’s journey to Mangu Khan is not
clear, and would throw a flood of light on the subject undefc
discussion. proceedings of Jalaluddin, brother of Mahmud,
are eaually made a mystery of by the chronicler. The latter,
who was appointed to the Iqta'of Sambhal and Budaon in 646/1^1^,
suddenl?’’ became alarmed and fled towards Lahore through the 

(3)Sirmur hills. Lahore, as has been remarked above, was outside
the pale of Delhi, and ouite possibly under Mongol suzerainty.
The expedition undertaken in the same year by Ulugh Khan
towards the rtupner prdvinces and the bank of the kels", must
have been connected with this flight of Jalaluddin.^Se latter,

(5 )_p.ccording to the author of the Tarikh-i-Wassaf, proceeded to 
the court of Mangu Khan, whdie he was kindly received. The

.) Tab.Nas. p.217, 277. T&e details ofSier Khan’s retirement from Sindh 
are not clearly given, and MinHaj is contradictory in his 
statements; see Rverty’s notes - Trans, p.792; Cf. also Tab.Akb.I PP* and Budaoni, p. P, cff ; Raverty - Trans .Tsb .Has.0.1225 note, mentions the T*act that the arrival of Sher Khan at the Mongol court In 652/1254 is mentioned by the Christian 
missionary Rubrucuius.

i) Tab.Nas. p.212.
5) Tab.Nas. Raverty*s Trans, p.684; the printed text is defective here.
£) Tab.Nas. p.292.
5) Add. 25517, F.254b.
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Mongol commander Sell Bahadar was Instructed to help him with
soldiers to regain his throne. ihe Mongol forces escorted him
r,o the runjab as far as Hajuer on the oorders or Delhi, oeyond
which they could noy£>roceed. Jalaluddintook possession of the
territory comprising the districts of Lahore, Kujah and

v2) riiatSudharah, which were in Mongol occupation. /Lahore, which 
Jalaluddin held , was under Mongol suzerainty, Is confirmed 
from the fact that when in 652/1254, joined the party of 
Baloan against the Rajhani faction, he appeared from the side 
of Lahore and joined the camp at Bhatin^a. He must evidently 
have aspired to the throne, and it was possibly with this 
purpose in mind that he joined Ulugh,Khanfs party. After Ulugh 
Khan was reconciled to the Sultan, it is said that "a party of 
Amirs interposed between the two personages -- the Sultan and

L) Elliot III, p.37, doubted if it Is a corruption of Ajmere; bit it is undoubtedly the same town as Janer, midway between Ludhiana and Firozpur, near the old#ed of the Sutlej, on the route from Kaithal to Lahore: Cunningham - Reports XIV, p.67. Hashidhddin, quoting from Albiruni, writes it as Hajmer, and in some MSS., 
according to Cunningham, it is actually written Janer. It is 
aiso mentioned in the list of Iltutmish!s conouests, under the name of Janjer, which evidently is a misreading for Hajner;
Tab.Has.p.

2) iotamx Tarikh-i-Wassaf Add. 23517, F.254b; Binakiti, Add. 7626,F. 116b;
Kujah was somewhere in the Salt range, and is mentioned always 
in connection with Nandanah. Sudharah, or Sodra, is the name of the town situated on the ancient ford or the Chinas river, 5
miles a^ove Wazirabad: Cummingham-Reports XIV, p.43.

3) Tab.Has. p.300.



his brother -- ana  .........  af ter, vows pledges and
stipulations, the latter .............  presBiited himself and
Lhhore became his fie^.”

?!/hat is important to note in this account is the that
the inner line of the kingdom of Delhi had receded from the
Ravi, leaving the tract to the Mongol sway, who placed it
under their vassal Jalaluddin. In a few more years the Beas
(flowing in its own bed before the Sutlej joined it from the 
(2)easi) is referred to as the "front ier’1. Sher Khan returned

(3)from the Mongol court shortly after, first joined Jalaluddin at 
Lahore, but subsequently fell out with him, and the latter is 
said to have retired unsuccessful, while his family fell into 
the hands of Sher ^h^n. This may probably refer to the attempt 
of Sher Khan to recover the province or Lahore for the Sultan, 
with whom he was shortly after reconciled, and was appointed 
over the Iqta' of Bhatinda. But that the province was regarded as 
outside the pale of Delhi is clear from repeated references in 
the pages of »,he chronicle to the Beas and the province or

ern. The exrent to which the boundaries 
of Delhi were pushed back by the Mongols is further indicated by 
the account of Kushlu Khan, who was re-appointed over Multan and

.) Tab.Nas. p.219. Raverty’s Trans, p.700. It should be noted that
Lahore is not said to have been conferred upon him as is done 
in the case of other provinces.

I) Ind.Ant. 1932, pp.168-69: JASB. 1886, p.322 sq.
5) His purpose in visiting Mangu Khan was possiDly to negotiate a per

manent treat,v for r.he maintenance of peace on the Sindh frontier,
which however,does not appear to have been carried into effect.

.Notes cont. on next page).



,(1)and Uch about 653/1255. Immediately after, he threw off his
allegiance to Delhi, transferred it to Halaku, the Mongol
governor of Persia, and through the medium of Kuret, ruler
of Herat, received a Mongol Shahnah. After his abortive
attempt in conjunction with the rebel Qutlugh Khan to capture
Delhi in 655/1257, he presented himself at the court of
Halaku, to persuade him to send an army for the conquest of
Delhi, left his son as a hostage, and returned with the Mongol

(2 )army under Sail Bahadur. The general had, however, strict
orders not to cross the Delhi frontier, and he contented himself 
with only destroying the fortifications of Multan, as a measure 
of precaution in case of an eventual advance upon Delhi. It 
appears prooaole that there existed some sort of understanding 
between Delhi and the court of Halaku, which would explain the 
fact that although great preparations were made in the capital 
for fighting the Mongols, on the news of their arrival In ^5ndh 
the army never moved out of the camp to recoverMultan. It was 
evidently a precautionary arrangement,and the army was dispersed 
when it was known that the Mongols did not want :,to cross the(0)
frontier." The position of this frontier is indicated in the

) Tab.Nas. p.278.
) Ibid, p.273.
) Ibid, p.322. (4) Ibid, p.310. (5) Ibid, p.225, 310.
) Ibid, p.311.

Dtes from previous page.
) Tab.Nas. p.277. (5) Ibid, p.278.
) Eg.p.31ft: the Mewati trouDle could not De dealt with in 655/1256

gwing to the Mongols "having arrived on the frontiers of Delhi
^  continued to harass the i rontiers namely theterr itory ofi ^ Lahore and the line o 1 t he r iver Beas '• Raverty!s Trans. P.ool.
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account of Sher Khan, the Mucitf of Bhatinda. He was hostile 
to Kflshlu Khan, the Mongol protepee of Singh, an^ used to carry 
on hostilities wii.h him. But as this would nave involved Delhi 
into certain hostilities with the Mongols, he was transferred
to Kol, Gwalior, and other provinces towards the east in 657/1258,
n (1)in order to avoid strife on the frontier. Malik Nusrat Khan,
on whose statesmanship the government of Delhi could rely, was
placed in charge or the orovinces of Bhatinda, Sunam, Samana,
Hajner, and Lakhwal (?) and "the frontiers as far as the ferries

(2)over the river BefcJ\ (Beas)’1. Kushlu Khan was apparently left
unmolested: he sent his own envoy to Delhi along with the
envoys of Halaku and xha Qarlugh the ruler of Baniyan, when the
agent of baloan returned to Delhi in 65b/1259, afr.er conveying
the assent of Baloan to the matrimony of his son to the daughter

(3)of the Qarlugh chier.
This /s*.ate of the north-western frontier apoears to 

have considerably toproved when Balban came to the throne. As 
has been remarked he fore, during the period from 658/1259 to 
664/1265, when Barani opens his account, trie government of Delhi 

* must have recovered a pox*tion of the territory in the Punjab as 
far1 as Lahore. For, Malik Sher Khan appears in charge of the

, _ - - -   - -! -  , -----  - - . .. A ■ -  ■ —  ■. -  , ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  —     ■■■ ■ ■■— ■.« ■ ■■■ —  ■ ■ -

1) Tab.Nas.p.8il 278.
2) Ibid p.274.
3) For details of this interesting negotiation, the results of whicn areunfortunately no*, recorded, see Tab.Nas. pp.320-23; probably^-w* another attempt of the Qarlugh chief to enter into an alliance 

with Delhi against the Mongols.
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the provinces of Sunam, Bhatinda, Lahore and Dipalpur. He
built the fortress of Bhatner, and is said to have been like
the walls of Gog and Magog to the Mongols. He maintained a
well-equipped army of several thousand horsemen/, and not only
effectively resisted the Mongol attacks, but thoroughly curbed
the turbulence of the Jats, Khokars, Mandahi<r$ along with the

(1)Bhattis and Minas -- inhabiting the districts in the
(2)!unregulated tract*. Yet r.he province of Lahore was not wholly 

recovered. Sarly in his reign Balban undertook an expedition 
into the Salt range, possibly with a view to repeat the opera
tions undertaken in the first year of Mahmud*s reign. Two years
later he proceeded to Lahore, rebuilt and repopulated it, and

(3)appointed new officers for its administration. The city is not
mentioned again in Balban*s reign, nor does it appear as forming
part or the viceroyalty of Sindh subsequently conferred upon the
eldest, son or Balban. After Sher Khanfs death in 669-70/1217-71,
the extensive frontier province was divided and placed under
different officers, among whom Tamar Khan is mentioned. "But,"
remarks Barani, "they were no match for the Mongols and they

(4) nnever attained the success achieved by Sher Khan.
* ' •- ' » ' , • •• V <• V  . . .) They inhabited Northern Rajputana from Bikaner to Bhatinda, See

Cunningham Reports VI, p.8 and 28 XXIII, p.223.
) Barani, n.65. He is also said to h^ve conouered Gazni and read theKhutba there in the name of Mahmud, but this was hardly possible, 

as Gazni was the headquarters of the Mongol forces,
i) Barani, pp.ifc 60, 70.
:) Ibid, p.65-66.



Sueeess was, however, more dura ole and well marked in
Sindh, which, according toour available evidences, must have
Deen recovered from Kushlu Khan and his Mongol masters. There
were possibly a series of expeditions against the Mongold after
Halaku*s death, wnich resulted in the recovery of the pcvince,
olaced a few years afi,er BalnanTs accession, under Prince

(1)Muhammud. It would ha.ve oeen highly interesting to know the
process by which the Mongols were dislodged from Sindh. The
line at which the prince is said to have held the Mongols in

(2 )check every year, Is also difficult to fix. He led expeditions 
against *,he Mongols and captured Tatar horses, which he pres
ented to his father at Delhi every yeal. Amir Khusrau mentions 
Afghan garrisons on the outlying fortresses of the province,
where the viceroy, with whom the poet also lived, used to spend

(4)$Dme time during his yearly cam^igns agamsf the Mongols.
Towards the end of haloanfs reign, the frontier line 

in theJrtmjab appears again to nave shifted back to the tract 
between the Ravi and the Beas. In the same year in which 
Prince Muhammud was placed in charge of Sindh, Bughra Khan was 
apoointed to the Province of Sunam and Samana -- prooauly in 
the place of Tamar Khan. He was specially instructed to

Barani, p.66.
Amir Khusrau-Yastul-Hayat, 1.0. No.1187, F.89b; see also Mirza, Life 

and Yorks of Amir Khusrau, p.55.
Barani, p.69.
Amir Khusrsu, Tuhfatus-Sighar, 1.0.1187, Rxi& F.50 sq.



07
increase the number of his troops and maintain their efficiency,
so as to De constantly ready for fighting with the Mongols,
This province of Sunam and Samana appears as the frontier
province for uhe rest 01 uhe period. The following oassage in
Barani* s account ivill make it abundantly clear . “Often in
those days the Mongol horsemen used to cross the sehar and
‘enter the territories [of Delhi). Balban, when he appointed
his two sons over Samana and Multan, used to desoatch Bughra
Khan from Samana, Khan-i-Shahid tPrince Muhammud) from Multan
and Malik Bektaarsfrom Delhi (to meet them). The.y would march
up to the waters of the river Beas, and drive back the Mongols.
They obtained sevei*al victories over the Mongols who (as a
result of these operations) dared not approach the river any (1) „more. When Balbaih took Bughra Khari to Lakhnauti in his cam
paign against Tughril, he further sub-divided the province, 
placed each unit under a military leader of proved auility, 
appointed Malik Sunj as the general over the provincial army,
and the entire provincial army was placed at the disposal of

(2)the viceroy of Multan. The prince was successful in holding 
them back for five years, but in the last yeai- of Balban* s 
reign, in 684/1285, he was slain in a battle,-a disaster which

L)Barani, p.81. Elliot*s Trans, of the nassage - III, p.112, is not ouite correct.
2) Barani, p.75.



supplied tne tneme of one of Amir Khusrau1 s most beautiful 
(1)elegies. In that year Tamur Khan, the Mongol commander of 

the forces of Afghanistan, entered the Sindh Sagar Doab, and 
plundered the territories as far as the Ravi. Having plun
dered the districts of Lahore and Dipalpur, he advanced towards

(2)Multan, and reached within three farasangs from the city. In
•• 1 ' »l ‘ -*•' ' v *•’ *-'■ •' * . 'S- '• * • the battle that followed, the Muslim forces were routed, and

the prince was unexpectedly Killed by a Mongol ambush. Most
of the Muslim forces were slain, and according to Amir Khusrau,

(3)'in Multan, ?,in every house there was some dead to be wept for.tt
The hold on Multan and Lower Sindh, however, was not affected
by this defeat, and tne Mongols appeared to have retired soon

'’martvredafter. The young son of the kurjx&ixsh princen was nominated
(4)for the viceroyalty of the province.

Thus the boundary of Delhi in the nortn-west remained, 
roughly, along the water parting between the Ravi and the Beas, 
just as it was when Balban came to.the throne. Most of the 
province of Lahore was outside the boundary, and possibly fcks* 
formed the Monro1 sphere of influence. Kaiqobad*s reign was

L) See Mirza-Life and Works, pp.56-59,for a trans. of the poem, which is 
cuoted in full Biy Budaoni I,p. 138: Yahia Sirhlndi-TM.pp.44-49, 
also gives an account of the disaster in prose composed by Amir 

2\ Kasan.Sax TM. p.45; Ferishta. I,p.82; Barani, p. 109, star.es that the battle was 
fought between Lahore and Dij5alpur, but both from the accounts of Amir Khusrau and Amir Hasan, referred to above, appears to
have been fought not far from the city of Multan, on the right %bank of the Ravi.

3) Mirza - Life and YorKs, p.63; Amir Khusrau was himself taken prisonerby the Mongols on this occasion, but he managed to escape.
4) Barani, p.110.



not marked by any further changes, and although the Sultan
and his capital were engrossed in pleasure, Balban1s frontier
defence remained intact. Ferishta, rraoting from two earlier

(1)sources, which are not available now, states that Kaikhusrau, 
the viceroy of Sindh, entered into correspondence with the 
Mongol general Tairaur Khan, and in the hope of persuading him 
to assist him in regaining the throne, he t>aid him s visit at 
Gazni. Taimur Khan was, however, not very enthusiastic over the 
project, and Kaikhusrau returned disappointed. He was immedi
ately afterwards recalled and murdered by the crafty Nizamuddin. 
According to Yahl^a Sirhindi, the nexr, governor^Multan, reported 
a victory over the Mongols six months afer Kaiqnbad’s accession. 
While Kaioobad was making preparations for oroceeding to Awadh 
to/meet his father, news of another Mongol invasion was Drought 
to Delhi. Taimur Khan had again overrun the bank of the Ravi,
extending from Multan to Lahore, and laid waste^tne whole

(3 )„country from Samana to Lahore" Malik Bektars was immediately
sent at the head of thirty tnousand soldiers, who defeated and
routed them on the bank of the Ravi, and made a great number
of them prlsuners. ̂  ̂ It is said that the Mongols pux-sued as

(5)far as the Salt range.
L) I,p.84.
2) Amir Khusrau QS. p.48.
3) Ibid, p.49.
i) Ibid, p.50.
5) TM.p. m
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Chapter VII.

TV e Administration.

(i) Organisation of the Central Oovftmmtnt.

A* the Multan war the *lrat actliCCl leader of the
Turks* he was the fountain head of all authority in the kingdom

(1)set up by thorn. Toward the end of the XII Century* the legal 
pretentions of the Caliph to be the secular and religious head 
of the Islamic 'rorld, had been practically reduced to a mere 
recognition of hi* position as the spiritual successor of the 
Prophet and the inclusion of his name as such in the Khutba 
and the coins* The appropriation of most of the secular duties 
of the Caliph by the autonomous Sultana had long been a recog
nised fact, and no one cared for the legal theory that the 
right of appointing Carls for dispensing justice, belonged 
properly to the Caliph* and unless he had formally delegated 
some of his powers to the Pultan* the letter’s judicial officere 
had no legal status. The Sultan not only appointed Canis* but 
also assumed the role of the Keeper of the Feligious Conscience

(1) A discussion on the sovereignty will he found in Chapter IX



of the People, and performed the duties through the Shoikhul l*ta.mn
(1)appointed by him. According to Reran!, one of the duties

of ft Muslim sovereign enumerated by Balban was%not to tolerate
heretics, philosophers, and people of unorthodox belief And

(2 )
the opponents of the Sunni faith in hie kingdom* The Sultan 
was the supreme commander of the military forces of the realm, 
and was supposed to lead every expedition* No commander of a 
permanent nature is mentioned under any Sultan, except Haziest, 
who is da id to have placed Gallic Aibak-i«*Bihak in charge of 
the a r m y . ^

Next to the Sultan, the chief executive officer 
belonged, theoretically at least, to the wazlr* Although he 
wee only one of the four departmental he tide, his rank was a

f4llittle above the others, who were known by their respective 
departments. During the XXXI century, the Sultan appears to 
have only one Vasir at a time, although the Tebakai-i-fta s iw i

-tillat one Instance names three w»zirs of kuhamimid b*s£W. The

1) ntutmish offered the office to the celebrated saint Qutbuddin Shubh
Dakhtiyar Kaki and on hia refusal, It was given to 
Na,1J&suddln nughre -Sierafc ~ Arefin r 0r*2l6, P.57a.
Mehmud appointed JamaluddjLn Buatcmi to the office in 653/1255, 
and on his death in 657/1258 A*D. was replaced by his son**
Teh.Has*p.220 and 226.

2) Barani, p.45.
5) Tab*Nftfl.p*187.
4) Boo Bughre Khan’s advice to hie son Kaioobad - Barani, p.153.
5) Tab«Nas* p*126.



titles of tfizamul-vuik, Muayyidul-lfolk ^edrul-Hulk, Ainul-Mulk,
etc., were reserved for the **zir who wag generally recruited
from the civil clese ( /£/fO as distinct from the military 

(1)Ac the (Thief Minister of the State,he was responsible 
to the Sultan not only for his department, but for all other 
branches of fdwinintrrtion, The exact nature of his jurisdic
tion in other departments is, howevar, difficult to determine* 
Khwaja Mubrxrabuddin, the fazir of Bfasud, Is said to have y
taken all functions out of the hands of the Turki^which would 
Imply that he exorcised considerable control over almost every 
departmental staff. His supervision over the arrangements for 
the provincial government may be Inferred from the story 
recorded by Barani of how Tuna id i was disgraced by Iltutmlsh
for recommending * man of Hindu origin for a clerical post in
the Tote' of Ksnoul.^^ Extensive though his Jurisdiction must 
have been, It does not anpeer that the Wa*irfs office helonyed 
to the class of w’ azerah-taf-fl*M ( ^ \j) ) i.e. unlimited
Wazarat, described bv the Muslim ooMtioal theorists e*rly in 
the XT century, HnliVe the nunllmited Wszir* to whom, 
according to Al-^awardl, the Caliph delegated most of his royal 
authority, the Wazlr was responsible for every single act which

(1) Adabul T?nrb Add, 1585.% F.56b* The ^azir should be proficient in
arts and sciences, but need not be a military man, F.52b.

(2 ) Tab • Ka s • p. 198 *
(5) Barani, p.38-9•
(4) Al-Mawardi - Ahkamus - Sultaniyah, Text, p#21-24\ see also Khuda 

Bukah  ......  Islamic Civilisation, pp.246-48.
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had to be approved the Cultan before it could be enforced. 
That all decrees and ordera of the Wazir were Isrtioc? with the 
approval and authority of the Sultan is implied hr tfinhaj-i- 
Sirlj^ statement regarding Bddruddin Sunquajj/fa Illegal 
aupercession of the Nazir’s mthority, in issuing his own

(1)rnaddate, which did not possess the authority of the Sultrn.
r?The Nazir's sanction had to be obtained before the wszir

Muharrabuddin could execute his plan of imprisoning the y

Turkish officers sn the roysl army when ©ncamped on the bank
(o\of tha Baas in 639/1241 A#D. Keither is there any evidence 

to shov that the ftazir had any jurisdiction over the judiciary?
« ' •»* '. ,v” vjf. s* ■ »v * • >. J 2 % S

r— » • j») ws^r/>» V- if. •*#* *■ ,*. ' 1'7a \ l /.* k.% ’ ' ’ •>*.. , f: i ' V s W  *

nor doos it appear that he had anything to dc with the organ
isation and command of the arm^pthough thero wore occasions

(4)when he actually took part in the fighting* He wag the Chief
(6)Counsellor of the Sultan and had access to him at ell times.

•# * v" ‘ v-; • ‘ . •** *7 T V  • * K •* * -■V \ <*‘. w  **•'«“. • A i W i ,  V14 'f V *  ',*> TT Vi v  4 >. >,

Ha was aasantlally a touroi-'-icrntlc offlc*r and could to* dlsisi*«ed,V

(1) T*b.Hs«.p.l9J»-S.
(e) Ibid p . m .
(5) Adabul narb, AdrU 168F? F*33b, where the w**ir la advised to engage 

him*elf in the Improvement of the army end it a equipment end in maintaining the efficiency of the armoury. But this was 
probably a theory applied to the w*zir in his capacity of 
the Chief Kxecutivo Officer of the State* In the XTV century, 
when the office of the Wazir had risen greatly in importance 
to bo really the chief minister, hh equipped the army and held 
~ov!*ws - Afif p.193, 442; but in the XIII, other offices, eg* 
^1r~l-Hajib* WnWlvDar, were of greater importance than that 
of the ?a*ir,

(4) Tajul Maasir, F.237a* Tab*Kas.p*17S.
(5) Barani, p.153; Add* 16853, F*53a*



at any time, Probably ha was given a fixed pay, for there 
la no Mention of any assignments mad* to any *a*lr. Mdhassabuddls 
Is said to haw* appropriated the Iqta'of Kol for himself, but 
this was uneathorlaed and therefor* illegal^ as was also his 
assumption of the royal prerogative of the Haobat and th* 
Hlephant.^ The ‘"'aslr was assisted by a deputy sailed th* 
Halb-1-Waslp - most probably appointed by the Sultan himself!-^ 
who was generally promoted to th* of flee of Chief w a s i r , ^

Th* "faslr, however, lost much of his Importance after 
th* death of lltutalsh, when th* Household offlees of the ‘ 
Amar-l-Hafb and th* M*Yll»»Dar, and finally the Halb- 1-Mamlikat 
superseded him In authority and power, and he was reduoedito
th* position of a departmental head In charge of th* Dlwan-e-

_  c* ■ .wasarat ( )Ministry of Plnanee, which should be carefully 
distinguished from th* "Masuad-l-Waxarat," the offlee of th*
Chief waslr, The former was on* of th* four departments with 
which the Central Government was divided. Besides th* general 
duties of the "'aslr, Indicated above, he was dlreetly In charge 
of the Degprtment of Flnanee and revenue. He not only eolleeted 
th* revenue from th* lands Imnedlately under th* flentrel 

Government (th* Khillsah - unasslgned lands) but also audited

(1) Tab,Has.p.198.
(2) Muhassabuddln was th* Ha lb of Jhnaldi, th* waslr of Iltutmlah • Tab,

Has.p.187t Khwija Khatlr, th* Waslr of Balban and Kaloobad, was th* Halb of Haean Basrl - Barani, p,24.
(3) See Bsranl p,464 for th* duties of th* Hsib-l-*asir In th* reign of

wuhawsud b, Tughlaq.



fch# *ecount• of th# Muoti1# n n A  realised the surplus, sona
tinas even by violent methods# hud an array of clerks
under him, collectively celled th# Ddw*n. Th# audit depart-
a m t  of th# Ministry was und#r th# Mustaufi# #ho probably

(2)auditad th# accounts of oth#r departments as w#ll# Th#
A lulls and th# Karkuns * fiscal clerks, wore attached to the 
Dlwan.<S)The duties of the T>lwan-e*<”asirat must have bssn 
highly elaborate sad varied* though e detailed acoount of 
them In the XITI century la not found in the chronicles.
Afl, remark) "If one vents to describe the off lees of the 
r>iwan-e-wesarat, one hes to write a book*"

(1) Vo direct reference Is made to such duties In the ehronlolee of the 
XXIT century* but that his functions were substantially the 
same as In the Khalil and Tughlaq period* may probably be 
assumed* Ohlyisuddln Tughlaq Instructed his Dlwin*qp»wasirat 
not to allow an Increase of more than or l A l  In the 
reven ue of the Iqta•a. Barani* p.420. The Muqtl' of Multan 
In the reign of Flros Tughlaq* asked permission to submit his 
accounts directly to the Sultan Instead of the waslr** Afi£.P.414. in OOOASOO a.b* the Muqtl' of Msnlkpur, aooordlng to 
Amir Khusrau • IJas-e-Khuaravl • Add* 1$841* F.106, refused 
to pay his surplus revenue* or render accounts to the MUhaslb 
(auditor) sent by the weslr of Alauddln Khaljl. ,

(8) m  the XXV he was responsible to the waalr for the audit of the
expenditure of the Dlwin and w« ̂generally a subordinate to him* 
Flros Tughlaq raised the Importance of the Fustaufl, who waa 
empowered to Interfere with all departments In the Diwin-a~wag«p 
and finally he waa made the auditor general of the whole flovern- 
metn. Afl£* p,376, under the Mustsnfl* waa sudttor official* ) 
salted Waquf ( ) created by Jalaluddln Khaljl, whose duty
wee to examine the Items of expenditure* He also created the 
office of the Vaslr* also attached to the Mwin-mtweqarat under 
the Mustaufl* to examine the receipt returns of the Atnlls * 
Afl|* p.480.

(3) Add. lesss. (4) Afif. p.480.
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The Arx-e-tfanllik was th# head of th# A n y  department, 

in which w#r# combined the functions of the War Office and the 
Ordnance department (Barred Khana-Armoury). Hie duties were 
to keep the muster roll of the Xqta9d & 2  (military assignees)

'•* V- '•* '*'jp

to look after the efficiency and equipment of the foree9 and 
also to enrol new reoruits for the standing army, and was 
responsible for the payment of the soldiers. His Naib-i-Ar* 
(Deputy muster-master) accompanied the troops in the expedi
tions to arrange for provisions end transport and to collect 
the spoils of which he was to keep an aceo The Ars-e-
Mamellk occasionally held reviews of the standing army and 
saw that the kuqtl9# brought their provincial contingents

* ~ V ' f
whenever required according to the stipulated number. Xadul 

. Mulk, the Arts of Balkan, used to reward the troopers out of 
his own pocket and Is specially praised by Barani for the 
conscientious way in which he discharged his dutiaa! Balban
p*v* him larpr* pow*r* ov*rhis d*p»rfcment, and •• th* Pay-

( J (4)Maater of th* Any, h* could lnoraas* th* pay of any troop*r«
e

Barani also records his practice of inviting the whole staff
of his Diwan to a feast at which he distributed about two
thousand 5**als^out of o*11 pocket. It Appears that bribery
was a vice eoranon among the officials of the Department, and
IMaduk Mulk is said to have begged his subordinates not to

) Barani p.61.
) Barani p.326.
) Ibid p.118-16*
) Idem* (8) PPr the value of the jital see infra Section V,pp.•«•*• «•••
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MO»pt any bribes from t.he Haib-e-Ars of fit* Muctl's, which ,
(1)he said would result In the ultlasts dentruction of ths army.

Ho was probably paid in assignments, foriMadul bulk la said
to have bsstowsd many villages on wakfs and ondowmants out of
. . (8) his Own resources.

The MuahrIf-l>Uaaallk, Secretary of Ft*te, was In charge
of the Secretariat at the Plwan-e-msfca?^ The function of this
department waa to draft the royal order!) receive all oorred-
pondenee from the Muctl's and Atnila, and to despatch the royal
orders.^It had a large number of officers, called rablns,
while the head was usually given the title of the rsadrul Mulk
or (th^ Tajul Mulk. A private Dablr was attached to the Sultan,
and was eallsd the Dablr-e-Khas, His usual duty was to write
the Fateh-nawwh of the Keaa^S] or. In feet, of any Muslin
general. The MUshrlf-e-Mamallk was In close touch with the
sultan and was the Keeper of the Government records,

the fourth department was sailed the Dlwan-1-Rasalat by
(7)Barani, and was probably In charge of foreign and diplomatle 

correspondence, and was In close touch with the embassadors,
(1) Barani p,116,> (2) Ibid p,117.
(3) The office underwent considerable changes In the course of a century,

when. In the reign of Flros Tughlaq, the Mushrlf appears as an accountant under the Hovenue Ministry - AfId. p,409. The officeof the Secretary had become known as the tnblr~*»Mani(llk and theSahlb-l-Plwan-l-heha, and had lest Its dablnet rankj Afty.p.278, 364*
(4) Tab,Has,p.178, (6) Barani, p,133,
(6) Tajul Maasir

fl—-Ttrtrtrr'-frflflflfirjeMMMm fnn tiisn renmatrirsis ntnsnmnrlng'Tlbniimt iiti 06
(7) B a r a ^ f J T $ ^ * 8X*W l *»X W M , W *
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wnreyn or •rants n«nt to foroijm oo All
Besides these principal Departments, there were the

(2*Barid-i-tfsmalik, Chief new* writer of the kingdom, under whoa 
wort W B B t m t  Darida, poo tod in the provinces, towns, basaare, 
end almost In every place of Import ones. They reported every

4

important incidcmt to tbs Cbisf Bar id, who communicated it to
tbs ^ultcn. The loo si Bsridislso served ss secret spies and

ft1<3)acted as a check upon the conduct of the Muoti9e* Balban 
reorganised the whole system and made it highly efficient and 
trustworthy, and placed great reliance on his Bar ids# In
effect, the Departmentsof the Hews writers combined in Itself
the function of an exclusive Governmental postal system, with 
espionage as the instrument of despotlsmf and the Muqti9a, 
walls, Ain 11 a and other officers are stated to have been 
extremely apprehensive of the Bar lie!

Other Departments of lesser importance were the Depart
ments of the Inland shipping, under the Amir-I-B«$irf and the 
Armoury, under the shahnah-i-^arrad Khana^possibly an off-ehoot 
of the Diran-i-Ars* A Khasin or Treasurer is also mentioned in

1) Bee Add* 16853 F*57a for the regulations concerning the despatch of
ambassadors to foreign courts*

2) It is mentioned only from the reign of Balban - Barani p*24? but the
Department existed earlier - Bee Ibid p*38»

3) Barani p*81« (4) Ibid p*45*
5) Tab*Has«p*258*
6) Ibid p*£54f In Barani9s time, the Department waa called Saleh Khana,

r t h * named Sar-e-ftaicthdar, had a rank in the activeaimy — xoio p*«£4»
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the reign of Htutmiah* ̂
These department# were th# normal features of th#

Control Oovernment and It is hardly probable th#t th#y were
•#s#nttally aff#ot#d hy th# frequent changes in th# capital,
Th##e changes ocotirred, not #o ranch on th# throne, a# In th#
offic#a of th# Household Department, of th# Sultan, which In
the main influ#nood th# policy of the Oovernment* Of these,
th# offic# of th# Ameer-e-HaJib waa th# moat important* Aaa
th# Lord Chamberlain, h# waa placed nearoat th# per eon of
th# fultan and thus wielded considerable power when the latter
was weak or young* Significantly enough we do not hear much
about th# Amir-i~Ha Jib in th# reign of Aibak, Iltutmiah or
Balban* His duty waa probably to plao# the official document#
before th# Sultan and communicate hie order# to th# respective
department# or officials* He waa the intermediary between th#
sultan and his Covemment* A# th# offic# carried great power
and prestige it was usually the bon# of contention between
rival factions at th# court# *7h#n Balban waa dlegraeed in
661/1P635 A*P*, the office of th# Amir-i-HaJib, held by his(2)younger brother, was also taken away from him* Aetkin, th# 
Amir-i-TTaJib of Fa^^wfc, placed aa h# waa near th# person of 
the Sultan, took th# leading part in th# conspiracy that led 
to his downfall* Th# power of th# Amlr-l-HaJib oan be estimated

(1) Tab.Baa.p.249.
(2) Tab#Naa.p*280.
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from the fact that the chief reason of Melik Sitnqar* Amir-i-
Ha Jib of Balban, quarrelling with the ^asir, was the fact
that he need to supersede the latter in the iaaue of hie own
mandates and in the administration of the k InrdoA. ̂ Apfivt
from « Vaib-l-Amlr-HsJlb^here appear* tohswo been a number
of these R* Jibo and th* Mallkul-RujJsA was probably pi*cod
over tham. The Amlr-1-HaJlb, In addition to hlo dotloo In
tho court, also appears os Ruct 1^ Balban, for example, was
tho Muotl* of Hansl while ho hold tho offloo of Amlr^l-Hajlbf4^
KUshlu Khan woo tho Mactl' of Meerut, In addition to his duties
of tho Amir-1-HaJib of Mahmud. Boon tho M«lb-l-Amir-i-HaJlb
hod odmlnlstrotlwo dutlisl In Bnronl's time tho Anlr-1-HaJlb

(7)woo known os Berlsk.
Almost ldentloel In duty end Import*noe wss tho offiso 

of tho wsklb*>T>sr ("tho waster of Ceremonies"). The offloo Is 
mentioned first in tho relpn of Mahmud, when tho upstart Pectin 
wss appointed to it In 681/12M A«T>« After this it beeeme s 
repular offloo existing side by sldo with tho Amir-l-HsJlb- 
the fact that Hawhan, when ho suocoodod In ousting Bolbon, 
wss satisfied with tho offloo, which pswe him sufficient power

(1) Tab.Kan.p.193. (8) Ibid p.260. Ibid p.294.
(4) Mchasohajlb Is also mentioned by Barani p.36.
(6) Tab.Was. p.286-87. (6) Ibid p.270. (7) Ibid p.260.
(8) Barani, pp. 24, 36, end 61.



(1)to remov* th* latt*p from Hnnsl to Napour, indicate* that
th* Wa\cil-*-dftr oarrled praotioally th* aata* powers as th*

(2)Amir— 1-H« Jib. Lika th* latter it had alao a Kalb. Th* offie*
V ’ ' • v* \ v ‘ 'Vi-.* . '}■

became Import ant in the reign of Kaicobad *dien Qiwamuddln, the 
rad«*Bnk9 became practically the Dictator of the Ki4^ioau It 
la not certain if he held any Iqta’ in addition to the office* 

Another office attached to the court which ia ao frequently 
mentioned In the chronicle9 wae that of the Sar^i^Jandar 
(leader of the Oefcerolj)* He waa a salaried offioi$9 and 
commanded the royal guards called Jandars, about whose position 
in the army we tihall have to speak later on. It appears that 
there used to be more than one S&r-l-Jandar at a time.^Hie 
actual duty was obviously to attend the person of the Sultan*
It is also probable that he was entrusted with the custody and 
punishment of prisoners of war as is implied in the answer of 
Malik Albak who refused the off ice offered to him by Iltutmish9 
on the ground that ’the Sultan ••••»* commands his slave to 
take an of floe of affliction ( )9 while his humble iiave is
unable to practise bloodshed, torture and extortion and oppmessioi 
upon Muslims and subJeote*w^ L a t e r  on the office appears to 
have become a mero title and in the reign of Balbanf the lluqti*

1) Tab*Has*p*£17* (2) Barani, p*96* (3) Ibid p*131*
4) Tab.Nasw p*237* (•) Mg*Tbb*Kas* p*236f 252*
•) Ibid p*237.
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(1)of Amroho ia r # f * y v m 6  to hw Parent thia Th# fcftr-
m1*3andar U#t*elXy h«»Id Teta1# alao.

other Heueahold officer# w#r# th# Mil*-1-Akhur (KA#t#r 
of tho ftahl##), with hi# tho Phahna -i-Pilan (Super
intendent of th# Kl#phno$#)f and th# Superintendent of th# Foyal 
fJt#hlr<v ***ho 4mir-i-0hikar w#9 in charpe of th# Runtiity
^et abllehwent «nd had a number of an bo rd inct# officer# undo*(6)
him, each in eharrc of a particular branch of huntinpr. Fum#rou# 
oth«r count office# #*i#t#d round th# oeracm of the Sultan, but 
they were raoatty titular diatinetiona, eiwen to th# newly 
fawoured #1aw##, to whom they earned a# train iny mound# for

81.other office# of real r#aoon#iMI
Ko Polio# Fowo# - th# shnrta, of th# Abb##id 

Adniniatretion of Ferhdad - #troear# to haw# exlated «t thi# 
period, and th# maintenance of l#w and order in normal tin##
waa probably entreated to th# Kotwal of th# city, csaiatod by(8)
euberdlnat# officer#. Kant ion i* mad# of th# Mufhtaslb (th# 
Cenaor) Whoa# duty wan to look aft#r th# public moral#, to 
enforce hon#»t deal try in bualn### tr#n#act5on# in th# market#, 
and h# had th# rlrht t.n Inflict nummary jainiahmant with th# help 
of hi# aubordlnate H# had no 1udl#ial v o ^ o r n .  Another.

(1) Barani, and 118. (2) Tab.K##. p. 255i Barani 257.
(3) Tftb.Ho#, p,247. (4) Tbld p.P57.
(?) Ibid 256. (6) Barani, p.54.
(7) Romo of thorn w#r#t Saki-i-Kh##, Chaonipir, Ttawat-Dar, Bahlah-Dar #to.

An Atsir-i-Klm?^aJlia9 chief of th# a###mbly, i# mentioned in tho reifm of IItutniah. Tab.Na«.p.^~B.
(8) Barani, p.75.



officer in ohnrps of regulating and ŝupervising th* market 
with tt view to punish dishonest dealing* and /roard ngainst 
private holding up of conrroditlea to raiee the price* tras 
called the Baia-i-Basaar. ̂  lh the chief cities the Kotwal 
was ordinarily responsible for maintenance of nublic order

i o\and even for the defence of the city. The Kotwal of Delhi 
was a hiph official and Balban had so much confidonce in hia 
Kotwal* Fakhrul TJsnara* that the latter was placed in charge 
of the kingdom during Balbanta three years1 absence in 
LAkhnauti. The Amir-i-Pad (or Dad-Bak) had* as we shall 
see* duties corresponding to those of the modem Police magis
trate and performed the Judicial part of maintaining law and 
order.

A sort of Advisory Council was formed by the Amir-i-HaJib* 
Deputy Amir-i-Ha Jib* the Tasir* the Avia-i-Mamalik* tho 'Vifclb-*' - 
15.1* and th. Kotwal of Delhi. There was, however, no herd and 
faat rule, and much depended on the whim of the <!ultnn. Besides 
this, there were other men who were normally consulted, and 
Buphr* Khan was specially Instructed to follow tho advice of 
his counsellors. ̂ Kaic^obad was advised by his father to refer 
all natters of Government to his Cabinet of four Ministers, 
composed of the ra*ir, the Asiz, and heads of the Dlwan in

1) Adabul Harb. Add.16883 F.47a» Barani p.34.
P) lit. Nos.

3) Barenl p.36. Tt was oalled VaJtis-i-Khllwat.
4) Ibid p.81.
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fitRlgalat and Instn.

The moat Important and perhaps extraordinary office of 
tho Naib-i~ amiivat, was* It may be said, an Innovation in the 
Muslim polltloal organisation of Asia at this time* The office 
la not hinted at in any of the early polltloal treatlees. As 
has been said before It was* a creation of the Turkish military 
nobility and was meant to reduce the Sultan to complete impotence. 
The Wasir and other officials were mainly bureaucratic, and t w o  

at the most, masters of their own respootlve departments. But 
the Forty wanted oontrol over the whole raadhinery of the govern* 
ment and this could net be done as long at the official authority 
of the sultan remained. A new office was therefore created after 
the fall of Hahi|a!t9 which, in effect, combined the powers of
j\T- , v V *; y •. p. -pv' i r*V; * '  ̂J ** * ' - • ' ■ ivV i • ? Sboth the Regent and the Dictator as well as the tasir. hahram 
was compelled to apooint Malik Aetigin as hie Kalb, ’’for at least 
one year,” and to place him in oontrol of the entire edminlstra* 
tlon of the realm, and was practically foroed to delegate hie
authority to him ’by issuing an order in accordance With all

(2)this."' 9 Aetlgin fOLoo arrogated to himself the Hmrtmt and the 
ftlephant • the two special prerogatives of the Multan. After 
the overthrow of Ashram the orocedont, was followed, and Mesttd 
was compelled to delegate his power to hla Haib. The latter9a 
po^er, however, diminished with the rise of Balban and his

D m  ibid p . m .
2) Tab.Has.p.263.
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nppolntjuant rb ttia tonir— In 642/1244. With hi. appoint-
went to the officr© of the Haito in 647A249, the sultan was
again role gated to the background. If he did not interfere
with the ordinary routine administration of the different
departments, he controlled every one of them. Aut, as has
been remarked in an earlier chapter, it was fortunate for the
monarchy in the sense that the ruler of the Waib did not mean ?
the rule of the Forty. The instrument of their own creation
was turned against them. Aalben succeeded in breaking
up the Forty and the office of the Ifaib, though made use of
by him in his rcisn, was henceforth shorn of its absolute
powers. He appointed the Kotwal of Aelhi as his lfaib, tout the
latter was given authority only over the administration in
T>elhif^||ie was, however, enjoined to send to Aalbnn in Bengal(8)©11 the despatches and communications from the officials.
'fakhrul bmars9s authority was thus far removed from the virtual 
dictatorship of Balban in Mahmud9* reign. The newt mention of 
a TTaib in the XTTT century was on the occasion of the deposition 
of Kaiqobsd in *89/1890, when his infant son Kdturners was 
raised to the throne by the dnti~KhalJi party in the throne. ̂  
It was evidently a regency, tout the short duration of the
infant king9© rule put an end to it. The office of the Waib

(1) B*rani, p.86.
(2) Ibid p.87.
(3) Ibid p.181.
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remained and w u  employed In tar on, but its special character 
d isappeered with tho reign of Mahmud.

(11) Looal and Provincial Government.

The chronicles generally ust the word a Iqto ( I ) 
and <vltayat ( vSyJi#. ) manning an undaflnad tract of country, - 
to indicate division* of the kingdom. The fearner, which taaanc, 
literally, a portion, la used much more frequently, seemingly 
with a technical meaning, on the exact determination of which(1)depends a clear etudy of the nature of the local admtnlatrat ion. 
The word Iqta9, meaning an administrative division, appears to 
have been used early in the Central Aslan Stati*^from which the 
Turks borrowed it# It is needless to point out that Bevertyfe 
translation of the word as ffieff - which at once suggests a 
feudal system In whiov the tenants-in-chief of the king were 
virtual sovereigns in their own domains,-,Is misleading# A 
careful study of the chronicle will show that the so-called 
1 fief-ho Id era* (Muqtl’s) appear as little more than bureaucratic 
officers under the Central Government# And yet considerable 
latitude was allowed to them in military affairs, which would be 
unthinkable for modern bureaucratic Governors# As Professor Gibb

(1) Both the words are used in a synonymous sense - see Bar an 1 p#96, 
whore Balbnn, In advising his son ttughr* Khan, Muctl1 of 
Lakhnautl, drew a distinction between Iqtlmdarl (Kingdom) and 
ilayat-Bdri, the last word having been evidently used for an 

n IqtWdari" or Muoti-shipr see also Moreland - Agrarian System of Moslem India, Appendix B# p#817#
Hote (2) see next page.
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(i)has remarked, the term fietf is too convenient to be avoided, 
but not until we study the system closely in lte actual working 
will lte exact significance be oleAr to us.

Toward the end of the XII century, Nisamil-Stalk laid
(2)down the following rules for the guidance of t.ho Nuqtl's*

’They (the muqti's) should know that their right over the 
subjects is only to take their rightful amount of money or
perquisite ( ) in a reaceful method? ..........  the
life, property and the family of the subjects ( i Ipj ) 
should be immune from any harHaf^^the mucti's have-no right 
over them? If the subject desires to make a direct appeal to 
the court of the suit An* the l^qti1 should not nrrvont, him.
"very muqtl1 who violate* thesa laws should be dismissed and 
mmifihed* ..... the kingdom End the subjects all belong to the
king and tho muqtife, and the Wall* Are ao many superintendent* 
over them as the king i* overother rauqt.i** ...... After three
or four years the Alntls nnd the inucti,s should be changed so 
that they may not be too strong.*1 There is no mention, however, 
of their rights and liabilities in other essential matter s of 
government such as rrrrry, revenue and justice, but there ere 
Instances in reljuq and also in Khrariaai history where the

1) Pamaecus Chronicle of the Crusade*. V. 5k.
2 ) Sisrsal Hamah n*»7. X

Vote (2) from previous page.
See, for example, Hlsamal **ulk - Sieraat Hamah p.*28. Ibnul Atijir 

freouently uses it in his account of the ^elj&q Kingdom X 
homb.rg) op.178, P74; se. also Kn-Mo.sSwi p.79.
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rauqtl1 had his own contingents oouippod and maintained out
" v <*’. - % ’'••■ V > v  * ? * V\e*of the revenue-of hie province, the re at of which went; to the 
Central Co vernment« -

» :--Vy S * !. <y*CJSSV"J-- '? .*.!•.'• * * '.tv/'vf ' • ' ■»• V . J- v iS ’ *_• J.- N\' ,‘v - • ' ? ** •. r ’ ' r ' V •.;• <
As har bt<*»n remarked the snrae system in all it a essential

details was followed in Indio. Hie isnrti1 was appointed by 
the Suit cm, and could bo transferred end dismissed at will#

p^l y  * *.‘4̂  X  •>; > ..£*■ * v *.?• *£>* i J v h  *. *o' .t \ ̂  ‘x u .  * .: ■ -;\ ‘V

Usually h© maintained a body of troops consisting of both 
infantry ond horsemen, out of his own provincial revenues, and 
was responsible not only for the defence of bis province, but 
also for the maintenance of lew end order. tti«? troops could 
be requisitioned by the Central Government. Although it is 
not recorded that he, as a rule, despotchad the surplus revenue 
of his province, after deducting the expenses of bike anay rnd 
the administration, yet instances are sufficient to Justify 
such a supposition# The rauqtl1 of Lahore and rultan was directed

.V. •. >jWr. ’ ■ • ' / ■' ^ v .  .! * •" V V f‘: ’/i!:- * / r.,\<. .'V' ". . \ v \ . . .. ‘V.> 1*- -

by Wuh^mrnud b.fara in 501A204 A#f>, to despatch the revenues 
which were in arrears to enable him to make preparations for 
bis campaign in l^ansoxaniai^ According to Barani, ^ince 
k’uhammud, Balban^ eldest con and viceroy of Sindh, used to

V ■ • ■ . . ■ ' .  A-- : ' *i i * -1. *r̂ .* >

bring the revenues of his province personally to his father 
ijk\©very year* If we may take initencet from the Khnlji and

1) lbnul Athlr (Cairo) X, pp#1^7, 176, 19S, 142 i also Oibb - Damascus 
Chronicle of the Crusades, p#34.

B) Alfi Or. 142, F.497b. Also jamiut-twavikh, ruoted by Paverty - Trans# 
Tsb.Pes, p#482 note.

3) Barani, p#59; see also pn#108-9.



and Tughlaq period we may cite the instance of Alnuddin, the
raurti1 of Karra and Awadh, who asked .Tnlaluddin Khalji for

#

permission to utilise the surplus revenue (  ̂ *1*8
province In rmrohasing horse* and Ampldyinp troop* for an

(1)advance on Chandriu* 'That, the Iftiotl1 or efeli wee responsible 
for the accounts of hie provincial revenue to the Finance 
iniotry ( seems clear from the order of Ohiyasuddin

Tupfolaq to hie newly appointed officers? Tf you desire that you 
may not be taken to task by t.ho PIwRn-i~,rffi?!nrnt *'•••♦ you should 
not be avaricious; ta#e n little from the Iqtd' and with this 
defray your espouses and pay your troops, ami do not take a 
single farthing from the pay of the t^oOpe/ 1 A close audit of 
t.ho accounts of the muqti* la also implied in the following 
passaget nThoso (muqt 11 a) who embesxla the wonev and tamper with 
the account a nnd exact more than the specified share from the 
Iqta, would he punished with chains end imprisonment• *’ From
e£# fsfcfcs, tot* foreland conelud s that the Muqti was evidently

a bureaucratic officer with a fixed pay in the form of assignment
U )of revenues* The term bureaucracy, however, should be accepted

1) Ibid \UU2:;-21 (?) Ibid p,4M.
5) Idem? coo fclao j'laxe-Khen-ravi, Add. 1*G41, F. 106-7, when an auditor 

( v ^ U  ) sent by the PiwAn-i-We^&rat, complaining 0f the 
refusal of the muqt i of Manikpur to submit his accounts or to 
pcy the surplus revenue ( \>M/  ) which was fixed at thirty
thousand Jitaln.

4) Agrarian riyafcem of I’onlem India, p.££l«



in ft cualified sense, sines a highly centralised government 
which the system presupposes, was not what we find in the kingdom 
of T>elhi in the XIII century# On more than one occasion the 
nracti1 of La!chnmiti attacked another loyal Kcvemor, and was not 
considered a rebel on that account? both fiallk Tajcor Khan »nd 
Arxt-nn Khen, slesed the orovinco of Lakhnnuti without the 
sanction of Pelhil' Although there ii,wS rac^rd of the amount 
of his tfnmneraMon or salary ( )y ) as such, he nust here 
had a definite share out of the revenues. The fact that in 
several Instances] the muqti1 attempted to extend his province 
not only by conquering Hindu territories, but also by annexing 
part or whole of other adjacent Iqtr's, and consequently to 
Increase his revenue, suggests that hie salary was nrobably 
fixed In proportion to the entire revenue which he could collect* 
Except as a punishment, as in the case of f'alik rnbir Khan, who 
w&s recalled from 'Multan hv Tlt.utmish end placed in charge of 
the sroel1 Iqta1 of or in the case of Malik ^ushlu Khan,
who, on the dismissal of Halben from the court in 651/1253 A*P*

1) r&<s fiupra p# J 2w>.,. * I 3& «. •
2) Op*Clip Tab*Kae. pp.269,277.
3) Tab#Mas, p*£34.
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was transferred from his extorsive Iqto'of flagmir to K ar r a ,^
no naxqti' appears to have 1boon transferred -from a larger to a
smallor Iqta1. ;xromotion In Government eervico usually con-

/ (2)slat ad of a transfer from a small to a larger Iqta. It is 
important to not© that although the naiQii1 was assigned a 
fixed 8hara in the revenues, hia financial pooition was 
different from the assignees (Iqtaidars) who had no financial 
liability to the Central Exchequer. This is clear from the 
position of the two thousand thamsi Iqta’dara who were assigned
the revenues of the villages as their pay for nersonal service

( ' in the amy* * To this category also belonged the IqtS of
IkhtiyarudciIn Muliamsnxd b.Bakhtiojgar granted to him by the
14uqti* of Awadh. ̂ C t h e r  assignments for services of n non-* Vv , . * m ‘y  »u 'tK > \ ’ * /• »v ^  1 \ . vV.fw’-; *. .?■' ±  'vTr-’-v i x' .■* • * *  v V ’*.' - 'Vsff . /-« Vs „v. *

military character were those made to the -.axis of the realm 
as well as to the Amir-i-Pad of the

. ]‘£ •*V ‘ J* • >n‘. • ' .. . -.W* , / -^r1 ‘ •. /-Or 42:* ‘fcfc’-’S: * .***» /  . •/ .*/ ** 0* ■*; 1 *' - Lt£'4i:' ' . SkSt .W - ' 3
A practical distinction with regard to their liability

and position is discernible among the Muqt^a of the different
provinces* Ihe rauqt.i* s of such provinces as Lakhnauti or &lndh
appear to have held a different status from those of tho province

—   ■* ■■ —     -  - ■ ■     ■ ■ ■ - ■■ »■-- — 1 —  ■ - —
Ibid p#£70.
For example, see the case of Balban who was promoted from the small 

lets’ of Klwesl to Fans! - Tab. Nf»s.p* 285-4? also Malik Aib&k, 
promoted from Sarsuti to Behnr, p. 838-39? another Aibak was 
promoted from Karn&xWi to T^aram - p.C37| see also Ibid p.231,253. 

Baranl, p.61-65* The village was given to each of them as his r* j 
Cf• Moreland - Agrarian System of Moslem India, p.47....

1) Tab.Kae.p*147? the Governor of Budaon had previously paid nim In cash*
6) Tab.Was* p.225, 276*
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situated notrer the capital. Malik Wosiruddin Mahmud, eldest 
son of ntutmiah and Mu^ti* of Lakhnauti, had th© insirnia 
of royalty, namely the red canopy and ruaco, conferred upon 
him* ̂  Malik Tuphan Khan received a similar recognition from
Saiiijal, t.hlit* Bttfthra Khan, in addition to those* honours, was
permitted, according to Ferlshta, to issue coins In hlsowxt

(3) vname. Prince Muhommud, Muoti1 of Multan, was honoured by
Balban in the same m .  The control of Belli! over the vlee*
royalties must have been different from the control of other
rrovincee of the ktafjdom. Tltutmish and Balban personally
anpointed the Clerk (or Secretary a 7 ) '? ) of the I©tafa

(0)of FanouJ end Amrohn respectively,
Fognrdinr otller duties of the Fuqti* we have already 

noted hie responsibilities for bh* civil admin 1st rat Son and 
military defence of the nrovince* Ac the ononest wee In the 
nature of a military occupation,the division of the kingdom 
wee orimarlly military, <*nd, a« such, the maintenance and 
command of the provincial troops was the primary duty of the 
llfupti1. we enjoyed a considerable freedom of action in the 
matter of flrhtin*? rrsinet the Hindus and also against foreign

TAiKft«< pflSl.
Ibid o#243*
Baranl, p«92$ Farishia ( ) i, p.141*
Bar^ni, p,f:£*
Ibid, p»36*3ft+



invader©, r jv v tostmcoa, h&lik Ay-Yetim, ^uqtl'
(1)of Ajmer©, died to courn$ of frn expedition against bundij

to fi4o/l£48 th© Euoti* of Budeon is ©aid to have overthrown
<S)the independent tribe© of KititiA?! end the ttuqtl of Meerut 

pIpo undertook expedition© in tlppd* flohilkl\and* He we* oxpeeted 
to Join th© royal forces with hia provincial contingents when
ever required to do so, and failure was considered tm act of 
rebellion, Unllk Ter. ;<han was twice required to come with hie 
troops from Aws^h] ond Kalik Kushlu Khan end Cjutlugh Ahan 

pIso to he present with hheir troops from Budaon and 
Bayous rospr.ctIvoly to the expeditions 'against Multan and 
Vnh" to f;50/l25^ A*?\^ ^Malik Arslan Khan and icaud-i-Jani, 
the Unfit I9 of Awadh, had failed to present themselves with 
their contingents in f.55/l£?57 for the preparations undertaken 
to fight the Mongols, anrl wore greatly afraid of r.ho conae- 
ftuereeo i»hlch led them to repel* Although every Muqti* w*a 
liftbl© to military service, only those to the neighbourhood 
of felhi were generally ordered to bo present*

From a pssccga in K^reni, recording the advices of 
Ohiyipuddin Tujrhlaq to bis wuqt 1 * s# it appears that the Central 
Oovarnmsrtt fir e d the * trsnjrtfc, ami the equlpEant of th*

1) Tab.Has. p,9Vt» (S) It id p,2f.f>. (3) Ibid p.CTO.
A) Ibid p.SdO, (5) Ibid p.298. (6) Ibid p.311.
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provincial contingents, which the muqti1 was not allowed to
(1)alter. It Is not clear if this was a continuation of the

earlier system, Ikht lyaxuddin uhtmmud b, BAkhtiyar ©clipped <
and paid his troops out of his own income and booty obtained

i|l
in course of his plundering raids, Bcilban instructs bis
son, Bughro Khan, the Jfttoqtl9 of Samana end fSunara, to double
the existing number of the provincial force by now recruitments
and also to wise their pay,/* H# alto impressed on him the
necessity of keeping himself informed about every detail of
his military affairs, "Consider no exp one® for the army as
too rauch and let your muster master (ufu<j^) engag I hiiSaelf >

always in maintaining the old end recruiting new troops ©nd
keeping himself informed about every expenditure in his 

•*/, \department, n le strength of the provincial contingent is
nowhere indicated but it mush have varied according to the
revenue of the province. The Muqti’ also had bis faster 

(Pimaster (Aria) and was prbably represented in tho Dlwam-i-Ari* 
of the Central Government by his Kaib-i-Ars fDepufcy rwustor- 
smitev)#-

With regard to his other duties, we know very little. It 
does not appear that the judicial organisation of the province

(1) Bsrani, p,43li Moreland draws the same inference - Agrarian System 
of Moslem India, n,220,

(?) Tab.Nea, p,147.
(3) Bsrani, p,80,
(4) Ibid p, 101-12,
(5) Idem,
(6) Bsrani, p,116.
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w as under his control, or that ^e bad any Judicial function to 
perform* Apart from hie general duties of maintaining law and 
order, which, Incidentally, was confined to the chief cities 
and fortreaaee, and could toe performed toy the Kotwal appointed 
toy him - hla dutlew were confined, besides whet has been des
cribed above, to the raising of the tKinp,s Share1 of the 
revenue from the peasantf Muslim landholders and also from the 
Hindu chiefs* We have no information respecting the existence 
of **uslim peasants at this parl&l, tout in the cities there were • 
owners of land and were liable to the payment of KhnraJ, Hindus 
formed the bulk of the peasants and in most provinces they paid 
the revenue through their village headman, called ftuouaddams and 
ChamdhuriisJ $ome of the Hindu chiefs, tolerated on payment of 
tribute, were under the mucti1 while others paid directly to the 
Piwan-i-^asarat according to the original arrangements,V  vf/v.,kJ '*■ •* jt,v /<’ 7! • »7V \ *. V*/ v * ■/* »♦ , *■ *' • * ’• v*> • • jj/f * 4~ • *• % * ̂ V / ♦.

The Hfuoti1 was generally a resident of the province, 
hut in some eases, particularly in the Central Provinces of 
the kingdom,there were absentee governors who ruled the 
province through Pemities - sometimes appointed by the 
Central 0overmen^.. Malik Hindu Khan, Muqti1 of Uch,
wiled the province after he returned to t)elhi in the reign of

(1) Prom a reamrk of Firos TugAlac recorded toy Bsrani, p,674, it appears
that agriculture was conf inod to the Hindus, who were recommend- 
ed for kind treatment as "the agriculturalists were the source
of wealth for the BAltul Mai of the Muslims.** -

(8) Brrsni, P.1C6.
(3) Bp, the Haito of Kenouj was appointed toy Htutmlsh - Barani p.38.
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(1)Dahram, though hi® dopufcy (HftibU Bahbam is* m  held the offioe
of Arair-i-HsJib and later on of the Hftib~i~Mft*alikfttt requiring
his constant attendance at the court, must have administered
his Iqtn of Hansi and Siwalkh through ft deputy* At hia dis~
Bsissal in 6hl/12BZ A*D.f Hansi was placed in charge of the

12)infant son of Mnhmotf and in this ease it must have been ruled
by a Haib* In larger provinces the Mucti* himself appointed
his deputy over important cities and outposts* ^her -\han

(V) ,placed his Naib Mai Sk Turer over vultant ' the tfuqti of
I,ahkhanar# killed by the army of the ttai of Jajnager in
64S/1244 A*T)*f was most probably a deputy of Malik Tugan

(4)Khun. Probnhly to this class of Ttoputy-Oovornorsh ip should
belong the Iqtafs of K&rangoe (?) held by fli~i*4!ardan*
Gonmiri (?) helu bv HUBainuddin Iwaa, and niwkob, mentioned

(5)in connection with fcho early Khftlji rule in Bangui* Tho 
kuqti* of Kagftur is said to have conferred the Iqt.n1 of 
Kashracndi on ^uhaDrrud, t! q undo of IkMt iysruddin Muhammud 
b.Mtai&Vrhe Muoti’ had the authority to anflifm land or v Q U f N  
to hi* offloera, chiefly for military oarvloaa, ** 1* »ean 
from the caae of IMifclytrvtidln who obtained the Iota* of the

<1) Teb.Ka*. o.S©9.
(8) Ibid p.817.
(5) Ibid p.£77.
(4) Ibid p.S4».
(P) Ibid p.157.8.
(6) Tab.Has. p.148, note, see also Fnverty'a Trane. p.549.



Bhagwal and Bhittti from the Muqti1 of Awadh* Balban advised
(1)Bughra Khan to give Iqta1* to trusted and loyal officers*

T & M  the kuoti1 could make also make freo grants of villages 
like the sultan is proved tr* the wrant of a village by Balban
to Mirihaj-i-Biraj in 647/1249 A,D* • producing an income of

(2)thirty thousand jitals*'/ ■ ' 4' • *■ f ■ • ••
As to the existence of other provincial officers under

M » ,  there Is no detailed information* Be had his secretary
or Dnblr at the heod of his secretariat and also a confiden

ts)tial adviser* It does not appear that he had any wasiy and 
Ainul Mullr Asfcara., who is said to have been appointed a sir

* V* • ' * » . ' • J

of Frince Firos, the Ataqti1 of Budaon, by Iltutmlsh in
(4)626/1227 A*D», was moat probably only a tutor of Atabak*

Lesser officers - called Mutasarrlf, Karkuns and Am11, 
formed his administration and fiscal staff* As will be seen 
presently, neither the judicial officers in the province nor 
the local Barlds appear to have been under his control*

Extensive as was the system of the Iqta9 in the Kingdom, 
it was by no means exclusive* Mention is made occasionally of 
Khaliaah lands and cities, placed in charge of Amirs or Shahnahs 
instead of Muqtlfe, The city odd district of Bhatlnda appears as

(1) Bnr*ni
(2) Tlrt>.N*s* p.214,295*
(5) He was named r t-rhud^.in T*h*V*a, p*245; See also Adc. 16941, P*106b<
(4) Tab,Has* p.178.
(5) For the mention of a Wushrif and his Haib (probably an aeoountant)

under the Wuati' of Kol, see Fa|paidul^rawftd, Or 1806, 66-57.



a Khalisah, at*, least dur ing the first half of the century.^
Paverty translated the word as "Crown-land,’’ but Moreland,

«<2>more appropriately, renders It as Reecrve-land* Its status,
financial liability and relation with tha Central Government,
must have bean different from tha ordinary lata1* though the

(I)name la also applied to it. It is probable that the land
was not assigned to any officer an in the coro of the ordinary
lqta1# but was directly administered oy the Revenue ninlatry
rftrou#> a Superintendent (Shahnah), who, unlike the Muqtl1, was
probably paid a fixed sum of money as hia remuneration by the
Central Exchequer* Under the same system waa probably the
territory in the limed lets neighbourhood of Delhi - the

(4)territory known in those days by the na»<* of HsrianAh • called
mthe ’Hattetfei*Delhi which does not appear as part of any Iqta*♦

Wo do not know the administrative organisation of these regions,
but for fiscal purposes it must have been directly under the
riwan-i-^ftsSratt i’he Reserved land (or Khalis^h) w a s, however,
not permanent, for Uhatinda later on appears as an Iqba* under 

(ft)tt&lik Sher Khan, which shows that while th© distinction may 
have lasted>th© land itself could bo changed from a 1 halisah

1) Tab.***. p.RBO, S?B1.
2) Ap-rarlan of Mo.l.m Indio, p,89.
5) T*b.Nas. p.188.
4) For the early use of the name and the extent of the territory see

T,p.Ind.Ik** 1913-14 .J\3f....
5) See Moreland - Agrarian System of Moslem India, p.23, for its

approximate boundary, 
fote (6) on following page.
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to Iqta*. Another Important; fact in thi'j connection mny * 
also be mentioned. The fortress of Gwalior* during the period 
It won hold by t'elhi* tree never made into an Iqtf?' and always 
appears under an Amirj^ivldently p military officer •• It wa* 
rt military division and the officer in cherra carried no 
administrative nowoy. Inter on a civil administration wa* 
set up in such military division* connected with an Tqta1.
As an eramnle* the devisor of Ksrrn »ny he cited,which 
appear* ftt a military division tinder en Amir In the reifrn 
of Iltutmi?^. but under tfahmud it was on ordinary Iqti?^

(Ill) 'Tha Amy.

Site nonten^orer^ chroniclers ley rrect ocmhe*!* upon 
the necessity for the maintenance of n rtronr end efficient 
ermy which they recorded ca the chief etfppbft of the state.
AlfhoT’rh the ■PurkieV eoncr^rora were composed of every »ble-
hodled men who ewlrrated to Tndift, there soon yrew up the idee 
of ® division of labour, end es the conouerors assumed the 
duties of Civil eovernmcrt ** moll, the fivhtiny force* of the

(1) Zltutmieb Trft* first appointed as? Amir o? OwatlJi&f - ?ab.Knft.p#169t
when it wo* recaptured by him in 689./19S1* only the Amir-l^Dad, the KotwSl* end the were appointed - Ibid 175; &alik ^ŝyrsfti wee appointed to the Super! ntendentahip of Owallor ( ]
and not to the urti'ship - Tab.Ns*. p.S?40.

(8) Ibid p. 1771 se^ also ^svertv1* Trfm*. p.686. (5) Ibid p.217.
(4) Bar&nl p. 10k;; Balbanfe advice to hi* son Bughra Khnp,
Rote 1¥) froia prevloug page iTab.Kae.p .2771 Alauddln Khalji reeerved the

Iqta1* (assignment*) of the Melik of hi* unele and converted 
them into KKaliaah land, Bareni p.261.
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Sfcafco oftrae to b-3 composed mainly of four olemonts; 1) tho
permanent body of soldiers perpetually-in-arms under the
direct control of the Sultnn? 11) the provincial contingent*
pormanontly matnt.cinod by the ffuqttiej 111) special recruit*
in tinea of war and expeditions^ end Iv) a reserve rr lilt la
of volunteers* who were expected to hear their own arms end
enrol whenever required by the Sultan#

Alt.hourh r>o direct -sention Is trC* of '/And 1nv art*r
under the Central Government* auf fit lent Indications are found
as to its existence?. however* very little about lte
character ??nd composition# The roynl pn^rd (Jmdnrs) must
h; orniod the nucleus of such an r̂cty. They not only acted
as a police force* in so far as the maintenance of order
around the person* end* for that matter, the court and palace
of the ruler was concerned* but also joined the main ormy in
v.ho battlefield* They were larr^ly drawn from tl rsonal
slr.vec of the Sultan* though their leader* the Cflr~1-Jandarf

(8)was on rcvne occasions s free-born noble, Snr-i-.Tandftr is

martionad in one pl*ce es a paid officer* hie salary beinjr
(!)three l*khs of Jltei$* and it may mot bn unreasonable to 

assume that the entire body of the Tenders was a salaried 
repriment# They ware* controlled directly by the ‘hslhan and

(1) Tab*^ae«p*llS; Fnkhre-iiudir p*33»
(2) IWhsmmnd b.?rm himself was Sar-i-Jahdar to his brother Ghiyaauddin -

'ral’*iiuc#p. 115*
(Z) Ibid 257#
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(1)
(2)

(3)
Not®
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the Ajriz-i-Mamalik probably had no authority over them, except
to hold a review and maintain the muster-roll. Their number
naturally depended on the will of the ruler, but it must have
been fairly strong. The JandJ^rs of Aibak and Muhammud b.Sam
gave considerable trouble to Iltutmiah when he usurped the

(1)throne. Another body of troops, frequently mentioned by the
* author of the TaJ^kat-i-Hasiri as the 'Centre* ( ^ ) seems

(2)also to have been a part of the standing army. It appears as 
being always stationed at “Delhi, and in the reign of Mahmuid
was occasionally brought out of the city for military exercises

(.3)or show. It is probable that Jandars mentioned above also 
formed a part of this "Centre.” The name of the force was

Tajul Maasir F.212a: Ferishta I, p.65.
Cf. Favertyfs note on the* QaJLU' Trans.Tab.Has. n.634, wherein he

concludes that"this "Centre” was not a centre division of a 
corns dfarncae, under a regular military organisation stationed 
at IDelhi,^buF refers to the contingents which formed the centre 
of the Delhi forces when in the field. These contingents were 
furnished by numerous feudatories ••.•• whose fiefs lay in the 
immediate vicinity of the capital and whose contingents could 
be summoned to the King's standard at a very short notice."
This conclusion appears untenable on the face of the fact that 
it is always associated with the Sultan and Delhi and that 
whenever any provincial contingent from far or near was required 
to join, it is definitely mentioned in the account. That the 
gslb (or the Centre) should not be identified with the provin
cial contingents is proved from the fact that Balbanm,when con
fronting the rebel Khuslu Khan in 655/1256 A.D., kept his own 
troops and those of Sher Khan, MuQtl1 of Bhatinda, separate 
from the Sultan1s troops, called therein "Qalb-i-Sultani” and 
other troops from the capital over which he placed his brother 
Kashli Khan - Tab.Has. p.308. It is inconceivable that the 
Sultan in normal times of peace was left with no army at all,
Tn the same year when Delhi was besieged by the rebels, the 
civil population prepared means for the defence, since "the 
Royal troops were absent from the city.” Ibid p.224.

Ibid p.225.
(4) see following page.
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nrobvbly derived fror the central petition from which it 
fought in the battle* *?hia *orce, with the probable exception 
of th# .Tenders, was directly under tha management of the Arts* 
i-hamslik, who was responsible for it* efficiency, armours, 
shd payment* Its numericitl strength le mot ascertainable* It 
contained both cavalry end infantry *nd the two thousand ahamsi 
lotatdars formed pert of the cavalry section of this f o r c e * ^

The Ariz-l-MimalikJs authority over the provincial con
tingents was* however* very limited# whenever a contingent wee

. ’ I-'* **y. \ :-V ■/ v"V .!v* *- .. , .w • f f

celled up for action* the Arts only brought out his roll of the 
T«ta» concerned* and saw that the force caws up to the stipulated 
number in the roll# ^e have already noted that the lptaf« had 
their provincial AVis* ^vhose functions corresponded to those of
the Aris-i-Mamalik* The provincial contingents were composed

(&}of « standing army* and also* on special occasions* of temporary
(̂ ) » , recruits* '?he provincial Kaib-i-“Ari2, mentioned in the previous

section* was probably responsible for the ecuipiaent, and presentsfejl

[1) Barm i p.fl.
[2) An indiortion of the number of tho nt̂  ndir n  under n Itaqbl* is

probably to be found in B&ranl’s statement about Mnlik Bek Bak* 
Muqti* of Budaon, '*ho 1? $ M d  to hfcve posgensod 40'0 horsemen in 
his "Ja*4r.* - 0.40.

[S) Fo4* rr ^nrtnnco of' It roe '?ab*yfiB.p*£t:7,

^ *Sfote (4) from preceding oage. rho personal slaves of riro* ( )
are- said to k»ve r«rvirg in tho "Centro” whan they do sorted
him and murdered his officials - Tab#TJss*p*185*
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of the contingent troops.
Went Ion of ft general levee, or speclnl recruitments,

5 s not frocnent, bat frora the few instnnces recorded it may
nat bo '"Ton? to ronolrtor this as an established practice* In 
639/1341 A.D* when tha tfonrols had bee loped Lahore, M1nhaJ~i- 
Sira} tsfked by chram to deliver on exhortation In the

(8)capital with a view to raise an array to fight the infidels.
In 6BB/13FP ho delivered a nimilnr lecture in tho capital
*Vith the object of stimulating to holy warfare end the merit(*}
of fighting against inf idol s" . Bnlbrm, on his way to
fiakhneuti, hold n levee gn mare in Awsdh nnd recruited about 
two hundred thousand man, consisting of horsonon, Infantry, 
rrevers, carriers, etc, ^Ver.eerary troops ^ere *Iso employed 
on some occasions, sc is indicated by the fact of Baslyat1® (6)
raising cn criTTy chiefly r*'ora the Xhokcrs ^nd Jets of the Punjab,

fur informr *Iob is much toe little a? to the existence 
of n reserve ril its force, to enablo us to make wty general 
remarks about It# A few fccte, horever, throw «*r>me light 
on the ret4*or. Tho author of the Idaho! Barb - a treatise on

*'3iSL',iSri *C- • >• ’ •■-' \ , ’ ty:’ ,V ■<. -,> '- J-\'" * «* - Vfct* ‘J ’<•>' J
thl «j*t of —fiT, •"p U s y  in fV* r«1on ot fltutnlih srhil.

£exani 116; so. also Supra F...,....
Tab.Kr^.n.lPP.
Ibid p.510.
'. r pkWJ,
»(M»4ftegg, P.10Ws.T«l-N«i- P. t
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describing the method In which a review of the ©ray should be 
held, mentions a body of Infantry "who have voluntarily joined 
the army and who should present themselves individually to the 
Aria and he enrolled in a separate list in ehsrgo of the Naopib 
(Trumpeter) . ^Bsrani also mentions a olasu of soldiers who 
supplied their own horses and arms **nd joined the royal army

M lwhen a general reoruitment was made* Tn when the
envoys of Halaku Khan were received in T)elhi, the royal army, 
including the contingents of the provinces, numbering about 
two hundred thousand footmen end fifty thousand cavalry, vai 
supplemented b^ a huge number of volunteers from the oity of 
Pelhi who appeared In their own arms and horses and were drawn 
up outside the city #ith the main armyi3^

Pxceot In times of waijbr during an expedition, there 
does not appear to have been a General over the entire army of 
the realm in peace times* The Aria, both in the Central and 
provincial Governments, performed the duties of the modern war 
Office. We do not know if he was responsible for the training 
and discipline of the soldiers in camp in peace time.*'  ̂ I n the 
frontier towns like Kandanah in the reign of Iltutraish or Inshore

(1) A<u. f-1*-r
(g) 0w i m JL P. 9̂ 6 .

*1*4. Nfas. P. 317*
(4) Bee Add* 1C853, P.16-47, when the *ultrn in advised to consider it 

his duty to protect the civil population, particularly the
traders, from the high handed manners of the . soldiers in peace 
time.



in thpt of B«hrrm, or *ud fJuwtns e^rly In RnlbrmfB reign, ̂
the Muati' himself was placed in comnnnd of the roynl forcos*
’’toon Bslban eat out on hie expedition to Lakhnautl he divided 
the province of ^wnsna end Busiest* into military sub-divisions* 
end placed each tinder an Amir in charge of the local cont injwnt*, :v 
Vhllo o w  th» «nt.lr» proving1*1 fore# he plweoel Mnl tk

I A)the Poputy Muct.i* of the province* Prince tfuhsmmud* the viceroy 
of Multan* m s  made the generalissimo of the entire frontier force
and the troops of Saman* and Bunam were placed at his disposal

(4)for fighting with the Mongols* The Pul ten usually commanded 
the royal forces during war and expeditions, though occasionally 
he appointed Generals on his behalf* Only once* in the reign of 
Resiyat* a Ha lb-i-T,ashkcrf is mentioned to have been appointed* 
probably over the entire force under the Central Government*^® *
It was probably by virtue of this office that the successor of 
Rasiyat•s Naib-i~Laahkar, Malik Outbuddin Hasan Ohori* was plaesd 
in command of the royal force sent to relieve Lahore in 639/l2if] 
The office was* however* discontinued with the rise of Salban and 
the fultan personally led the expeditions* while the actual

(1) % 1 M i
(2) fkidxpxktfbt Bsrani p*80vBl* (I) Ibid p*85*
(4) Idea*
(5) b.Sos.p.lD̂ .
(6) Ibid P.19R.
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flighting was done by the Amir-i»Hajlb or the Belb-l-kaallkat
in chief commend.

With the exception of the volunteer ailIt la, the array
received rewunerafcdn either in cash ( or In aasigniusnt*
(Iqta1). 'he stand in# army was paid In both these forma, and
we have described the assignment* of tho dhnraai lqta*dar* who
hod received villages in the Ik>ab.^ Captains and petty officer*

(?)of the Kray were also paid in such assignments. An instance 
of a garrison being paid in assignments of cultivable land is 
furnished by the Afghan garrisons pi*cod by Bnlbon in Oopfl^ir,

- *■ *C ♦ : ** , . ' . • . ir%i; M ^ V . ‘*r * ' .;•« \ ^  ;■ • I . / .V. ' 4 %

hampil, PatiRli, Bhoj^ur and Jalafcl, to check the turbuleno*
.£ {•* vof Mawribi* and the *«olbG»Ta of the loat. " This system wa*,

however, different from the ordinary assignment* (cvb̂ jlĜ  ) 
mentioned just before, since, unlike the Iqta^rra, the Afghan* 
received no revenue from the land, but were ajtpocted to culti
vate it for their maintenance as ordinary peasants. I he bulk 
of the p~rmy, however, was paid in cash by the Piwan-i-'Xris.
Balban‘s htIjs never allowed a farthing to be taken out of the

- (4)soldier*1 pay by the staff of Diwaft.

(1) flee fltmre r. 7 P
(2) Barani o.BO. ✓

i • ' y{Si Barani r>.n,7-FBj the la thiat > * >  ̂/ J ^ / ^  ry>-+

(4) Bnrnni *>.118. - t V j s J )
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Nothing definite can to ttiid nbout the arb-divisiona 
of the Army* ,*lhd customary dispositions of the Muslim force
in the bat M e  field, into a) ('alb or fuijuad^aja (Centre);
b) Malsara (left \?inn); c) Kaimana (right wing); end d) Khali-

(1) \ (rearguard) la mentioned* A division of troops, called
is alap mentioned, which waa uaualiy composed of 400 

%

light cavalrymen under an Amir and wee util lead fur swift
telmovements, reconnoitring ana acoutiing.

(iv). The Judicial Organisation.

"he administration of JuaMoo in one of the primary
fuctionn of an Islamic King* The law enforced was the Shariat,

(Mand the chronicler of the coUrt of Delhi deals at great length
with the duties of the Sultan Who was to maintain and uphold
this law* But it is clear that the non-^ualins ( )

living under n usilm ruler could not be subjected to that .law
in t! coelal rol&tiona? And the Muslim jurists M.omaelvea^^

• «%
have roc or n • ’ sfinetions as haw which is 1T^hf4i( )

••

i*o. stcoord lug to the Shariat, and 'rhich Is Ghair Tashrii
V »v could be no doubt that the Muslims, so far

as their oarsoml affairs wero concerns, were guided by the /■
1) Ynb*r y. IT.'. a ly.i~ Iona as t He sera or a Vuzaan (20 ) under am

Aralr la also mentioned • Bsrani p*35* Bee Add, 16855, F*115-4 for 
interesting illustration of the dispositions of the Hindu and 

Muslim armies in those days, on the eve of the battle,
2) Ibid F,116b* (5) Bsrani P,43* 81-83# Fatawai-Jehandarl, 1,0* MS,Ho* 1149, F*lla*
(4) Bellile - Digest of ttuhamuddam Law p*174.
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Tr pVr 11 l«-r» r>o#<>l'bl«, hut w« know irrncfclcplly nothing
r/ *5*alv! -V w.-f* !?V  ̂ P r \ . ^ ^ 3v-t’i / >&** •/«** f*! '̂V?. ' * '  ̂«• a V

shout the nature of the law which guided the non-'dip line In’ A* .idVT* A) * • -"i >• **■;s'*vlV *P.v̂-c-j- V-% y&reiXv%X “ tviv-'+ '•• /iif
their social and personal Affaire, such as Inheritance, sale 
01 ( few or land, and marr is re, etc. It wjtXl *101 be wrong 
*0 presnm*, however, the existence of & local customary law 
fejlwirr Jkhe rrlnciole of the cfiered Code of the Hindus, ^ich 
cojided 1 traV le in such pattere

*4r ; ' T .  • * .• •* .-.■■*■ ‘ .

yearns to v->w-» hô r* the least cmcuht of Interference gith the
* the ^irraji^iefwatetix 2 immi5 , tn matri-

Troni^l tren^^ctiona, for instance, the juried inti on of the. ' 7>} , ** J\ 3L"%r5̂*l‘%- 1 A f 4 * X̂tv . £jjHjh J)2 Wt * V.̂ ?%rC; 4-e > : * v «* ' 'j] / *
•15 r I e*t limited* and wap not to tig pplied

U 7 xrtlc a , he* ' ■•' , .-.‘-. i. V:V-/' ’• a * t ’ 'W ■> ' ■ ’ •'" *’* v ; ' £' : ’ ’• • . .<.’ . .-*. * •' ■' '' A ’ \ *' • ‘ V'* • .> x '•  ̂ •■•'.•should recogniao arch transactions nr. arc rcrr^rded we lid in
(2) (3)etr { m  . ,Ir crir.lnAl affairs, however, whioh consti*

’ •• •1 . ̂ »r they probably stood in the name
footing *s the t.hxnlir*?; ir which the Saftliu Criminal -ode wee

* ; 1 *' w* r* * \. v .'-■' ' ',. ’ \~ i'*'.*4 '
arplled .-

,ri  ̂extent Ion In, however, pp.relw speculat1 ve, since
:;'\ *•* •■* ,.. '•.••** ’* h * ‘ F .'I ,j\ ’- . ,

**T » roncrort of Ind.1n. In our r- thorou|jh ee to
nffehfc tv'' aoeiel rywtew of the ,Mrdu naoren.-. IHtmroue Hindu

(1) There in, however, no evidenoe to thow that Hindu judges were appointed
r't theno custoraniy lews?. Cf4 - ^ennnC - ^drainistratloi

of Justice in aualta India, pv 15, who, relying on6 passage in 
t* *•• - f- lorvgirl, states that tho rp.mi tried cases involving 

personal laws of the Hindus, with the help of Paudlts and-. ' * ~r #
(2) Baillie - Digest of MUhommadan Law, p,17a»9#
(5) Bahim - Muhesantdian Jurisprudence, p.59.
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chief# were allowed to retain their principalities where the 
old established law wn# followed. In the territories directly 
the Muslim rule, the Hindu# were probably guided by their local 
law# with the village iminuaddam (headman) as the arbitrator#
The ancient system of village or local government was not 
lntcrdfrcd wi^f^aiieh^yat wa# left to carry on its judicial
functions in ao far a# it did not olash with the Juried lot ion

(I)
of the Cayi# A hint to the appointment of such local Hindu 
officer# 1# contained in a passage of the Tajul Maasir, where 
Aibek, after concuerinr and settling the affair# of the fort 
of Aenl in 590/1199 A#T)# is said to have appointed ' Kanahs" 
in every siJLe for the administration and management of the 
people and the territory# ̂  Barani mention# a body of 
conventional and customary law, called Taaair ( /jy* )f which 
wa# followed by the Government in it# relation.,to the Hindu 
subject## That the Hindu# living in the Muslim town# did 
not go without Justice i# clear from the statement of Barani 
about the Multanimonoy-lender# in Delhi who grew rich out of 
the property of the extravagant and consequently bankrupt bobiil.

1) nwiAfi \«w n e e o r p w e b  lornl 'Yeis rtf t.tto RlnAns to flee Me em«i 
amonp th«3welvo*g thojtph the i uallm ruler cun only tolerate 
theft* "rirtonfto, *n€ in not decisions.
Al-mmtnrdl Text. 0.62.

*) F.r'rb.
3) t.-*. Mt. iifs, r.TPCe.
4) Barani p.l?o.
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A Muslim King in not*, only expected to control the 
entire Judicial machinery of his Ftato, but also to hear end

criminal offence, w# have no record of the judicial procedure 
of the time,and the nature of the Judicial hierarchy that muet 
have existed is a matter of speculation.

Unlike the other departments of the Government, the 
entire judiciary appears to have been a centralised system in
which the authority of every judicial officer was derived 
exclusively from the Sultan. Instances are on record when the

1) Klaamal-Hulk - 3 lay sat Hamah p. 11, 40.
2) See Barani p.40, where Balbanfs orectiee of hearing and deciding

cases is mentioned.
8) For a case of this nature tried h*** Xltutmtsh ?'5th the help of the Holy 

men of the line, see Seirul Arefin Or.£15, F.189b.
4) See Barani p.4C-41.
5) Tab.Mas, p. 176. (6) Ibid O.B76.
7) Ibid p.213,217} see also Or. 1756, F.108b, for an instance of the

"ultan appointing the Pari of oven an obscure b tWUtoTm  named
Kothlwala, near Multan.

His court triad both original anddecide cases himself
In cases arising out of the religious lawappeal cases

of Islam, he was probably assisted by the Muoti1 and the
<3 )Sheikhul Islam, while in cases of secular nature he was a 

assisted by a Pariul Qurat. He also held ̂ enmiSŷ fcriale in
(4)

Sultan directly appointed Qawis of different Iqta's,
Amirs)I»Dad of the principal

(7)
and also dismissed or

or transferred them. The relstion of the Muqti* with the
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provincial ri«i Is nowhere indicated, but it in probable that 
their authority was emal end Independent of each other, thouph
tho former wa* expected to enforce the decisions of the few! 
whenever noceoesry#^

• e * »• ' j. ' •..,} T ‘*«.vx *̂ ** * ~ * *t. r *v *, -* - *1. -  ̂sv._ . ' *  V * ** • “rlr v . c ",, -1 -•* v

he Jodie iary wo find tho ssrlut-euriit (fhiof Justice' 
it tho hord of the organisation bolow the King# Ho was usually 
stationed at the capital and decided cases in collaboration

r* •j.U d  * )(»- i* * * 1 yx/ ■/ r+ • Tv W *  •grtf' • S •' • 'B ’ ■ ̂.{<1 ■>* y ’V ?  y 1 * T 1 ^  .*v^C/ i fc.'?,., *y£r ..IV..- ’. ‘

with the Amir~i-T>acl of 'Delhi# MinhsJ-i-firnj held this office
on three occasions in 052/1254, was given tho title of Sadr*!** 

(2 >Jahan, which appears aubseauontly to have boon held by every (gj^vlut qutat. Tho fact that in dose* ibing his own appointment 
to that office nnd also to that of tho fari of the capital, he 
always mentions the two sap?-retoly) indicates tl at the two 
offices were not identical, although they may be held by one
person# he r ^ u t - W t ,  as such, only carried the duty of
supervising and controlling the provincial * rris vhich might

ye included hesrinp v  lu dtrom the lower courts# He
*s decided by ■ ive boon recorded, nor 

3 v/e know if he wee assisted by any mu^ti (lagel interpreter)# 
A latef chronicle attributes to him, at the • fat, the
legalisation of tho ’’religious music ( tM~* ) to "hleh

.

(1) See Slayset̂ Keucah p#38 for the relation of the Cam! with the loealofficers ( ).
(2) Tn>b,Kas#p#PlP# (3) See Barani1 a list, of the$^rMM,eey  ̂ h r> kingdom tv'foro recount of

every Sultan#
(4) Kg.Tab#l?ae# pp#19B, ttS, 220.

—



(1)objockion® wop® rnla®d by kb® orthodox Ulema. . If 5k 
la fcrvi*, hla Jurisdiction ranst hove lncludad polip-lous. law

(2)as wall* If w® can nrpuo back from the instance of the Khaljl 
and TuphlfliPperiods, it may be stated that h® was also a legal 
cdbisor to tho <hiltan in oil matters of tho Sacred Tww (Shariat) 
both rollricua and secular® In odd it ion to the post of the
ci*Tlut~Curat, yinKaJ-i-SIra5 also held tho office of tha Khelib

(4 )and tho sinecure Job of the ’'rnri of Gwalior*"
t* the r*ri o'* the city, MlnhiJ was only ono of the 

lo*er aris of the capital, for other Qnmig of the city are
9  yalso mentioned# We have no information about thoir respective

Juried! Wy all oerhaps deal soa coning under
the purview of the religious portion of the law as distinct
from tho secular, for the chief Judge of the city for criminal
offencos appear* to have been the * Amir-i-Dad" or the Dad-Bak,

. whose very name suggests his association with the detection
and redress of crimes. frhe latter was, in all appearances,
the Chief Police lacrjstrata and noh only apprehended criminals
but alao tried cases with the assistance of the Hrl# His

6)
court, celled the K aMim-wa-*%UL, closely corresponds

ikixxltarKnlxpzi&ax
(1) Or#221, F*.T7e* (?) barani p.293®
(3) Firor Tuphlao M s  Cf^I If he could bO'ftqf a -vater tax on the land

irrigated by his Jumna Cnn&l: Afî * p.129®
(4) Tnb.Na*rp.l8?, '
(B) Kg.fab.Has* pp.193,225* (6) Ibid p#276®
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to the niwSn-i-Maaatim of the Abhassitie ftonrt of Baghdad and 
also, In some respects, to the ^itayafcul-^asafclm c escribed toy 
Al-Mftwardi# ̂ f h e  letter else assigns to him such administrative 
duties as checking the arbitrary exaction of taxes, supervising 
and cor t roll ine? the Amirs (offloors in charge of
and keeping a register of the Property of the Muslims) and also
to see that the Pay-master of every department dealt fairly and 
uninterferingly with the employees concerned* he do not know 
if the AmIr-I-t>ad of Delhi in the XIII century also orformed 
these functions, but rtnhpJ-i-Mra j makes the following state
ment abettt one AKtr*l*padi with vhom ho wor for about eight
y*ars:4 ‘It must be about eighteen years since the »asnad-i- 
¥ a sat im-wo - A'<5 1 hat been adorned by his dignity, and during 
tho *hole parted, he hrs followed the path of Justice and 
equity and has be^n obedient to the Shariat* i'he writer of 
this work, upon two occasions, for nearly eight years, by the 
command of the Sultan, ia seated on the same bench with that 
just Kallk in the 1 court of the oppressed1 ( ^  k* ) in the
capital city? *rd the author ha3 seen that the whole of his 
acts, procedures and expositions have been conformable with 
faith and urmat* By the dignity of his punishment and the

(1) Al-rrwardi p.76? sec *lao ^ieysat Kama!, pr>*28-S0, where similar »
duties are described for. the Qnri or the x



majesty of his Justice, the multitude of contumacies persons 
round about the capital and the gangs of evil doers and robbers, 
havinr drawn back the hand of violence *•..• are quiescent, in 
the court of fenr and terror*"^ The Amir-i-Dad also enforced 
the decisions of t.he Q « i  and his*haln*il the ?£uhtasib in the 
enforcement, of his regulations. That he had some amount of 
authority and control o^er the metropolitan force, apart from 
his duties as a Judge of the criminal court, has already been 
referred to in connection with the Centrpl Government* Like the
organ last Ion of the EJ?ria in the provinces, there were provincial f

(%)Amirs-i-t>ad as well who were most probably controlled by the 
Chief Arair-i-Dad of Delhi* He had also an assistant called the 
‘'Haih-i-Dad-bak. *v V

A separate Judicial organisation existed for the army*
In militnrv camoa a ’’Civzi of the I.ashkar* wns appointed, end 
both Mtahs J-i-firaJ and his father held this office. ^hia office
was ver^ Important in ^arnni1* time, and only able and effieient

(5)men, well versed in the ah nr 1st, were annotated. In the Khaljl 
period an Amir-i-Pad wee also attached to these military courts, 
and this was probably the normal feature*

The Judicial officers all appear to have been paid for

(1) Tab*Kas.n*275? Trans*p.739.
(2) Tajul yasslr F.fTb, 17Bb. Tab*Hss. pp.175,276*
(3) Barani p i 2 4 *  (4) Tab*Kfta*p*118, 144*
(5) Barani p*47j tee alsop.ioa.
(6) Ibid p*358,361*
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their service® not in fixed eash^ but in revenue fiff«5«7niiî nta#

venue pfir>iprm»nta of rov*n specified H t e fs were oer-
mar^nt-Dy attached to thl# of Tic®# ^beao Iqta’a vroro not,
however, fixed once til, «md the aane Aiair-t- ; <1 wee
allowed revenue assipniBerit# from time to time .In thel$t&^£
of 11 Khimch, Barar, r'naT<*k (?) and cpain at 3nr*m in

(1)
*'n'n'-iafl1 * rolrn* tv* fAwlut-ouyaft end other Chyia probably 
clso received their raitiuner&i ion in the same way*

rom the account of the Amlr-1-Dad ouoted above, it appears

inhli-i-^ ir^i h M  an Interest in*? oessaj; leh throw*
peaking about

nor baa ho had any concern riih such
(?)atith to ha plpt.t*

* t'VirtT* h c considered
r
Up~C

(v) Taxation, finance and Coln&pa*

entlon of theyfiscal affairs in the period under
review is extremely rare in tho chronicle®. A strong presumpt ioi

(1) Tables. p*276.
|2) Teb.^ss.r.fTS.^Trana.p.TOO, Tho rrinted text is defective here*
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exist*, however, that the four tnxee mentioned by the po lit leal
theorists, nronoly 1) tho land tax, called XharaJ, amounting
to l/5 r»f the gross produoe if It was held by ani&fldel and

(1)Ushr amounting to 1/10 If hold by a iluslim; 11) Jazlafe or
the Poll-tax on tho ZIbkiIs ; ill) Khaaie - l/£ of the hoot)?
captured in war against infidels, inoludlng .1/5 of the mines,

a, and forfeitures? sad Iv) 2aknt, or income tax on
the property of the lusllrn, were levied as a normal feature*
Tho lost two, however, Although collected toy t;

<2)to be spent only on certain specified Items* In the land tax,
the distinction between Unbr and EharaJ coulc riot be maintained
when nan-?3uplims bocczao converted to Islam In large numbers and
were allowed to retain their lands, so that at an early period
of the history of Islam, the Kharaj came to be applied both to

(3)the Muslims and non-Muslim holders* It Is doubtful if these 
taxes wore enforced In Indie with the srso rigourennd minuteness 
an the Jurists lay down. The land tax Is occasionally mentioned 
in Kharaj but we do not know if its distinction with tishr was 
maintained# Altonk, on his accession, is said to have re—intro
duced the distinction in the case of the c it 1 sens of Lahore, on

(1) Abu vu*uf - ttlfcabctl KharoJ, AgWiides - Itusllm theories
of Sinance, rp*^?, 4f?F*

(2) Eahia - Httelin Jrtrl«pwu5^iS9f p«389*
(5) .fee article on KharsJ In n̂cy* Islattf Alwdswerdl p*138*
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whoso property ( ^  ), he levied nabr (l/io) .**!$ In some *
i/'?o, Ism teed of bhe oxistinr KharaJ of 1/5. his 

distinction however, not mentioned Inter on, end Barani
mentions the imposition of Khar 3 j on lands of one Sira Judd in

(p)early in the reign of Bnlbnn* Fvon the fixed rate of 1/8 
in oase of Khnraj laid down by the jurists* was not. adhered ! 
to, as ia evident from Balkan1s advice to his son Buphra Khan
*to adopt the niddlo course, in exacting KhnreJ from the sub-
loots and not to taJco too much or too little from him**
Alcuddin Khaljls* reforms in the matter of lend rovertie end
b ie fix top the tita.be d>rucnd at 1/f o ̂ tho rrocs produce is
well Vnovm, This-'lend revenue was the mrir source o f Income
to tho ftate, rnd was collected wither hr the Hevonue Vinistry
directly from the pessents or the Findu chiefs or by the fhiqbl^s#
7'ith this land revenue should al*to he cleoaed tho amount of
money realised ae tribute from tho numerous Hindu princes,

(6)which war, In reality, nothing else then the land tax*
furl'Misl"^ enough the earlier chronicler omits all mention

<i) . Pakhre-j^udlr p*33-4*
(2) Bnrani 0*18*. Tvsu Fire* Tv»/*hl«o does not recognise the distinction 

in his list of Items on Taxation approved by the Shariat - Or#on•fltq P. soon - \ L- ■9 *(?) Barani* p.100.
(4)
<fi) ?h® Persian word of (jr%* for tribute, used later in the Mogul pried, Xfl not found Ip the early cvr^r)icles where the word

2- / /  end (s/)'A&\t «r* used in connection with the sub
mission of the Hindu Princes* Kg*Tsjul Maasir F*46a, 288s# Add# 
16831 F*416a.



(1!
of tho impositions* of tho 'Taslah on tho Hindue at this period. 
This cannot, however, mean tfclet it wee not levied, but there 
ere reasons to believe that It wee not used exclusively in

(e)the sense of n poll-tax as it Is understood today. It is
true that Jalaludd In Xhaljl admits of his haviny taken from

}|1the Hindus tax which can be called Jasiah, but it was never 
onfor- ed in all its essential details* Ihis is clearly proved 
from the fact that Firos Tuahlaq, boast ini? of his orthodox 
rule and his service in the cause of Shariat., records that he
levied •Tasiah on the Brahmins who had bean hitherto exempted

(4)from its payment. He also records that he abolished the 
Jaalah for those who embraced Islam, as a mark of special 
favour, which would suwrest that oven Muslim converts were 
required to pay the tax before his refortLsi

'"’he next source of income to the state was the spoils 
amd booty captured in war. We have definite record of this.
In dSlA£33 A.D* Malik I’ayasei led an expedition into Ksl in Jar 
and it was crowned in such a success that during the operations -

(1) rlleet mention of it is found ln42Lntml Herb, Add.16855, F.ldTb-
1 H 8 w h e r e  the word is used to denote taxes levied both on the 
Muslims and Hindus*.

(2) The v>cv6 vac used to denote rentrally « r 5 f roc, in which senseBarani uses it on two occasions. 0.574? towards
the end of the XTtT century in Contra! Asiafuses the words JastaJ 
and KharaJ to mean tribute • IIt p.89.

(I) Barani, p.? 18.
(4) Afiss. p.582. "Cven the existemary four rstes of the Jasieh, described 

in Add*18888, F.IBBs, was not followed in Delhi wheat it con
sisted of three rates onlyi Aflf p. 583#

(B) Or.203© F»504b.
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of fifty dtiyn, the Khams7(l/f>) the state due of tho booty* 
amounted to twenty five lakh (Jitals?)I^Firos TughlaQ* however* 
states that before his reign, the r*wctice for the Government 
was to retain 4/6 of the spoils and distribute 1/6 to the 
soldiers* will oh was just the contrary of what Is laid down by 
the Shariat* In 656/1250 A*D# Balkan returned from his eiqpe- 
dIt ion against the kewatls with sixty bags* eaeft containing

(5) •30*000 lankahs, all of which were conveyed to the treasury*
The State appropriated the spoils captured even froia ouslira 
opponents as is shown in the case of Cubacha* Whose treasures*
including one hundred lakhs of Selhiwuls* were captured by

U>the v-ssi r of Iltutmish* ha lb on also appropriated the
(*)treasure captured from the rebel Tuphril#

Nothin? has corns down to us to show that tho 2akat wsg 
also collected by the State# From the nature of its essentially 
religious character* it does not appear probable that the State* 
In spito of its pretonsIons to conform to the Sacred lew* could 
effectually collect and administer it according to the regula
tions laid down by the Shariat* It may have been collected

1) Tab#Hft»#D/<40# (?) Ov**PO30f r*90O»*
3) Tab*Hrp# p*315* (4) *11 lot - tt, It#
5) BsranL
6) See f ® 1” *”  - Kluslim theories of Finance* pp*S98*338, for the regulation* concerninp the collection and distribution of the Zaka&t#



whenever possible end iwobwblv the religion* end or/went e end 
gifts to tho uleeme end oceleslftstlee were mot out of this 
cource of revenue* but ito religious nature oould hnrdly 
have boon mo into inod*

i , ,ya£, $ frVH
Tho existence of * Custom* Duty lo indicated in tho

• * •’•;'/ - • * ! ’ V'P'’ ' '*nerrat loo of tho Journey of Balben1 a envoy to tho mil or ofr * ’■' '••••> * * • • ■ * • lu' -L*
Bnnlywi, who carried anuaber or slaves with hla for defray In# 
the expense* of hie Journey* The envoy* having boon sent by 
tho Ho lb of tho kingdom* wee* however* exempted from paying

w 1 pthe toll* and cesses on tho road.
r. ■ Ik - •* • . . > ‘ ‘ ' 1 < .
t/ •** ft'jcv »»v jfc ■ yVtt »j ‘ $v -, -s.f j i A-'' \ T f t a K b  *. ' £*’j| ’ , ^ ^ ̂  »1H§?

There suet have boon other taxes as well* but wo have
. ' • • • ’ * ‘ ■ *| % no definite mention of thou* It le probable that the taxes

abolished by Piroa Tughlaq were part of the normal rovounoe
(?)of the ^ultimate*

Very little eon be added regarding tho Finance adminis
tration of the Central Government to what haa boon said about 
the niwan-i-Wajssret * Only ones in the narrative the treasury 
is referred to aa the Bait d - L i  and for rsvsnus tha word

•*/ -n* * • ' / •' v„ * *! .

Khnsana ( >» •> ) Is usually usad* As the Oovemmont was son*
trolled bv the household administration of the Sultan, the 

T) Tab.Nus. p. 381.
,2) These teres worst Mandavl«»bery» rwlalat-l-basarhft (eosmieston on thw 

brokers? Jatarir Anir-i-tarO (omuooraont tax)? Gul~fnroahi (Tax on flowers Tm  Karina tnmbul (tit Chanci-fralls? Ritrtbi? Bel gar If Mahlfaroahi? BuddSfl? anbflsir«rt (Tax on soap rankers)? Heshmln- Vhana (Oanbllns house tax)t rud-baki (Court fees t)f Kotwall 
(municipal tax); Thtlaabl (Lieonaa froa the J!uht*ib for trading)| Karhl? Chare1 (Tax on pastures t)» - Or.2036, F.SOOa. For sous local taxes of this nature In the eapltal see Afls - pp.374-77.

(8) Tab.p.182.



treasury could be squandered away by tha latter In tha pursuit 
of hl« pleasure* Thara does not appear a seoarat.e or parsonal
treasury of tha Sultan* Hiros opened tha treasury for tha

(1)caterers of pleasure and amusement. Kalqobad, after hit
return from Awadh, is said to hare spent all the surplus money
in the treasury collected by KdeSmiddln from the provincial
revenues, offerings and presents of tho Hindu chiefs.(Hals),

(2)on his dancing girls*
regarding the coinage of the period, very little can 

be added to what has been done by Kdv'ard Thomas, whose masterly 
survey for many years yUll srtil3 remain the standard work on 
the subject* All that con be done is to give a brief summary 
of the results of his investigations and discuss a few points 
which came to light subsequently*

As has been remarked by Thomas, the Turkish conquerors 
did not at once introduce s new monetary system into the 
country, but adapted the oyistlng one for their own use* The 
older currency based on the mixed metal pieces, locally known 
as Delhiwales, was continued, with slight variations* Kven 
the design, weight end device of the older Hindu Delhiwala was 
rstsir^d ^ore or less uniformly* It was only Halben who replseet 
the Hindu device of the wbull and horse men” with the legeni of 
the sovereign1* name in Nepari characters. ̂

(1) Tab.liaa*p*.{&2   (2) Barani, p.164.
(3) Only one billion issue of Balban has been found to bear the older 

device* JASB* 1094, p*64, Ho*l.



In the early years of the conquest, this mixed metal Delhlwala 
was the ordlnaru eurrenoy, as Is proved by the fast that the 
cost of the building of the temple destroyed to make room for

(1)Albak's mosque at Delhi Is reckoned la terms of the Delhlwala,v V' * . ' ). rv * . » V .. îf j . r 't .. ~ . yr ... -.\

The earlirrchronlcle, the Tajul Maaslr, mentions the Delhlwala 
only, while the Tebakat-Xaslrl almost always uses the word Jltal 
• possibly the new name which came to be applied to the older

(g j
co la. If ^homas Is correct la ascribing the billion lssae Xo«

Mohammad b,Sam to the Ohor mint, the mixed metal eoin was
current dm Afghanistan as well* Billion pieces of this type
were coined also by Ohlyasuddln MahmSdJ4)fald4s! A1 Sudd in
Khwarism *.«> and by the Qarlugh rulers of the Upper Bind 

<7)3agar Doab*
The occasional Copper Issues of the period also roughly

(8)correspond to the weight standard of the older Hindu Copper.

^pl.Ind.Mosl.1911-18, p.13.
Per the name jltal which was the name of a monetary unit In Central

Asia aee JASB. 1984, PH.33.
(3) Thomas - Chronicles, p.IB.
(4) Rodgers - Cat.Lahore Mus.,p.S8t they bear Sanskrit legends and wereprobably Issued by Albak for circulation in India. See also 

Thomas Chronicles p.31.
(8) Xnd.Mus.Cat.il, p.Nos.26-29.
(6) Thomas - Chronicles, p*90. Ho.69. (7) Rodgers - Lah,ltas.Cat.p.42.
(•) The conventional weight of 86 grains was the Ideal to which both the 

Muslim and the Hindu eofper and billion pieces aimed atf Thomas- 
Chronicles, p.4. for a similarity in variations of weight In 
both theUAadu and Muslim copper Issues see Supp.Cat.coins. Dad. Mtts. X, p.61-62, Ibid XX, Hoe. 80-89, 100-106.
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V* coin of par# 'silver or Oold appears to have been
leaned for the ordinary currency In India different from the
Islamic Dirham type, obtaining In Central Aalan atatea wither "*
by Muhammad b.Sam or Albak. The only extant gold Issue of the
fomner wao clearly a commemorative lasne, occasioned probably
by the fall of the Cahadavala Kingdom whose silver and gold
ooins are strikingly similar In device and legend to this lsa&!
His gold and silver Issues - known aa Dirhams,with purely Arable
legend and with the mint name of Gtior or Oasnl In some of them,(2)were possibly confined to hla Trans-Indian dominions. They

?v<3U*U *fX '—probably served as the model* In so far as the reigning Caliph
was concerned* of tho later silver coinage of India. Oold
pieces were struck by ntutmlsh In 606/1210 i.^.* and also In
616/1218 ill, but* apart from their vast difference In weight
(70.6 grains) from that of the standard Tankah (175 grains)*
the practice was not continued. Rot until tho reign of Mahmud
was the gold Tankah atarted regularly* which was maintained by 

(8)his sueoesaora.
The regular silver pieces bearing the distinctive 

feature of the new regime for ordinary currency* atarted* 
according to Thomas, only in 630/1232 A.D.* with the Issue of 
a silver pleee bearing the titles of the reigning Caliph* 
Al-Mustanslr-blllah of Baghdad. This view appears untenable,
In view of the fact that we hrva earlier silver issues of________

(1) Thomas - Chronicles* p.19-20. (2) ibid Ro.Sf Br.Mua.Cat.,sultans of
Delhi, Ho.6.

(3) Thomas - Chronicles* p.78. U )  JRAS.(Hew series) VI* p.350.
Rotes (5) and (6) cont. on next page.



ntutmish of similar weight end with the same legend. Rxactly 
Identical with the above, In device* legend*and in weight, are 
two silver pieces of Zltntmlsh struck in 614/1216 A.D. and • 
616/1218*^  a few silver pieces bear the title which Tltutnish 
la said to have adopted on the receipt of the Caliph’s emissary, 
In 626/1228 A.T)., as well as the name of the reigning Caliph*
Haslr-le-Dlnellah* the predecessor Al-Musdanslr* One of them

A- .
1?!

Is a strikingly alnllar to the gold issue of lltutmlsh of the . 
year 608A &10 A.D., which fact points to its having been Issued 
earlier. They also hear tha appellation of Al-Qutbl,(I.e. slave 
of cutbuddin Albak) which* as we know* was dropped later from 
ntutmlsh’s Imperial titles* Similar coins of silver were ^  
also struck In 6 2 0 / 1 6 2 2 A 224,  624/1226* and also In 628A 227. 
Moreover* the silver Issue Mo* 28 of Thomas* cannot be definitely 
ascribed to the issues of 6 26 /1228 , as It bears nqbate and neither 
the titles of the Sultan. It was probably a type issued to 
commemorate tho arrival of the Caliph's emissaries* for which 
j V  we have a date In the chronicled. The absence of this Identical 
legend from any other silver Issue confirms this supposition. It 
might also have been one of those experimental pieces which

1) JRAS. (Mew Series) 71* p.848,882.

2) Znd.Mua.Cat.il* Nos.52-35» See also Inlr. p.6.
5) JRAS. (Mew Series) VI* p.687, Mo*8l Ibid 1800* p.482. Ho.11.
4 ) Thomas - Chronlelss Ho*9.
6) Ibid KOolOo (6) JRAS* 1900* p.77lf «o*3c
7) f ---
'ont. from P***loue page, (8) Cf. A gold coin of Ratftyat described In Mum.

T O  f i f U f S W C  ’A T S w e S * ’



culminated In the adoption of the legend given by Thomns and 
which continued to be used with slight variations by his 
successors. So far as the adoption of the Arable legend and 
the Imperial titles of the Sultan was caneemed* and In so 
far aa It constituted an epoah In the history of the currency 
of the period* this appears t.o have happened even In the 
Rastem Province of Bengal as early as 616Agl® A.D* The 
silver issue of Isas* dated 616A&19, la 0  strikingly sin liar * 
In the design and legend to the final experimental piece of 
Iltutmlsh* dated 6S8A&34* although it weighs only 186 grains 
and omits the name of tho Oallplu Subsequent Issues,whose 
weight approximate to tho *178 grains standard'* however*
Include the name of the Caliph* and in the Issues of 6 2 0 A 22^ 
and 621/18^8* not only is his title expanded* but very unusually

1) Chronicles* Vo.SI.
8) JRAS. VI (Hew Series) p.SBS* Mo.4. The legend on the obverse la- i)Ju~

\ on the reverse the Kalina
and the date la inscribed.

8) JRAS. (New Seriea) VI* p.356-7, Vos. 6* 6a* and 7} even an earlier lsaui
of tlt/lSIl contains the date of the month* 7hd.Uus.Cat. I7,p.l4J
Ve.l.

4) md.Uus.Cat.I7* p. 148* Vo.8.i see also Thomas's observations on this 
peculiarity* JRAS. VI (Vow Series) p.357.

ontd. from previous paget
6) Thomas • Chronicles* P.86* Vo.28* 3nd.Mua.Cst.TI, no.34
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t h m  <5*t# of t h m  month and tho yoor la ala© included.
Nevertheless this n«w illwr coinage did mark tbs 

beginning of ths monetary system of tbo now regime In India.
Tho pleee earns to bo known by tbo nans of Tanmh, - a familiar 
name In Northern India and used early In tbo XI century even 
by Mahmud of ftasnl in ono of bis silver ploose Issued from

fat
Labors* Tho standard weight of this Tankah was, according
to Thomas, fixed at ITS grains, although very few of thorn

(S)approached tho weight* while tbo existing billion pieces - *>
ths Delhlwalat - was retained, it was adjusted to tbo now 
Tankah, under tho name of the jital, which from its frequent 
mention In tho TabakateXaairl, also appears to haws been tho 
mors popular money of account than tbo Tankah* It Is difficult 
to state tbo precise frnetlnftal relation of tho Jltal to a silver 
Tankah at this period, but it seems probable that it had a 
higher value than 1/48 of tbo Tankah which, according to Messrs*
Wright and Neville, was the case in the time of Muhammad b.(6)Tughlaq. According to ths numismatists referred to above, 
judging from the results of an assay of IS billion coins (jltalst

(1) Ths earliest mention of the word appears in the silver issue of 
ntutmlsh, dated 630/l898t a>d.Mtts.Cat.II, p,lS8.

(8) Thomas • Chronicles, p.46.
(S) Ibid, p,3. Ths latest view is that the standard weight was 1TB.8

grains - the average actual weight 8f some gold Tankahst JABB.102 p«V.80, ST*
(4) Thomas - Chronicles, p*4, held the view that 64 jltals were the equlva 

lent to a silver Tankah.
<8) JASB.1084, p.N.88.



of Mahmud carried on by Thomas, the jit el (tho old Delhiwsla)
appears to have contained 1/12 of the sliver contained la a 

(2)pore "ankah. if the conclusion Is accepted, then the small 
sllber pleees of Bn?^an, Mahmud, and Jalaluddin Khelji, with 
an average weight of 14,4 grains, should be regarded as hmtdgg 
the same intrinsic value In silver as a Jltal. These fractional 
silver pleeee, so far available, however, are not numerous, and 
probably were not regularly issued, which will explain the 
survival of the jltsl, for In dally transactions, the existence 
of two unit pleees of the same value seems superfluous, and 
one of them should have lost Its popula&y. About the exact 
value of pure oopper coin In relation to the jitel our knowledge 
is largely inferential. In the first piece we do not know 
their exaot denomination, for some of then bear the stamp Mxkx

(1) Chroniclea, p.127.
3) Tho conclusion la partly confirmed by Amir Haaan in a caaull reference 

to a derweah, who wee pi wen 600 jltale ae capital to trade, and 
who. within a few dayef la eald to ha we made prof ita oat of it 
eo that hie capital amounted to 80 Tankaha. Assuming that hie 
original capital wae 29 Tankaha. one Tankah worka out into a little more than 17 jltale (17 7 / 2 9 ) t the atory howewer, ref era 
towarda the end of the century, poaaibly to the Khalji or Tughla 
period, when the walue of the Jltal wae already falling* Or. 1806 F * 61a.

(8) JASB. 1888 - Rodgera Supplement Ho*20.
(4) Ibid 1886 • Rodgera - IV eupplement No.ISj JASB. 1894, p.60, Wo.21.
(8) The monetary unit both in account and transaction seems to hawe beam 

the jltal and not the eopoer issues, which ia not mentioned by 
the ohroniolerat



A'dl ( ^  ) l^whioh name la also found subsequently la
(2)billion and pure silver Issues as wall* In the second plaee

the aetual weight of the copper issues* which varies considerably 
fron^?l to 1^ grains* does not give us any clue to the propor- 
tional value either to the silver Tankah or the Jltal. If how
ever, Messrs. Wright and Neville are right in holding that thev *•; * *"< j,

exchange value of copper to silver was 80 t 1 and not 60 ' 1
.. M U  <1... 116fl ot ooroor cor .
Jltal containing 14.4 grains of silver) then the intrinsic 
value of the copper coins in terms of silver might have deter
mined their relation to the higher coins in Delhi transactions.
A Jltal contdining 14.4 grains of silver* for example* would 
probably exehnnhe for 16 copper issues of 72 grains and for 06 
in case of the smaller issues of 12 grains. A classification 
of tho weight in the different copper issues would probably 
lead to the discovery of a sub-divisional gradation similar to 
what is found in the silver and gold Tankaha. Smaller silver 
pieces have been found for the reigns of ntutmlsh* Ma&sAd,

(1) A copper issue of Balbsn weighing SO grains I JASB. 1910* p.666*Io.l|
Thomas • Chronicles Vos. 49* 58* 53 and 55.

(8) Ibid NosillB* 124 and 180.
(3) lnd.Mus.Cat. II* p.35, Nob.150-59? Mr. bright, however* assigns an

”r*£inal weight of 72 grains to this class of copper issues?PsVtJTt
(4) Ind.Mus.Cat.p.33, Vos.143-6.
(6) Chronicles* p.36?t JASB.1924, p.V*S7.
(6) JASB.1916, p.129, TJo.l.
(7) JASB.1894* p.68, Ho.21.



St'
ill (8JBalban and Kaiqobad* The variations in their weight can easily 

be classified into (a) 83: (b) 53; (c) 87; and (d) 14 grains# 
This, according to the recently accepted standard weight of 
172 grains for the Tankah, would give then a value of 1/2, 1/3, 
1/6 and 1/12 respectively of the Tankah* A similar gradation 
in the gold Tankah is also indicated by the discovery of a gold 
piece of Mubarak Khalji, reiphiAg 65.7 grains.(3>

A few words may be added about the mint towns of the 
period# During the early years of the century, coins hardly 
bear any other mint name than Delhi* A rare silver Tankah of 
ntutmlsh, bears the vague mint name of *Biladul Hlnd"#^The 
reading of the mint name of Lakhnauti in a silver Tankah of
Iltutmish, dated 633/12^1] is disputable* A suppositious ;;(6)s*bper issue of the same monarch bears the name of Multan*
The earliest undoubted mention of Lakhnauti oeoure in the coin 
Fasiyut* in two oopoer coins of Balban the names of Furrukabad
and Sultanpur ap&#4r, while on# of his silver issue# has been

El) JASB. 1885. Rodaere - Supnlewent No.SO.
(B) Brownf, Coins of India, p.71t JASB. 1916, p.113, Ho.S.
(3) Rua.Chron. Vth series, X, 1924, p.346.
(4) Ibid p.340.
15( See JASB. pp 1881, p.67; Xnd.Hus.Gat. XX, p.21, Ho.38. Bee also Xhtr. p.e.
(6) Xnd.Uus.Cat. XI, p.23, Ho.88.
(7) Thomas - Chronicles, p.107, Ho. 90.
(8) JASB. 1904, p.66f Sultanpur la m#ntion#d in another silver Tankah of

679/1280 A.D.j Ibid 1910, p.866, Mo.l.



a O®

tentatively aaeribod to tho mint of Khltta Alwnr ( ijfe> AlwlrT)(

A

(1) NunwChron. Vth series I, p*343.
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CHAPTSR VIII.
Relations with the Non-Muslim^

That the conquests of Muh&raraud b.Sam were not made
for the spread of his religion is no longer in dispute. His
first adversary on Indian soil was not an infidel but a
monarch holding a more orthodox belief in Islamic tenets than
himself. While he destroyed the Muslim ruler of Lahore*
he tolerated the existence of Hindu feudatory princes in
Ajmere* Gwalior and Delhi; his Viceroy was prepared to allow
the Hindu ruler of Kalinjar to hold his dominions. According
to a late chronicle even an alliance with the Hindu ruler of(2)Jammu against Khusran Malik of Lahore was entered into.
According to Usami* Ikhfciyaruddin Mahammud b. Bakh&yar, after
he was dismissed from the army at Gasni* came to India and to<
up service under the fRai of Jitur (Chitor ?)• named Jaisingh

(3)
and left him only#fcSome disagreement with his master. 
Numerous Hindu princes ruled within the Kingdom and any 
interference with the religion of the Hindu masses was 
impracticable. It is true that a large number of Hajput 
princes fled from the Kingdom to Rajputana* the Central

(1) Both he and his brother belonged to the Kiramiah Section 
of the Shafiita while the Gurnawids were Hanafites.
Tab. Nas p.77.
Raj Darashani 1.0. Ms. No.507 F45 b.
Futuhus-Salatia* I.O.Ms. No.3089 F 65 a.(!)



yrt

Provinces and the Himalayan countries; but this can by no 
means be attributed to a policy of religious persecution on 
the part of the Turco-Muslim conquerors. It was due to the 
adventurous spirit of those recently dispossessed princes 
whose political existence was naturally disliked by the 
conquerors. It is hardly conceivable that the latter 
commenced their r u l e  by an indiscriminate destruction 
of Hindu life* property and religion and pursued the policy 
of what haB been erroneously regarded as forcible conversion. 
The Hindus were not only unmolested in their social and 
religious affairs9 but were in a position to resist the 
peaceful settlement of the Muslims in the interior of the 
country. The conquerors during the early years were settled 
only in the important towns and military outposts9 and their 
gradual expansion towards the interior of the country was 
resolutely opposed by the Hindu chiefs. We have no authenti< 
account of thi3 slow Muslim penetration into the country as 
peaceful settlers9 but numerous local traditions have 
preserved the main outline of this process. The following 
story current around the village of Hewal# near Kanouj 9 is 
perhaps typically illustrative of the attitude of most of 
the Hindu chiefs of the period: "Syed Alaudin b. Ghanusn
came from Kanouj to Newal and wished to settle at Bangermanf 
(the modern name of the village) but the Rajaf named Nalf



ordered him to go away and sent his servant to drive him out.
On this the Saint cursed him and the city immediately turned 
upside down." The Saint then took up residence at the place 
and died^in 702/1302 A.D. as is recorded in the inscription 
on his tomh. Colonization of the country was carried out
by private individuals at their own risk and was not a state-(2)
policy . Even a grantee of land from Ghiyasmddin Tughlaq
was helpless against the Hindus of Bahraich and had to 
resort to his own st&tA and strategy to take possession of

• (3)his land. A full account of the Muslim colonization has yet
to be written and will undoubtedly reveal facts of utmost
important for a study of the nature and extent of the Turkish
conquest and the relations of the conquerors with the Hindus.

Por our present purpose» however9 it is sufficient
to remember that the limited number of the conquerors on the
Indian soil - assuming even that they were fanatics and
zealous propagators of the faith - made such a policy
impossible. After the Mongol eruption7which stopped all
recruitments of Turk from Central Asia9 the conquerors were
faced with the prospect of ultimate extinction by the
overwhelming number of the 1 infidelsf9 unless they were
fl) Cunningham - Reports XI 0.49; see also Elliott - 

Chronicles of Unao P.88.(2) See ibid B94-95t how the Syeds of Bilgram were granted 
sanads by the Sultan after they had established themselves 
in the district after fighting single-handed with the 
Rajputs.

(3) Bahraich Gazetteer - P.120-21.
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preparedto effect a compromise• The Hindus were as fully
armed as were their conquerors and a unitadHindu attack
would have meant the destruction of the handful of Muslims,
already threatened by the encircling Empire of the sworn
enemies of the Muslim states - the Mongols* A leading
eccleaiastio named Syed Mubarak Guznavi, who held a high
position in the court of Iltutmish admitted the impossibility
of the eradication of idolatcfry and heresy* which according t<T (1) his opinion was the duty of an Islamic King* Barani, the
mouthpiece of the fanatic spirit of the next century,
unconsciously admits the helpless state of his party, when he
puts in the mouth of Balban, that a complete extirpation of
idolatory anywhere, not to speak of India, must remain only

I (2)an unattainable ideal* A wholesale destruction of temples
throughout the length and breadth of the country was not only
impossible but never attempted. It is true that there is
uncontested evidence of some temples having been destroyed
during the early years of the conquest. The temples
of Delhi were converted into a mosque by Aibak; the mosque

(3)
of Iltutmish at Budaon was built out of Hindu materials;
he destroyed the tample of Mahakal at Ujjain and carried

(4)away the idol; while he also converted into a mosque the
7TT Barani P.41.
}2) ibid P.72 and 74-5.
3) Cunningham - Reports XI P.l.
4) Tab Has P.176.
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college of VigWaha Pala at Ajmere. References to the 
destruction of the temples at Benares, Kglir, Delhi and Ajmere

d 5will also he found in the Muslim chronicles. But a closer 
examination of them Will prove that these destructions were 
exceptions than the rule. Destruction of all the temples

(2)at Kalinjar is mentioned by the Tajul Maasir, but most of 
the Hindu temples of the pre-Mussalman period, either at 
Kalinjar or at Mahoba and Khajraho are, as a matter of fact,

(3)standing. It became fashionable in the historical 
literature of the first period of the conquest to make 
exaggerated statements about the destruction of "temples and 
the establishment of the abodes of God". Probably it had a 
propaganda value in encouraging the Turks of Central Asia to 
join the army, whose zeal for religious merit as well as for 
material gain was whetted by these accounts. A striking 
change in this attitude of the historian towards this 
supposed destruction of temples wherever the Muslim soldiers 
went, is noticeable in the account of the latter chronicles, 
Minhaji-Siroj, who, except on only one occasion, referred to 
above, never indulges in such vain and positively misleading

(4)
statements. Besides, as has been pointed out recently, in
l T e . g .  Tajul Maasir F 69b ;123a; 126b;FakVre- mudir p.2 
2 F 175 b.3) Cunningham - Reports XXI pp, 25, 58-69, 71-75}

Similarly all the pre-Mussalman temples of Gwalior are 
still standing, excepting only one which is said to have 
been destroyed by Iltutmish. Gwalior Gazetteer I pp.226

(4) Habib - Hindusthan Review 1924 P.289.
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such cases as have been enumerated, above, tne temple was the 
first point of attack, because it contained, all the wealth in 
gold. and. other precious metals which irresistibly attracted 

these children of the desolate Steppes of Central Asia in all 
ages and in every country. The fabulous wealth concealed in 
the temple of Somenath is well-known* Of a country where mo 
of the people were cultivators, a conquest was not only 
hazardous, but singularly unprofitable unless wealth could be 
obtained, and this could only be done by a plundering the 
temple whioh was the repository of all the treasure of both t 
People and the Princes alike. In those days India received 
more precious metals from outside than she cwported and all 
these went to be deposited in the inviolable sanctuary of th« 
temples instead of private residence and the royal palace. ] 
is significant that the victorious troops of Muhammud b.Sam ■ 
after the overthrow of Jaiohand of Kanouj, marched to Benarei 
and Asni where the royal treasures were deposited while

(1)Kanouj, the capital of the Gahadavalas, was left untouched*
It was by the amount of wealth rather than his success in
spreading the Faith that Muhammud b, San^s glorious career w(2)
estimated by the ohronicler after his death. Had the 
mosques contained similar wealth, the so-called religious 
zeal of the Turks would not have stood in the way of their 
desecrating them.
(1) Tajal Maasir P. 122b.
(2) Tab.Nas. P.124-25; a similar estimate is made of the 

success of the expedition of Malik Tayasai - P.240.



As has been remarked above, the destruction
Hindu temples, was the exception rather than the rule; and
was carried out in special circumstances when money was
needed. As a rule the Hindus were hardly ever interfered
with in their religion and their temples were allowed to
stand in their former sanctity. The famous temple of
!Aditya! (the Sun-God) was erected by the Hindus in the
heart of the city of Multan, after its destruction by the
Qaramitah rulers. It was kept in a flourishing condition
even up to 1666 A.D. when the French traveller Thetfenot

(1)visited it. Multan, it should be noted,was not only the
capital of the province of Upper Sind throughout our period
but was also the seat of two renowned Muslim saints of the
period, namely Bahauddin and Ruknuddin, and was known as the
•Dome of Islam1 ( )• In a town on the Ganges
on the high road from Bareilly to Mathura, Cunningham
noticed an old temple built not later than 1000 A.D* which
bears dateimarks of the Pilgrims from all parts of India,
ranging from 1169 to 1611 A.D. and between the years 1241 an<

(2)
1290 A.D* there are not less than fifteen such dated records 
Not only were the existing temples preserved and used but

^ 7
y

(1) Cunningham - Reports V PP.114-119.
(2) ibid I P.206.
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new onea were also created, A fragmentary inscription found 
in the Purana-killa of Delhi written in Persian and Sanskrit, 
records the endowment of twelve highas of land to a temple

(iferected and dedicated to Sri Krishna. The fact that the 
intolerant Firoz Tughlaq prides himself on having destroyed 
Hindu temples erected during the Muslim rule is a sufficient 
confirmation of what has been said above. "The Hindus and
idol-worshippers had agreed to pay the Jaziah These
People had erected new idol temples in the city and the 
environs....." "....In the village of Maliah there is a 
tank where they had built idol-temples and on certain days 
the Hindus were accustomed to proceed on horseback, wearing
arms..... They assembled in thousands and performed idol-
worship. This abuse had been so overlooked that the bazaar 
people took out there all sorts of provisions, set up stalls, 
and sold their goods. Some graceless Mussalmans, thinking 
only of their gratification took part in these proceedings. 
These were not isolated instances, and when the Hindus enjoye< 
such freedom in the capital, we can easily assume that they 
were more uninterfered with in the Provinces. Firoz Shah

(1) Arch. Sur. Hep. 1909-10.P.131.
(2) FutaKhat-i-Firoz Shahi, or 2039 F.302a. Elliot’s trans 

III P.380-81.
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admits that similar temples had been ereoted and regularly
worshipped by the Hindus in the villages of "Salihpur” and 

(1)"Kohana? Three Jaina images have been found in the district
of Etah which bear the record of their installation in the

(2)
year V.S. 1335/1278 A.D, The following statement made by
Jalaluddin Khalji, while regretting his inability to conform
to what he thought was the ideal of an orthodox Muslim King,
will clearly illustrate the religious freedom which the
Hindus enjoyed in the capital. "Every day the Hindus - the
greatest enemy of God and His Prophet - pass below my palace
with the sound of Cymbals and Conch-shells to perform idol-
worship on the banks of the Jumna. If I were a true King of
Islam, would I allow a single leader of the Hindus to appear
well-dressed among the Muslims and to walk about carefree and
unconcerned....? On the contrary, while my name is being
read in the Khutba as the Defender of Islam, the enemies of
God and His Prophet under my own eyes, are proudly enjoying
material comfort and live ostentatiously among the Muslims
in my capital. Living among the latter, they beat their
drums and other musical instruments and perpetuate their

(3)pagan practices....”

(1) 5\ifctthat-4-Firoz Shahi, P.302b.
(2) Arch.Sur.Report. 1923-24. P.92.
(3) Barani P.217.
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The Turks commenced their rule by a judicious
compromise with the ’mass of the infidels’* This compromise
is best illustrated in the coinage* The existing system of

(1)weights was retained; no attempt was made until much later,
to introduce the purely Islamic legend on the coin; and even
after the introduction of the Arabic legend, the Sanskrit was

(2retained on the obverse to satisfy the sentiments of the Hindu
The device of the "Bulfe and horseman” on the coins, borrowed
by the Chauh&ns from the Hindu Shahiya dynasty of Kabul, was
retained on the lower coinage until the reign of Balban who
replaced it with the Sultan’s name in Sanskrit characters.
The extent to which the Turco-Muslim rulers carried their
policy of compromise may be inferred from the fact of Muhammuc
b* Sam’s issuing commemorative gold pieces on the occasion of
the fall of the Gahadavala Kingdom in 1193 A.D* The Kanouj
device on the obverse representing the seated figure of the
Goddess Lakhsmi was retained absolutely unchanged while on th<
reverse the name of the new conqueror was inscribed in Sanskr: 

(3)
characters. This compromise, as has been said before, wai

(1) Thomas - Chronicles P.14.
(2) Even the name of the reigning Caliph of Baghdad was 

expressed in Sanskrit characters - See Thomas - Chronicl 
Ps. 2 No.XXVTIIa .

(3) ibid P.20, No.18.
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the only possible course and even foreign invaders like
Jalaluddin Maagbarni Ĵ alduJt and Hasan Qarlugh issued similar
coins* Side by side with the Islamic oalendar, the Hindu
calendar seems also to have been retained, for the court
historian Minhaj-e-Siraj dates some of the events in the

(2)
reign of Raziyat according to the Hindu month of Ashar.
Reference has been made to the fact that prior to the reign

(3)of Wroz Tughlaq, the Brahmins were exempted from the Jaziah. 
It is doubtful if the tax was levied on the rest of the 
Hindu masses as vigorously and scrupulously as the Muslim 
theorists imply.

Although the chroniclers are engaged in detailing tt 
activities only of the court and the royalty, indications arc 
not wanting as to show the dose relation between the ruling 
foreigners and the native Hindus. The contact of the two 
resulted in the evolution of a new language, the beginning 
of which oan now be traced to our period and whioh found 
expression for the first time in the writings of the celebral

(1) Thomas - Chronicles No.74; Rodgers - Lah. Mus. Cat.P.4
Ind. Mus.Cat. II Noa. 26-29.

(2) Tab. Nas. P.252; Trans. P.748.
(3) Supra P. y Afif P.382.
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(1)Poet, Amir Khusran. A similar happy blending of the two

cultures produced the remarkably beautiful Indo-Muhammedan
style of Architecture, the foundation of which was laid in th
buildings erected at Delhi by the first generation of the
conquerors. That the Hindu architects were employed in
building the mosque and other buildings is beyond doubt. We
can easily assume that the Hindus did not suffer from any
exclusive attitude on the part of the ruling race, but played
an increasingly important part in the ordinary daily life of
the rulers, if not in the affairs of the state. Names like
Malik Chaj ju,Malik Kaohchan, etc., adopted by the high-bons%
Muslims, show the extent to which this daily contact affected
them. As early as 618/1221 A.D. a matrimonial alliance
between Julaluddin of Khwarizm and the Hindu Khokar chief

(2)of the Salt range was not considered impossible, and the 
Muslim Prince did not hesitate to help his Hindu relative and 
ally against his Muslim adversary, Q,ubachajf of Sindh. Even 
in religious affairs this contact had begun to affect the 
Muslim masses. It was once reported to Firoz Tughlaq that a

1. See Iljjt-i-Hayat (Urdu) P.70 - 77 for some of his Hindi 
compositions; see also Mirza - Life and Works of Amir 
Khusran P.227-28; Indication of the mutual reciprocity 
in the languages is furnished by the consistent use of th 
Hindi word Barshkal (Rainy season) by Barani - P.86, 
Fatawai Jahandari, 1.0. 1149, F.116a, 117a; and by the us 
of such Persian words as Pil (Elephant) and Dibir ( 
(Secretary) by the Hindus even in their inscriptions. - 
T. Das Gupta, Early History of Bengal, J .D.L.XVJjjTp.35.

2 . Juwaini II P.145.
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certain Hindu in the city of Delhi, who had been carrying on
idol-worship, was visited by a large number of Muslim men
and women who were thus being influenced by his "pagan

(1)practices. Hindu Jagis and Muslim saints frequently met
together and discussed in a friendly spirit Ithey religious anc
social affairs, and Amir Hasan has preserved for us an
account of one such discussion between a Hindu Jogi and the
celebrated Saint Fariduddin Shakargunj, on the effect of

(2)
heredity on the child. The same writer also tells us how
a Dervesh related to the saint Nizamuddin, his experience of
his stay in Gujrat when one day he was asked to fill the
water pots of the Hindu women from a tank which, for sanitary

(3)
precautions?no one was allowed to touoh. That the 
relation of the Muslims with the Hindus, even in independent 
Hindu states, was not always inimical is proved from the 
discovery of an inscription,in Sanskrit and Persian,dated

4
633/1235 near Petlad, within the Chalukya Kingdom of Gujrat.

4. Arch. Sur. Report. 1918-19. Part I P.36. A similar 
inscription recording the erection of a mosque in 
Kathiwar, is found written in Sanskrit and dated 662/1263 
Ind. Ant. XI. P.241-3.



The Multani money lenders were the virtual bankers of the
Turkish nobles and must have enjoyed considerable influence
in the city. During the gay reign of Kai^o^tbad, Barani
states that the (Hindu) wine-brewers of Kal and Meerut
plied a lucrative trade and the city became full of such

1
traders who flocked from all parts of the country. Already 
the conquerors had begun to regard India as their ultimate 
home and that their destiny was for ever linked with the 
land and its people. Amir Khusrao takes pride in the fact

tthat he is a born HindUt, and declares in no ambiguous
terms the superiority of India to all other countries. He
shows a remarkable understanding of the culture, language and
traditions of the Hindus and argues about the excellence of(2)
Indian Science and philosophy. In the administration ,
mention of Hindu employees is rare, but such names as

(3) (4)
Bajani Paik, Hathiya Payik, Bir Nathan Kotwal, which have
escaped the chroniclers are sufficiently indicative. An
inscription dated V.S. 1385/1328, found at Batiagarh in the
Central Provinces, refers to the local Muslim officer named

(1) Barani P.157.
(2) Mirzi - Life and Vforks of Amir Khusrai* PP. 182-85;
(3) T.M. P.57, He held an important offioe in the Household 

Department of Kaiaro^bad and was the nSuperintendent of
the Jlephants."

(4) Barani P.210.
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named fallal Khwoja (Khwaja Jalaluddin ?) appointed by
Mahmud, King ot Joginipura (Delhi), who had constructed a
gomathata garden and a well for local needs. He is
referred to as the Governor of the "Chedi" country and the

(1)Commander of the "Kharpara11 Army. The "Kharpara" was
evidently a looal Hindu militia and has been identified witt
the "Kharparakas" - mentioned in the inscription of

(2)Samudra Gupta of the Gupta dynasty. Under the said
Jalaluddin were Hindu officers whose names are mentioned
in the inscription as having taken part in the construction.
An auditor sent by the Revenue Ministry to check the
accounts of the Muqti' of Manipur early in the reign of
Alauddin Khalji complains of the disobedient manners of a
high Hindu official in the province, named Buchand, who,
in conspiracy, with the muqti^ had tampered with the accounts

(3)
and misappropriated the entire revenues of the province.

1. Bp. Ind. XII P.44.
(2) Gupta Inscriptions P.18. See also J.B.A.S. 1897 P.893.
(3) Add. 16841 P. 107 b. - 110 a.
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It will have been noticed that under such conditior
as have been outlined above, the fictitious story of "forcib] 
conversion" hardly deserves serious consideration. The spre
of the religion of Islam, as Sir Thomas Arnold has remarked, 
has a different story altogether, and will undoubtedly form 
the theme of a monumental work which has yet to be written. 
Forced conversions, it is true, took place under Mahmud of 
Gaizni, Firoz Tughlaq and Timur before the Moghul Empire, but 
they were exceptional. It will be difficult to find a 
parallel in the history of the period to the statement of Fii 
Tughlaq regarding his methods by means of which he encouragec
conversion; or to the admitted pol:* of warring against the
"infidels" in India pursued by Timur. The earlier Sultana 
were preoccupied with political questions of vital importance 
and could hardly concern themselves with proselytising which, 
incidentally, would have brought in a large element of 
Hindustani Muslim claiming a share in the Government, againsl 
which the racial predominance of the Turks would be difficuli 
to maintain. Not a single reference to forcible conversion 
occurs in the earlier Chronicles of the period which exagger* 
so much the number of "the infidels sent to hell" in course <

(1) Preaching of Islam P.254.
(2} Or 2039 F.304 b.
(3) Elliot II P.6148.

(i)

(2)
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(1)fighting and boastfully refer to !,the Purgation of idolatry’1,

Such omission from the account written by the orthodox and
militant section of the conquerors is not without
significance. There might have been some mild official
pressure to embrace the faith of the conqueror in the most
important cities but there is no direct reference to this
effect in our period. For the reason mentioned above this
would have been unfavourable to Turkish ascendency. Ferishti
mentions the conversion to Islam of the Khokars of the Salt
range due to the preferential treatment which they were(2)promised by Muhammud b.Sam, and this has been accepted by

(3) (4)modern scholars. But as I have shown in an earlier chapter
Ferishta misunderstood Ibnul Athir and applied the story of
another Irons - Indus tribe 7 to the Khokars, who are
invariably referred to by the contemporary Chronicler as(5)"infidels’1 even as late as 644/1246 A.D. As has been 
remarked above, the systematic conversion of the Hindus had 
very little to do with the Government in our period which wai

(l)E.g.Tajul Maasir F.126 account of the Conquest of Kol;
F.1626. Capture of Anbilwara where "fifty thousand" 
’infidels1 were put to the sword. F.175a,In Kalinjar 
"fifty thousand men came under ihe Collar of Slavery’j 
Cf. Ferishta I. P.63 who states they are converted to 
Islam; while in reality the garrison evacuated the fo: 
and were allowed to go free F.174 b.
I. P. 60.
Cf. Vaidya downfall of Hindu India III P. 130. Cf.Amo: 
Preaching of Islam P.258.

(4) .Supra P.76,
(5)E.g.Fakhre Mudir P.28 refers to them as non-mussalmans and 

that in 601/1204-5 nearly twenty thousand of "these 
infidels" abd highwaymen were sent to hell. Tab. Nas.36
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entirely secular and kept itself aloof from religion and 
religious customs of the People. An illustration of this 
attitude is furnished from the accounts of Ibn Batuta who 
records that the practice of widow-burning, prevalent among 
the Hindus, some of which he himself witnessed and which was 
regarded by the Hindus as having a religious significance, 
was never interfered at. The Government contented itself 
only with requiring of the party concerned to obtain a writte 
Permit from the local authorities who sent their officer to 
see that no vj&ence or force was employed on the widow. The
force played very little part in effecting comtearsion is(2)proved from the fact, as Arnold has pointed out, that the 
percentage of Muslim Population is very low in such centres 
of Muslim influence, as Agra or Delhi while it is highest in 
places like Eastern Bengal and Southern India, where their 
political power was at its weakest. A fact whose importance 
is not generally recognised by the hi s tori ansA which has been 
at the root of the spread of the Faith was the missionary 
activity of the numerous Muslim Saints of the period, who

II P. 16.
Preaching of Islam P. 262-3.

speaks of the operations against them in 601/1204, as a 
"holy war” - P. 124; See also P#290 where they are referrec 
to as "infidels’1 and the destruction of their Rana Jas Pal 
Sihra by Balban in 644/1246;
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carried Islam into Hindu territories long before the Muslim
arms had reached them* Unaided by any material force /Carrie
on their silent work not by force or persuasion but by living
an exemplary life of devotion, and humanitarian work and
possibly social service among the lower ranks of the Hindu
Society. Miracles supposed to have been performed by these
saints played a great part in effecting mass conversions.
Such men as Muinuddin Ghisti in Rajputana, Fariduddin Shakarg
in the Punjab, Bahapddin Zakariya in Sindh, Jalaluddin Tabre2
in Bengal and numerous others of lesser fame, and not the
Sultans, were responsible for the success which the Faith
achieved in India. Fariduddin is said to have converted the
Siyal tribe in the Jhang Dist., the Jats and Rajputs settled j

(!) (2) the Montgomery Dist. and some,, sixteen tribes of the Punjab.
Muinuddin Ghisti was the first man to introduce Islam in

(3)AjUeafe even before it was conquered by the Muslims. Among 
the lower classes of the Hindus and Mussalman population in 
the Punjab, especially the Districts of Jullunder and Hoshiai
pur, the almost exclusive popularity of the saint named Sakhj

(4)Sarwar whose principle shrinefcin Dera Gaii Khan is another

(1) Jhang District Settlement Report 1874-80 P.33; Montgomery 
Settlement Report 1878 P.44,46.

(2) Jawahir-i-Faridi, P.395 quoted by Arnold - Preaching of 
Islam P.281.

(3) Or 221 F.23-24 An account of the saints of Delhi-Or. 1746 
F. 29a. States that he converted the first batch of 7 Hinc 
in Delhi after its fall. For some other relevant anecdote 
of his activity in Delhi before the Conquest and how he 
gradually converted a large number of people by miracles 
See 0rl756 F.66-67; also 69a.

(4) Hoshiarpur Settlement Report 1879-84 P.31-32; Jullundar 
Settlement Report 1893 P. 50.
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instance of the influence of the Saints and of the peaceful 
method of presentation that Islam received from them. 
Jalaluddin Tahrezi went from Delhi to Bengal in the reign 
of Iltutmish, settled at Maldah and carried on his

(i)missionary work successfully. The method of these 
missionaries is illustrated by an anecdote, related by Amir 
Hasan, about a certain Hindu who was brought one day by a 
Mussalman to the presence of Nizamuddin of Delhi and was 
introduced as the latter*s brother. On being asked whethei 
the Hindu was inclined towards Islam, the Mussalman replied 
that he had brought him in the hope that he may be impressed 
by the august look of the Saint and embrace Islam. The

(l) Seirul - Arefin Or, 215 F.193a. The place where he
settled and built a khangaft near a Hindu temple^is namec 
Deo-Mahal, and is said to have been a port. He died in 
643/1245 and his shrine is still venerated by the Muslir 
See J.A.S.B.1873 P.260 and 277. A Sanskrit collection c 
stories relating to the activity of this Jalaluddin, 
lately discovered at his shrine, places his visit to 
Bengal in the reign of Lakhsman Sena who, being impress* 
by his supernatural powers allotted some lands to him 
and one of whose courtiers became Mussalman; this work 
"Sheka-Subodaya11 The advent of the Sheikh £«/. Sukumar 
Sen -^however, has been proved to be a forged document 
written in the reign of Akbar to prove the right of the 
shrine to the land it held - ibid. Intr. P.36. Some of 
the stories, however, may have been genuine and illustr* 
his activities. See also ibid Intr. P. 28-29 and 
See also Ibn Batuta II P. who visited another Sainl
personally and testifies to the man!s conversion of the 
Hindus thatjie affected. Another Saint bearing the sam< 
name of Jalaluddin was responsible for the introduction 
of Islam in the North East of Bengal in Syllaet; Assam 
Gazetteer II Sybhet P.24; See also JASB Vol.XLII Part I, 
PP.278-80.
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Saint remarked:’’This people will hardly yield to persuasions;(1)only a sympathetic intercourse might incline them to Islam”•
The relation of the missionaries with the State is also
illustrated by an anecdote about Nizamuddin of Delhi, who
persistently refused permission to Alauddin Khalji to visit
him, and on the latter1s insistence , replied that if the
Sultan entered his hermitage by one door, he would quit it(2)by the other. Balban once offered a high ecclesiastical

mpost to another Saint, but it was refused. Raziyai; once
sent seme money to a Saint named Nur Turk, but it was
sent bâ cV. The missionaries worked almost singlehanded an<
against heavy odds, and always incurred the hostility of th<
Brahman and other higher classes of the Hindu Society.
Even when they lived within the Muslim Kingdom they were
helpless against the organised opposition of the Hindu
locality. In Nctrnaul, in the Patiala State, a Saint named
Muhammud Turk was murdered by the Hindus who rose in a body

(5).
and massacred all the Mussalman of the place.

(1) Or 1806 P. 94 b.
(2) Or 321 P.53 a.
(3) ibid P. y«»1ab.Kas.P (b
(4) ibid P.66a.
(5) ibid P.45a; See also JASB 1874 Part II. Proc.P.223; 

for a similar
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It appears necessary, in connection with the 
treatment of the non-Muslims, to refer to the wrong impressic 
that a superficial reading of Barani*s account is apt to 
create. Barani, it should be remembered, lived and wrote it 
an age when the orthodox and the militant section of the 
Muslim Ulema for the first time found its champion in the 
bigoted but sincere Piroz Tughlaq. He wrote the account of 
the XIII from the reactionary point of view of the XIV 
Century. Helpless against what, to him, appears the most 
”unislamic” secularization of the state, he wrote his book 
from a propagandist view as well. It is mostly his persona! 
opinion, representing a very insignificant but vocal section 
of the Muslim public, that he put into the mouth of Balban o: 
Iltutmish and their courtiers. The very spirit of 
fanaticism, which pervades his whole outlook towards the 
Hindus and unorthodox Muslims, is a proof of the utter 
helplessness to which his party was reduced in the XIII 
Century. The bigoted section of the Ulema who had most to 
gain from a policy of intolerance, was thus found making a 
desperate and perhaps last effort to recover its position in 
the state; and for once at least it was successful. It is 
doubtful if Barani * 3 account would have shown the same spiri 
of intolerance, if it was written in the XIII or early in th 
XIV Century. While he tries to persuade his readers to 
believe that Balban or Iltutmish were as ,f orthodox” as he
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(1)thinks should be, he cannot help admitting that in matters

of state Balban never cared for the dictates of the Sacred(2)Law. That what he gives out as Balban*s conception of the
duties of an Islamic King is nothing else than Barani!s own
views, will be clear from a comparison of his "History" with
his Fatawari-Jahandari (Guide to State Affairs) in which he *
preaches his intolerance with equal eloquence and with equal
disregard of the actual conditions. Quoting obviously
concocted stories about the orthodoxy of Sultan Mahmud of
Gazni, he extorts the present and future Muslim Kings
(evidently Firoz Tughlaq to whom the book is addressed) whom
he addresses as the "Sons (successors) of Mahmud", to copy th

(3)intolerant and orthodox policy of their great predecessor.
In almost identical language he argues the extirpation of the

' i 0* «idolatrous Hindus, and unorthodox Muslim which, from
(4)his "History" would appear as accomplished facts. How 

jaundiced was his outlook will be clear from how he puts fort 
the following, what he thinks a very cojent argument against 
the Philosophers, and Free-thinkers of Islam, whose complete 
annihilation he preaches with the same fervour and zeal as tb 
of the "infidels". "How can piety and righteousness be

1established in a state when the unorthodox Philosophers 
%

y who are the enemies of the religion of God an

(1) E.g. Barani P.41-42, 72.
(2) ibid P. 47.
(3) E.g. F.10-lla.
(4) E.g./F.118-120 C. cf.with Barani P.42;$2.

1.0.1149



His Prophet; who openly spread their view; who prefer the 
Greek teachings, which is <t&e>en«nay ef the
"narrated" ) teachings of the ancient and modern
prophets,as being more rational to the teachings of the 
Shariat, which they call "narrated"; who disbelieve the 
physical existence of the Resurrection, Heaven and hell, anc 
try to explain them from a rational point of view, - live a1 
the very capital with all dignity and ostentation, and pref« 
the knowledge of the reason to the knowledge of the books ai(i)openly express their views - ?" We do not exactly know 
who were the people against whom this tirade was directed, 
but it was evidently those enlightened and liberal men who 
controlled the state policy until the reign of Firoz. It 
is a singular misfortune from which the History of Islamic 
States has suffered, in all ages and in all countries, that 
the historians always belonged to the small reactionary groi 
of men who imposed their own biassed views on the account y 
and consequently presented a picture, which was far removed 
from reality.

(1) 1.0.1149 P.120a.
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Like all foreign invasions, the Turks followed 
the line of least resistance, along the fertile valleys of 
the North Indian rivers. Although sporadic attempts were 
made to penetrate into the Central Provinces, Assam, the 
Himalayan foothills and Southern Rajputana, the conquerors 
only succeeded in establishing their power on a narrow belt 
of land along the Ganges and the Jumna rivers in the East, 
while the Indus and its branches in the Punjab outlined their 
dominion in the North-West. The hold on Northern Rajputana 
was never strong and we have seen how towards the second half 
of the century, the Rajput ascendency seriously circumscribed 
the Muslim hold. Kashmir hardly ever came into the pale 
of the Turkish arms while the foothills of the Himalayas 
as far east as Bengal were likewise left alone. The Turkisl 
dominion thus embraced a very small area of Northern India, 
but it contained the most fertile lands. This explains the 
continued existence of the Turks against the determined 
hostility of the powerful Hindu states and also against the 
all-conquering Mongols. The accumulated riches of the Hindu 
princes and the products of the soil, which they thoroughly 
exploited, rendered them capable of maintaining their own 
not only against the Hindu aggression but also against the
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Mongols, after they had stopped all trading intercourse 
with the outside world. .

But even within this restricted area the conquest 
was far from complete. Only the important cities were held 
as military headquarters. Pacification of the land and the 
organisation of a civil government was far from an 
accomplished fact at the end of our period. Petty Hindu 
chiefs defied the central authority at Delhi; Muslim coloni
zation was vigorously resisted, and the Hindu masses were 
perpetually in revolt. The system of government that we hav< 
outlined above was mostly Central Asian in its spirit and 
details, and it is premature to expect to find a conscious 
attempt at evolving a judicious compromise between the Hindi 
and Central Asiatic systems suitable for India. For the 
history of the period is mainly an account of the military 
occupation of the land in which wars and expeditions were 
bound to find prominence. The difference between the civil 
and military duties of the officers was hardly ever 
recognised. But as the century progressed and the first 
generation of the foreigners was replaced by those born 
and brought up on the Indian soil speaking Indian vernaculars 
and as slow conversion resulted in an increased Muslim 
population with an interest in the soil, the military nature



of the occupation also came to an end. The Mongol danger
brought the foreigners and the Indians together and a common
effort replaced the original spirit of force and antagonism.

(i)Not only the Hindus within the Kingdom, but also those outsid 
it, must have realised that the Turkish State, in resisting 
the Mongols was guarding India*s gate, just as the Hindu 
Shahiyas of Kabul and later, the Chauhans of Ajmere had 
guarded it against the Turks. The Muslim state sufficiently 
entitled to claim they sympathy if notfactive help from the 
Hindus. These circumstances must have affected the military 
nature of the occupation towards the end of our period, 
though the structure of the State remained mainly military.
If the Kingdom was originally an alien imposition, it was 
thoroughly Indian in its political outlook,struggling, as 
India has struggled many a time in her history, against a 
barbaric invader. Owing to their wonted lethargy, it was, 
however, long before the Hindu rulers realised this service 
to India and began to cooperate with the Muslims in their 
effort to ward off foreign invasions. The Mongols were as

(l) What this Mongol danger meant to both the Muslims and
the Hindus alike is seen from Amir Khusranfs description 
of the mourning and fear that followed the defeat and 
death of Prince Muhammud in 685/1286; Mirza - Life and 
Works P.&3.
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foreign to the Hindus as they were to the Muslim Turks of
India and they could not expect any quarter from these hordes
whose march through the whole of Asia was marked "by ruin and
devastation. It is to the credit of the Turks that they saved
India from this catastrophe, but they hardly received any
return for it. While they were pre-occupied on the North-Westi
they were, as we have seen, attacked on the rear.

The state that was established by them was of a
peculiar composition. Tribal polity was combined with the
theory of the Divine Right of the King. The head of the family
with his retainers was the nucleus of the state and a
hierachical gradation led up to the King, who, in spite of
his holding an almost unquestionable right to the throne had ti
be the head of a family (Sari^-Khail). It is possible that
this combination was not effected in India, but was traditions
with the Central Asiatic people in those times, but it was ver;
peculiar to Indian traditions where a King was either an

(i)elected servant of the People, or ruled by Divine choice. 
Baghra Khan described to his son Kaiqo^ibad the conception 
of the polity which he was taught under the care of his father 
wTo be a clan leader (Sar-e-Khail) one must have at least ten 
picked horsemen under him; a Captain (Sipah-Salar) must have

(l) See Bhandarkar - Some aspects of Ancient Hindu polity;
Pp.125-168; cf. also - Ghosal, Hindu political theories, 
Pp. 170-89; 269-78.
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at least ten such clan-leaders, with their families, wholly 
under his control; in the same way a Commander (Amir) should 
have ten Captains under him; a Malik was to have ten 
Commanders; a Khan, ten Maliks, and finally the King must 
possess at least ten such Khans under him. A King witharfthis

( D swas a mere landholder (Zaraindar)." That this theoretical
hierarchy was actually practised is clear from the promotions
which Aibak and Balban are said to have received. The former

/ (2)was promoted to the rank of Malik by his master in 602/1205
and although he was called upon to assume sovereignty he never
arrogated to himself the proud title of Khan. Iltutmish likewi
was promoted to the rank of Mallfc by Aibak when he was appoint

(3)over the Iqta of Budaon . Balban was promoted to the rank
of Malik, then to that of Khan and finally was .Ulugh Khan

(4) (5)
(the Great Khan). Under this system any Khan was eligible
for Kingship if he could satisfy other conditions of fitness,
capacityT^legitimacy, and the attempt of Malik Kashlu Khan
to assume sovereignty after the deposition of BahrSm is an 

(6)illustration. The Kingdom was considered a joint

1) Barani P.145.
2) Pakhre-Mudir P.28,
3) Haji Dabir II P. 687.
4 1 Tab Has. P.294.5) See'lbn Batuta, I P.107, mentions that the Khan was the 

highest dignitary below the Sultan.
(6) Tab. Nas. P.198.



property of all the Turks, everyone of whom had a proprietary
share in the state according to his rank in the hierarchy.
Because the Turks were losing their share in the administrate
of the Kingdom under the Wazir Muhazzabuddin in the reign of
Bahram Shah, the wazir was murdered and no step was taken to
punish the culprits; when Balban was banished in 651/1253,
the Turks awoke to the danger and united against the Non-
Turkish rule; and we have seen how the attempt to revive this
policy in the reign of Kaiqoyfbad resulted in the fall of the
dynasty. How materially this share in the policy helped the
individual members of the race is seen from a passage in the
Tarikhi-Mubarak Shah, where the effects of Muhammad b. San^s
conquests are recounted: ".....Even a poor householder who
did not possess a single slave, became the owner of numerous
Hindu slaves, horses and camels; a man who owned only one
horse, became a Sipah Salar and possessed a kettle drum,

(1)standard, naubat, and a tent, all of his own." After 
Aibak1s death the leading Khans opposed the elevation of 
Iltutmish,Piroz?and Raziyat to the throne ostensibly 
because they were not consulted in the matter and thus their 
right in the management of the Turkish Kingdom was ignored.

There was, however, another aspect of this polity. 
As has been remarked, side by side with this clan principle 
there was the Persian theory of the Divine right of the King.

(l) Fakhre-Mudir P.20.
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to rule. To trace its importation into Islamic polity to 
which it is irreconcilably opposed, would take us much 
further afield. It is sufficient to note that its connection 
with India began with the Gazuawidh, so that whenthe Turks
came to live and rule in the country they were steeped in
the political ideals of Ancient Persia. It was to the 
mythical Kings like Jamshed, Kaikaos, and Bahrain, that they 
turned for guidance in state affairs rather than to the 
Caliphs. The keynote of Persian monarchical ideas was thus 
echoed in Delhi. The Islamic ideals of an elected Imam were
absolutely forgotten, and in its place, the Sultan ruled by a
right which could never be questioned. He was God*s ohosen 
and appointed by Him to protect the Muslims. Absolute
obedience to his orders was tantamount to obedience to God. 
If the person of the Sultan was not infallible, his office 
was above all human failings. All the people were his 
slaves and he master of their person and property. This 
monarchical conception was never absent from the ideals of 
the Turkish Kingdom of Delhi. Early in our period it was 
expressed by one of the political writers. It was not open 
to the Muslims to exercise their right ofchoosing an Imam; 
they had simply to carry out his orders, even if he was a

(1)

Obedience to hisslave, a negro and mutilated in form

Pakhre Mudir P. 12.
Fakhre Mudir P.13; see also Add. 16853 F.3b.
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orders was one of the primary duties (Fard. (f/ ) of a
Muslim and the Sultan, if not a God himself, was a ,fShadow

(1)of God on earth11. His person was sanctified and whenever 
the historian or any courtier had occasion to refer to him,

x (2)the term "sacred” or "august” ( ) was used. He
was further sanctified in the next century and received divine

(3)
honours as a "God in human form", while his court was compared

(4)to that of Allah attended by Gabriel and other angels. This
unislamic conception of sovereignty was not confined to theoryj
but found practical expression in the court ettiquette and in
the polity. The custom of Paibos and Zaminbos, (kissing the
feet or the earth in front of the sovereign) was a recognised

(5)feature. The divinity of the Sultan was not concealed am
in the court of Iltutmish a leading ecclesiastic condemned the

rsystem of prostation before the throne and other customs which
he said, only *itfced the enemy of God and clearly amounted 

/ .to shirk ( ) and could only be justified if the Sultan
acted up to what he called the four essential duties of

^aith)."Dinjpanahi11 (Protection of the

(1) Fakhre-Mudir, P.13; see also Tab. Has. P.205.
а) e.g. ibid P.167, 176.
3) Fatawai-Jahajidari, 1.0.1149 P.199a.

P
5) Barani P.36,38.б) Barani, P.41; Fatawai Jahandari 1.0.1149 P.45a; see also 

Amir Khusran-Kullijat Add. 21104 P.221; see also 
Barani P.142.
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This doctrine of absolutism was clearly

irreconcilable with the clan-system mentioned above and
conflict was inevitable. In fact the clash of these two
antagonistic idealB resulted in the political changes within
the Kingdom that characterise the period. A strong King like
Iltutmish, who must have owed his elevation to the throne to
the fact that he was the most influential and powerful leader
of the Indian Turks within Aibak*s dominions, successfully
withstood the assertion of the latter principle. By an
energetic policy of expansion, he diverted the energy of its
advocates into a new channel, and utilised the opportunity in
strengthening the absolute Kingship. Other circumstances
favoured him; the Mongol pressure required a strong and
efficient leadership. Ultimate success justified his position
and all opposition was/ for the time being silenced when
eminent princes and nobles of Central Asia came flying before
the Mongols to find a saf^refuge in the court of Delhi. To
find a religious sanction for his newly established and
defacto absolutism he sought investiture from the reigning
Caliph of Baghdad, 7/ho, in spite of his political impotence,

(1)
carried immense moral prestige in the Islamic world. What
particular authority he was conferred by the Caliph is not(2) , , known , but the title of *Nasir-/e-Amir ul-Mumenin" (Helper

Tab. Has. P.174.cf. Arnold - The Caliphate P.86-7
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of the Commander of the Faithful) which he reintroduced in 
his royal titles was meant to have a political significance 
as well. Not only y/as his absolutism thus practically and 
theoretically justified but it also placed him in a position 
to reserve the monarchy for his own dynasty which cuts at the 
root of the opposite theory. Further discussion of the 
development of this struggle is related with the question of 
succession, but a few words regarding the institution of 
slavery - which is so prominent a feature of the period - 
and its bearing on the subject of our enquiry will be 
helpful.

A courtier of Muhammad b. Sam once eixpressed his
regret on the fact that the Sultan had no male issue through
which the sovereignty might continue in the family. To this
the monarch replied "Other sultans may have one or two sons;
I have so many thousand sons, namely, my Turk slaves, who
will be the heirs of my dominion and who after me will take
care to preserve my name in the Khutba throughout the®e 

12)territories? Slaves were more loyal to their master than
his sons. Muhammad b. Sam's name was continued, at least on

(3)
the coins, by Yalduz up to 611/1214; Iltutmish, inspite

(l) The title was not new and was used earlier in his coins 
and inscriptions; See JRAS (New Series) VI P.348 No.l. 
Epi.Ind.Mo®. 1911-12 P.ip} Tnh NfiB P 13P

3) JRAS. 1900 P.770, No.2; JASB. 1894 P.65 No.9.
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of the fact that he was manumitted by his master as early as 
/ (1)602/1205 retained the appellation of Al-Qutb& (Slave of

Qutbuddin) in his coins during the early period of his reign^
even after Jalaluddin Khalji had ascended the throne he took

(2)
pride in his being one of Balban's slaves. This attitude
was quite natural in view of the fact that a slave was almost
equal in status, privilege and rights, to the son of his
master and never suffered any social odium. The attachment
between a slave and his master was more real than the slavery
implies. The master reposed absolute trust in his slave and
it was rarely betrayed. How slender was the difference both
in theory and practice between the master and his slave is seen
from the fact that Aibak, while still a slave, married his
daughter to Iltutmish, who, after his manumission, was a free
(3)

man. The Queen of Mahmdd was the daughter of his father's
(4)

slave Balban, whose son Bughra Khan was married to one of
(5)

Mahmud's daughters. An enormous amount of money was spent(6)
in purchasing a slave who, as Lane Poole has observed, was a
surer investment than the son whose claim to inheritance was
not based on efficiency, A slave could be relied upon to

i
l) Tab. Has. P.170.
2) Barani P.179.

3) Tab. Has. P.141.
4) ibid P.213.
5) Amir Khusratt Q S  P. 18.
6) Medieval India P.64
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support his master's interests and his family. A large
projeny was not favourable to the continuance and ascendency of

(i)the family of the Sultan 9 while a number of tried,efficient 
and faithful slaves who had no other interest than to serve 
their master's family was an additional asset. Viewed in this 
light the craze of Iltutmish for buyingslaves, appearsi
intelligible. He had no illusions about the capacity of his
sons and the only way to counteract the forces of the opposite
theory which would be patent immediately after his death, was
to create and organise his efficient slaves who would stand by
his family and thus uphold his newly created absolutist
monarchy. Like the Muizzi and Qutbi slaves, the Shamsi slaves
soon formed themselves into a distinct party and received the(2)
name of the Forty, probably from their number. These 
parties of slaves were influential political elements in the 
state and all the foreign fugitives that came to Delhi 
attached themselves to one or the other. After the death 
of their respective patrons or masters, a scramble for power 
ensued and almost invariably the victorious party began its 
work by disgracing its opponents. After the death of Iltutmish

(1)See Barani P.150, how Balban explained the dangers from a 
large number of Princes and Princesses.

(2) Barani P. 26; More than forty names, however, are found 
mentioned in the Tab. Nas. and Barani who are said to 
have been Iltutmish's slaves.
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most of the members of the opposite^'either was-e destroyed oritel><eî j
had- joined his cause and thus the Forty reigned supreme. So
long as he lived, their unquestioned supremacy was balanced
by the numerous distinguished foreigners who had been

(1)appointed to influential posts at lia court. But they were al
(2)

destroyed by the Forty, who, in the language of the Chronicle:
(3)

"divided the Kingdom amongst them, and as all of them
attained power simultaneously, everyone vied with each other

(4)in extending his authority, possessions and retainers.
This "household polity" could never be permanent

and stable as its basis was not broad enough. The whole
state was a vast household in which outsiders did not count.
Neither the tribal conception of the state in which everyone
of the hierarchy had a right in the government, nor the
principle of absolute kingship in which all were equal in
their unquestioned submission to the King's will, found any
favour with it. This was the character which the slaves,
acquired for governmental work, gave to the state which was
already a common fighting ground for the two opposing

«

principles. The result was a complex polity under which 
currents and cross-currents flowed with equal rapidity. It 
is difficult to interpret the few recorded facts in the

(1) Barani P.25.
(2 ) ibid P.27.
(3) ibid P.26.
(4) ibid P.28.



light of one or other of these facts. Happily, however, one 
thing appears more or less certain. Although the family 
retainers appropriated all governmental authority among 
themselves, refusing its share to anyone else, for the simple 
reason that they were the retainers of one who had been the 
King, the principle of monarchy in the family was never lost 
sight of. The degenerate successors of Iltutmish, could at any 
time, have been supplanted by any successful member of the Forty 
But their fate was almost irrevocably linked with Iltutmish1s 
family and it was to their own interest to uphold it. For in 
the case of an usurpation by one of them, it would not only 
have meant the opposition of the rest of the Forty but also by 
other opposing forces, namely, the remnant of the Muizzi and 
Qutbi retainers, the general body of the Turkish emmigrants and 
finally the non-Turkish Muslims of the country. Thus the slave- 
system, if it favoured the establishment of an absolutist 
monarchy, also adversely affected its natural growth and the 
evolution of the state which, by the force of circumstances hadt 
become a 'Household Polity' resting mainly on the newly 
established monarchy which in its turn, drew its strength and 
support only from a few, though influential, loyal slaves 
attending the person of the monarch. We shall presently see 
how this narrow basis was extended by BALB^Us, so that when he
died, the Polity was based on the support of all the Parties of
the Turks, if not others, and the monarchy which formed the 
pivot of the State, was stronger and established on a broader
basis than ever before.
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Yet the slave system was beneficial to the infant 
State in more ways than one. It tended to produce the best 
and the fittest men for all spheres of activity. In so far 
as military affairs were concerned, which, incidentally, 
engaged most of the State activities, the system maintained 
a constant supply of efficient men. It was really a system 
of training for the future administrators and often a slave 
had to pass through all the departments of his master's 
Government before he received any responsible office.

Before we proceed to discuss the question of
succession a few words may be said as to the right of the
slave to sovereignty (Imanat) and its relation to his
manumission. In India the fact that an unmanumitted slave,
on more than one occasion, not only became the Sultan, but
arrogated the title of /V£siTul-Islam (Helper of Islam) and
Yaminul Islam (Right-hand of the Faith) hardly evoked any

(1)comment from the Ecclesiastics. The status of a slave 
was hardly inferior to that of a free man, except in name, 
and this, coupled with his efficiency and ultimate success, 
made him acceptable to the general body of the Muslims.
Yet the rulers themselves were anxious to obtain 
manumission and every one of them died a free man. Aibak an*

(l) See the titles of Aibak on his accession before his 
manumission in 602/1206 - Falthrfc KUfcLir P.32 
See also Iltutmish's titles in the first year of his 
reign inscribed on the Id-aah at Pulwal - Epi.Indo^Mos. 
1911-12 P.3.



Yaldux asked Ghiyasuddin M&hmftd, the nephew and successor ofv*v̂j|N
Muharamud b.Sam at Ghar, for letters of manumission, which,

. (1)according to the Tarikh*. Alfi, they valued more than their 
investiture as Viceroys. This was probably due to their 
anxiety to obtain a moral basis for their sovereignty, but 
in practical politics of the period it hardly made any 
difference. It had probably some formal importance in view 
of the fact that the name of the sovereign was included in 
the Khut^ia, in which the name of one who was still a slave in 
the eye of the law could not be very well associated with the 
title of ’‘Defender of the Faith’1 and ’’Lord Protector of the 
Muslims11. Concientious ecclesiastics and lawyers, who first

r>legalised the ascension by taking the oath c€ allegiance,
could not be ignored, and it was possibly an illustration of
this formality which is recorded by Ibu Batuta regarding
Iltutmish1s accession. When the People had assembled to
take the oath of allegiance for the new monarch the -lawyers,
headed by Qari Wajihuddin Kasani, entered into his presence
and sat down. The Sultan knew what they wanted to speak
about, and so he raised the corner of the carpet on which he(2)was sitting and presented to them his deed of manumission.

(1) Or 142 F.529 b. According to the Tab. Nas. P.89-90 
both cf them were manumitted in about 605/1208.

(2) He was manumitted by Aibak in 601/1205 at the 
recommendations of Muhammud b.Sam - Tab.Nas. P.170.
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The fiasds and the lawyers read it and then took the oath
(i)of allegiance. This may or may not have been more than of 

a formal importance, but we have no record of a similar 
nature regarding the next Slave King Balban. His eulogist, 
Minha j-i-Siraj, omits to mention his manumission, nor does 
Barani make any reference to it, although it is more than 
probable that his close family relation with the ruling 
house was preceded by his formal manumission. But as has 
been remarked above, it was entirely formal and never 
affected the monarches assumption of all the prerogatives of 
an Islamic King.

As the early jurists of Islam never contemplated
the office of Imam being converted into an absolute
hereditary despotism, the law of succession to suit the
altered circumstances was never clearly laid down. The
absence of this is the cause of all the bloodshed and
political confusion that the history of the medieval Muslim
Kingdoms present.. In so far as the sacredness and the
inviolability of the ruling dynasty was concerned, the
Persian theory of monarchy was never developed to its logical
form in the Islamic Kingdoms. The son of the reigning
monarch did not share his father’s sanctity and was only(2)
one of his courtiers. Although the Sultan’s authority was

1) Ibu Batuta (Cairo) II P.25.
2) Iltutmish’s sons were included in the list of his 

courtiers Tab.Nas P. 177 Barani P. 24. Balban* s sons we.£e 
included among his courtiers; similar is the case of 
Naikobad P.126 and Jalaluddin tfbalji P.176.
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unquestionable, after his death the right of his descendants 
to a similar authority was not necessarily sacrosanct. In 
other words, the absolute unquestionable right of the monarch 
to obedience could not be made inherent in his dynasty, but 
had to be acquired in every individual case. Whether it 
was due to a survival of the early spirit of Islamic polity, 
or inherent in ill-defined despotism, this anomaly 
contributed!^ess to the cause of confusion and bloodshed.
The Islamic law of inheritence which allotted an equal share 
of the man’s property to everyfbne of his sons is another 
factor of great consequence in despotic Kingdoms, for nowhere 
the law of primogeniture appears in its best advantage.
Bu^T rightful heirs of a Muslim King were usually many and in 
case of despotic states every one of them were in a position 
to assert his claim, and in this struggle the custom of 
nomination by the deceased monarch could hardly make itself 
felt. This confusion was increased when we remember that 
the slaves of the deceased were also regarded as his heirs, 
though usually the descendants of his body were conceded a 
right of priority.

In India all these points are illustrated in our 
period. The nomination of Aibak as his viceroy in 
Hindusthan by Muhammud b.Sam may be left out of our present 
survey,, as the history of Delhi as a sovereign State commenced
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only with the accession of Iltutmish in Delhi. It may be 
mentioned, however, that there was no other rival candidate 
in the case of Aibak and in view of the fact that he is not 
known to have struck coins in his name - an essential part 
of sovereignty in those times - it is doubtful if his 
accession at Lahore in 602/1206 marked the foundation of 
the sovereign States of Delhi. It was probably a 
continuation of his viceroyalty which was thus confirmed and 
proclaimed anew after the death of his suzarain. His death, 
however, in 607/1216, severed the political connection with 
Ga*ni. Whether Aram Shah was his son or adopted son, he 
does not appear to have been nominated by Aibak. On the 
contrary, it is stated that Aibak ’’contemplated Iltutmish*s 
acquiring dominion” and in that case the latter combined his

(i)leadership of the Turks with the right by nomination. Aram 
Shah was supported by the Muizzi and other ftutbi slaves 
stationed at Lahore who wanted to retain all power overVf%ltorv 
Aibak*s household slaves. His defeat resulted in the 
disappearance of the Muizzi and fititbi slaves as a political 
element from the State. As has been mentioned early in the 
chapter, Iltutmish successfully combated the forces opposed 
to an absolute monarchy and developed his political ideals 
which left their impression on the governmental disputes of 
the whole period. How far he succeeded in making his 
position absolute is seen from his forcing the nomination
(1) Tab.Nas. P.141.
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of her daughter Raziyat on his ministers and courtiers who 
were greatly scandalised at this unprecedented measure. But 
nomination was not the decisive factor and was no guarantee 
of an undisputed succession. Raziyat*s candidature was 
ignored by the Shamsi slaves who set up the incompetent 
Firoz on the throne. Loyalty to their master’s dynasty 
was shown, but his wishes were not binding on them. If 
Firoz was capable he could have made his position secure as 
his father had done. The reason for his elevation was 
probably the fact that he was the eldest surviving son of 
his father. But he proved unworthy of his position; the 
petticoat rule of his mother alienated both the courtiers 
and the citizens alike. Rebellion was organised by.his 
younger brother G-hiyasuddin, the Muqti' of Awadh and all the 
principal officers of state and the governors joined him.
But the elevation of Raziyat to the throne was not the work 
of the rebels who were forestalled by the citizens of Delhi, 
to whom Raziyat had appealed against the sinister designs 
of the Queen Mother. And the leaders of the royal force 
who had deserted Firoz joined her and swore allegiance to 
her. Probably her right by nomination coupled with her 
efficiency led to this choice^ut the Forty, as the 
controllers of the State, do not appear to have had a part 
in it. The occupation of the City of Delhi also appears
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important for a prospective candidate to the throne.
Precisely for these reasons, the rebels refused to recognise 
her and bt&L&ged the city, but through the tact and ability of 
the Queen they were either dispersed or won over. The 
Forty was not crushed but still tried to make themselves 
the ultimate backbone of the State, which was soon 
counteracted by the Queen who tried to raise -men of non-(i)Turkish origin to office. This led to another rebellion
and ultimately to her fall. It was a triumph of the Shamsi
slaves and the elevation of Bahram Shah was necessarily done(2)accordingly to their dictation. To give this defacto
victory an official form^Bahram Shah’s authority was complete!

(3)
negatived and all real power and even the royal prerogatives 
were vested in the Naib-i-Mamlikat - an office unparallelled 
in history and created by the ingenuity of the Shamsi slaves. 
The Naib was both the regent and the dictator, and curiously 
enough, combined in his office characteristics of the 
absolute monarchy, clannish leadership and household polity.

(1) She favoured the Abyssinian yakut and appointed 
flutiibuddin Hasan of Ghar, as her Lieutenant in the Army. 
Tab.Nas.P.187.

(2) While the courtiers and the military nobles were still 
away from Delhi with Raziyat) they wrote to Delhi and thei: 
partizans to raise Bahram to the throne. On their return 
they confirmed him and took their oath of allegiance.
Tab.Nas.P.191.

(3) He used the Naobat, Elephant and other royal in£i4®ii*.. 
Tab.Nas.P.192.
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He was an exact copy of the successor of Iltutmish, leader 
of the Turkish rade in India, and was also the accredited 
representative of the Shamsi slaves.

.This bold experiment at reconciling all the three 
ideas of State might have been successful if the fiction 
of the continuation of Iltutmish*s dynasty on the throne 
could have been done away with. For the Sultan could brook 
no equal to his authority and to whatever extent his power 
might have been reduced, he was in a position to disorganise 
this new state of affairs. Probably the hold of Iltutmish 
was too strong on the Turkish mind which prevented a complete 
severance from his family, but it was clear' that the 
arrangement could not work and one of the two chief 
authorities had to give way. Experience would have proved 
to them the indispensible necessity of adopting the course 
which a few years later Balban*s position and experience 
led him to take, and had the Naib been able to continue for 
a few years as Balban tactfully did, probably a new dynasty 
representing this new compromise and a stronger policy would 
have come into existence long before Balban. But he was 
murdered by the Sultan within three months, and then the 
struggle was started afresh. The intrigues of the Wazir 
which added to this strife, resulted in Bahrain’s overthrow. 
As the Wazir had brought about this desired result, his voic< 
was supreme in the new administration under Masud
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whose elevation probably marks an attempt, though feeble, to
break away from Iltutmish*s personality, in that his sons,
Nasiruddin and Jalaluddin, were left out in favour of his
grandson. For his foolish anti-Turkish administration, the
Wazir was soon murdered and from that time on until Balban*s
accession to power in 644 the ascendancy of the Shamsi slaves
was unopposed,, although the experiment of Bahram*s reign was
not repeated in the same form for Malik Qutbuddin Hasan of
Ghar was appointed as the Naib-i-Mamlikat. It was not a
compromise on the same lines; and besides, we do not know if
the new Naib was vested with the same dictatorial and regal
powers. Masud was uninterfering in the early years of his
reign but later on there are reasons to susnect that he grew

(i)tired of his masters, and this, along with the intrigues of 
Mahmud’s mother, who was probably supported by Balban and 
other Maliks at the court, hastened his downfall. Although 
Mahmud’s elevation was evidently an attempt to continue the 
ascendency of the slaves, his accession marks the end of the 
period of experimental succession in which the forces at the 
back of these political ideals struggled for supremacy and 
also attempts at reconciliations were made. Mahmud’s

(l) See the reasons given in Tab.Nas. P.200-201 for his 
deposition.



accession was also part of this experimental process but his 
personality was a nonentity, which made a great difference; 
and what is -more, the man v/ho now came to power, although 
he belonged to the Forty, was more gifted than the earlier 
Naibs, and an able inheritor of Iltutmish*s political ideals* 
His appointment as the Naib-i-Mamlikat in 647/1249 was a 
repitition of the earlier experiment and the same compromise 
along similar lines, and it is to his everlasting credit 
that he effected what was the only permanent solution of the 
problems under the circumstances. In an earlier portion of 
this thesis we have described how he turned the weapons he 
could wield with advantage in his new position against those 
forces which were responsible for his rise to power* He 
systematically broke the political power of the Shamsi slaves 
and if he thus removed the hitherto ultimate basis of the 
policy, he supplied a new and a yet broader one in the form 
of the whole Turkish emigrants into India. In so doing

rthe clannish character of the State was emphasised, but the 
unprecedented strength and autocracy with v/hich he had 
developed the monarchy was sufficient to prevent its further 
growth into a rival force in the State* Like Iltutmish, he 
was favoured by circumstances; Mahmud had no son surviving 
him and Balban*s claim to the throne based on nomination and 
his familyti^ with the deceased monarch could have been
hardly opposed* A new dynasty thus came to the throne and tl 
Turkish Polity entered on a new phase of its development* Wit!



Iltutmish*s dynasty, its features also disappeared. The 
household system was no longer the pivot of the State and there 
was no longer any necessity of trying the experiment of the 
Uaib. A new political party in the favour of Balhani Slaves 
now arose which, though it replaced the other diverse political 
elements, yet embraced all members of the State and drew its 
main inspiration only from the absolutist ideals of Balban. 
Unlike the Shamsi slaves, it was pledged to support not only 
his dynasty, but above all his absolution. If he followed 
Iltutmish in the latter*s ideals of monarchy he did not make the 
State administration dependent exclusively on his Household 
Personnel. And yet in the matter of succession, after his death 
his nomination was disregarded in the same way as that of 

Iltutmish. The elevation of Kaigobad to the iirone by the Party 
of courtiers headed by the Kotwal, was, however, not in 
pursuance of any definite political ideal which was thus 
expressed as, as in the case of Raziyat, Bahram or Masud, but 
was due to personal motives.^' This uncertain state of 
succession is inseparable from a despotic state in which no 
law of primogeniture functioned, and in which\^the) influential 
courtiers were the masters of the situation. The best 
illustration of it is found in the case of Kaiomars, the

(1) The Kotwal is said to have had a private grievance against 
the elder son of Balban, and so the elevation of his son 
Kaikhusrau was not favoured by him. See Barani P.122.



infant son of Kaigobad, who was raised to the throne in the 
lifetime and in supersession of his father. This unusual 
step was, however, taken to^give the force of royal authority 
to a policy, not so much affecting the monarchical powers 
as the body politic of the State.

We have already described in some detail how
Balban developed and strengthened the monarchy. He began the
work where Iltutmish had left it and made the kingship an
exact replica of the ancient Persian monarchy. By a show of
orthodoxy and religiousness he silenced the more independent

(1 )spirited of the Ecclesiasticsv ' while the governmental 
measures which he introduced and improved upon like the syste] 
of espionage, impartiality of justice, ruthless punishment of 
rebels, and the splendour and pomp of the Court and his perso; 
character^immensely enhanced the prestige and power of the 
monarch. He centralised every department of administration 
and even when he was away in Bengal and had left the

(1) See Barani P.146-7, how he scrupulously performed the
prayers, respected the Ulemas, never partook of the dinne 
without their company, visited the Saints and the tombs 
and how profusely he wept at religious discourse from 
which he hardly absented himself, cf. with this the 
statement of 8&ranLP.47 that in matters of State he cared 
little for the shariat.



Government undertUCotwal of Delhi, he required the latter to
send him all important papers and despatches three or four
times every week.^-^ He removed most of the leaders of the
Shamsi slaves by poisonJue to the destruction of the
Caliphate by the Mongols in 658/1260, he could not obtain the
Caliph1s sanction for his autocracy but he continued to use
the last Caliph1s name on his coins, and this was probably
meant to preserve the tradition of moral support which the
monarchy of Delhi was supposed to have obtained since
Iltutmish1s reign. He made no secret of his absolute monarchy
which in its sanctity verged on divinity. "The heart of a
King is the special repository of Godls favour And sacredness

(2and in this respect he has no parallel in the rest of mankind 
"It is the King*s superhuman awe and position" he said on
another occasion, "which can only ensure the obedience of the

(3 )people." To preserve such a despotism he lived constantly
guarded by his highly-paid bodyguard and drew around him an

(4) - : -::almost impenetrable veil of royal paraphernalia.

(1) Barani P.87. See also P.81, in which a similar order to 
his son Bn ahra Khan, muqti' of Samana is recorded.

(2) Barani P.70.
(3) ibid P.34.
(4) P.30; See also P.80 how he impressed on his heir-apparent 

the necessity of guarding himself against assassination. 
An earlier reference to this aspect of despotism is 
contained in "Xdabul-Harb-Add.16853 P.12a.



It should, he noted, however, that unlimited though
the power of the Sultan was, it had some practical limitations
Pear of rebellion and intrigues in his Court compelled him to
respect the rights and privileges of his most important and
powerful courtiers, if not of the people. To maintain the
support of the Ulema and the ecclesiastics, he had to conform
to the rituals, symbols and principle of Islam. For practica]
administration he had to follow some elementary principle of
law, and Barani mentions a set of Royal decrees called Zabita
( b0>) which the Sultan was to issue from time to time for th*
guidance of his officers.(D These were mostly based on
precedents,and any departure from them was made with extreme
caution. It is not unlikely that the principle of both the
Shariat and the customary law of the Hindus were embodied in
these regulations. We do not know what the actual Zabita was,
but it may not be wrong to assume that given the necessary
continuity and permanence of the political organization and

0safety from outside intei£4^rence it might have developed into 
a Common and Constitutional Law for the #iole kingdom. But 
foreign invasions have always upset the political and social 
equilibrium of India and almost every ruler had to start afres

(1) Fatawai Jahandari 1.0.1149 F.157-158a.
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Yfhile the strength of the monarchy contributed to th 
stability of the State, another part of Balkan*s policy, 
although it was successful in his reign, was ill-advised and 
resulted in the fall of his dynasty. We have referred to his 
policy of teasing the State only on the Turks of India. His 
emphasis on the exclusive right of the Turks to rule the 
Kingdom was clear and stressed in his actions. The policy, 
however, could not succeed. After the Mongol eruption the 
road for further recruitment of Turks was closed ajid tlie 
handful of Muslims of pure Turkish origin could not survive 
the overwhelming odds which beset the State. A gradual 
expansion of the ultimate basis of the State, so as to include 
not only the Indian Muslims but also the Hindus as well, was 
the only natural course, but Balkan resisted it. He resolute] 
opposed the participation of Muslims of Indian origin in the 
administration and on one occasion administered a sharp rebuke 
to his courtiers for having recommended a native Muslim for a 
clerical post in the Iqta' of Amroha.^^ He boasted of his
descent from Afrasiyab and said he could not tolerate the

(2)sight of men of low (native) origin in his government.
The personal share which he had in the government in his reig] 
counteracted the possible disastrous results of this policy

(1) Barani P.36.
(2) ibid P.37.
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but it could not be put off, specially under a worthless king 
like Kaifijobad. The policy was carried to extremestviien not 
only the native Muslims were excluded, but even the Khaljis 
were looked down upon and spught to be excluded from the 
government. A Balkan could have effectively carried out this 
bold policy but the courtiers of KaiJjobad were no match for 
the Khaljis. In the almost inevitable revolution that resulted 
in the establishment of the Khalji dynasty on the throne, the 
political outlook was broadened, and while Balhan*s strong 
monarchy was retained and utilised with advantage, his ultra- 
Turkish state was replaced by a policy in which native Muslims 
and even Hindus rose to the highest offices of state.

It appears hardly.necessary to enter into a detailed 
discussion of the question as to the extent to which the policy 
of the State was conformable to the orthodox laws of Islam for 
it was essentially a secular state in which the Shariat never 
played any decisive part. We have already ncrtted the unislamic 
character of the sovereignty. In fact, Barani himself admits 
that "Dunyadari" (worldliness) of which the kingship is the 
perfection is absolutely opposed to "Dindari" (religiousness1) 
After tracing the process by which the unislamic sovereignty 
and the pagan practices of the kingship ( ) crept into

(1) Fatawai Jahandari 1.0.1149 F99a
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Islam as an inevitability, he concludes by saying that 
sovereignty is never possible without practising the pagan 
customs.^ We have already referred to the views of other 
contemporary ecclesiastics on the unislamic character of the 
sovereighty and its arrogating to itself the divine privilege 
of prostrating people before the throne. However,. thd>; 
chroniclers might deceive themselves with the fallacy that 
the Sultan was really the King of Islam and the Protector of 
the Faith, and that the Shariat was the only law^ -there was 
no escape from the fact that the real decisive factor was 
the law of force and utility. In summing up his account of 
the origin and nature of the Kingship Barani remarks "the 
meaning of Kingship is possession ( M^j) whether by lawful 
means or by force;"'2) "even the older pagan law of dynastic 
legitimacy found no place in the present Kingship which is 
based on f o r c e . H o w  far even the ecclesiastics of the 
time had travelled away from the original theories of Islamic 
policy is indicated by the fact that during his enquiry about 
the origin and nature of the monarchy, Barani never mentions 
the elective principle or the Imamat, enjoined by the Sacred 
Law. The Shariat was not respected any more than any other 
law. Capital punishment of Mussalmans .unknown to the

(1) Fatawi Jahandari 1.0.1149 FlOOa
(2) I.0.1148 F.214a.!
(3) Ibid p.225a.
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Shariat,was necessary for the exigencies of better government 
and Barani admits that it is contrary to the Sacred Law. 
Similarly the Muslim law of inheritance, the strict distinctio: 
between Habal and Haram and many other wellknown laws were 
violated, and the ecclesiastics recognize them as accomplished 
facts though only as evil necessities. The wellknown 
prohibition of the Shariat, regarding interest in monetary 
transactions was openly violated. The interest on money lent 
on bonds had a legal sanction and was enforced by the Qaxi.^) 
Amir Khusraji mentions the rate of interest at one jital per 
month for the principal sum of one tanka. Of the four 
conditions which Barani advises the King to follow when 
issuing royal decrees (Zabita) one is that if any of the 
provisions is contrary to the Shariat, it should not be

* - / a )withdrawn but retained^as an evil necessity.
Even the Ulema - the so-called guardians of the

Sacred Law (Shariat)- were utterly unislamic in their conduct.v- >;. < US/y,. ̂  '• r'-' j*
and policy. They entered with an unholy alliance with the 
secular state and to keep their own position they distorted 
the teaching of Islam and tried to invent religious sanctions 
for the pagan autocracy of the Sultan. The wellknown

(1) Fatawai Jahandari 1.0.1149 P.147a. See also Barani f.511.
(2) Ferishta I.P.95.
(3) Kulliyat P.312. See also Matlail>, Anwar P.150 for Muslim 

moneylenders.
(4) 1.0.1149 F.159a.



tradition'if there were no Sultan the people would devour
each other''( was invented to support

' (1 )him in his autocracy. ' It was preached that the function
of the Sultan was hardly inferior to that of the Prophet
and the sanctity of the King was almost equal to that of God.
The Ulema, to please the King, oonfined his essential
religious duties to auch trivial matters as leading the
prayers, making endowments for the Ulema, making Jehad on
the infidels and dispensing justice, while they condoned
the most flagrant breaches of the religious injunctions as

(4) :drinking, shedding of Mussalman blood etc. They also
authorised him to appropriate the people1s wealth wherever 
he considered f i t . ^  The Ulema had thus become utterly 
servile and was only too glad to issue a Fatwa whenever 
required to do so by the Sultan. Early in the century a 
writer pleads for the Ulema and the privileges they should 
receive from the King and makes an attempt to establish the 
superiority and independence of the Ulema to the secular

(1) Fakhre-fcudir P. 13.
(2) ibid P.12.
(3) Fakhre-Kudir P.13-I4.
(4) Barani - 1.0.1149 F.lla cites an instance of Kiahmud of 

Gazni to prove his great piety that he never drank so 
heavily as to be unable to perform his prayers.

(5) FiqhiFiroz Shahi 1.0. 2987 F.191-2.
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authorities.^^ But it was already a lost cause and was not
even worth fighting for. The servile spirit of the Ulema
is illustrated by the disgusting eulogies of his patron and
King by Kinhaj-i.-Sir^j and also by Barani. They had clearly
lost their position as leaders of Islamic thought and had los1
their moral virtues as well. Balhan complained of the lack

(2 )of truthfulness and courage among the Ulemas as a w h o l e . '
Amir Khus^iioregarded them as jealous, servile, ignorant,

( )hypocrites, conceited and Tain/ y The whole Muslim society
(4'was thus corrupt and unislamic from top to bottom,' ' and it 

v/ould be extremely unfair to judge the Faith by the conduct 
of its such unworthy followers. The only redeeming feature 
was the number of saints in the period who exemplified in the 
lives the high Islamic ideals of service, truthfulness, 
courage, selflessness and disregard for worldliness.

(1)Fakhre-Mudir P.9-12.
(2)Bacani P.94.
(3)Matlajil Anwar. P.69.
(4)See Or. 1806 F.63 b how dishonest and shameless were the 

Muslim traders of the period and how Amir Hasan compares 
them with the Hindus whose honesty and integrity wre-te,well 
knov/n.
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The rapid conquest of the whole of Northern India and the overthrow 
of the three powerful Hindu Kingdoms, namely, the Qh&uhsns, the Gahadavslast

and the Sonat,within a uhort period of twelve years, appears phenomenal.

Att??iptn havt been made to explain it by attributing the causes to the

faulty Hindu polltidal sy3tem, social Institutions, lack of a standing army

and Internecine warfare among the Rajput states. Unlike the Punjab and

Sindh whore th» racial and religious consciousness of the people had, from

time tsxttiR immemorial, been affected by Central Aston invasions which made

Mahmud’s conquest of the land comparatively easy, Hiniuethan h*d maintained

her religious political ond racial entity agrinst the formidable conqueror

ef Gaani. That a defeat in a single battle should have been final and

Irrepable, appears strange when we remember the numerous frudatory princes

under the Hindu flags, the limited number of the conquerors, end their distant#

from their original home. On h careful analysis of the situation in Hindu

India, however the course of events appears almost inevitable.

The disastrous effects of intemoeine war whoa a foreign enemy is 

knocking at the doer, con hrrdly be over estimated. Tho Chcuhans, surely 

the most vigorous of the Rajout dynasties of the X3.ll century, were engaged 

in a perpetual war *ith (a) the Chalukvae (b) the Chandellas, and possibly 

also the Gehadavalas, while by continuous assaults on the Gawavdds of the 

Punjab - - the Keeper of India’s gate—  they rendered the latter wea)H>J>e*arlese 

against the first attack of the Shansabani conqueror. When Lahore had already 

fallen and *;he North Vestern Boundary of the Chauhan Kingdom was exposed ta 

attaek?Pritbiraja was leading his Rajput Legions against the Chandella King 

Paramardi in 11B2. Heedless ef the impending invasion of their neighbouring 

Chauhan kingdom, the Gahadavalaa were fighting the Senas and the Pal as for the
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mastery of Behar. As might be supposed these wars did not lead to any 
material advantage to the victorious Kingdom in the shape of increased men

and fighting materials, for in most of the cases, the conqueror was 

satisfied with setting up a record of the victory and confirming the 

existing f^clatory princes in their autonomy who possessed armies of their 

own and felt at liberty to join either of the belligerents whenever war 

broke out afresh. It was for the shadowy position of the Rajachakravartin 

(Lord Paramount) that the Rajput kings fought, and no-one was really 

strong enough to maintain this dubious title for any length of time. .

Thus instead of gaining any positive advantage the Rajput kings w'ere 

only frittering away their resources in men and money. How great was this 

avoidable waste can be imagined when we remember that the soldiers were 

recruited almost exclusively from one class of the population—  the Khatriya 

or the fighting class-. Although there have been occasions when the Brahmins 

or even the Sudras enrolled in the army, the other three classes generally 

kept aloof from fighting. Amohgst themselves the Rajput kings were generally 

evenly matched in their fighting strength, but in a real test with a foreigne 

they could hardly bring forth an equal number of fighting men unless they
«LM-   _ ‘

strained^their (every' resources and conscripted every male member of the 

Khatriiya class. Owing to their unshakeable belief in numerical superiority 

as a decisive factor in a pitched battle they usually brought forth all the 

available men against the foreign enemy. Everything was thus staked on 

fortunes of a single battle. The high spirit of chivalry and courage which 

they never lacked, forbade them to avert the defeat being turned into a 

final catastrophe bv a timely retreat with a view to offer another organised 

battle. The soldiers either were taken prisowers or perished on the battle 

field, but it was unthinkable for a Rajput to show his back in the battlefie'



A defeat was thus final and irreparable.
The incessant warfare had rendered the bulk of the population 

callous to the fortunes of the battles and a dynastic or political 

change hardly affected them. Unless they were actively associated with 

the government or the king,there was hardly any spirit of universal 

loyalty to the throne or to the political institution. The people 

looked on unconcemedyrtiile their kings trobps were invading a territory 

or struggling against a foreign enemy. National or religious coneciouenei 

was as lacking in the people ae in their rulers. The soldiers fought 

for their King and for no other cause. If the Turks also fought for 

their King they combined with it a racial and religious consciousness^ 

and the Ulema, in alliance with the Sultan, did their very best to 

remind them of their "religious mission", thus exploiting their seal 

for"martyrdom" for secular purposes. No such common ties bound the 

people and the ruler together in Hindu India^ and no a mass resistance 

to the Invading forces was out of the question. To them the new regime 

Was Just one of the many political changes that left them no better or 

worse off. Although we have no definite record, it is not improbable 

thdbthe lower classes of the Hindu society welcomed the regime,which 

was no respecter of oaetes or hereditary rights.

It can hardly be denied that in individual courage and fighting 

qualities the Rajputs rivalled, if not surpassed the Turks. But they 

were singularly deficient in organising capacity. It was almost imposs

ible for them to fight under a single commander unless he was the King 

himself. As the Rajput political organisation was largely feudal 

in character, the feudatories (Samantas) who equipped and commanded their
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own troops, fought more for individual glory or for winning the King's 

favour than for the wider issues of the contest. Te^m work —  so 

essentially necessary in bsttles —  was thus Impracticable. It was ths 

King only who could hold all the mutually jealous and ambitious troop 
leaders together, and when he fell In the battle the whole army was 
disorganised* In actual fighting methods also the Rajputs displayed 
a singularly unprogressive military talent* Their traditional dependan 
on infantry and elephants was unworkable against a Central Asian army9 

An impetuous and swift cavalry charge on the solid fhalanx was enough 

to disorganise what ever order there was, while by a clever ruse or bol 
assault the elephants could be turned against their own ranks* The 

Hindu archers were at a disadvantage when the cavalry jsen took the 

offensive and broke through their lines and the r of an aĉ ark

unequal hand h nd contest between tel hpraeman and a footman

can eueilj be imagined# The bin la fore' h?. rdl y ever took the offensive 

and the Turkish cavalry vas unhampered in the level ground thst their 
reliance on the elephants led the Hindus to select. While the Turks 

Improved a.̂ on their tactics after aver/ oirclo battle, the Rajputs 

always relied on the doubtful effectiveness of e maps frontal attack* 

rr* < mado no provisions against, an attack on the rear or the pk flank*

A temporary success over one side of the enemy forces would upset the 

whol ; arrangement vhich could easily be turned into account by e

body of light-armed cavalry wheeling round the enemy's flank and 

attacking in the rear.

A defeat in such circumstances is scarcely surprising* From the 

facts mentioned above* the only means of further resistance lay in the 

fortresses which the Rajpkts adopted more or less successfully* But



while it succeeded only in delaying the ultimate pacification of 

the country it hardly provided against the recurrence of the

invasion# Ve do not know the siege methods of the time, but it is 

apparent that a long drawn siege by an army who exploited and 

successfullycontrolled the provisions in the plain, was enough to 

compell a garrison to surrender* It is important to note that none 

of the Hindu princes adopted the forward policy of forestalling the 

invaders by attacking them in their own grounds# Instead, they 

pathetically deceived themselves with the strength of their mountai 

stronghold, and bestirred themselves only when the enemy appeared 

before the Capital. What a forward policy co uld achieve against 

the limited number of the conquerors^is shown by the defeat of 

Aibak when he was compelled by the Mhers and the Chalukya army to 

take refuge in the city of Ajmer/e* Another instance is offered b; 

Narasingha I of Orissa when he invested Lakhnauti* But the Bfcmkwxj 

Hindu princes rarely took advantage of their victories with the 

consequence that the invaders were left alone to organise another 

attack* 1

Other contributory causes werej(a) the influence of the 

pacifist Budhism which preached Ahimsa and forbade bloodshed* 

Yaishnavism, with its efffcminate spiritualism had a similar effect 

in Bengal. Although the militant Brahmanical Hinduism had recentl 

been revived, the passive outlook of the people had not yet 

disappeared* (b) the bitter persecutions of the Budhists by the 

zealous followers of the revived Hinduism played no inconsiderable 

part in alienating their sympathies from the disaster which befel]



the Hindu kingdooa* And y # i, a fte r  th® overthrow of the Northern Binds

Kinydam* tmp oorrplet® an4 tho coaquoror® h*d apparently oottlod leva
in th® iapartrm t o itien  th e ir  u ltiav t®  ajootlon fro® t'io •> uatry wan 

not wholly iapcs^ibl®, A* wv. hnv* Mt.!>d in  na n r l i ^ r  »*>rt o f th® thaol 

every inofc of the country *n4r '?ov*rely cuntostoct by th® roannat® of th® 

dim®®*(Mr*d f5 fh tir if  c?sfi*« V® h Vr old® notad th® rapid rooovery o f t)
- J F ’ , •* '̂ .it l ^ v sb* X;:° j S v - ‘ » VaJ? j ’• „: - '.*- v % C** 11 ■ / *  -

and th e ir  e ffo r t!re  thenfh 0 *0 rgrnl*®d agnim t th®

Busline which rooulted la  th® loan i f  & OdttHtdonibl® ®xt®nt o f t® rrlto r] 

While *11 further rwaruitmmrt from Central Aata we® stopped by t ie  

Nongilftt on/ orc;«nited Hindu offcnaivr weald m rely h v® re«ult®d in  th  

coaplet® aafcti ®rawihil*.tiea of th® fpro ig* B o ttle r# . But nowhere loot 

th® lack of unity and loader shiv appear aorr laaentuhl® than la  Kiada 

Ind ia o f th® %111 oentury* Hindu offensive* war® ayoradio and Isolated  

Th® cozaoon w d o m  l id  not bind th® nrlncoi together, but on th® 

^ in tra ry , tbwy fought with ®e«h Other and^?h^r victoria® on iao crlp tie

and grant* in  th® bob® br<*?.th go they rrco H  th e ir  v ic tory over th® Tai
. '  •

An Awanc»p*l or a VigrahtxaJ* would ourtly h^re trken th® fu lle s t

advening® b it  th® U*jTWteM:*eh of ?f>liii*Rl ins' gfei le t  th iY  opporiant%

P*®0# nhil®  th® Mongol® hrd pentr* >i fa? in to  the Punjab t while th® 

prestige o f and power of Delhi * m» at i t a  law t-*t| wfcil® no«t of th® 

te r r ito ry  south o f the Juana had bow rwoovered by th® Hindu p rla o te , 

the fiaou® Haaaira, a solan of the Chauhan bout® of Prithir&J&t was 

boastfully recording hi® w in ter/ ®w®r th® Bngholla® of O ujrat, th® 

Parwwim* of Selwa, and other Bnjput dynaotie® i f  Rajput ana and Centra;
‘' 'V?' V  ' ■* ■ ’v. V  "t, *  ■C&'J , s T s * y  ■ ‘ i ? *  vV^- *•* ' iV-.'-'V’-'V *V *# ”-o£ >:- ,'v ’V  '1\j'; ’' V *  •’

India,
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A P P E N D I X  3 
Architecture

By the time the Turks finally co nquored and settled in Northern

India, \the)^uhazmued&n Architecture had ucquired a definite style and

convention. The Turks thus came with definite ideas about the metho

and style of "building, which, incidentally were largely Persian in

spirit and outline. But thoy had of necessity to rely on the

Native artisante and craftsmen to put their designs into aetual form,

and this fact is largely responsible for the evolution of that remark!

beautiful and harmonious style known as the Indo-Iluhsaaredaa Architectt

India also possessed a beautiful and mature 3tyle of building, based

mainly on temple architecture, and the native craftsmen, employed in

the buildings of Turkish origin - who had to rrly mostly on his own

interpret at ion of the design and el so of ornamentation - thus introdui

many architectural and decorative details of Hindu style into the

Muhammadan buildings. The employment of the building m aterials of

the Hindu temples destroyed for the purpose, also led to many interest

peculiarities and changes that the conventional Muhammeden style of

building becnme rsnoci^ted with on it3 introduction into In d ia . In

some respocts both the styles have an essential similarity. The op'

Court enclosed by a colonnade or chambers, was, for example, as chara

teristic of the Muhammadan buildings as it was of the Hindu temples*

Both were essentially decorative and ornamentation formed an

in te g ra l part of both the sty les . But while the Muhammadan building  

incorporated many of the Hindu arch itectura l d e ta ils  both in  method



of construction and decoration, the most important of whiclothe 
remarkable combination of grace and strength of the Hindu buildings*

the Turks in their, turn introduced many new features as well. Although 

their dependence on the native Hindu craftsmen led in some instances to 

their use of the Hindu trabeate system of roofing (^hat is, on column an< 

flat architrave) they used the essentially Muhammedan system of the 

archuate (i.e.the roofing based on arches and vaults( in most of the 

buildings. The slender Hindu spires or pyramidal towers were replaced 

by the minaret and expansive dome; the characteristic Hindu Corbelled 

arch gave way to the true scientific arch based on the voussoir system; 

the introduction of the conrete and mortar made the roofing of large 

spaces - characteristic of Muhammedan buildings - possible. Other new 

features were the pendentive and squinch arch, stalactite honeycombing 

and half-domed double portal. The Hindu decorative style, made of 

floral designs or plastic modelling, was supplemented with flowing 

Arabesque or intricate geometric devices - sometimes interwoven by the 

graceful letterings of the Quranic text or historical inscriptions. The 

introduction of calligraphy as a fine art into architectural decoration 

is, perhaps one of the most important contributions of the Muhammedans 

to the art of building.

All these different elements were gradually blended together 

berhaps unconsciously, in the buildings of the Sultanate period.

The first building erected by the conquerors on the land was significant 

ly a Mosque - a most emphatic declaration of the new regime and its 

ideals - shortly contrasted to the dark narrow and mysterious idol 

temples of the Hindu rule. The Quuatul Islam Mosque.at Delhi,,commenced



*3

I Aibak in S92/il95 and completed in 596/1199 was constructed out of the 

materials of twenty seven Hindu temples . Host of the ready mad6 materials 

consisting of columns, shafts, and capitals weww* wore utilised, with the 

result that the building contains many Hindu end essentially non-Ialaaic 

decorations of images, though most of them were only partially disfigured 

and plastered or tunned upside down so as to conceal them from the view 

of the ' faithful'. The mosque actually stands on the plinth of a temple
<i)

and, as Sir John Marshall has remarked, 3uvc for the five Mlhrabs in the

prayer hall, the building has nothing to indicate its Islamic character.

All the fcindu methods of construction were followed by the native craftsaei

and, in effect, it io a large temple court modified to suit only the bare

requirements of a muhammedan prayer hell. Probably to modify this Hindu

appearance, that Aibak added » screen in front of the prayer hell, in whiel

i deliberate introduction of the characteristic 11/ Huh ernedan architeetwn

design* and ornaments ie clearly visible. The facade of the arched entranc

uy a graceful/ interweaving of the Quranic texts and inscriptions with ritl

floral designs )f the native craftsmen. The famous f̂ utb >iinrrnear the motfi
(2)

commenced by Aibak before 1199 and completed by Iltutmisn,meHnt to serve 

both as a Maaxin and a tower of victory, also betrays a f^ood deal of awtiM

XT) C a m ~  list. Ind. III?.576. “
(2) It is an accepted fact that the origin of the Vinar is essentially 
Muslim. 3ee Cunninghaai-Reoorts, IV P. 4; Memo. Arch. Sur. Ind. No,^ytP.^ 
Cam* ITi?t» in I. Ill P. 5 % * - n :  Paveli Indian Architecture

3 r%T



reaction against the native influences in its constructional and decorati 

features. The plan and form as well as the conception, are essentially 

Islamic and the Hindu style had less freedom in its constructional detail 

The floral designs and other decorative details are dominated by the 

Quranic texts and inscriptions; the elaborate stalaotite corbelling on th 

balconies is an exclusive feature of the Muhammedan surface decoration. 

The mosque of Ajmere, known as the Adhai din ka Jhopra, which was also hs 

built out of Hindu materials and is almost a replica of the $ff£jtkx 

Quwatul Islam mosque at Delhi, also betray some Hindu influences, though 

its planning and construction was more deliberate and careful than that 

of its counterpart at Delhi.

The reaction against the native influence, first marked by 

Aibak*s screen of the mosqqe at Delhi, is more pronounced in the building 

of Iltutmish. He extended the mosque of his predecessor, added two wings, 

and also a corresponding screen. To the mosque at Ajmere also he added a 

similar screen though of different proportions and decoration. In his ski 

screen at Delhi, the Muslim decorations on the facade dominate^ the Hindi 

influence more successfuly than the original screen of Aibak. His screen 

at Ajmere, however , does not compare favourably with the grace and harm< 

ny of form and line with its rival at Delhi. While mathematically its 

symmetry and shape are perfect, it loses much of its charm and dignity b; 

the neaningless addition of the/ two circular bastion-like cihumns on th< 

central arch and the niches on the upper corners of the facades of all tl 

arches. The same may also be said about the decorations in the interior 

of the tomb, near the Quwatul Islam mosque, supposed to be that of Iltut 

mish himself. Although the building--a four-walled enclosure crowned by



dome with squinch arches at the corners— is unpretentious in form and 

dimension, the decorations, which extend from the floor to the ceiling, 

are extremely elaborate and almost heavy. Its construction is markedly 

Hindu, but the craftsmen employed to execute the bewilderingly rich and 

unrestrained patterns of Naskh, Kufic and Tughra characters or formal 

arabesque and geometric designs, were apparently unaccustomed to them. 

Only here and there the native decorative motifs are noticeable, but the 

sudden and exclusive assertion of the Muhammedan elements and motifs 

resulted in the loss of both the dignity and the tectonic strength of the 

Muhammedan and the picturesque effect of the Hindu styles.

Another tomb built,by Iltutmish for his eldest son, Prince

Nasiruddin Mahmud, known as the Sultan Ghari, a few miles from the Qutb
earliest

buildings, deserves mention not only because it is thexfxxxkxfltf its kind 

but also because of the marked difference of its plan ami to that of 

any other tomb in India. Most of the architectural details in this kaikcd 

building, including the pillare, capitals, architraves, and the decorate 

motifs are decidedly Hindu. Even the purely Islamic arches and domes are 

built on the Hindu corbal principle. Although the outward shape of the 

building is graceless, it has a better harmony of proportion than the toe 

of the monarch himself. The tomb of Balban and his son, Prince Muhaamud, 

built in 1286,in the place, known in those days as the Darul Aman,within 

the old city, is important as marking the first appearanceoT the true 

Islamic arch, built on the voussoir instead of the Hindu corbell princip! 

used in the earlier buildings. This probably marks a further step in the 

reaction against Hindu influences.

Other buildings of the period , erected in the provincial



cities, follow more or less the same lines of development. Most of them

have, however, been repaired/ and restored many times subsequently so that

their original arc.hitectural deta/ils have been entirely modernised. This

is the case with the mosque of Iltutmish at Bndaon built in 1223s Pelban's

mosque at Jalali built in 665/1266; the tomb of the Saint Bahauddin Zakariyp 
>

at Multan (died 1262 A.D.) believed to have been built by the Saint himself; 

the TTkha Mandipkt Bayana, originally a Hindu temple converted into a mosque 

but reconverted into a maxq: temple: and the tomb of another 3aint of Multan 

namrd Shamsuddin, locally known as Shams-i-Tabrez, built by his grandson. 

Only the comparatively insignificant tomb of another Saint at Multan, named 

Shadna Shahid, (killed in 127C) has preserved its original fabric, though 

tery denuded in form. The lofty gateway at Nagaur, known as the Atarkin ka 

Darwaza, has also retained its original surface decorations,--similar to 

those on the screen in front of the mosque at Ajmere,--though Muhammud b. 

Tughlaq extensively renovated it. The Minar of Balban at Kol(Aligarh) , 

wWhich was demolished in 1660, erected during the reign of Mahmud as a pillar 

of victory, is important as showing the adaptation of the prqvincial Hindu 

methods for the building of a J'inar.
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A critical account of the original sources •

For the history of Central Asia and the rise of the Shansaband 

dynasty of Ghor the Kamilut-Twarikh of Sheikh Abul Hasan b. Abul Karam is 

as-Shaibani, known as Ibnul AthTr stands out preeminently. The author^ho 

lived in Mesopotamia, m  and completed his work in 623/1230 , was contemporary 

to many of the events narrated in the last two volumes of his work, and 

used a rare critical judgment in utilising his sources of information, with 

the result thal^arely has his account been found wrong 0 ? unconfirmed. This 

however, can not be said of his notices of Indian affairs, which,though 

remakably correct in dates and essential facts, are admittedly based on 

hearsay which thus taints the details of his narrative. He is however valuat

in so far as he confirms other sources and in some places supplies interest!
Vexplanations or details which, thoueh not mentioned hy other authorities, 

appear to be correct. The Rahatus- Sudur of Najmuddin Abu Bakr Muharamud 

b. Ali ar-Rawandi, is a valuable,though florid in style, history of the 

iater Seljuqs of Iraq, whose final extinction the author lived to see. Althoi 

~Ataul Mulk Juwaini, the author of the famous Tarito-i-Jahan Kusha-i-Juwaini 

must have drawn from these two sources, his work, completed in the year 

658/1260 is invaluable both for the history of Central Asia in the XII 

century and the conquests of Changiz Khan and his successors until the deat 

of Mangu Khan. He held A high adminstrative office in 3aghdad under Ralsku 

and used all the official documents of the Mongol government and thus wrote 

the first detailed and authentic of the Mongol conquests^



of W i t e r n  A«ti* If ho in pro*Uongal in hie attitude - he wrote 
hi a vexfc to perpetuate the reign o* dang* Kafcaa • his account 

Is sfcgul&rly free from inaccuracicu. Like all ether Central 

Asian writers, however* hie notices of India ure meagre and are ealy 

tt&de in connection with either Vue Chorida or the Khwsriaai fugitive 
hadauutfakK ?rinc© Juloluddia » *fce same May he said of a fee 
other histories of the e me century written outside India* Of these 

the 3imt»i-Jaialuddlo I> ugtanaij. by heluum&ed Kess&vlt a friend and 

eesenion of the fugitive Prince* completed in 1240 A*D# is important 

ee supplying valuable details of that Filnctds activities in India*

Thu Utrk is however extremely biased iu fuvcur of its her© and 

presents a distorted picture ef the conditions in watch Jalaluddin 

appears ell the more brilliant* -the Nisanult-tmarikh ef Abu Said* 

Abdullah b* Abul Uassan al*Falsawi the celebrated commentator ef the 
3uran» com latod* according to & r s a  Uu'u**mtud in o74/l294 hardly 

deserve* mention but only Tor its extremely brief account of tho 

flhurlda and the Sultans of Delhi» bat also for its grossly Inaccurate 

account which seems to have been evidently based on rumours and tales* 

d f  tho history*written earlier in the XIV 0 ®  turyf mention should he 
made of the Parikh-i»\?aosaf» by Abdullah b* jfctlulluh ihi rl*if written 
between 1300*1328 A*D* It is a continuation ef Juwaiais history of 
the >ngels and begins with the later years of ttangu Khan's reign* 

India finds only casual differences in course of the accounts of th*' 

Mongol acBqaests^aad yet the work is valuable for the,history of tk« 

Mongol activities on the frontiers of Delhi* In one place it 
us with(a valuable information about the relation ef kfahmudh gt



with ttsngu Khan u.ud rupnorts th© Recount of th# official chronicle of

Oelhi. Its notice of th© history of th© Sultanc of Delhi is unreliable 

until the reign oT ttiuidii* when it is tolere.bly free from gross 

. inaccuracies « Containing al**>r?t the sane msttere relating to India 

Is th© iraivftrsfii hirrtory of Hashidudiin- w l l t j  Jnrlut - t w n H k h , 

coaplfctsd in 1710 A.!). Infallible p.? the work i* for th© contemporary 

history of Central Asia, lie r:Cco' f XJtdJa and the rttttm of Delhi 

is herily mors valuable thr.n that of Wa«*‘&f, from who® It '|uot©« 

extensively. Equally imperfect i© another wirk of th© earn© period 

called TnrlVh-t*31 n«*d11, v-Hrtten in 1317 a#D* by Abul fail b. Vuhcmeud 

al-Binagiii^mid ^Qjicated to Sultan Abn Srid of r©rs ia. It is a gens m l  

history "'f the world, b it in reality is nothing trore than an A'ridgaent 

of Hr ©hi dud din *9 JrToflut-twart H i, *hich It follow* i» *11 its ©rror** and 

in thus of no asterifl help. Th© ThrlIch*i-Gusida, completed in 30/l3t9 

by Hamdullah ^istauft Qetwlni, th© autho/r of Vushatrl JJulib# • rersifl© 

historical snd geographical recount of th© world* is* however, Helpful t» 

some extent. It has been said to rank among the best general histories 

of th© $a*t, but its importance for the history of India is confined ta 

its brief,though generally accuratefaccount of the Gatnaelds* Ghurlde aa4 

th© Suiters of Delhi# *3xcept for tho Ghurids in which it supplle* seme 

interesting info m a t !  on, the valtf© of the work ir. merely corroborative, 

with regard to bare facts ahd dates. Of later histories written outside 

India m e n H o n  may be mad© of th© lfcJmel-4 Fasihl * a chronological 

coaoendiuaft of prominent event j composed about th© mdtild of the XV 

Century by iasihuddia Ahmad t^Iuhaomud Fauihi al-Khafii th© lam at u© 

3af«L of Mir Kbvand completed in 1496, Habibus Styar, and the KHulae&tul



Akhbar of hi a aon iOivcmd Amir completed in 1588. Mention should also
-

be aade e f the Terikh-t*Alfi, compiled by three writers under the tic
* V : -Vv*- V sSrfJhf". 'V'.VX ’I; "* r***»V’*Jrrr * \ . .v.V’ ’* 5S*t .* " , w V- .'.£&

patronage ef Akber and brought down to 1632, -the Thousandth year fron

the death of the Prophet. All the available authorities hnve been care-

fuly used and the facte ccentionsd are generally correct. The Sultans of 
INtkkdi
Delhi, however, find only casual mention in yhe work which mainly contains 

the history of Central Aeiaand the Mongols froo the rise of Changia Khan.

An anonymous woric entitled >;:ausaiujt-Jinnat, ennx written in the XV aenfrury 

gives eoue valuable details regarding the Mongol activities^ on the 

North-Western frontier of .rndin in th? XIII century, though the work is  

chiefly ;tj( historical and topographical account ox the city of Herat under 

the Kuret dynasty founded by ftttknuddln.

Apart Iroa these fairly numerous works which are only supp

lementary source* for our period, the chief original literary sources ar# 

very few in number* The earliest in point of time i*> the 1 ajul l U asir 

of Hasaii Miiaaii, completed towards the ond of Xltutmiah.'s raign.lt contains 

the chief military oventn of the years 588- 626, and although extremely 

florid end ornamental in style, is generally c.orrectin the minimum of 

facts which it narrates. The author owae to India aoon after the woaqaest 

of Delhi, find coartenced his work early in thn rei^n of \ibc> to whom he 

dedicated f t • rxceptinr one in the Indir Of flee, all the existing Vs. 

copies of the work are defective in one place or th another, and none of 

them contains the last portion of tho work, naurtariadw*:* covering the 

years 614-626, which &lliot quoted in hie ertraete from a it*, in the posses 

ion of fttwab Zlauddia cl* Loharu. Extremely valuable for the early years of 

the conquest and independent e f the Tajul Maaslr is  the h is to ric a l portion



t p ?  ^

statements. Nevertholess its value as our main original source can hardly

be overestimated. Although the author is known to hare lived until^ the a t  

accession of Balban , it is unfortunate that he did not continue hie hieto  

d r?n to the death of Mahmud * an a consequence of which the history of thoat 

period fr>m 658/1260 to 664/l2c5 is left a perfect blank which has not bee: 

filled up by any other writer. Feriekta mentions a work by ~Ainuddin
- wBij&puri, entitled yulhiquat-i-Tabakat-l-Kaslri , froni which he draws sea 

of his informations, but the author nor the work ia known at the present fc  A
time. He also mentions another vuthor, named Sadr Jahan y u jra t i,  the Bans 

of whoso work is equally unknown. Similar is the case with another work 

named Zainul Haasir mentioned by Ferishta.For the rest of the period 

consequently, we are exclusively dependent on Ziauddin Barani, the author 

Td^v-dw -Fl rozshahi ,completed in 1359, and dedicated to F iro i Tughli 

Although he claims to have resumed the history from where vinhaJ-i-Sirmj 

loft it, his account opens with the first year of Balbfm’s reign.The work 

i3 anecdotal in character, »nd i9 very deficient in dates and d e ta ils .

The author is guilty of distortion of facts and of colouring the account 

with hie own personal views and opinions• ~t is not history in the real j 

sense of the term, cince historical facts, which in themselves are extr—s' 

scanty in a work of 600/ pages covering a period of about a hundred years, 

are rot onjectivelv nar rated a 4 in the Tabak&t-i-Masiri, but in a selectlw  

manner so as to suit the particular character in which he wants to reveal 

the eight Sultans treated in  the book. The history of Balban*s reign, fo r  

example, ia  not a fiiithful chronicle of events, but a character study in  

he is  made to appear more as a doctrinaire than a practica l statesman. TkLu
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contained ia the Introduction to the Boot of freneolofies of Kwkkniddin Ift 

’*ub»rak*hah, recently iiscoverei and edited by Sir Benison Robs. The 

roth^ri who wir ' Vsirred i..,:.n of repute in th. co rt, * r ssni and later on, 

pslhi# • Tf'tc ahethcrhi rtery of the In :•• htcb ,. h ro*ntiomi

by Minhaj-t-Sirvi, unfortunately, dean not appear to be extant in the pres* 

time*. Another ?f his work, entitled \datul Marb _>m« Shu jut 1, (Art of War 

end travory) dedicated to l l t u t  , has, however, ^een rrfrerwedf and tup] 

loo very useful details Voout the ^ovemaent and the military organ!vatic* 

of the nerly ^steblinhod state >f fclhi. The famous collection of Stories
m

and anecdotes, en titled  Jariivl-K tkey*t, by Nuruddin Muhamsud A *f| dodieatei 

to the Vftslr of I ltu ta ie h , is  valuable only in  i t e  preface where the f t i l l t t  

operations of Iltu tm ish igainst Qubacha in  525/1227 are described and e f V 

which the author vac ad oye- witness, fo r a connected history o f tha perio< 

her ever, we are mainly dependent on the rabak&t -1 «»?<aal r i , of Mlnhajttddin 

Atu natar !♦  Sirnjaddla &t«Juzjual, completed in  658/1 "'60.lt is  a general h 

history Of the world but i te  value constate in  i t e  contemporar/esecant of 

the She nsr.tani conquest of In d ia  aad the subsequent history e f the new 

kinddcm in  which the author held high ecclosiastical and ju d ic ia l o ffices  

He was rot only s contemporary# but also an actual p artic ip a to r in  wany 

of the erects narrated In His cork* which consequently suffers from person 

prejudices. He is extremely biassed towards the Ghuride and the dynasty of 

Iltutm ish and in aany places conceals fre ts  unfavourable to his patron 

t.’lugh Khan( Chiyasuddin Bethan) and the Sultan haeiruddin K&hiaud to when 

the work is  dedicated* Although generally correct with regarg to facts , he 

is  wary sparing supplying d eta ils  and in  sons places makes contradictory



tffeihod of hi 3 treating the history of the period is apparent from mother 

of his work's namely k* ?p.tawa»i -Jahanderi |>Tlttor early in the reign of 

Tiro* Tughlaq, in which he pwgacKes hir own personal views about tne 

Governmental policy and kingship an! which are suspiciously similar to 

those WMok falban is s&ld to '<&■>.

TTith £&r>uii our orlgi »al sources cone to an wad* Casual* but 

soiuetlaae extremely illuminating* references to the contemporary political 

and social lif&f are found ink the writings .of thf poet Amir Khusrauj^/ 

who was ft contemporary of Barani « In some of hi.* Qaeirias, addressed to the 

leading men of the court, nome stray references to political events are 2 

found. He was a favourite of prince Kuhaicmud* the eldest son of Hal ban* 

after whose death he tooV service in the court of Kaiqobad* At the request 

of the latler he composed the poea entitled Qir&nus- Sa'dain, describing 

Keiqobed'e meeting with his father. 3rn‘firk* In his preface to the oet* , 

entitled "Vshioua^he gives a brief resume* of the history of the Sultane 

of lelhi unto Al&uddin Khalji. 3one valuable informations about the working 

of th* Governmental machinery and *2so about the expeditions are found in 

I *,1̂ 2-i-Khu&ravi, (a v*ork dealing with the art of composition) in whieh 

he gives extracts fro® actual letters and Firmans.Of the same value and 

interest as the works of Amir Kusmu, is the work of hie freind Amir Hasan, 

entitled TRwadul Tawaid, in which the sayings of the celobrated saint 

tfise&udiin are recorded under each day. Although Amir Hasan’s emphasis is 

mainly on the spiritual side of the talket the anecdotes and stories 

related by the saint about hie contemporaries are exceedingly interesting* 

and iffixixuxxxluklftx throw considerable sidelights into the eonieoporar
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p o lit ic a l fiuid eccial L ife . Of di tailor lyiiereet nrst { * )  n * l l lu l  ~ A re fln »

a dJlloctlon of tne spying* of Sdinuddin S h t/e t it  by M s d^sciole , ilM  

fanouo tyitbuddirt *aVhUy*r ?hki$ fb \  Asranil Aullyft* -  neiielre of fertdiiddin

Shak** rgun J * by hifc deocinls and eon** ln^lw it ^ 9oumtul Aq t ib i* tn  oceount

of tho teachiego of gutbnddin *a!ti by lubftimsiid Btilogt and tho (d) Hahotnl

^nvihblTi*- -jl j»e<i»oir of !?ts5r.»M!.n Vitiya# by Anrtr Khusrau* Another work

of <t s ia ila r  naturo, en title d  lahstul ^uluhf<» a oolloction of tho savings

of fnrtduddin 3hakar*unJ t  by Mitanuddla tu liy a , nay alto bo stationed#
Later works t deoling with tho llvee  of tho eslmta# baood on tho works

mentioned above* erei (a ) y ire tu l Abrar  , by HuOaauddin^x Uanikpuri*

written about 166* » (b) Alhharal jfrhinr t bv Abdul Hakk Dehlawi* writtoa
in  tho reign o f Jeheng^i 'c ' ^e iru l Areflgt *by Kaaid b# fasluHatt* w rittoa

in  942/13^5f and ( d ) . le f t  not Aullyat by Jahan \ra  » daughter of Shohjahea#
Of proper H irto ritft  w ritten  in  the XIV and XV eenturifjs* thi*

vers ified  h istory* m titlrid  Tot uhu s-Sel at la  by ttuhaiacied Bsaai, oowpleted

in  7 2 4 / 1 supplies e fo'« in teresting  though unconfirmed deta ils * Ihe

Kit^lar-'uihlah of Ibn Bstuta, co«ol«ted towards tho aiddle of tho XIV

century Is  not do valuable for our period as i t  io  fo r the Vughlaq hi story|

since | i t  a referenced of the h istory of Delhi are evidently eaga&r storiee

end ar« not Only unccnf] m«*d but in saw* plates grossly inaccurate*

Th* T ir lk h - i -^pbFrak snnht* of Yohla b * Abated b. Abdullah d lrh indi*

ouapli ted in  839/1424 although nelnly based on tho e a r lie r  works *©niloner

bi fcro, give rrnr «'4ditioitftl information* for which however no authority

go ibhtioned* Of the h is tories  of the Uughal period mention tauut be jsade 

of the Tabakat-i-Akbari* by Nlsatsuddin Dakhehi* Vfuntakbabut*twarikh o f

Abdul Quadir Budaoni* tad tho Gulshan-i-Ibrahiai known at ?arjkhvt•f&v+OZ.

by ltahaaoud Qaola b* Hindu Khan* known a t Perlehto* dedicated to Xtor<ilvlw
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Adil Shah of Bijapur. 7/hile the first two works are merely reproductio 

of the earlier histories, Ferishta carefully utilised other sources 

some of which have been mentioned before. Only in a few instances 

his statements have been found incorrect, but generally he is accurate 

and scientific in his accounts and does not deserve Raverty*s 

uncharitable remarks about his authenticity. Of similar value is the 

2afar le Talihe (An Arabic History of Gujrat) by Haji Dabir, written 

towards the end of Jehangir's reign. The work, in so far as the XIII 

century is concerned, is, however, only a carefiklly abridged Arabic 

translation of the earlier accounts, though a few other unnamed author 

also seem to have been consulted. Mention should also be made of

Mirat-i-Jahan Numa, a universal history written by Muhammud Shafi 

in 1684; and the Zubdatut-twarikh of Abdul Hakk Dehlavi, who generally 

follow the earlier authors.

Among the provincial histories, the Tarikh-i-Masumi of 

Muhammud Masum, written in the reign of Akbar, gives a few additional 

information about the conquest of Sindh by Iltutmish, and a brief 

account of the Sumras and the Suramas of Lower Sindh. The account, howe’ 

differs in many details from other works like the Tarikh-i-Tahiri, of 

Tahir Muhammud Nisyani b. Syed Hasan of Thattah, written in 1030/1620 

and dedicated to Jahangir. Thii work is valuable only for some anecdoti 

reference to the Sumras, though the account is disjointed and does not 

state its authority. The Tuhfatul Kiram, a general history of the East 

from the earliest times to the XVIII century by Mir Ali Sher Qaaai of 

Thattah, partly confirms the account of Mir Masum And Tahir Nisyani, 

though it also does not mention its sources. The traditional a c c o u n t  0
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the fortress of Gwalior since its foundation, is contained in the Gwalio 

Namah of Hiraman Munshi, completed in the 12th. year of Aurangzeb’s 

reign. Much of the account is evidently fictitious and legendary, and, 

at its best, has onl}r a corroborative value. The same may be said of a 

local history of Jammu, entitled Ra.j Darashani, by Ganeshdas Badrah, 

written in 1847. It is hardly worth the confidence placed by Raverty , 

since it is based evidently on such unreliable and legendary account as 

the Prithirada Rasu of Chand Bardai, and none of the statements regardin 

the ancient dynasty of Jammu/ is confirmed in the chronicles of Kashmir 

or in fact, in any of the earlier works. Mention should also be made of 

the Riyazus^Salatin, by Ghulam Husain Khan completed in 176B, purporting 

to be a history of Bengal from the Muslim conquest. Although the author 

appears to have used the exixting histories, he incorporated not a few 

unauthorised and grossly erroneous statements in his account of the XII 

century.
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Or•221*

Or.1806,

Uasum.
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Alfi.

Binakiwi.

Guiida.

TM.
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(a) Manuaoripts.

Author*xaadxvkhaxxpaxtkaaka**.
1* Adabul Haro was-3hjaat.— Add. 1685 3.
2. Akhbarul Akhiar.--Or.221.
3* Fatawa-l-Jahandarl.— I.O.tf 1149.
4. Fnvadul-Fawaid.--Or.1806.
5. Fiqh-i-Firoxshahi.— 1.3.2987.
6. Futuhat-i-Firoxahahi.— 8*.2039.
7. Putuhue-Salatin.— 1.0.3089.
8. Gwalior Hamah (i) Hiram &n M Jtn chi t-Add. 16709.

(ii) Motirama nd KhushalI-I.0.860.
9. Haft IqlU.--Add.kith** 24C92.
10. History of hoi.—
11. X * jas-i-Khusravi.— Add. 1686£.
12. Jamiul Kikayat.--Add.16862.
13. Jwalut-twarikh.--r.1970.

14. Kulliyat-i-Khuorari.— Add. 21104.
16. Khulaaatut-twarikh of Sujaa Hal .— 1.0.1657.
16. Uirat-i-Hasumi•— Add.24091•
17. Uirat-i-Jahaa Nuaa.— Or.1998.
18. Ni lamut-twarikh.—  Add. 16708.
19. i uaakh-i-Jahan Ara.— Or. 141.
20. Raj Darashani •— 1.0.507.
21. Rauaatul Jinnat.—  1.0.19b.
22. Soirul Arofi®.—  Or.215.
23. Tabakat-i-Nasiri• (i) Add.26189.

(ii^ 1.0.2953.
24. fajul Uaasir. (i) X.0.14ft.

(i) 1.0. -09.
(ill) Add.7623.
(1y ) Add.7624.

25. Tarikh-i-Firoxahahi.--(i) Or.2039.
(ii) 1.0.360.

26. Tarikn-i-Alfi.--(i) Or.142.
(ii) $r»162.

27. Tarikh-i-Binakiti.— (1 )xAUMUi2ix Add. 7626.
(ii) 1.0.215.

26. Tarikh-i-Gaur of dhiaai Porshad.— 1#0.2892.
29. Tarikh-i -Out! da.—  Add .22692.
30. Tarikh-i-Jnaag oiyal.— Or. 191.
31. Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi.— Or.163.
32. Tori kh-i - Tahi i i • - -add. w ,6.
33. Tarikh-i-Vassaf.— Add.2 3517.
34. Tafsil-i-Sikka.— 1.0.19 39•
35. Tahfatul Kim.— Add.21589.
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Al-Mawardi•

Rawandi•

Barthold-Turkestan.

36. Tuhfatus-Sigar of Amir Khusrau;— I .0.1187. 
2Rxx¥«cstiricx&KyKtxx3txXXXX*xxxxxxxxix$*&x
37, Wastul Hayat 1.0. 1187. 
38.Zubdatut-tw*rikh.—  1.0.1805.
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(b) Printed Sources and Secondery Works.

1. Abu Yuspf--Kitabul Kharaj;-Bulaq, 1886.
2. Aghnides— Muslim theories of finance;-

Colurabia University, New York, 1916.
3. Ahmad-Sir Syed, Asarus-Sanadid;-Cawnpur, 1904.
4. Ain-i-Akbari, Tans.Jarret and Blochman,

Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta.
5. At-MawardiT Ahkamus- sultaniyah;

Cairo, A.H.1298.
6. Al-Beruni's India, ed. Dr. Edward Sachau,

London 1888.
7.Ar-Rawandi-Rahgtbb Hadnrial. M.Iqbal,

Gibb memorial Series, Cambridge 1922.
8. Arnold,T.W.-(a) THe Caliphate, Oxford 1924.

(b) Preaching of Islam , London 1916.
9. Ashutosh SilOer Jubilee Volumes,

Orientalia Pt. II Vol iii. Calcutta 
Universtty Press, 1925.

10. Azad, M. Husain—  Ab-i-Hayat; (.ardu) Lahore 1917.
11.Akhbarul Akhiar, (Abdul Raque Dehlavi)

Delhi, 1891.
12. Banerji, R.D.- History of Orissa, Calcutta 1930.

Banglar Itihas(Beng.) Calcutta 1915-1'
13. Baillie, E.B.-Digest of Muhammedan Law;

London 1875.
14. Barthold-Turkestan down ^o the Mongol invasion;

Bng. trans.H.A R.Gtbb, Gibb Memorial Serif 
London, 1928. *

15. Barua,K.L.Rai Bahadur,-Early History of Kamrup;
Shillong 19 33.

16. Bayley, -E.C. -History of Gujrat; London 1886.
17. Bhandarkar, D.R.-Some Aspects of Ancient Hindu Polii

Carmichael Lectures, Calcutta University *] 
press, Calcutta.

18. Bhattacharya, -Mughal North-East Frontier Policy:
Calcutta 1929.

19. Bhattacharya, Padmanath-Kamrup Sasanabali(Beng)
Calcutta 19 32•

20'. Brown, E.G. (a) Presentation volume (A.jaib Namah) 
§d®bfi’dgeArnold And R.A.Nicholson,

. Cambridge 1922.
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21. Brown, C.J.-Coins of India, Heritage of Imdl«a 
Series; Calcutta 1922.

Baihaqui. 23.Baihaqui,-Tarikh-i-MasudiJ ed. *T.H.Morley.
Bibliotheea indica, Calcutta. 

24.1>idyapati-?ru«ha Pariksha, Irtg. trana. Nemrka: 
Bombay•

Cam. Hist. 25. Cambridge History of India ,
Vol. Ill ed. Sir \70Laley laig, Cambridge 11
Vol VI ed. H.H.Dobell .......... 1932,

Ind.Mus. Cat. ?6. Catalogue of coins in the Indian aseum, Caleul
lit ed. N. m g h t t x f o r d  1907.

28. Chah.ar Maqala, ed. Mirza ttuhai .mud, Gibb Miaorli
Series, London 1910.
Abridge! trans. E.G.Brown, London 1921.

29. Codrington, O.-Muesalman Nuari.nmetiscs, London
2904*

30.Cunningha'», 3ir A.-Coiaa of .adbbval India,
London 1844.

Elliot 31. Elliot, Sir H.54.-History of India ao told by
her cnm historians, ed. Dowson;
London 1867-73.

32. Slliot, A.C.-Chronicles of ^Gnao, Lahore 1902.
34. Elphinstone, M,-A History of India, od Cornell 

London 1305.
Tncy. I«l. 35. Encyclopaedia of IslBjn,(in progress)

London 1913*
ferishta. 36. Ferlshta, Ouasin b. Hindu Khan.-Oulehan-i-Ibral

(tarikh-i-Ferlphta), Lucknow 1864.
328 Fleet, J.F.-Gupta Inscriptions,

Calcutta 1886.
. . 3P. Forbes' Rasaala, ed. H.G.lawlinson.

Oxford 1926.
30. 01bb, H.A.RmiDamascus Chronicle of the Crusadoa 

University of London 19 22.
40. Galt, Sir Edward,-History of Assam,

Calcutta and Simla 1926.
41. Ganguly, D.C .-H isto ry  of the Paramara dynasty

of aalwa. Dacca 19 53.
42. Ghosal, U.N.-A history of Hindu p o lit ic a l thecf

Madras 1927.
43. Habib, M.-Empire of !)elhi in early odddle agesi

Organisation of the Central Government; 
Proceedings of the th ird  Oriental Conferee 
Madras. 1925.

444.H aveil, E.B.f-Indiam Architecture. London •
46. Haraprauad Sastri C^aaoinorative Volume;

Calcutta. 1933.
44. Hoverth, H.-Hietery ef the Mongols.

London 1874-1927.
47. Heart, -Arabic Literature. London 1903,
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Jbnul Athir.

Ibn batuta.

Ibn Ph *111 ken.

Cat* Hr•Hu*.

lfir*«- Life and Work p.

Budaoni

Ojhn- Rejputana.

QS.
Memoirs.

Ray-Dynastic History.

\ *• I V  r r * ’ %P .1*1 .v m ¥&* it A-'#. r^V

"••iW . *. . - 
V-’ •* ; > JffivyA - '*

48. Hasht Bihisht ( Amir Khusrau) • Aligarh *1918* 
49* Hiralal, m i Bahadur,-Daacriptive H a t  af 

inscrip tion* of C.P. and Barer.
Nagpur 1916*

50v Tbnul Athir-K&nilut-twa rikh.(a) Cairo *
(o) Leyden.

51. Tbn Ratute- Tuhfatun- Nussar ate*
Cairo 1870-71,

5*. Ibn fhallik n-Wefyatul Al'yen. Bulaq 1888,
53* I’ jas-i-Khusravi , Lucknow 1875-6.
54, Khuda Pabsh, S.-Contributions to the history 

of Islamic Civilisation. Calcutta 1905.
56, Lana-Pool, S.-Nadiaval India under Uufcammedan

rulr. London 1903.
50...... ........ Catalogue of coins in tha Britia

Museum, oultans of Delhi, London 1684,
57. Levy, R. -Sociology of lalnn. Oxford.
88. l&atlail Anwar(4mir Khusrau) Lucknow 9304,
59, Mir sc., M.W.-Life and work* of Asdr Khusrau.

Punjab University, Calcutta 19 35,
60, Mo releuid,W.H .-Agrarian eyste* of Moslem India,

Cambridge 1929,
61, Munt&khabut-tvarikh of Abdul quadir budaaai.

Bibliotheea Indica Calcutta .
62...... .Trans. Renting, Pibl.Ind. Calcutta.
63. Nasim, k.-kxk Li fa and Times of Sul tun IfnhnA

of Oasni. Cmbridge 1933.
64. OJha, G.H.- Rajputane ka Itihcis (hindi)

Ajmer. 1927.
65. Ojha, G.H.-fod's Annals of Rajasthan (Hindi

Trans.) Bankipur 1906w
66. Praahad,I.-History of Medieval India.

Allahabad 19Q5.
67. Poussin, Lg Valle' .-Dynasties et Mistoire

Eanishka Jnsqu 'aux invasions i'usaf.lmane 
Pariel935.

68. /Jiranus-SH*dain(^air Kusr&u). Lucknow 1845.
69. Rannell, J.-Memoir of a Map of Hindustan,

London 1734.
70. Ray,H.C."-Dynastic history of Northern India,

2 Vols. Calcutta University Press. 
1931and 1935.

71. Rahim, A.-Muslim Jurisprudence. London.
72. Rajmala (Bang.) ad. K.C.Singha.

Comilla B.3.1303.
73. Rajtarangini• ling. Trans.A.Utain.

London 1900.
74. Raverty, H.G.tTruns. ?abakat-i-Wasiri;

Bib. Ind. Calcutta.
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Rodgera-Cat. Lah.:iua.

Hajl Dabir.

RS.

>V/
W * ’ .v H  Li iS-V*;

Sheietan.

?sb, Ha*.
Tab. Akb.
Barani•
Afif.

Outida.

Juwaini.

Fakhre-Mudijr.

9 #
Thomas- Chronicles. 

T W *  Annals*

75. Reu,V.N .^History of the Rnstrakutaa.
Jodhpur 1933.

76. Rodgers, Chas. J. -Catalnjus of the coins la
the Government tfillll) Lahore.
Calcutta 1891.

77. Ross, Sir H.D.-i An Arabic History of Gujrati
(Z afar le l?alih) . London 19L1-8.

78. Riyasue-Salatln. Bib. Ind. Calcutta •
79. Raverty, H.G.# Notes on AFGHANISTAN .

London 1P80.
BO. Saaaddar, J.N .- Glories of Magedha. Readership 

Lecturesi Patna University. Patna.
81. Sarda, H.B.- Ajmert Historical and Descriptive. 

Ajmer 1911.
32. Sen,S.- 3hckaShubhodaya. Calcutta 1927.
83. Slaeset Nawabj ed. Charles Scoffer. Paris 1891.
84. Sheietan, History of- ; ed. i!alikue-Shuara

Bahar. Teheran 1935.
Smith, V.A.- Turly /of India* 4th. editi<

Oxford.
86. •• ......... Rtford History of j/ia. Oxford 19!
37. .............A.History of Tine Art in  India and

Ceylon. 1911.
88 • Stewart, Charles-Hi story of Bengal. London 1813.
89. mabak at-i-Hariri . Bib. Iqd. Culcutta*lSd4*
90. Tabakat-i- Akbari• Bib . Ind . Calcutta.
91. Tarikh-i-Firot sHahi. Bib. Ind. Calcutta.
92. Tarlkh-i-Firoi SHahi, of Shamat SiraJ Afif.

Bib. Ind. Calcutta.
93. Tarikh-i-Gusida. (facsimile) Hbb Memorial eer

London 1913.
94.Tarikh-i-Jahan Kusha-i-Juwaini•

iibb Memorial Serin*. London 1922.
95. Tarikh-i-Fakhruddin Mubarakehuh.

ed. Sir r.n, rose. London 1927.
94. Tarikh-i-Uubarakshahi• Bib. Ind. Caleutta.
97. Thomas, F.- Chronicles of the Pathan Kings

of Delhi. London 1871.
98. Thomas, F.T.- T'utual inPuencen of Mohammedan

and Hindus in India. Cambridge 1892.
99. ?od- Annals of Rajasthan. London 1329.

*400.........................ed. grooke. Oxford 193
101. Vaidya,C .v. -Downfall of Hindu tNdla#

Bombay. 
to?, Vidyabimd, Tl.*.- >lMient»ry c? ilogue of 

seine In  the Indian Museum , Calcutta, 
Non-Mohammedan Series, I .  Calcutta 1933.
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Ea- Messawi.

(c) reports
Asi. Res.

Epi. lad. Mos.
Ep. Ind.

Ind. Ant.

Ind. Hist. Quart; IHQ. 
JASB.

JRAS.

JBOR5.

JDL.

J0k '

Memo; Arch. Sur. Ind.
Memo. A.G.E.

NPP.
Num.Chro.

Cunningham- Reports•
Arch. 3ur. Rep.
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103. Viswakesha, (Bemg. Eacyolipeadia)
ad. N.N.V&su. Calcutta.

104. 3irat-l-Jalaluddln Mangbami, ed. C. is offer.
Pari* 1891.

105.   French Trans. Schaffer. Parle.
1C. Zakaullah- Tarikh-i- Hindustan. (Urdu) .

Delhi 1875.
107. Bhavnagar Inscriptions. Bombay.
108. Holdich, T.H.-Gates of India. 191C.
109. Inscriptions of Bengal ;ed. N.G.Kajumdar.

Varernfngt 'teste e -ch Doci*tv, ntjshahi. 1929.
110. Majumdar,R.C. -Early history of Bengal.

Dacca 1924,
and periodicals.

1. Asiatic Research*#. Calcutta.
2. Bangiya Sahityn Pari shad Pntriko, (Beng)

Calcutta.
?. Bharatvarsha (Seng) • Culcutia.
4. Bpigraphia Indo-Hosleaica.

Government Prose. Delhi.
5. Epigraohia Indica.

Government roes. Delhi.
6. Hindusthan Review.
7. Indian Antiquary. Bombay.
0. Indian Culture. Calcutta.

9.IndiJui Historic \1 -terly. Calcitts.
10. Islamic Culture. Hydrabad, Deccan.
11. Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society 

of Bengal. Calcutta.
13. Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society Great 

Britain and Ireland. London.
13. .journal of Indian History. Allahabad.
14. Jo arm ! of the Bihar and Orissa Research Socle' 

Patna.
15# Journal hf the Department of Letters,

Caleutta University.
10. Journal of the American Oriental 3nciety.
17. Memoirs of the Archaologlcal 3urvey of India. 
IB. Neaoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 

Calcutta.
19* Nagari Prachirini Patrika(HINDI)•

Kashi Nagari Prachirini Shabha.
20. Numismatic Chronicle. London .
22. Report Of The Archaological Survey of India;

a. Old Series, - A.Cunningham.
23. b. New Imperial series •
23. Report on the Revised Settlement of the

Jhang Diet. K.B. Steedman. Lahore 1882.
24.  Shahpur Diet. O.OUsley and W.G.Davies,

Lahore1866.
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Abbreviations
25. Report on the Revised Land Revenue Settlement 

Of Montgomery Dist. Lahore 1878.
26............ Hoshiarpur Dist. Lahore 1879.
27.   Jullunder Dist. Lahore 189 3.
28. Vienna Oriental Journal.


